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FOREWORD

It is a great pleasure for me to know that the second volume of (BASHO'S 

HAIKU) is going to be published by Mr. Toshiharu Oseko. 

encouraged in his valuable work by the high acclaim awarded to the first

He must have been

volume.

His approach to the translation of Bashd is unique in that the expected 

readers are those who would like to read the original text in Japanese side by 

side with his translation in order to understand Basho fully. I appreciate

this policy very much.

I would like to refer below to a few sentences of R. H.Before finishing

Blyth from Yol. IV of his legendary book: (HAIKU) published in 1952.

"The position which haiku has or should have in world literature may be

brought out by comparing and contrasting Bash5 with Shakespeare, Homer, Dante,

If he can hold his own with these, the 17-syllabled 

haiku may well claim an equality with the world masterpieces of epic, drama, 

and lyric."

Goethe and Cervantes.

January, 1996

IXc- hi

Sono Uchida

President,

Haiku International Association
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II PREFACE

This is the second part of (Basho's Haiku), the first volume of which was 
published in 1990, containing 330 hokku (haiku), 
missed in the first book: all the rest of his hokku.

This book covers what I

My way of translating is basically "literal": trying to keep the word order in 
the original position as much as possible.

For those who are studying the Japanese language, I have tried a grammatical
But, if you would like to know more aboutanalysis as in the first book, 

grammar, please refer to a book of grammar, or at least the chapter of "Basic 
Japanese Grammar" in Vol. 1. of (BashS's Haiku).

Probably this is the first complete book in English of all the hokku by Basho 
(about 980).

There are two main reasons that I can think of for that:

CD There were not enough poeple in the past who really wanted it, so no 
publisher dare take a risk.

(2) Basho's haiku are very difficult to translate, because we need quite an 
extensive background knowledge of both Japanese and Chinese classical 
literature, philosophy, religion, folklore, social customs, all kinds of 
art, etc. Especially in his haiku of early days, we find a reflection of 
the influence of the so-called "Tei-mon" and "Danrin" (wordplay type 
haiku), and his haiku were mostly parodies, or full of puns.
In most cases, we must bring the original text, on which his haiku are 
based, and we must translate it too, in order to compare it with his haiku 
and explain the relation between the two.

I am not a native speaker of English, so I know that ray translation is not 
very poetic according to rhyme and meter, the familiar English musical flow of 
sounds and word order, but I have tried to be most faithful to Basho's words 

I am sure that my translations will be at least some basic 
materials for the study of Basho's haiku, and I hope that some native poets 
will polish up my literal translations into better poems without spoiling, or 
distorting the original meaning of each haiku.

and his intention.

Prof. Kazuo Sato at Waseda University kindly remarked once in his book review 
of my (Basho's Haiku) for Kadokawa's (llaiku) magazine: "I have never seen such

Mr. Oseko didn't go beyond his capacity as a Japanese,a translation as this, 
but did what only a Japanese could accomplish."

Toshiharu Oseko
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B ASHO’ S HAIKUm

VOL. 2

GLEANINGS OF

WHAT I MISSED IN VOL. 1

V*
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List Abbrevi at i on so f

Conjugation Rules: (see the Chapter of Basic Japanese Grammar in Vo1. 1)

mizen: the Mizen-kei Base
renyo: the Renyo-kei Base
shushi: the Shushi-kei Base 
rentai: the Rentai-kei Base 

the Izen-kei Base 
rneirei: the Meirei-kei Base
1 zen :

Relationship Between the Classical and Modern Conjugations:

Yodan Katsuyo (Conjugation) -* godan: Godan Katsuyo (in Mod. J.) 
Kami-ichidan Katsuyo

yodan: 
kami-ichi: 
kami-ni: -> kami-ichi 

-* godan 
-* shimo-ichi

(in Mod. J.) 
(in Mod. J.) 
(in Mod. J.)

Kami-nidan Katsuyo 
shimo-ichi: Shi mo-ichidan Katsuyo 
shimo-ni: Shimo-nidan Katsuyo
na-line irreg. conj.: Na-gyo Henkaku Katsuyo: Na-line Irregular Conjugation

-» godan (in Mod. J.)
ra-line irreg. conj.: Ra-gyo Henkaku Katsuyo: Ra~line Irregular Conjugation

-* godan (in Mod. J.)
ka-line irreg. conj.: Ka-gyo Henkaku Katsuyo: Ka-line Irregular Conjugation 
sa-line irreg. conj.: Sa-gyo Henkaku Katsuyo: Sa-line Irregular Conjugation

v.: auxi1iary verbadjective.
Anno Domini = in the year of our Lord 
before Christ 

c. = circa: about.
Class. J.: the classical Japanese language (grammar) 
e . g.: for example
eu. chan.: euphonic change (ombin Epf^I)
Mod. J.: the modern Japanese language (grammar) 
ptc.: a particle 
Pres.: a president
Prof, (ret.): a former (retired) professor, or Prof, emeritus 
Sans: Sanskrit

ad j . 
A. D.

adv.: adverb. aux.

B.C.
c f.: compare

vt: transitive verbvi: intransitive verb.

Ifcolon (:) is used for "(it) means 
«- indicates "it comes from 
= indicates "it is (means) the same as - " 
{ ~ ) indicates "the title of a book"

»i

In the explanatory column of vocabulary,
A verb is shown in its "Infinitive" form = to + Root-form.

-5-



1662 The 2nd Year of Kambun) 19 Years OldI 1

(Chigiriki)*Has spring come? Or 
Has the year gone away? 
Still December 29th today!

Haru ya ko-shi 
toshi ya yuki-ken 
kotsugomori.

ko- = ka-line irregular conjug.: 
perfect.

to comeharu: spring (of the lunar cal.).
-shi (rentai-kei) ♦* ki (aux. v.): past ya ~ rentai (the rule of 

toshi: a year 
ken (shushi

ko-tsugomori: Dec. 29 (of the lunar calendar)

kakari-rausubi, see grammar in Vol. 1) 
yuki (renyo) «- yuku (yodan, vi = iku) : to go.
: conjecture of the past, 
cf. o-tsugomori = o-raisoka: the last day of the year = Dec. 30 (of the 1. c.) 
The explanatory preface reads: "As we have risshun (3£# , the first day of 
spring) today in spite of the date of December 29th - "

aux. v.) = kemu

This is a parody of a similar poem in (Kokin Waka-Shu) and (ise Monogatari):

£#(**£ l* 0 — t Hi

(Kokin Waka-Shu)Spring has come within this year!
Should we call it last year or this year?

Toshi no uchi ni haru wa ki-ni-keri hito-tose o
kozo to ya iwa-n kotoshi to ya iwa-n. Ariwara no Motokata

Did you come, or did I go? 
Was it just a dream

I do not remember, 
or was I awake? (Ise Monogatari)**

Kimi ya ko-shi ware wa yuki-ken omohoe-zu 
yume ka utsutsu ka ne-te ka same-te ka.

* (Chigiriki) is a selection of haikai in 5 volumes, compiled by Hirooka Mune- 
nobu, published in 1675. It contains 6 hokku by Munefusa (Matsuo Basho's real 
name), and this is the very first one.
** (ise Monogatari) is a collection of 125 short stories with 209 waka poems 
interspersed. Most stories start with h *) It 0 J "Mukashi otoko ari- 
keri": "There once lived a man." The author is not exactly known, but Ari
wara no Narihira (825~880) and Ki no Tsurayuki (868?~945) are sometimes men- 
tioned. The man in the stories seems to be someone like Ariwara no Narihira.

-6-



1663 C£L3C 3^, Kambun 3) 20 Years OldB 2

r&ft'POjmj*

The moon is showing the way, 
Please come in,
For travellers!

(Sayo no Nakayama-Shu)*
to our inn

Tsuki zo shirube 
konata-e ira-se 
tabi no yado.

shirube: guidance, a direction sign
Basho composed this jokingly as if he were an inn-keeper, 

ira- (mizen) ♦- iru (yodan, vi.): to enter, to get in, the sun sets 
-se (renyd) «- su (aux. v.): honorific, 
tabi = tabi (renyo) *- tabu (|p yodan, vt.): to deign to give, to honour with 
This is a parody of a passage from yokyoku "Kurama Tengu" IHj

tsuki: the moon, 
konta-e: this way.

tabi: a journey. yado: an inn

The blossoms show you the way, please come in! 
liana zo shirube naru. Konata-e ira-se-tamae ya.

* (Sayo no Nakayama-Shu) is a selection of haikai in 6 volumes, compiled by 
Matsue Shigeyori () , published in 1664. It includes // 2 and 0 3.

1664 4^, Kambun 4) 21 Years Old9 3

(Sayo no Nakayama-Shu)An old cherry tree
Displays her last blossoms
For a happy memory in her life.

Uba-zakura 
saku ya rogo no 
omoi-ide.

uba-zakura: another name for higan-zakura (Prunus subhiertella Miq.) which
omoi-ide = omoide: a memory, recollections 

rogo no: when one gets old 
= ha-nashi = L = an old woman = uba.

saku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to bloom.

bloom without leaves, 
without leaves = ha-nashi = L •
without teeth

ya: an interrog. & exclamatory ptc. 
-zakura (eu. chan.) sakuraalliteration: uba-zakura saku ya.

This is based on a passage in yokyoku "Sanemor i" (I§ , see haiku B 176
1): "Probably I shall die in battle, but it will be the happiest 

memory in my old life." T® #> X it *> * L o <D & W C tl IZ *§ % C o J
"Rogo no omoide kore ni sugi-ji."

in Vo 1.

Personification of an old cherry tree.

-7-



1666 Kambun 6) 23 Years OldI 4

(Chigiriki)Making people older,
He stays young: the portrait 
Of lord Ebisu!

Toshi wa hito ni 
tora-se-te itsumo 
waka-ebisu.

toshi (o) toru: to get oldpeople.hito: a (wo)man 
tora (raizen) toru (yodan, vt.): t0 take, get (old)

toshi: a year, age. 
itsumo: always.
se (renyo) «- su (aux. v.): causative, 
tora-se-te: making someone get (old).
Waka-Ebisu: a good luck charm with a portrait of Ebisu who is one of the Seven

te: a conjunctive ptc.
waka = wakashi = wakai: young

People put it onGods of Good Fortune(**), which was sold on New Year's Day. 
the door or "karaidana" (a miniature shrine at home), wishing a happy new year.
** They are called "Shichi-Fuku j in" (-fcfgft3) and are usually seen together on 
board "Takara-bune" (3t#&): a "treasure ship".

H, god of fishing, safe navigation, business
^H(^) : god of agriculture, wealth (= Okuninushi?)

The seven are:
© Ebisu 
© Dikoku‘(-t^n)j
(D Bi shamon (-ten) (5£) = Taraon-ten (^ ^ ) : guardian of wealth & north

rff£Z(Bu Dai): a Chinese Zen priest: =P£lfcfc (Qi Ci, ?~917)
: a Taoistic god, the spirit of the south polestar

(4) Hotei
(5) Fukurokuju 
© Jurojin mm a the same as above
© Benzai-ten (Ben-ten)V ^ (St) (Sarasvat i , Sans.): god of water & music 
A picture of Shichi-Fuku jin was put under the pillow for a happy hatsu-yume 
(the first dream of the year: usually on the night of Jan. 1st or 2nd).

f"!PiW^3E^c J *I 5

All the people of Kyoto,
A crowd of ninety-nine thousand 
Are out for cherry blossoms!

(Shirin-Kingyoku-Shu)*

Kyo wa ku-man 
ku-sen kunju no 
hana-mi kana.

Kyo = Kyoto. There was a set phrase describing the large population of Kyoto:
A^SEj, "Kyo wa kuman hassen-ke": Kyoto has 98,000 houses.

Another set phrase is "kisen kunju": a crowd of rich and
He changed kisen (rich and poor) to kusen (9,000) to make 99,000 which is 
than 98,000. This kind of technique of making a parody is called "kasun". 
hana-mi: (cherry) blossom-viewing.
* A collection of about 20,000 haiku from 97 books since the beginning of the 
Edo Period, compiled by Kori Soshin (fjl#f;^:|5) , published in 1679.

poor.
more

kunju = gunshu (in Mod. J.): a crowd

-8-



£*.(*9 AWII 6

(Shirin-Kingyoku-Shu)The flowers can be seen
By the eyes of the poor people:
Plumed thistles!

Hana wa shizu no 
me ni mo mie-keri 
oni-azami.

shizu: a poor man (people) 
no: a ptc.: English "of" (used as a postposition), 
mie (renyo) «- miyu (shimo-ichi, vi.): to see, to be visible 
keri: aux. v.: past, exclamatory
oni-azami = oni + azami: a plumed thistle = no-azami 
oni: an ogre, a fierce god (j^,^)

Cirsium japonicum DC.

hana: a flower.
me: an eye

azami: a thistle

There is a set phrase: ^ B hZ fi, 
fierce god. (Kana-Introduction to (Kokin Waka-Shu) by Ki no Tsurayuki)

me ni mie-nu kishinj: an invisible

fA £ ©J < -5 A , B IZ A (D Is' Jr* b A; , hito o tasukuru waza
o nomi, shizu no me ni mie-nu oni to ya hito no iu-ranj: Only those acts to 
save people, are probably called by the poor people "done by an invisible 
ogre". (jUffi yokyoku "Yama-Uba")

jE.Rmzwto&vRnm ngcOj#j*II 7

The early summer rains,
Kept me away long from you: 
The face of the moon!

(Zoku-Yamanoi)*

Samidare ni 
on-mono-do ya 
tsuki no kao.

samidare: an early summer rain (during the rainy season from June to July) 
ni: owing to, by
on-mono-do (a greeting expression) = go-busata ($3J$t$>2£) , go-so-en ($PiB£i&) : 
(I am sorry for) long silence 
The expression:
Honogatari,

, The Tale of Genji), etc.
** H&V ZL t , tsuki no kao miru wa irau-kotoj: to look at the face
of the moon is an ill omen.
It is humorous to use a greeting expression to the personified moon.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Koshun ($5^) under the 
his father: Kitamura Kigin » 1624-1 705), published in 1667.

"tsuki no kao" (the face of the moon) is found in (Taketori 
The Tale of the Bamboo-Cut ter(**)), (Genji Monogatari,nn t

supervision of

-9-



rgciii#jf 8

(Zoku-Yamanoi)The sound of rainfall, 
Hakes my ears sour,
The rain of ume!

Furu oto ya 
mimi mo suu-naru
ume no ame.

furu (rentai) «- furu (yodan, vi.): to fall 
mimi: an earoto: a sound, 

mo: a particle denoting exclamatory stress
suu (euphonic change) *- suku (renyo) «- sui (adj., ku-con j uga t i on) :
naru (rentai) *- naru (yodan, vi.): to become
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus muiue Sieb. et Zucc.
ame: (a) rain

sour

so it is used to make "umeboshi"Dme is too sour to eat as a fresh fruit, 
which is also very sour and salty, or "ume-shu" (wine).

The rainy season in Japan (from the middle of June to the middle of July) , is 
also called "tsuyu" (#£M) which means the rain of ume, because those rains 
make ume ripe.

rgtOi#j# 9

A rabbit-ear iris,
How exactly it resembles: 
Its image in the water!

(Zoku-Yamano i)

Kakitsubata 
ni-tari ya ni-tari 
raizu no kage.

kakitsubata: a rabbit-ear iris, Iris laevigata fischer. 
ni- = ni (renyo) *• niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to resemble, 
tari: aux. v. : perfect *» It has resembled 
mizu: water.
kage: a shadow, reflection, reflex, image, (the) shade

look alike

-10-• 7
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(Zoku-Yaraanoi)Fascinated with
The flowers of a bottle gourd
I forgot myself!

Yugao ni
mitoruru ya mi mo 
ukari-hyon.

yugao: a bottle gourd, white flowered gourd,
Lagenaria siceraria (Molina) Standi, var. clavata Ser.
The young fruit is used to make "kampyo" for noriraaki-sushi.
The fully matured hard fruit is hollowed to make a bottle for liquid 
and grain. This is a variety of "hyotan" which is too bitter to eat. 

ni (ptc.): with, by, at. 
mitoruru (rentai) *- mitoru (shimo-ni,
: to be fasinated with (by), to look admiringly at 
mi: a body, oneself, 
ukari-hyon = uka-uka-to, ukkari (in Mod. J.): absent-mindedly
This slang sounds funny by itself, and it is associated with the following 
puns: ukari (a pun) = ukare (renyo) ♦- ukaru (shirao-ni, vi.) = ukareru (shirao- 

ichi in Mod. J.): to float, to make merry, to be in high spirits 
ukareru = uki-uki-suru. uki (renyo) «- uku (yodan, vi .) : to float 
hyon (a pun) = hyotan: a bottle of gourd which floats on the water 

yugao = yu: evening + gao *- kao: a face. It suggests a beauty in the evening.

ya: an exclamatory ptc.
vi.) = mitoreru (shimo-ichi in Mod. J.)

an emphatic ptc.mo :

* 11

Azaleas by the rocks:
Were they dyed red with the tears 
Of a cuckoo?

(Zoku-Yamanoi)

Iwa-tsutsuj i 
somuru namida ya 
hototogishu

iwa-tsutsuji = iwa: rock + tsutsuji: an azalea, Rhododendron
Tsutsuji is also called "token-ka" (ttfjljf^E). "Token" is hototogisu: a cuckoo. 
To be correct, "token" (tfcfjS) is the Chinese name (£i^) for Rhododendron 

but "token-ka" is used as a generic terra for all kinds of aza-simsii Planch,
lea including sa tsuki-tsutsu ji (J^ E , Rhododendron indicura (L.) Sweet =

somuru (rentai) «- somu (shirao-ni, vt.) = soraeru (shirao- 
namida: a tear, tears 

shu(^) : red, vermilion

Azalea indica L.)
J.): to dye, colour.ichi, in Mod.

hototogishu (a pun) = hototogisu.
This kind of pun with only one syllable change is called "kasuri" in Japanese.
This haiku is based on the traditional idea that a cuckoo is supposed to shed
"tears of blood".

-11-
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(Zoku-Yarnanoi)A short while to wait
For the first voice of a cuckoo:
- Some thousands of years!

Shibashi ma mo 
matsu ya hototogi- 
su sen-nen.

an intervalperiod (space) of timeshibashi: for a short while, 
ao: an emphatic ptc.
■atsu (yodan, vt.): to wait = matsu ($): a pine (is a symbol of longevity) 
There is a proverb: Matsu wa sen-nen: A pine lives a thousand years, 
ya: a ptc. denoting a rhetorical question, interrogative and exclamatory 
hototogi-su = hototogisu: a cuckoo. 
sn corresponds to sji (ffc) (a pun): a few, 
sen-nen: a thousand years.

ma: a

some, severa1 
su-sen-nen: some thousand years

This kind of exaggeration reminds me of Li Po’s (^ £ , 70W62) expressions:

(UltUjS'fil): It (waterfall) flows flying down 3,000 feet.
: My white hair is 30,000 feet long.

# 13

Autumn winds are blowing 
Against the sliding door 
With sharp piercing voices!

(Zoku-Yamanoi )

Aki-kaze no 
yari-do no kuchi ya 
togari-goe .

aki: autumn. kaze: a wind, 
knchi: a mouth, entrance, door = to-guchi
togari- (renyo) : sharp, pointed «- togaru (yodan, vi.): to become sharp 
goe «- koe: a voice. 
yari-do (jflt^F): a sliding door.
"yari" is used here as 
yari (a spear) is pointed.
A voice comes out through a mouth (door).

yari-do = hiki-do: a sliding door

togari-goe: a sharp piercing voice 
yari ($t = , a homonym) :

a pun for a spear and a sliding door.
a spear.

kuchi o togarasu: to pout one’s mouth (lips)

The sounds of autumn winds are compared to human voices.

-12-
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(Zoku-Yaraanoi)On Tanabata,
If their date is rained off, 
Their hearts will be sad!

Tanabata no 
awa-nu kokoro ya 
uchuten.

Tanabata or Star Festival is an annual festival held on July 7 when, according
to tradition, Altair: the cowherd star on one side of the Milky Way, and Vega: 
the weaver star on the other side, are allowed to meet in love only once a 

(see haiku II 167 in Vol. 1)year.
awa (rnizen) au (yodan, v i . ) : to meet. nu (rentai) ♦* zu (aux. v.): negative.

(ame de) awa-nu: a date is rained off (out)
u-chu-ten: a new compound (pun) invented by Basho as an antonym of uchoten(*)
u = ame: a rain, chu = naka: in, the middle of. ten: the heavens, the sky
* uchoten (WUC^C): exaltation, rapture, ecstasy, the top of the world 

uchoten ni naru: to go (get) into ecstacies (over)

kokoro: heart.

mai#iB CD Bt 15

(Zoku-Yamanoi)Just be clear, to make 
The place I live a capital 
For the harvest moon!

Tanda sume 
sume-ba raiyako zo 
ky6 no tsuki.

This expression was part of the then prevailingtanda = tada: just, only.
popular (dance) songs:

"tanda fure fure" (fz /v/c (2| ft) : Just fall down (snowflakes)! 
surae (meirei) *- sumu (jyodan, vi.): to become clear 

«- sumu (ftt‘, yodan, vi.): to live

e.g.

sume (izen)
is repeated just as in the above song (fure fure): Tanda sume sume (-ba).

to make a confirmed condition with "Izenkei Base",
sume
-ba: a conjunctive ptc. 
and it makes a conditional form with "Mizenkei Base"

® sume-ba (izen) : when (I) live, (I am already living) 
(2) suma-ba (mizen): if (I) live, (I am not living now, but if I live)

(see Basic Japanese Grammar in Vol. 1) 
(2) the Imperial capital (of Kyoto)

"Sume-ba miyako" (Q: #) fdf ®) : "There’s no place like home"
kyo no tsuki: the harvest moon 

When I see the harvest moon clearly, ray place will be a capital.

miyako: (T) a capital.
There is a proverb: 
kyo: (D today. (2) = Kyoto. tsuki: the moon.

"Sume-ba miyako" has a double meaning.As you see above,
This is technically quite complicated.

-13-
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(Zoku-Yamanoi)The image is perhaps 
The shiny Shita-teru-hime: 
The face of the moon.

Kage wa ame no 
shita teru hime ka 
tsuki no kao.

kage: light = tsuki-kage (moonlight, a figure,
= omokage (®f^) : an image 

ame no: heavenly, celestial 
shita: under
teru (rentai) teru (yodan, vi.): to shine 
hime: a (young) princess
ka: an interrogative ptc.: perhaps (in this poem) 
tsuki: the moon 
kao: a face, visage

Shita-teru-hirae: the daughter of Okuninushi: the ruler of Izumo Province in 
Shinto myth in (Kojiji, comp, in 712) and (Nihonshoki, comp, 
described as a beautiful princess and is considered to be the ancestress (the 
originator) of waka-poets in those books, that is the reason why she was men
tioned in the Kana-Introduction to (Kokin Waka-Shu) by Ki no Tsurayuki.

(see haiku # 193 for Shinto, Kojiki, Nihon Shoki in Vol. 1)

in 720). She is

<£cUJ#)&C7)^C-£>&JS,C7)n# 17

The voices of reeds,
Sound like the mimicry of 
The autumn winds!

(Zoku-Yamanol)

Ogi no koe 
koya akikaze no 
kuchi-utsushi.

ogi: a common reed, Miscanthus sacchariflorus 
koya: this is probably -, this must be something like 
this sounds (looks) like - 
akikaze = aki: autumn + kaze: a wind
no: a ptc. to make a noun modifier out of the following 
kuchi-utsushi = kuchi: a mouth + utsushi: a copy, duplicate, transfer 
kuchi-utsushi (P^L) = kuchi-mane (P|C(£0: mimicry
kuchi-utsushi (P^L): transfer (water) from one's mouth to another's

noun

-14-
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(Zoku-Yamanoi)Isn't she impolite?
The bush-clover lies down, 

With her flowery face!

Ne-taru hagi ya 
yogan-burei 
hana no kao.

ne (renyo) *- nu (shimo-ni, vi.): to sleep, lie down 
= neru (shimo-ichi, vi.) in Mod. J. 

taru (rentai) *- tari (aux. v.): perfect, a finished condition (state) 
hagi: a bush-clover, 
yogan-bure i (|jjf.2L : impol i te looking) «- yogan-bi rei (&: a set phrase 
meaning "good-looking") 
yogan: a face, looks.

ya: an exclamatory ptc.

hana (no): a flower (flowery). kao: a face

This is a comic personification of bush-clover, and he enjoyed punning on 
"ibi_rei" and "bjirei" as you see above. This is another example of "kasuri".

rgciii#j0 19

The mirror of the moon 
Seen in October, is a feast 
Of New Year to the eyes!

(Zoku-Yamanoi)

Tsuki no kagami 
koharu ni rairu ya 
me-shogatsu.

kagami: amirror 
tsuki no kagami: a full moon, a clear moon
koharu: another name of balmy October of the lunar calendar 
koharu-biyori: balmy autumn weather, an Indian summer 
ni: in, at
miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see, look at, watch 

shogatsu: the New Year 
me-shogatsu: to enjoy watching something beautiful (good)

tsuki: the moon.

me: an eye.

Kagami and miru are "associate (kindred) words" (engo $^H). 
The combination of October and the New Year is funny.

-15-
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(Zoku-Yamanoi)A wintry shower,
Has changed at last into snow 
On the impatient pines!

Shigure o ya 
modokashi-gari te 
matsu no yuki.

shigure: a wintry shower, a cold shower of late autumn
ya: an emphatic ptc.o: a ptc. denoting an object.

■odokashi (adj.): be displeased at, by, with «- modoku (yodan, vt.): to blame 
gari (renyo) «- garu: a suffix to make a verb (yodan conj.) with the stem of an

te: a conjunctive ptc.adjective and a noun, 
pine (f&) , (2) to wait for (&O) . yuki: snowmatsu: (I) a

Wintry showers change the colour of the foliage in autumn except evergreens. 
The pines were displeased with the wintry showers for their partiality, and 
just impatiently waited for snow for their decorative costume.
- A personification of pines, making a humorous psychoanalysis of their 
envious and competitive feeling.

r %c Uj # j* 21

Bent down low, withered,
The snow-covered bamboo shows: 
The world is inverted!

(Zoku-Yamanoi)

Shiore-fusu ya 
yo(*) wa sakasama-no 
yuki no take.

shiore (renyo) *- shioru (shirao-ni, vi.) = shioreru (Mod. J.): to wither, droop 
fusu (yodan, vi.): to lie (bow) down
* yo: Q) tS:: the world, (2) ® = fushi: a node (joint) of a bamboo 
As you see above, "yo" (the world) also means a node(s) of a bamboo, 
take: a bamboo
sakasama-no: (the world and the bamboo nodes are) inverted, upside-down 
no: a ptc. to make an adj. phrase out of a noun for the preceding word

In yokyoku "Take no Yuki" The Snow on Bamboo)
mother who laments for her son frozen to death in the snow under a bamboo. 
A son's death before his mother's is not in order 
This haiku is probably based on this story.

there is a scene of a

but inverted!

The explanatory preface reads:

(This was composed) "At the place of the person whose child has died"

-16-
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Large snowflakes mixed with 
Hail, remind me of komon: 
The fine-patterned cloth!

(Zoku-Yamanoi)

Arare majiru 
katabira-yuki wa 
komon kana.

arare: hail, a hailstone
vi.): to get mixed (mingled, blended) withmajiru (yodan

mazu (shimo-ni, vt.) = mazeru (shimo-ichi, vt., Mod. J.): to mix, blend 
katabira: a silk or hemp kimono without a lining to be used in summer 
katabira-yuki = botan-yuki (£fcj^Hf) : large, thin and flat snowflakes 
komon: a fine pattern such as stars, tiny flowers, petals, hailstones, etc. 

a kimono made of fine-patterned cloth

r^Uj^jt 23

In the frostbitten field, 
Some flowers still remain, 
But look depressed!

(Zoku-Yamanoi)

Shimo-gare ni 
saku wa shinki no 
hana-no kana.

shimo: f ros t.
(kami-ichi): to wither, die 
ni: in, at
saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom 
wa: a nominative ptc.
shinki no = shinki-kusai = depressed, melancholy
hana-no = hana (a flower) + no (a field) = a flowery field
kana: an exclamatory ptc.

gare (eu. chan.) «- kare (renyo) «- karu (kami-ni, vi.) = kareru

There was a popular song named "Ryutatsu-bushi" (;(§!iffr) , from which shinki no 
hana was taken (Eizo Kon: (Basho Ku-Shu)):

The depressed flowers bloom every night.

Shinki no hana wa yo-yo ni saku.

A personification of the flowers.The flowers look depressed ----

-17-
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(Zoku-Yamanoi)Feeling shy with the face 
Of cherry blossoms, the moon 
Is hiding in the haze!

Hana no kao ni 
hare-ute shi-te ya 
oboro-zuki.

kao: a face, visage
to feel shy with (the face of a beutiful lady) 
to have a stage fright 

shi (renyo) ♦* su (sa-line irreg. conj.): do

hana: a flower, 
hare-ute (Bjt^T) :

-te: a conjunctive ptc.
a ptc. denoting interrogative and exclamatoryya:

oboro-zuki: a hazy moon. zuki (eu. chan.) *- tsuki: the moon

The humorous personification of a hazy moon.

rgcOj#j< ft* as*I 25

(Zoku-Yamanoi)Fully blooming ume
Should be left alone intact
By the wind, I wish!

Sakari-naru
ume ni su-de hiku
kaze mogana!

sakari: the hight, peak, in full bloom (swing) 
naru (rental) «- nari (aux. v.): affirmative 
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume
su-de hiku: to leave something alone without touching

-de (eu. chan.) «- te: a handsu-de (5f§^) : an empty hand.
hiku (yodan, vt.): to pull (out), draw 
kaze: a wind
mogana: a conclusive ptc. denoting the wish of the speaker

Ume is an associate word of su-de, because sji also means vinegar, and 
sushi (adj., ku conj.) = sjii or suppai (Mod. J.) which means sour.

Ume is too sour to eat as fresh fruit, so we make umeboshi (pickled ume) which 
is very sour and salty.

This haiku means: "Don't blow down the ume blossoms which are in full bloom!"

-18-
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(Zoku-Yamanoi)Easterly winds blow,
Dispersing the willow branches 
Just like loosened hair!

Achi-kochi ya 
men-men sabaki 
yanagi-garni.

achi-kochi: here and there
kochi (a homonym): an east(-terly) wind = a spring wind
men-men sabaki each person dealing with something on his (her) own
Bfl * Pi t # < it t/ ififc £ fl (joruri*: Urashima Kendai-Ki,
|2) * A form of dramatic narrative chanting to samisen accompaniment.
I was bluntly told, "Do it on your own!" (joruri: Urashima Nendaiki)
sabaki (renyo, & gerund) ♦- sabaku (yodan, vt.): to comb, loosen (hair), sell

sabaki-garni: loosened (combed) hairdispose of, deal with, judge, 
yanagi: a (weeping) willow 
garni (eu. chan.) *- kami: hair 
yanagi-gami: (T) long and thin branches of a willow which look like long hair 

(2) long and beautiful hair (of a lady)
This is based on a poem Early Spring" in {^D $| Hi : Wakan Roei-Shu)
which was compiled in 1013 by Fujiwara no Kinto 966~1041):

It's cleared up, and the winds comb 
The budding branches of a willow.

r&iu#jIf 27

(Zoku-Yamanoi)Large snowflakes are making 
A willow into rice cake 
Of twisted white thread!

Mochi-yuki o 
shira-ito to nasu 
yanagi kana.

mochi-yuki: large snowflakes which remind people of raochi: rice-cake
special mochi, made of rice flour (shinko), inshira-ito = shira-ito-mochi :

the shape of a twisted hank of thread, 
shira (eu. chan.) shiro: white, 
to : a ptc.

ito: thread, yarn
denoting the result of a change: (English) into 

to do, perform, achieve, make, form 
Mochi-yuki and shira-ito (-mochi) , and i_to (thread) and yanagi (willow) 
associated words respectively.

(yodan, vt.):nasu
are
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(Nyoihoshu)*Even with blossoms,
To ray regret I can't open 
My bag of poems!

Hana ni aka-nu 
nageki ya kochi no 
uta-bukuro.

hana: a flower, blossom
aka (mizen) - aku (($ < , ffl < , yodan, vi.) : to open 
aka (mizen) «- aku < , yodan, vi.) = akiru (yodan, Mod. 
of-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative, 
kochi: ® ^JS,: a east (spring) wind,

<§) Chit b) : a slang expression for "I", 
uta-bukuro: the bag (container) of poems

bukuro (eu. chan.) «- fukuro: a bag, container

J.): to get t i red 
nageki: grief, sorrow, regret

kochi no: my

uta: a poem.
He is making fun of himself for not being able to compose a single poem even
when he enjoys looking at beautiful blossoms.
This is a parody of a poem in (ise Monogatari (paragraph // 29), c.905):

I always wanted to see the blossoms longer when I had to leave,
But I have never felt it so strong as this evening!

The poet meant his love for Nijo no Kisaki (Z1^/r) instead of the blossoms. 
* It is a selection of haikai, compiled by Ogita Ansei 
in 167 A.

pub 1ished

Lg-fcTEfctf ft r£cOj#j# 29

Spring winds will make
The blossoms burst out, I hope
Into laughter!

(Zoku-Yamano i)

Haru-kaze ni 
fukidashi warau 
hana mogana.

haru-kaze: a spring wind
fukidashi (renyo) «- fukidasu (yodan, vi.): to start to blow 

to burst out into laughter (burst out laughing)
fuki (renyo) «- fuku (yodan, vi.): to blow 
dasu (yodan, vi. & vt.): to put out, start to 
warau (rentai) «- warau (yodan, vi.): to laugh 
fuki (to blow) is an associated word of haru-kaze (wind) 
warau hana = hana warau (a flower laughs) means a flower blooms 
fukidashi warau: to burst laughting = all the flowers (blossoms) suddenly 
start to bloom together
mogana: a conclusive ptc. ($?-i|tj|p| , shu-joshi) denoting the speaker's wish
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(Zoku-Yamanoi)Summer will come soon,
Cover the mouth of the Windsack 
To save the blossoms!

Natsu chikashi 
sono kuchi tabae 
hana no kaze.

chikashi = chikai (Mod. J.): near, close 
sono (in Clas. J.) = so (pronoun) + no (ptc.): its

= its (noun modifier: "rentaishi" = adj.)
kuchi: a mouth (of the Windsack owned by the God of Wind who controls winds!) 
tabae (meirei) «- tabau (J& Jr> , fb Jr> , yodan, vt.) : to save, cover
In this poem, it means both "to cover the mouth" and "to save the wind for

It also means, "Save the wind now to protect the

natsu: summer.

sono (in Mod. J.)

summer when we need it", 
blossoms !".
hana no kaze: the wind which blows blossoms down

0 31

People, in festive mood 
With wild cherry blossoms, 
Are visiting Hatsuse.

(Zoku-Yamanoi)

Ukare-keru
hito ya Hatsuse no
yama-zakura.

ukare (renyo) «- ukaru (shimo-ni, vi.) = ukareru (Mod. J.): to make merry, to
cf. uka£e-keru and ukar|-keru (see below) 
ukari (H*^* 0 , coldhearted)

be in high spirits. 
ukare (j^^Pl , merry)
keru (rentai) «- keri (aux. v.): past, exclamatory.
Hatsuse: The old name of Hase (^^) in Sakurai City in Nara.

hito: a man, people
It is noted for

cherry blossoms and Hase-dera (Temple) with its tree peonies (botan). 
yama-zakura: a wild cherry tree (blossoms), Prunus jamasakura Sieb. ex Koidz.

This is a parody of a poem by Minamoto no Toshiyori , 1055~1129) in {^p
Senzai-Waka-Shu , 118/) & ('hJTS’A— If, Ogura Hyakuni n-i s shu , 1 235):

9 0 L Ukari-keru hito o Hatuse no yama-oroshi 
hageshi-kare to wa inora-nu mono o.

The person whom I love, but cold to me!
I didn't pray that her heart would be colder, 
Just like the strong winds 
Blowing from Hatsuse Mountain!
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(Zoku-Yamano i)Fascinated with
The drooping cherry blossoms
I reel as I leave!

Ito-zakura 
koya kaeru-sa no 
ashi-motsure.

ito-zakura = shidare-zakura: a drooping cherry tree, Prunus itosakura Sieb. 
ito: a string, thread.
"koya kaeru-sa no" (as I leave) was a common phrase in yokyoku 
kaeru (yodan, vi.): to return 
-sa (suffix): when as -, on the way (home) 
ashi: a foot (feet), leg(s)
motsure (renyo & gerund) ** motsuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = motsureru (Mod. J.)
: to get tangled, to trip, reel
Ito (thread) and motsure (entanglement) are associated words.

zakura (euphonic change) «- sakura: a cherry tree

Basho's lingering attachment to the blossoms was expressed with "ashi-motsure" 
: "reeling" which was also caused by drinking sake under the blossoms.

matt in mmf 33

As a wind blows down
The cherry blossoms, the tree
Becomes somewhat lonesome!

(Zoku-Yamano i)

Kaze fuke-ba 
obos5-naru ya 
inu-zakura.

fuke (izen) *- fuku (yodan, vi.,vt.): to blow 
-ba (ptc.): fuke-ba: as (when) a wind blows,

fuka(mizen)-ba: if a wind blows
oboso-naru: to become smaller at the edge like a dog's tail (literal meaning) 

to dwindle, lose vigour, taper off, become lonely
boso- (eu. chan.) «- hosoku (renyo): smallan amimal's tail.o:

-naru (yodan, vi): to become 
inu: a dog
inu-zakura: a variety of a cherry tree with small white blossoms

o (tail) of oboso-naru and inu (dog) of inu-zakura are associated words.
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The flowers of waves
And snow, are the returned flowers
of water, aren't they?

(Nyoihoshu)

Nami no hana to 
yuki mo ya mizu no 
kaeri-bana.

nami: a wave, surge, surf.
nami no hana: the flower of a wave = the crest of a wave 
yuki no hana: the flower of snow 
kaeri-bana: a returned flower = a flower which blooms unseasonably in early 

winter

hana: a flower

= a poetical name of snow

kaeri (renyo & gerund) «- kaeru (yodan, vi): to return 
bana (eu. chan.) «- hana: a flower.

Basho sounds like a scientist:
mo: also. ya: interrogative

In this poem
Snow falls on the waves, melting into the seawater, hence the both flowers of
waves and snow should be called the returned (unseasonable) flowers of water! 
yuki (K|) : snow. yuki (fj cF , renyo & gerund) «- yuku (yodan, vi.): to go 
kareri (j§. ty ) : returning, returned (flower)
Yuki (going) and kaeri (returning) form an antonym.

1669 (^£9^, Kambun 9) 26 Years Old0 35

rju*£*j

No man in the moon 
Under the katsura tree, 
Can be seen by rain!

(Nyoihoshu)

Katsura-otoko 
suma-zu nari-keri 
arae no t suki .

katsura: (I) A legendary tree in the moon, named , gui" in China.
(2) katsura tree, Cercidiphy11 urn japonicum Sieb. et Zucc. 

katsura-otoko: A "sennin" ({[llA: Taoist immortal) living under the legendary 
tree in the moon in China, thence it also became to mean a handsome man.
In {ise
moon", and the paragraph If 23 ends with

The man didn't come to live with her).
to live.

Monogatari) , there is a paragraph (If 73) titled "Katsura tree in the
(Otoko suma-zu

nari-ni-keri:
cf. suma (raizen) «- sumu (ffi tJ , yodan, vi.): zu (aux. v.): negative 

suma (mizen) «- sumu (W.tJ > yodan, vi.): to become clear, to be clarified
keri (aux.nari (renyo) «- naru (yodan, vi.):

tsuki: the harvest moon spoiled (invisible) by rain
to become. v.) : past

arae no
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r^cfnni^Lj*

(Yamato-Junrei)*Blossoms in full bloom
Inside the temple, are not known
By outsiders!

Uchiyama ya 
tozama shira-zu no 
hana-zakari.

uchiyaya: Uchiyama Kongojoin Eikyuji Temple ) in Nara
an outsider (of the temple, a group), a visiter from outsidetozama:

tozaraa-daimyo: non—hereditary feudal lords of the Tokugawa Shogunate 
shira (mizen) «- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know. (aux. v.): negativezu
hana-zakari: the blossoms in full bloom -* a blossom viewing party
uchi(F*l) of Uchiyama means inside, yama (ill) is a mountain or a temple ground.
This temple belongs to the esoteric Buddhism of the Shingon Sect.
uchi(inside) and tozama (fl-Jfl, outsider) form an antonym.
Esoteric Buddhism mikkyo) is not well known by outsiders, and the

cherry blossoms in the temple precincts are not exactly known by outsiders 
either.

* A selection of haikai, compiled and published by Okamura Seishin in 1670.

# 37

An early summer rain 
Is measuring the shallows of 
The swollen Minare River

(Yamato-Junrei)

Samidare mo 
sebumi tazune-nu 
Minare-gawa.

samidare: an early summer rain
mo: a ptc. denoting an addition, stress, juxtaposition 
sebumi: measuring the depth of the shallows of 
tazune (renyo) «- tazunu (shimo-ni, vt.) = tazuneru (Mod. J.):

to check on

a river
to search , ask

nu (aux. v.): perfect
Minare-gawa: the Minare River (£®I|M = 7K2RJII) is a branch 
River flowing through Gojo City in Nara.
The rain looks as if measuring the depth of the shallows of the river 

personification of a rain.

of the Yoshino

the
But this was composed just for word-play.

In Japanese, we have a word "ama-ashi" (MP : literally, rain-leg, : rain-
foot): the density of falling rain.

Mi-nare (renyo) *■ mi-naru (shirao-ni, vi.)
(something) often and to be already familiar with it.

= rai-nareru (Mod. J.): to see
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Even children know
That the New Year has come:
By the decorated rope.

(Haikai Yabu ni Ko no Mono)*

Haru tatsu to 
warawa mo shiru ya 
kazari-nawa.

tatsu (yodan, vi.): to stand, arriveharu: spring, 
haru tatsu: spring (a New Year) has come 
warawa: a boy, child. wara: (rice) straw. mo: even
shiru (yodan, vt.): to know 
kazari (renyo & gerund) *- kazaru (yodan 
nawa = wara-nawa: a straw rope 
kazari-nawa = shime-nawa: a sacred Shinto straw-rope which is a decoration on 
the door for a New Year, and repels evil spirits away
It is natural that warawa (children) should know that the New Year has come by 
the sacred rope (kazari-nawa), because it is made of wara-nawa: rice straw!
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Yoshida Tomotsugu, pub. in 1671

vt.): to decorate

rR&izuj*It 39

(Kai-Oi)*Put on jimbe-baori
As a festive costume, to see
The cherry blossoms!

Ki-te mo miyo 
jimbe ga haori 
hana-goromo.

ki (renyo) «- kiru (M & , kami-ichi, vt.): to put on
ki (renyo) «- ku (^E , ka-line irreg. conj., vi.) = kuru (Mod. J.): to come 
te: a conjunctive ptc.
miyo (meirei) «- miru (kami-ichi, vi.): to try, experience, see

mo: an emphatic ptc.

"ki-te mi-te (ga-ori ya) has a double meaning as you see above, and this 
phrase was used often in the popular songs in those days. jimbe ga: jimbe's
jimbe ga haori = jimbe-baori : a kind of padded "haori" (a Japanese half coat)

Today, jimbe, made of cotton orwithout sleeves, used in winter by men. 
hemp, is used as a summer wear for men with tight (tsutsu-sode) sleeves, 
haori corresponds to gaori ya (3£#f 0 &) which means to surrender to (the 
beauty of blossoms), 
hana-goromo: a flowery costume, a kimono used for viewing cherry blossoms

is "Sanju-ban Haikai-Awase" (EE "p # # fit o') , is a "ku-awase" (a 
hokku contest) presided by Munefusa (Basho) with his comments, pub. in 1672.

baori (eu. chan.) «- haori: see above

* Another name
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(Kai-Oi)A couple of deer are
Touching each other fastidiously,
With their hairy skins!

Meoto-jika ya
ke ni ke ga sorou-te
ke-rautsukashi.

meoto: a couple, a married couple 
-jika (euphonic change) «- shika: a deer 
ke: hair
sorou-te (euphonic change, u-ombin) *- 
arranged in order, to be complete, gather, agree 
ke-mutsukashi is a pun of k^-mutsukashi =

soroi-te «- sorou (yodan, vi.): to be

ki-muzukashii: fastidious

(hair) three times."ke"The interesting part in this haiku is: he used 
I have tried to use the word "hair" three times in my English translation, but
as you see above, I have finally given up!

1672 12^ , Karabun 12) 29 Years Old# 41

(Ise-Odori Ondou-Shu)*The summer grove
On the mountainside looks like
A sword worn by the mountain.

Natsu-kodachi 
haku ya raiyama no 
koshi-fusage.

kodachi: ® a grove.
haku (yodan & shimo-ni, vt.): to put on, wear 
miyaraa: deep in the mountains
koshi: the waist, a spot of a mountain near the foot, but in this poem, the 
spot seems to be on a little higher mountainside 
koshi-fusage: a cheap sword just to occupy the waist

(2) a short swordnatsu: summer.

There are following puns and associated words in this haiku:
kodachi: a grove and a short sword
haku: to wear koshi-fusage (a sword) on the waist
This is a haiku of a personified mountain likened to a samurai warrior.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Gatoan Sokan published in
1674.
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The beautiful melon
Of the princess, shows already
A future empress!

(Yamashita-mizu)*

Utsukushiki 
sono hime-uri ya 
kisaki-zane .

utsukushiki (rentai) «- utsukushi (adj., shiku conj.) = utsukushii (Mod. J.)
sono: its

hime: a princess, a young lady of noble birth, 
hime-uri: a variety of makuwa-uri which is an oriental melon, Cucumis melo L.

var. makuwa Makino. 
kisaki: an empress, a queen
zane (eu. chan.) ♦* sane (|^ , ) : the core of a fruit, a fruit
We have a compound word "urizane-gao": an oval-face(-d beauty) 
kisaki-zane is a parody of kisaki-gane (see below)
kisaki-gane: a lady (candidate) who will become an empress later on 
There were places where people used to make "hime-uri-bina" (a doll of melon) 

with Indian ink and face powder on it.
The associated words in this poem are: hime (princess), kisaki (empress), 

kisaki-gane (empress-to-be).
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Takase Baisei, published in 1672.

: beautiful .
uri: a melon

1 66 1 ~ 1 672 (jiC^C^F^ , Kambun Period) 18~29 Years Old 
(Exact Date Unknown)

it 43

rmmmmj*
Much worse for blossoms,
Is the mouth of Windsack than 
The mouth of people!

Hana ni iya-yo 
seken-guchi yori 
kaze no kuchi.

(Handwritten Tanzaku)*

iya: hateful, disagreeable, the feeling of "No, I don’t like it." 
yo: an interjectional particle: stress, exclamatory, to adress somebody 
"iya-yo" was a set phrase in popular songs in those days:

"hitori-ne wa iya-yo" (I don’t like sleeping alone!) (Ryutatsu-bushi)e.g.
seken-guchi: people's mouth, the mouth of talkative people
kaze no kuchi: the mouth of the sack (container) of wind owned by the God of

(see haiku it 30)Wind (to blow down the blossoms).
* Tanzaku is a narrow fancy paper for writing a poem on.
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(Chigiriki)The stars in my eyes,
Caused by my wishful long gaze 
At the weeping cherry trees!

Me no hoshi ya 
hana o negai no 
i to-zakura.

me no hoshi = me-boshi: eye-stars, starshoshi: a star.me: an eye(s).
seen in the eyes when we get tired with reading or watching (at the trees for

-boshi (eu. chan.) hoshi 
"me-boshi no hana ga chiru": the flowers of the eye-stars fall down

zakura = sakura

blossoms).

ito: a string, thread.negai: a wish, a desire, 
ito-zakura = shidare-zakura: a weeping cherry tree
July 7 is Tanabata (Star Festival) when people fasten the five-co1oured tan- 
zaku with their poems or wishes to a bamboo with a string, and also hang the 
five-coloured thread which is called negai no ito (thread of wish).
(Negai no) ito constitutes part of the compound word of ito-zakura.

# 45

(Chigiriki)My life comes from
The merit of taros, and again
I enjoy the harvest moon!

Inochi koso 
imo-dane yo mata 
kyo no tsuki.

inochi: life.
irno: a taro, (sweet) potato. 
imo-dane is a pun of mono-dane: a source, 
mata: again.

koso: an emphatic ptc.
dane (eu. chan.) «- tane: a seed, source

yo: an interjectional ptc.
kyo no tsuki: the harvest moon = imo-meigetsu ft )

imo (taro) was very important food not only for the moon viewers of Aug. 
the lunar calendar, but also for farmers to sell it.

15 of

Basho probably borrowed the word "inochi" (life) from Saigyo's poem:
ft 9 (t 0 'h&cpfrm

Toshi take-te mata koyu-beshi to omoi-ki ya 
inochi nari-keri Sayo no Nakayama. (Shin Kokin Waka-Shu)

Getting this old, who could have expected 
To cross again Sayo no Nakayama?
Life is wonderful to enable me to do this! 

Basho's most famous haiku with "inochi" is // 36 in Vol. 1 :
LijSfTJ

Between our two lives 
Is the vivid life 
Of the cherry blossoms!

Inochi futatsu no 
naka ni iki-taru 
sakura kana.

(Nozarashi Kio)
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Coloured leaves, not a letter 
Have been raked together,
And are now on fire!

(Chigiriki)

Fumi nara-nu 
iroha mo kaki-te 
kachu kana.

fumi: a letter, 
nu (rentai) *- zu (aux. v.): negative
iroha: (l) the first three syllables in the traditional Japanese syllabary 

(ABC in English alphabet), hence the rudiments (of something)
(2) coloured (autumnal) leaves (fe^)

ha: a leaf (1 eaves) 
kaki (reny5) «- kaku ((l) fir < , yodan, vt.) : to write (ABC = a letter)
kaki (renyo) *- kaku ((2) (. , yodan, vt.): to scratch, rake (fallen leaves)
kachu: in the fire, on fire. kachu-dome (i/C it #) ) : "Should be burnt after
reading" (to be written if necessary at the end of a letter).
Associated words: fumi (letter), iroha (ABC, letter, coloured leaves), kachu 
(a technical term in 1etter-writing: see above), kaku (to write, rake).

nara (mizen) «- nari (aux. v.): affirmative

iro: (a) col our.

j\ct<r>u\,zhZ>tn 01 47

Everyone admires
The red lower leaves, but
Everyone has a red tongue!

(Chigiriki)

Hito-goto no 
kuchi ni aru-narx 
shita-momiji.

hito-goto no: everyone's, 
kuchi: a mouth.

hi to: a man, people. goto (no): every
ni: in (the mouth)

aru (rentai) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj., vi.) = (yodan, Mod. J.): to be 
nari (shushi, aux. v.): affimative
shita-momij i : (I) the red (coloured) leaves of the lower part of a tree 
shita-momiji: (2) a tongue is jokingly compared to the red leaves 
shita: (T) low(er), under, 
shita: (2) a tongue
Everyone talks about the red leaves: the red leaves are in everyone's mouth. 
Everyone has a red tongue (as red as red leaves!) in their mouth.
In this sentence structure, kuchi and shita play a double function.

momiji: red (coloured) leaves, autumnal foliage

These haiku are not so great and impressive as compared to the philosophical 
works composed in his later years, but the technical handling of these words 
to make puns, parodies and associated words is really amazing!
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(Zoku-Renju)*When you plant a tree 
Of chigo-zakura,
Handle it like a baby!

Uuru-koto
ko no gotoku seyo
chigo-zakura.

(shirao-ni, vt.) = ueru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to plantuuru (rentai) *- uu 
koto: that (conj.)> makes a gerund: (plant)ing, a thing
ko: a baby, infant, child
no gotoku — no y6 ni (Mod. J.): just like, as if 
seyo (meirei) su (sa-line irreg. conj.): 
chigo-zakura: a variety of wild cherry tree

zakura = sakura: a cherry tree (blossoms)

to do

chigo: a baby.
This is based on a Chinese expression by a famous gardener:

> Gu wen zhen bao hou ji)
compiled by* A selection of haikai including 6,600 poems by 900 poets, 

Kitamura Kigin , 1624~1705), and was published in 1676.

f 49

(Zoku-Renju)What a bamboo shoot!
Grown up with sweet dew-drops 
From the bamboo grass!

Takauna ya 
shizuku mo yoyo no 
sasa no tsuyu.

takauna = takenoko: a bamboo shoot
mo: an emphatic ptc.

yoyo no (to): an adjective (adverbial) phrase to describe the way "water or 
slaver drops (falls) down"
yoyo (®5 , a homonym) is the nodes of a bamboo
yoyo (f^ , a homonym) is generation after generation
shino: a small kind of bamboo including bamboo grass (= shino-dake)
tsuyu: dew, a dewdrop

shizuku: a drop.

This is a parody of a passage in (Genji Monogatari , WRtyoife) (The Tale of 
Genji *): "Takauna o tsu-to nigiri-mochi-te shizuku mo yoyo to kui-nurashi 
(Gripping a piece of bamboo shoot, he (Kaoru) eats it with slaver falling 
down).

* A long story about the life of the court noble, written by Murasaki 
Shikibu (Lady Murasaki, ?~1016), completed in about 1010^1011. It is one of
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Watching the flowers 
Of ominaeshi ,
Makes me surrender!

(Zoku-Renju)

Miru ni ga mo 
oreru bakari zo 
ominaeshi.

miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see, look at, watch 
ni: a ptc. meaning: as a result, to result in

to be impressed, to surrender to 
oru (yodan, vt.): to break, snap 

vi.) : to break , snap

ga mo oreru = gaoru: 
ga: self, ego. 
oreru (shimo-ichi ,
bakari: a particle denoting a degree: so much as, almost, 
ominaeshi: Patrinia scabiosaefo1ia Fisch.

zo: stress
It bears yellow flowers in autumn, 

with Chinese characters, and joro""kmE"ominaeshi is written as 
means a prostitute and "tE , hana" is a flower.
This is based on a poem by the Priest Henjo , 816~890) in (Kokin Waka
Shu) :

?kmb
B tAlzfrtz&tj:

Na ni mede-te oreru bakari zo ominaeshi 
ware ochi-ni-ki to hito ni kataru-na.

I have snapped you, just because of your name: ominaeshi, 
Don't tell anybody that I have been corrupted!

It&<?)<$■ ft* ttl 51

Tonight is the night
When I have no time to sleep
To see the harvest moon!

(Zoku-renju)

Kyo no koyoi 
neru toki mo naki 
tsuki-mi kana.

koyoi: this evening, tonight 
vi.): to sleep 

naki: no (time)

ky5: today, 
neru (shimo-ichi 
toki: time.
tsuki-mi: moon-viewing, especially that of Aug. 15 of the lunar calendar which 
is an important annual festival for Japanese

This is a parody of the poem in (ise Monogatari) as introduced in haiku // 28:
& 0 L

kyo no koyoi neru toki 
tonight (I) have no time to sleep

kyo no koyoi ni niru toki wa nashi -*
nothing like this evening
(not so strong as this evening)

mo naki
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(Tori no Mi chi)*The figure looks still immature: 
- The thin crescent, visible 
Only in the evening!

Miru kage ya 
mada katanari mo 
yoi-zukiyo.

kage: a figure, shape, shadow, shadelook, watch.miru: to see, 
still. katanari: immature, not fully developed yetmada:

This haike is based on a passage from the volume of "Tamakazura" (3E$?) in
(Genji Monogatari) (The Tale of Genji):

Hime-gimi wa kiyora ni owase-do mada katanari nite,
The princess is pure, but not grown up yet, 

yoi-zukiyo: the new moon which can be seen only in the evening and disappears 
yoi: ® evening ® good. In this poem, "yoi" means both ® and (2). 
zuki-yo (eu. chan.) «- tsuki-yo: a moonlit night
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Soshoshi Gembai, published in 1697.

1675 (2*^3^, Erapo 3) 32 Years Old# 53

(Gojuban Ku-Awase)*A doctor in town,
Sent for with a horse 
From a grand mansion!

Machi-ishi ya 
yashiki-gata yori 
koraa-raukae.

machi-ishi = raachi-isha: a medical practitioner for the ordinary townspeople, 
considered lower in position than a doctor employed by a feudal lord or a 
doctor who takes care of high-ranking officials
machi: a town, city. ishi = isha: a medical doctor (practitioner), physician 
yashiki: a residence, mansion, (large) house.

yori: from.
koma = uma: a horse

gata: an honorific suffix, 
koma-mukae: to send for a doctor with a horse.

mukae: going to meet, going for
This word came from the annual 

event at the Imperial Court named Komahiki (j§fij2$?, the horse inspection by the 
Emperor) in the Heian Period, and the Court officials in charge of horses met 
and received all the horses offered at the Barrier of Osaka on Aug. 15 (iPU^)-
Basho used this historical terra as a parody in this poem, because it 
unusual combination: a practitioner in town and a horse for him from 
influential family, probably a feudal lord, or similar, 
slight feeling of ironic criticism against those privileged people.
* The record of a haiku contest judged by Rosen (NaitS, F*}HH, 1655~1733).

was an 
a certain

I see in this poem a
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Hitting a needle
On a shoulder is like beating
A fulling block without cloth!

(Gojuban Ku-Awase)

Hari-tate ya
kata ni tsuchi utsu
kara-koromo.

to hit an acupuncture needle on the skin of the affected part of 
the body with a tiny flat hammer

hari-tate:

kata: a shoulder
tsuchi: a mallet, hammer, fulling block (kinuta, ) 
utsu (yodan, vt.): to hit, beat, strike
Beating a piece of cloth with a fulling block in order to soften it and make 
it shiny was an important process.
kara-koromo: Chinese or Korean style costume (see below), clothes (generally) 
koromo: a robe, clothes, cloth
kara (T) : an old name of China (JH) and Korea (^ , #Hj§!) 
kara (2) (a homonym): empty (?£) 
take off our shirt = no clothes = empty)

(to prick the skin with a needle, we must

If 55

In Husashino,
A deer looks only one inch! 
And its voice is faint!

(Haikai Imayo Otoko)*

Musashino ya 
issun-hodo-na 
shika no koe.

Musashino is the name of a plain spreading around Edo (Tokyo).
its vast expanse is exaggerated by a dwarfed deer, and in thisIn this poem,

context, one inch refers not only to the size of the deer, but also to how far
It can be taken as a distant view of a deer in theits voice which reaches! 

Musashino plain from a hill.

issun = one sun = about one inch
"sun" is a traditional Japanese unit of length: 3.03 cm. 
hodo-na: about 
shika: a deer 
koe: a voice

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Karakuken Chdchoshi (7E ff ^) , and 
was published in 1676.
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(Haikai Imay5 Otoko)Under the sake-spilt cup, 
Flows the chrysanthemum of 
A Kutsuki-bon tray!

Sakazuki no 
shita yuku kiku ya 
Kutsuki-bon.

shita: undersakazuki: a (sake) cup.
yuku (renyai, shushi, yodan, vi.): to go, flow 
Kutsuki-bon: a black lacquered tray with red flower design, made locally in

bon: a traythe village of Kutsuki in Shiga Prefecture.
This is based on a passage of yokyoku: Yoro :

Natsuyama no shita yuku mizu no kusuri to naru, geni-ya kusuri to kiku no mizu 
The water flowing under the mountain becomes medicine,
Really, it becomes medicine: the (miraculous) water of chrysanthemum.
The water of chrysanthemum is derived from a Chinese legend: a hermit named 
Kiku-Jido lived 800 years by drinking waterdrops from the chrysanthemum.
The spilt sake is not so much as the chrysanthemum (which is actually just a 
paninting on the tray!) foats and flows, but he made a parody of the above-
mentioned passage.

1676 (^$4^, Empo 4) 33 Years Old# 57

On a pair of scales, 
Both Kyoto and Edo are 
Enjoying the New Year!

(Haikai Imayo Otoko)

Terabin ya
Kyo Edo kake-te
chiyo no haru.

tembin: a balance, a pair of scales, steelyard 
tembin ni kakcru: to balance (something)
(on the scales)
Kyo = Kyoto.
kake (renyo) «- kaku (shirao-ni, vt.) = kakeru (shimo-ichi, 
suspend, cover, build, pour, spend, weigh, tax, 
dress, lock, etc.
kake-te: (l) weighing (Kyoto and Tokyo on the scales)

(2) covering Kyoto and Edo

to weigh something in the balance

Edo = Tokyo
Mod. J.): to 

sit, multiply, turn on
-te: a conjunctive particle

chiyo no haru: (to welcome) spring (a new year) one thousand times 
chiyo: one thousand years = eternal(— 1y). haru: spring
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Seeing these ume blossoms, 
The cow of Tenjin Shrine 
Will make the first lowing!

(Edo Ryogin-Shu)*

Kono ume ni
ushi mo hatsune to
naki-tsu-beshi.

ume: Prunus mume, a Japanese apricot = ume blossoms 
ushi: a cow, bull, ox, cattle, 

hatsune: the first song of a bush warbler in a new year 
naki (renyo) *- naku (JiH < , yodan, vi.): to low (cattle), cry, bark, sing, etc. 
naku: ($L < , a human being): to weep, cry, sob, wail 

(aux. v.): an affirmative description, perfect 
beshi (aux. v.): a positive conjecture
There is an image of a cow at the shrine, because it is considered a divine 
messenger of Tenjin (Sugawara no Michizane, 845~903, see // 193 in Vol. 1).
The expression "the first lowing of a cow" is Basho's invention.
* A selection of haikai by Tosei (Basho) and Shinsho (Yaraaguchi Sodo, 1642~ 
1716), written by both and published in 1676. It consists of two volumes of 
"hyaku-in" (100 linked verse) by them.

kono: this, these.
ni: with, at. mo: also.

t s u

r«*»j0 59

I also look up,
Just as the god did,
At his treasured ume blossoms!

(Zoku-Renju)

Ware mo kami no 
hiso ya aogu 
ume no hana.

kami no: the god's 
kami: a god (in this poem, Tenjin = the deified Sugawara no Michizane) 
his5 (^^ir): the sky, the skies, the firmament 
hiso -» hiz5 ($$ iflc) : treasured, 
aogu C , yodan 
ume: a Japanese apricot.

mo: also.ware : I .

(hizo-suru: to treasure)
vt.): to look up. cf. aogu (jp C» yodan, vt.): to fan 

hana: a flower, blossom(s)

This is a parody of a poem by Sugawara no Michizane who was demoted on a false
charge and transferred far away to a position at Dazaifu, Kyushu:

After leaving home a few months ago, 
How many times my tears fell down? 
Everything was just like a dream,
I sometimes look up at the skies!
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(Zoku-Renju)Making the cloud its root, 
Mt. Fuji looks like a cedar, 
Huge and luxuriant!

Kurao o ne ni
Fuji wa sugi-nari no
shigeri kana.

ne: a root, base
Fuji = Fujisan: Mt. Fuji, the highest mountain in Japan 
sugi-nari: in the shape of a cedar: 

s i ve
shigeri (renyo & gerund) shigeru (yodan, vi.): to grow thick 

to be luxuriant

kumo: a cloud, the clouds.
3,776 m.

the top is pointed, and the base is mas-

become dense ,

Basho compared Mt. Fuji, soaring high above the lower cloud at the base, 
huge cedar with luxuriant foliage in summer.

to a

# 61

(Senryo no Fu)*Mt. Fuji looks like
The cover on the tea-mortar
Shouldered by a flea!

Fuji no yama 
norai ga cha-usu no 
ooi kana.

Fuji no yama: Mt. Fuji, 
cha-usu: a tea grinding mortar, 

a mortar, hand mill.

norai: a flea 
cha: tea 
ooi: a coverusu:

This is a parody of a popular song for children:

"A flea shouldered a tea mortar, and jumped over Mt. Fuji!"

When the cover, which is made of tanned paper, 
looks like Mt. Fuji.

is put on the tea mortar, it

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Hyakuri (111, 1666~1727), and published 
in 1705.
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How vital it is!
The small shade under my hat 
To make me slightly cool!

(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)*

Inochi-nari 
wazuka no kasa no 
shita-suzumi.

nari (aux. v.): affirmative
inochi nari: in this context, it means: "It is vital that 
wazuka no: slight, a little

shit a: under
suzumi (renyo & gerund) «- suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool oneself 
shita-suzumi: to enjoy cool air under (trees, etc.)

inochi: life.
«f

kasa: a hat.

There is an explanatory preface: At Sayo no Nakayama (/JN^ (7) ^ (J_I) .
Sayo no Nakayama is a famous "uta-makura" (a place of poetical association)

It used to be called "Saya no Nakayama" as we
see in the poem by Ki no Tomonori ($2 , ?~907?) in (Kokin Waka-Shu) , but
later on it was changed to "Sayo" in about Saigyo's days. Tsuneya

This is a parody of Saigyo's poem.
(see haiku // 45 in this book, & // 36 in Vol. 1)

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Fuboku ('f* Is , ?~1691), published in 1678.

where Saigyo composed a poem.

Okumura, Encyclopaedia Heibonsha).

X <0 ttiT'TftIZVIf 63

The moon of summer,
Starting his trip from Goyu, 
Ends at Akasaka!

(Haikai Mukai no Oka)*

Natsu no tsuki 
Goyu yori ide-te 
Akasaka ya.

tsuki: the moonnatsu: summer.
Goyu: the name of a place in the western part of Toyokawa City, which was one 
of the 53 stages on the Tokaido highway.
Town on the Tokaido.

Akasaka: another stage near Otowa 
The distance between the two stages was only 1.7 km. 

which was the shortest of them all on the Tokaido highway, 
ide (renyo) «- izu (shirao-ni, vi.):
-te: a conjunctive ptc.
The personified moon started his trip from Goyu, but soon disappeared at Aka
saka after a short night of summer.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Fuboku, and published in 1680.

to leave, start, go out
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(Sho-o Zenden)*The wind of Mt. Fuji 
Is here for you on my fan 
As a souvenir from Edo!

Fuji no kaze ya 
Ogi ni nose-te 
Edo miyage.

Ogi: a (folding) fan.
= noseru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to place

the wind of Mt. Fuji. n 1 : onFuji no kaze: 
nose (renyo) «- nosu (shimo-ni, vt.)

(something) on
Edo: the old name of Tokyo before 1868.
Edo miyage: a souvenir from Edo 
This was the hokku of a kasen (36-tiraes linked verse) party held at the resi
dence of Takahata Shiin , ?~1 722).

miyage: a souvenir, gift, present

To present a gift, it was often 
so Basho followed the custom to presentput on a fan in a traditional manner 

the air of Mt. Fuji, though it was just a gesture of presenting the invisible 
* A biography of Basho, written by Kawaguchi Chikujin (JIlPflrA)* 

published in 1762. This is mostly based on Doho's manuscript of (Sho-o Zen
den), which was also copied by Endo Atsujin (j&j§§0A) in 1804, known as

air!

(Basho-o Zenden).

wso a rum#<vTm&# 65

(Sho-o Zenden)Coming a long way,
Now I enjoy the cool breeze 
Under the clouds of my home town.

Hyaku ri ki-tari 
hodo wa kumoi no 
shita-suzumi.

ri: a traditional Japanese unit of distance = about 4 km. 
The distance from Edo to Iga-Ueno was 107-ri 28-cho = 428 km. 
ki (renyo) *- ku (ka-line irreg. conj.) = kuru (Mod. J.):
-tari (aux. v.): perfect

hyaku: a hundred.

to come

hodo: a word indicating the degree of distance 
kumoi: sky where the clouds are, the clouds 
"hodo wa kumoi" is a set phrase in old poems, 
like a prefix of kumoi: the clouds.

in this sense, "hodo wa" is more

Wasuru-na yo hodo wa kumoi ni nari-nu tomo 
sora yuku tsuki no meguri-au made.
Don't forget me, even if we live far away beyond the clouds, 
meet again just as the moon comes back! 

shita-suzumi: to enjoy the cool air under (the clouds)
This was a hokku of kasen at the house of Yamagishi Hanzan ~ 1 726) -

(Ise Monogatari, 11)

until we
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I view the mountain moon, 
Seldom can it be seen so clear 
In unclean Edo!

(Sho-o Zenden)

Nagamuru ya
Edo ni wa mare-na
yama no tsuki.

nagamuru (rentai) «- nagamu (shimo-ni, vt.) = nagameru (Mod. J.): to view, 
(this "rentai" is to be connected with the moon -* nagamuru tsuki)

"Edo" has a double meaning in this poem:
® Edo (£EP) = Tokyo.
(2) Edo (|$i. , a Buddhistic term): the unclean (dirty) land where the people 

suffering from worldly desires live

mare-na (adj.): rare, unusual
mare-na yama no tsuki: a rare mountain moon

wa: as for (Edo) .ni: in (Edo). 
mare-ni (adv.): rarely, seldom.
mare-ni miru (nagamu): to see (view) seldom 

tsuki: the moon. yama no tsuki: the moon over a mountainyama: a mountain.

This was the hokku at a kasen party sponsered by a certain Kuwana at the resi-
It is a greeting poem , aisatsu-ku) to admire the

local beauty, or something good as an invited guest.
dence of Watanabe.

* 0 iz if 9 u Q izif 9 £ rtfmtLFfc'J'&J0 67

(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)It has come,
It has come finally to 
The end of the year!

Nari-ni-keri 
nari-ni-keri made 
toshi no kure.

nari (renyo & gerund) -» naru (lj£ <5 , yodan, vi.): to be 
-ni (renyo) «- nu (aux. v.): perfect 
-keri (aux. v.): exclamatory, past 
-ni-keri: perfect
made: a ptc. denoting: as far as, to the degree, to, till 

kure: the end of (the year, autumn, day)toshi: a year. 
toshi no kure: the end of the year

"nari-ni-keri" is an idiomatic phrase used to complete a sentence in yokyoku.
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The pine decoration
Of the New Year, makes me feel
Thirty years gone overnight!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai llokku Awase)*Kadomatsu ya 
oraoe-ba ichiya 
sanju-nen.

the pine decoration of New Year which is set up at both sides of 
(a pine is evergreen and a symbol of longevity) 

matsu: a pine
onoe (izen) oraou (yodan, vt.): to think (of, about) 
ba: a ptc.

oraoe-ba: when I think

kadomatsu: 
the entrance 
kado: a door.

consider
to make a confirmed condition with an izen-kei form of a verb:

(see Basic Japanese Grammar in Vol. 1) 
sanju-nen: 30 yearsichiya: one night, overnight.

There was a legend of Ichiya-raatsu (— ?£f&) that just as the oracle of Tenjin
god, a thousand pines suddenly appeared overnight at Ukon no Baba of Kitano, 
Kyoto. Taiheiki).
The age of 30 was often mentioned in poems, popular songs, etc. 
e.g. Man stands firm (becomes independent) at the age of thirty.

(!$}iw, The Analects of Confucius)

Ichiya sanju is a parody of Ichiya-matsu.

* It is a record of Ku-Awase (a kind of hokku contest), sponsored by Nait5 
Fuko , judged by Nink5, Kigin, Ishu, etc. published in 1677.

# 69

Mt. Hiei has a mist,
Just like the letter "shi" 
Written sideways.

Ohie ya
shi no ji o hii-le 
hito-kasumi.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

Ohie = the east (highest) peak of Mt. Hiei (Ms®UJ, Hiei-zan 
shi no ji: the letter of shi = "b". 
o: a ptc. indicating an object 
hii-te (eu. chan.: i-orabin) *- hiki-te. 
hiki (renyo) *- hiku (yodan, vt.): to draw (write) 
hito = hitotsu: a, one.
The Priest Ikkyu (—1394-1481,

848 m.)
ji: a letter, character

te: -a conjunctive ptc.
pull, attract, lead, quote

kasurai: a mist, haze
a Zen priest) was once asked by the 

monks of Hiei-zan Enryakuji Temple to write something large, so he told them 
to make a long paper from the temple to the foot of the mountain, and he ran
down with a brush and ink drawing the letter of shi which was just a long 
vertical bar. (—■frPtf}, Ikkyu Banashi, 1668) This is based on this story.
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The wife of a cat,
Was visited by her lover 
Through the ruin of an oven!

Neko no tsuma 
hetsui no kuzure yori 
kayoi-keri.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

yori: through, via
hetsui = hettsui = kamado: an oven, a kitchen range (furnace), cooking stove 
kuzure (renyo & gerund) *- kuzuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = kuzureru (Mod. J. , shirao- 

ichi): to crumble, collapse, go to pieces, ruin 
(renyo & gerund) «- kayou (yodan, vi.): to visit frequently 
(aux. v.): exclamatory, past

tsuma: a wife.neko: a cat.

kayoi
keri

This is a parody of a passage in (ise Monogatari, paragraph 5):
Tsuiji no kuzure yori kayoi-keri.

(He) used to visit the lady through the ruin of an earthen wall.
VktiwMn x o atnt o

If 71

At the Dragon Palace,
They are having a Doyo-airing 
At today's ebb-tide!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Ryugu mo
kyo no shioji ya 
doyo-boshi.

the Dragon Palace in the fairy tale of Urashima Taro (seeRyugu = Ryugujo:
haiku If 14 in Vol. 1)

shioji: an ocean current, tidekyo no: today's.
kyo no shioji: today's low tide (according to the tittle of this haiku: JbE,
Joshi which is "the Sekku (Festival) of Hina or Momo (Peach)" on March 3 when
the tide is the lowest in a year)
Doyo (of summer): the hottest period (18 days) of summer before Risshu which 
is the beginning of autumn in the lunar calendar, the dog days

«- hoshi (renyo & gerund) «- hosu (yodan, vt.) to dry, tochan.)-boshi (eu.
air, expose something (clothes and books) to the sun and air

customary to expose things to the sun for airing during Doyo: the 
So, even the Dragon Palace, which is supposed to be 

at the bottom of the sea, appeared on the ground at this lowest tide, and they 
(the personified fish, the turtle which was saved by Urashima Tar5 [see haiku 
If 14 in Vol. 1], and the Princess Otohime) must be busy with Doyo-boshi.
It is a humorous combination: the Dragon Palace and Doyo-boshi.

11 was
hottest season of summer.
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Knowing first its beauty, 
Blossoms fall on the bamboo wind 
Of Gichiku like snow!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Mazu shiru ya 
Gichiku ga take ni 
hana no yuki.

shiru (yodan, vt.): to know, realizefirst (of all).
Gichiku: a famous "hitoyogiri" ( >
mazu:

bamboo wind similar to a shakuhachi)a
player

(Gichiku) ga = no: (Gichiku)'s. ni : ontake: a bamboo, 
yuki: snowhana: a flower(s), blossoms, 

hana no yuki (the snow of blossoms) comes from a similar phrase in a popular
hana no fubuki (a storm of fallinghitoyogiri song entitled "Yoshinoyama" - 

cherry blossoms). This is another example of the personification of blossoms.

T/\ W # s# 'fU -8- J# 73

A greengrocer has come, 
But not a cuckoo at all 
Spoiling my long wait!

Mata-nu noni 
na uri ni kita-ka 
hototogisu.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

mata (raizen) *- raatsu (yodan, vt.): to wait for 
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): nagative
noni: a conj. ptc. for adversative connection: although, in spite of 
na: greens, edible green leaves
uri (renyo & gerund) «- uru (yodan, vt.): to sell, 
ki (renyo) ku (ka-line irreg. conj.): to come 
-ta (rentai, Mod. J.) = -taru (rentai, Clas. J.) • 
ka: a ptc. denoting interrogation and exclamation 
hototogisu: a cuckoo

ni: for, in order to

Lari (aux. v.): perfect

There are many old poems about "waiting for a cuckoo in vain", and this haiku
no Chikamune (^Pis considered to be a parody of the following poem by Taira 

1144-1199):

WVWfl It&tzttolZtii-Cihfti? ft § ti t t g + frft

Ariake no
tsuki wa mata-nu ni ide-nure-do 
nao yama fukaki 
hototogisu kana.

A wan morning moon 
Has appeared unexpectedly, 
But a cuckoo must be still 
In the deep mountain!
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Chimaki will be
Just dead leaves tomorrow!
A dream of Naniwa!

Asu wa chimaki 
Naniwa no kareha

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

yume na re ya.

chimaki: a rice-dump1ing wrapped with the leaves of 
ashi (a reed), makomo (Manchurian wildrice) or sasa (chimaki-zasa, a small

"Tango no Sekku" (#sj (7) i?[5'qj , 
festival for boys, May 5, flying fish-banners, hanging "shobu”: a sweet flag 
on the door, etc., see haiku It 147 

Naniwa: the name of a place in 
kareha: a dead (withered) leaf (leaves), 
nare (izen) nari (aux. v.): affirmative.
After eating chimaki, the pee 1ed-off-1 eaves become just dead leaves next day. 
This is a parody of a poem by Saigyo in (Shin Kokin Waka-Shu) , changing just 
the "spring" with "dead leaves":

asu = ashita: tomorrow.

bamboo), which is made to celebrate an anual

149 and 248 in Vol. 1). 
Osaka, noted for "ashi" (reed)

yume: a dream
ya: an interrogative ptc.

Tsu no kuni no 
Naniwa no haru wa

Was it just a dream:
The bright spring of Naniwa
Of the Province of Tsu?
Now I see only withered reeds 
Being blown by winds!

yume nare ya
ashi no kareha ni 
kaze wataru-nari.

It 75

A heavy summer rain!
Bantaro's lantern looks like 
The dragon's light in the sea.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Samidare ya 
ryut5 aguru 
bantaro.

an early summer rain, a rain during the rainy seasonsamidare:
a phosphorescent substance in the sea which was considered the lightryuto:

offered to Buddha by Ryujin (H#: the god of dragon which is a translation
of Chinese "f|", deriving originally from Sanskrit "Naga") 

aguru (rentai) «- agu (shimo-ni, vt.) = ageru (Mod. J., shimo-ichi): to offer, 
raise, hold up (a lantern)

bantaro = banta: a fire and thief watchman employed by a town who lived in a 
small hut (ban-goya) built on the border of the town 

A heavy rain has changed the town almost into the sea, 
lantern looked like phosphorescence: the dragon's light or 
Ryugujo (Dragon Palace of Urashima Taro, see haiku It 14 in Vol. 1).

and the watchman's
the light of the
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In the mosquito net of Omi, 
Perspiration in my night bed 
Is just ripples of the Lake!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Omi-gaya
ase ya saza-nami 
yoru no toko.

Omi: the name of a province with Lake Biwa (today's Shiga Prefecture) 
gaya (euphonic change) «- kaya: a mosquito net. 
ase: perspiration.

ka: a mosquito
yoru: night. toko: a bedsaza-nami: ripples.

special product of Omi made in and around Omi-Hachiman.Omi-gaya is a
saza-nami (ripples) is a stylized epithet (makura-kotoba, pillow word) of Omi
where there is Lake Biwa
"yoru" has a double meaning: (D : night 

(sazanami) yoru (2) liF-5 ( £ $£ ) : to come (rippling waves)

In spite of a perspiringly warm night, an Omi-gaya makes him feel cool, be
cause the name Omi reminds him of Lake Biwa with its ripples.

# 77

From a treetop,
The shell of a cicada 
Has vainly fallen down!

Kozue yori
ada ni ochi-keri
semi no kara.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

kozue: a treetop. yori: from
ada-ni: uselessly, in vain, coldly (this is a difficult word to translate)
the word "ada-ni" corresponds to the empty shell of a cicada
ochi (renyo) «- otsu (kami-ni, vi.): to fall, drop
keri (aux. v.): exclamatory, past
semi: a cicada
kara = nuke-gara: a shell, a cast-off skin (of a cicada)

This is a parody of a passage from yokyoku (H $JI| , Sakura-gawa) :

IIIJ: 0 fcfcfcttO JbSTEfcntf* ft
From a treetop,
A flower, vainly fallen down 
Into the water -

Kozue yori
ada-ni chiri-nuru hana nare-ba, 
ochi-te mo mizu no aware to wa
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Autumn has come 
To visit my ears: 
Wind over my pillow!

Aki ki-ni-keri 
rnimi o tazune-te 
makura no kaze.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

ki (renyo) *- ku (ka-line irreg. conj., vi.): to come 
-ni (renyo) *- nu (aux. v.): perfect 
keri (aux. v.): exclamatory, past

o: an objective ptc.

aki: autumn.

mimi: an ear(s).
tazune (renyo) ♦- tazunu (shimo-ni, vt.) = tazuneru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to

-te: a particle just for a simple connection 
no: (postpositional) of, on, over.

visit, 1ook for, ask. 
makura: a pillow. kaze: a wind.

This is a parody of the famous poem by Fujiwara no Toshiyuki , ? ~
901) in {Kokin Waka-Shu) : (see haiku // 172 in Vol. 1)

gfcli a*fair*

It is not clearly visible 
That autumn has come here yet, 
But I have realized it suddenly 
By the sound of autumn wind.

Aki ki-nu to
me ni wa sayaka-ni mie-ne dorao 
kaze no oto ni zo 
odoroka-re-nuru.

If 79 ^s.

Instead of maize,
I took reed under the eaves 
By mistake!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Tdkibi ya 
noki-ba no ogi no 
tori-chigae.

tokibi = tomorokoshi: maize, (Indian) corn, corn on the cob 
noki-ba = noki: the eaves + ba: the edge of, by 
ogi: a common reed, Miscanthus saccariflorus 
tori-chigae = tori + chigae
tori (renyo & gerund) *- toru (yodan, vt.): to take
chigae (renyo & gerund) *- chigau (shimo-ni, vt.): to make a mistake

a parody of the story of "Utsusemi" and "Nokiba no Ogi" in (The TaleThis is
of Genji) in which Genji made love with Nokiba no Ogi instead of Utsusemi by 
mistake. A personal name was changed to the name of a plant: ogi under the 

Maize, with its plume looks like a common reed.eaves.
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Polish up and show us 
Tonight's moon, Hitomi 
Izumo-no-kami!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Koyoi no tsuki 
togi-dase Hitomi 
Izurao-no-kami.

tsuki: the moonkoyoi: this evening, tonight, 
koyoi no tsuki = kyo no tsuki = raeigetsu = raangetsu = jugoya: the full moon of 
Aug. 15 of the lunar calendar = the harvest moon
togi (reny5) togu (yodan, vt.): to polish, grind, whet, sharpen 
dase (meirei) dasu (yodan, vt.): to present 
togi-dase: polish up and show (us) the moon out of the clouds! (invisible now)

show, produce, utter, put out

There were famous mirror masters in Kyoto in those days named Hitomi Sado-no-
so Basho invented a new name: Hitomi Izumo-no- 

"A man sees." and Izumo is the name of a province
kami and Hitomi Iwarai-no-kami 
kami. Hitomi means: 
literally means: "to show up out of the clouds"

but it

r^lgQlF® tJBTJ*# 81

The moon we see tonight, 
Looks like the round cut end 
Of a tree just cut down!

Ki o kiri-te 
moto-kuchi miru ya 
kyo no tsuki.

(Haikai Edo-1ori-cho) *

ki: a tree
kiri (renyo) *- kiru (yodan, vt.): to cut
motokuchi (XO): the larger end cut of a log (near the ground) 
suekuchi (^ D , the antonym): the smaller end cut of a log (near the top) 
■iru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see 
ya: an exclamatory ptc.
kyo no tsuki: today's moon (tonight's moon) = the harvest moon

* A selection of haikai in two volumes, compiled and published by Shokaken 
Niyoshi (ISTEff ZlH^F") in 1678.
(Basho), and a kasen by four members including him.

It contains 5 hokku and 4 tsuke-ku by T5sei
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The twigs are fragile.
Broken like the scarlet Tang-paper 
By autumn winds.

Eda moroshi 
hi-toshi yaburu 
aki no kaze.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

moroshi = moroi (Mod. J.): fragile, brittle, frail 
"eda moroshi" literally means: the twigs are fragile, but its real meaning is: 

the twigs are not holding the coloured leaves tight enough (that's why the 
leaves are falling down), 

toshi = karakami: Tang-paper for painting and writing with Chinese style deco
corations, originally maid in southern China which was fragile, and develop
ed into "fusuma" after the Kamakura Peiod (1192~1333). 

to: Tang dynasty in China (618~907). 
yaburu (rentai & shushi, yodan, vt.): to break.

eda: a twig, branch.

hi : scarlet

shi = kami: paper
aki no kaze: autumn winds

l 83

A coloured maple leaf 
Fallen on a piece of tofu 
Turns it slightly pink!

(Basho Sarapu Ryogin Hyakuin)*Iro-zuku ya 
tofu ni ochi-te 
usu-momiji.

irozuku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to put on a colour, to start colouring
ochi (reny5) ochiru (kami-ni, vi.) = ochiru (karai- 

usu-raomiji = usu + raoraiji
(light, faint, slight, thin, weak) is

tofu: soybean curd, 
ichi, Mod. J.): to fall, drop, 
usu: the stem of an adjective "usushi"

used to make a compound word
moraiji: a maple, a coloured leaf (leaves), autumnnal leaves

There are different interpretations of this haiku:
(D A real red maple leaf fallen on a piece of tofu.
(2) The maple leaf design on tofu stimulated his imagination and created this 
haiku, because in Edo, tofu had a molded design of a maple leaf on top, and in
Kansai (Kyoto and Osaka areas), it had a design of a lozenge.

(jfrtMr , Kinsei Fuzoku-Shi)
® yakko-dofu (plain tofu) with powdered red pepper scattered on the top.
(4) "moraiji-dofu" which is a fried mixture of tofu, shredded red-pepper cooked 
in sake, and shredded ginger root. The red pepper changed the colour of t5fu 
slightly pink, just like red leaves, that's why it was called momiji-dofu.
* A linked verse (a hundred times) by Basho and his disciple Sugiyama Sarapu 

> 1647~1 732), compiled by Kambi (51C^|) , published in 1 786.
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The scudding cloud with 
A cold passing shower is: 
A running dog pissing!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Yuku kurao ya 
inu no kake-bari 
mura-shigure.

yuku (rentai) *- yuku (yodan, vi.): to 8°> move, scud 
kumo: (a) cloud, the clouds
inu: a dog
kake-bari = kake (running) + bari (a vulgarism): to urinate (piss) while run- 

: similar to a prefix meaning something like "together or dense"ning.
nura-shigure = shigure: a passing wintry shower

mura

# 85

(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)A wintry passing shower!
Pebbles fell down to form 
Koishikawa (The River of Pebbles)!

Hito-shigure 
tsubute ya fut-te 
Koishikawa.

hi to- = hitotsu: one 
shigure: a wintry shower 
tsubute: a pebble
fut-te (eu. chan, of a double consonant: soku-ombin, iif ill) «- furi-te 
furi (renyo) p furu (yodan, vi.): to fall (rain, hailstones) 
koishi = ko (small) + ishi (stone) = a pebble.
Koishikawa: the name of a river (according to (Edo Sunago, and a

village (today's Bunkyo-ku) in Edo (Tokyo)

kawa: a river

This is a joke, comparing the pouring large raindrops of shigure to the peb
bles of Koishikawa which means the river of pebbles.
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Covered with frost,
Lies down sleeping in the wind: 
A deserted child!

Shimo o ki-te 
kaze o shiki-ne no 
sutego kana.

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)

kaze: a wind.shimo: frost. sutego: a deserted child 
ki (renyo) «- ku (ka-line irreg. conj., vi.) = kuru (Mod. J.): to come 
shiki (renyo) *- shiku (yodan, vt.) : to spread, lay

sleeping) *- nu (shimo-ni, vi.) = neru (shimo-ichi, Mod.J.)ne (renyo & gerund 
: to sleep
It was nothing unusual for people to see a deserted child in those days. 
This is a parody of a famous poem by Fujiwara no Yoshitsune (jHHjK&Hi, 
1206) in (Shin Koin Waka-Shu):

1 169-

# 0 9 -f “I < vm&tT) L B V-t 0 frb&ti

Kirigirisu
naku ya shimoyo no samushiro ni 
koromo kata-shiki

The faint voice of a cricket is heard 
In this frosty night,
Do I have to sleep alone 
With only my robe spread on the mat?

Basho replaced koromo (robe) with kaze (wind).
hitori kamo ne-n.

0 87

Mt. Fuji, covered
With snow, is what Rosei saw
Built in his dream!

(Roppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku Awase)Fuji no yuki 
Rosei ga yume o 
tsukase-tari.

Fuji = Mt. Fuji, the highest mountain (3,776 m.) in Japan.
Rosei Lu Sheng) of Han Dan (ttfllft , the name of a city in China): is the
man who eventually became prime minister and spent his long life in the utmost 
luxury, seeing even a silver mountain being built (which is compared to Mt. 
Fuji in this haiku) in his dream when he slept on a special pillow (*) given 
to him by a Taoist, Lii Weng (Ssjq); but when awakened, he realized the real 
meaning and value of life, in the story of (Zhen zhong ji, written by
Shen Ji-ji (£fcf>5E§?) in the latter part of 8th century.

yume: a dream.

yuki: snow

Rosei ga (no) yume: Rosei's dreamga = no: 1 s . Rosei ' s . 
tsuka (mizen) <- tsuku (yodan, vt.) = kizuku (yodan, vt.): to build
se (reny5) «- su (aux. v.): causative.
* Known as "the Dream Pillow of Han Dan" (WWI^^fct).

tari (aux. v.): perfect
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White charcoal brings back 
The story of Urashima's Box 
Which made him old.

Shiro-zumi ya 
kano urashima ga 
oi no hako.

zumi (eu. chan.) «- sumi : charcoal 
shiro-zumi is a special kind of charcoal which looks white, made from camellia 

When the ordinary charcoal is made, it is fired again and covered

shiro: white.

or azalea.
with ashes to be extinguished, then it becomes white, 
kano = ano (Mod. J.): that (a demonstrative adjective) 
Urashima = Urashima Taro (see haiku // 14 in Vol. 1)

getting old) «- oyu (kami-ni, vi.) = oiru (kami-ichi, 
hako: Tamatebako Box, a box (for charcoal)

Urashima's Box = Tamatebako (3E^2il): a gift to Urashima from the Dragon Palce 
Ryugujo) at the bottom of the sea, and when it was opened, smoke came 

out, and turned his hair and eyebrows white!

oi (renyo and gerund:
Mod. J.) : to get old .

The white charcoal reminded him of Urashima's hair which had turnd white by
The Box also refers to the charcoal container.the smoke out of "Tamatebako".

r#»aiF=^j*# 89

Well, nothing has happened! 
Yesterday is already gone by 
After eating globefish soup!

(Haikai Edo Sangin)*

Ara nan-tomo na-ya 
kino wa sugi-te 
Fukuto-jiru.

ara nan-tomo na-ya: Well, nothing has happened! ara: an interjection: Well'
This is a parody of a passage from yokyoku p/IJ, Ashikari) :

(the meaning of the original passage is different as you see below)
"Well! That's too bad, yesterday is gone by, and today is over!" 
"Ara, nan-tomo na-ya-soro, kind wa sugi, kyo to kure kino: yesterday 

to passsugi (renyo) «- sugu (kami-ni, vi.) = sugiru (kami-ichi, Mod. J.): 
fukuto = fugu: a globefish. jiru (euphonic change) «- shiru: soup

Fugu is fatally poisonous unless properly cooked.

* A collection of three sangin hyaku-in (one hundred linked verse by three 
poets): Shintoku (®®) , Tosei = Basho, , Shisho ({{|3|l = Sodo,

, compiled and published by Shintoku (Ito, 1633~1698) in 1678.
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18 #£•«): *9

The text of Teikin!
Who takes it out of the case first 
For the New Year's lesson?

(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)

Teikin no Orai 
ta ga bunko yori 
kesa no haru.

teikin: teachings at home, home education
orai: traffic, intercourse, correspondence, a street,

but in this haiku it means a textbook for elementary education

(Teikin Orai) was written in the 14th century by unknown author 
used as a textbook for elementary education on wide subjects.
25 letters back and forth in the 12 months of the year, and was widely used at 
"terakoya" , a private school) in the Edo Period.

and it was 
It consists of

bunko: a small case (box) for books and stationery 
kesa: this morning.

ta = dare: who. 
yori: out of haru: springf rom.

"kesa no haru" is a season word in haiku to celebrate a new year.

r&§gtLF%OiBT jIt 91

Even the kapitan
Prostrates himself before the Shogun 
For New Year’s greetings!

(Haikai Edo-T5ri-cho)Kapitan mo 
tsukubawa-se-keri 
kimi ga haru.

kapitan = Capitao = Capitao-mor (Port.) = Captain: it originally referred to 
the chief of the Portuguese trade mission, but later it also referred to the 
chief of the Dutch Trade Office in the Settlement of Dejima Island (built in

and he had to pay a visit to the Shogun with a tribute1635) in Nagasaki 
every New Year.

tsukubawa (mizen) «- tsukubau (yodan, vi.): to prostrate oneself (before),
mo: even, also. se (renyo) «- su (aux. v.): 

tsukubawa-se: to make him prostrates himself, 
keri (aux. v.): exclamatory 

kimi: an emperor, a shogun.
"kimi ga haru" is a season word in haiku for a new year, or 
spring.

crouch, squat down (to bow).
causative.

ga = no: ' s . haru: spring
the beginning of
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(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)Dairi-bina,
The Emperor Ningyo 
Really reigns today!

Dairi-bina 
ningyo tenno no 
gyo-u to ka ya.

dairi-bina: the dolls representing an emperor and empress 
dairi: the residential part of the Imperial Palace
bina (eu. chan.) «- hina = hina-ningy5: a set of dolls for Hina Matsuri (Doll 
Festival, March 3) 
ningyo: a doll 
tennd: an emperor

The Emperor Ningyo is a parody of the Emperor Nimmyo » 8l0~850)
yokyoku (|§ th^ET , Kaki tsubata) :

1 n

Is this the reign of the Emperor Nimmyo? 
Nimmy5 Tenn5 no gyo-u ka to yo.

gyo-u: the reign of an emperor 
to: a particle for quotation 
ka: exclamatory 
ya: interjectional

# 93

Seeing the first blossoms 
Of the year, I shall live 
Seventy-five years longer!

llatsu-hana ni 
inochi shichi-ju- 
go-nen hodo.

(Ilaikai Edo Tori-cho)

hatsu-hana: the first blossom of the year to be seen by
ni: (looking) at, with (blossoms)
inochi: life, a life span
shichi-ju-go: seventy-five
-nen: (a) year(s)
hodo: about, that much, to this (that) degree (extent)

someone

This is a parody of the proverb: "If we eat the first product of the year, we 
shall live 75 days longer!" He replaced eat with see and days with years.
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(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)Offering water
And Domyoji, mourn over
The death of your mother!

Mizu muke-te
a to to i -tamae 
Domyoji.

muke (renyo) «- muku (shimo-ni, vt.) = mukeru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to offer,
mizu = aka-mizu (H$I$n7fc): water offered to the deceased 

ato: a trace, traces, the virtue of the deceased
toi (renyo) *- tou (yodan, vt.): to ask, visit, condole, console the spirit of 
tamae (meirei) tamau (aux. v. with yodan conjug.): this is used to make a 

polite way to order = please!
Domyoji: dried boiled rice, eaten best soaked in cold water in summer 

Domyoji is the name of a Buddhist temple in 
The title of this haiku is "Mourning over the Death of Fuboku's Mother"
Fuboku (Ichiryuken, Okamoto, —$P f* , ?~1691): a haikai poet in Edo

to turn , direc t.

Osaka noted for it.

fc IMt *9# 95

(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)Sweet flags are growing, 
By the head of a sardine 
Under the eaves!

Ayame oi-keri 
noki no iwashi no 
sarekobe.

ayame = today's shobu: a sweet flag (see haiku # 149 in Vol. 1) which is put 
on the door to drive away evil spirits with its pointed leaves for the fes
tival of "Tango no Sekku" on May 5. 

oi (renyo) «- ou (kami-ni, vi.): to grow.
iwashi: a sardine, Sardinops melanosticta 

sarekobe: a skull exposed to the weather

keri (aux. v.): exclamatory
noki: eaves.

the day before the calendrical beginning of spring,To celebrate "Setsubun", 
usually Feb. 3, people scatter beans (parched soybeans) shouting "Gni wa soto!
Fuku wa uchi!" which means "Out with demons! In with fortune!" and put a
twig with sharp-edged leaves of hiiragi, which is similar to English holly, 
spearing the head of a sardine on the door as a charm against evil spirits. 
Basho happened to see the both charms for Setsubun (it had not been removed)
and Tango no Sekku.
This haiku is based on a legend that a Miscanthus (which was changed here to 
sweet flags) came out through the eye of the skull of Ono no Komachi , a famous 
beauty (yokyoku: Kayo i-Komachi , Hf&J: ®<J\BT) . (see haiku # 310 in Vol. 1)
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(Haikai Edo Hirokoji)Suigaku will lend
His boat for their date to cross
The swollen Milky Way!

Suigaku mo 
norimono kasa-n 
Araanogawa.

Suigaku (tK¥> Motohara Sasuke Jjjlifei$J) : 
norimono: a vehicle, ship, boat 
kasa (mizen) *- kasu (yodan, vt.): to lend 
-n (aux. v.)= conjecture.

shipbuilder, water engineera

the GalaxyAmanogawa: the Milky Way

Legend has it that on the night of July 7 (Tanabata or Star Festival), the two 
Altair, the cowherd star and Vega, weaver star, separated by the Milky

Women exposed their clothes to the 
for airing on this day, which was called "kashi-kosode" 

kimono) to the star wishing for better sewing.
"Lending a boat" is a parody of "lending a kimono".

stars:
Way, are allowed to meet only once a year.

lending asun

(see haiku // 167 in Vol.l)

fjwrj# 97

(Haikai Edo Tori-cho)Autumn has come,
The stars fall in love and a buck 
Loves his wife with starry skin!

Aki ki-nu to 
tsuma kou hoshi ya 
shika no kawa.

aki: autumn
ki (renyo) «- ka line irreg. conj.: ko, ki , ku, kuru,
-nu (shushi, aux. v.): perfect
to: a ptc. denoting a result of change, a quotation 
tsuma: a wife
kou (yodan, originally kami-ni till about the Muromachi Period, vt.): to love
hoshi: a star
ya: an exclamatory ptc.
shika: (a) deer, buck, stag, hind
no: a postpositional "of", (a buck)'s
kawa: skin, leather

kure, ko(-yo): to come

This is based on the legend of Tanabata, an elegant and romantic story of the 
two loving stars across the Milky Way, but the latter part is just a joke by 
using the word hoshi (stars) in the deerskin of a hind.
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(Edo Haikai Hirokoji)A rainy day!
Autumn is quite different 
In Sakai-cho.

Ame no hi ya 
seken no aki o 
Sakai-cho.

ame no hi: a rainy day 
seken: the (secular) world, the public.
Sakai-cho: the name of a section of Edo where there were several theaters 
"sakai" literally means a boundry, border

hi: a day.ame: rain.
aki: autumn

There is quiet autumn just outside the crowded and lively Sakai-cho.

rgpfiffpa 9 btj9 ®Tl 99

(Haikai Edo Tori-cho)The moon is really,
As precious as the land price 
Of Tori-cho!

Geni ya tsuki 
maguchi sen-kin no 
Tori-cho.

ya: an exclamatory ptc.
(the width of) a front, frontage

geni: really, truely, indeed.
maguchi:

sen-kin: one thousand ryo (old money unit with high value) = much money
Land price was shown by the price of unit "ken (fa! , about 1.8 meters)" of the

tsuki: the moon.

frontage (maguchi).
Tori-cho: a busy and prosperous shopping street 
Sen-kin refers to both the moon and the land price.

The host of this kasen party: Jiyoshi (“Kt-p) lived in Odawara-cho which is 
near Tori-cho. So, in this greeting hokku, T5sei (Basho) as a guest praised 
the prosperity of the town for the host.
The value of the moon is jokingly compared Lo Lhe secular land price!

This is based on a poem by Su Shi (Su Tung po 1036-1101) :

* Spring Night

Time is precious in spring night! 
Flowers are fragrant,
And the moon is hazy!
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(Haikai Edo Juk-kasen)*It will be a good souvenir 
For you to take to Kyoto:
A salted hooded gull!

Shio ni shi-te mo 
iza kotozute-n 
raiyako-dori.

ni: a ptc. denoting the result of a change 
shi (renyo) «- su (sa-line irreg. conj.): t0 do 
shio ni shi-te: to salt, to pickle (a thing) in salt, 
kotozute (renyo) «- kotozutsu (shimo-ni, vt.): to send a message 

(rentai & shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will

shio: salt.

iza: now

-n = mu
miyako-dori: (!) = yuri-karaorae: a hooded gull = a black-headed gull (summer)

(D its head is white in Japan (winter)(g) an oystercatcher.
Miyako-dori literally means "the bird of the imperial capitalThis is a joke.

(Kyoto)", but it was often seen near the Sumida River in Edo.
This is based on a poem by Ariwara no Narihira (#:, 825-880) in (ise
Monogatari, ’

If you have the name of miyako-dori,
Let me ask you one thing:
If my sweetheart is all right or not!
* A selection of haikai, compiled & published by Haruzumi (^^) in 1678.

Na ni shi owa-ba
iza koto towa-n miyako-dori,
waga omou hito wa ari ya nashi ya to.

i 101

Worry-forget herb!
I'll pick it for na-meshi, 
The end of the year!

(Haikai Edo Ja no Sushi)*

Wasure-gusa 
naraeshi ni tsuraa-n 
toshi no kure.

wasure (renyo & gerund) *- wasuru (shimo-ni, vt.)
gusa (eu, chan.) «- kusa: grass, a herb 

wasure-gusa: another name of yabukanzo = kisuge: a double tawny day lily, 
Heraerocallis fulva L. var. kwanso Regel.

= wasureru (Mod. J.): to
forget.

na-meshi: boiled rice with hashed greens 
tsuna (mizen) *- tsumu (yodan, vt.): to pick, pluck 
-n (aux. v.): the speaker's will. toshi no kure: the yearend

The yearend is the time when people wish to forget all the troubles and prob
lems in the past year.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Gonsui (jfe®W7K , Ikenishi, 1650-1 722) 
and published in 1679.
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It is hokku only:
Matsuo Tosei's
New Year's Day at home!

(Chisoku Edoshu-Saitan o Utsusu)*

Hokku-nari 
Matsuo Tosei 
yado no haru.

hokku: the starting poem of a linked verse which later developed into haiku 
nari (aux. v.): affirmation 
Matsuo: Basho's family name, 
yado: a house, home, dwelling, lodging 
haru: spring.

Tosei: his pseudonym before Basho
an inn, the place where one stays 

yado no haru: the New Year('s Day) at home, an inn, etc.

Tosei (Basho) became a "sosho" (^IS: a professional haikai master) in the 
This was his declaration as a master, and he was confident.previous year.

He compared a year with 360 days of the lunar calendar to a kasen with 36 
linked verse, and New Year's Day to a hokku.

* A collection of haikai of the New Year by Edo poets, compiled by Chisoku 
("FM£0/j~ , Shimosato, 1640~1704, a sake-brewer in Narumi, Owari) in 1677.

O ft HAWAII]# 103

(Haikai Tamate-bako)*Waiting for blossoms,
Is like waiting for Tozaburo's tune 
Of Mt. Yoshino!

Matsu hana ya 
Tozaburo ga 
Yoshinoyama.

matsu (rentai) matsu (yodan, vt.): to wait for 
blossom (s) . Tozaburo: = Gichiku (see haiku ft 72)hana: a flower(s)

Yoshinoyama (Mt. Yoshino) has been noted for cherry blossoms, and was the 
title of one of the most popular songs of Hitoyogiri (— I) by Tozaburo (his
real name was Gichiku) at that time:

It looks like snowing over Mt. Yoshino. 
but a storm of falling cherry blossoms!

Oh no ! Not snowing,

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Chochoshi (?E , Karakuken) , pub
lished in 1677.
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(Haikai Edo Ja no Sushi)The Dutchman has come 
To see cherry blossoms 
In the saddle of a horse.

Oranda mo
hana ni ki-ni-keri 
uma ni kura.

Hollander, (see haiku II 91)Oranda: Holland, the Netherlands, Dutchman,
The chief (kapitan) of the Dutch Trade Office in Nagasaki had to visit the
Shogun every New Year with a tribute, but it was changed to March every year,

In 1677, he entered Edo Castle on Mar.and then later to every five years.
1st and 5th to have an audience with the Shogun.

uma ni kura: a saddle on a horse, in the saddleki-ni-keri: to have come.
This is a parody of a passage in yokyoku: (Kuramatengu) (l&ffi:

Tsukai wa ki-tari uma ni kura
The messenger has come in the saddle of a horse

This yokyoku is based on a poem by Gen-zanmi-Yorimasa = Minamoto no Yorimasa 
(•HftKK = M fift, 1105-1180):

Nana saka-ba
tsuge-n to ii-shi yamamori no 
kuru oto su-nari 
uma ni kura oke.

The ranger who told me,
"If the blossoms open, I will let you know" 
Is coming, I can tell by the sound,
Put a saddle on the horse!

# 105

The tails of my zori,
I fold them to return in the rain 
With wild cherry blossoms!

(Haikai Edo Ja no Sushi)

Zori no shiri 
ori-te kaera-n 
yaraa-zakura.

zori: traditional Japanese straw sandals for travelling 
shiri: a tail, the end, the buttocks, the bottom 
ori (renyo) «- oru (yodan, vt.): to fold, break 

oru has a double meaning here:
® to fold the tails of zori not to splash muddy water over kimono (*)
(D to snap a spray of blossoms (* after a long walk, 

kaera (raizen) *- kaeru (yodan, vi.): to return, go home 
-n (shushi) «- mu, n (aux. v.): the speaker's will 
yama-zakura: a wild cherry tree (blossoms),

Prunus jaraasakura Sieb. ex Koids.
It was the most common variety before the Meiji Period (1868-1912), includig 
those at Mt. Yoshino, Arashiyaraa, etc.

snap

the tails get longer)
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(Haikai Bando Taro)*The waves of the blue sea 
Smell of sake as the full moon, 
A huge cup, is just washed!

Sokai no
nami sake-kusashi 
kyo no tsuki.

sokai: the blue sea.
(Mod. J.): bad-smelling, 
kyo: today.
"kyo no tsuki" in haiku means the full moon of Aug. 15 of the lunar calendar 
The full moon was compared to a huge sake cup, and the sea to a haisen ,
a bowl of water for washing sake-cups at a party).
This was probably inspired by the scene of a moon viewing party on a boat with 
sake wine, 
a passage
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Saimaro (|& □£ ^ th , 1656~1738), publish
ed in 1679.

sake: rice wine. kusashi = kusainami : a wave.
sake-kusashi: (It) smell(s) sake

kyo no tsuki: today's moontsuki: the moon.no : ' s.

The expression "Sokai no nami" with the autumn moon was taken from 
of yokyoku (Shari) (i§jl& ^r^J).

if 107

(Haikai Bando Tar5)The sake-filled cup,
With a legendary chrysanthemum 
Floated on, I drink it!

Sakazuki ya 
yamaji no kiku to 
kore o hosu.

sakazuki: a sake cup. yamaji: a mountain road (path). kiku: a chrysanthemum 
yamaji no kiku *: a legendary chrysanthemum in China (see haiku # 56 and If 177 
in Vol.l). to: a ptc. for quotation,
hosu (yodan, vt.): to dry, drink off (up)
On Sept. 9 (Choyo no Sekku, it) , people used to have "kikuzake" (35 
Chrysanthemum sake) just like this haiku wishing for longevity.
* We see "yamaji no kiku" in yokyoku (Kiku-Jid5) and (Shunkan) : (Hlffi ,
$£|£) and also in a

kore: this

poem by Sosei-Hoshi (^^^0P) in (Kokin Waka-Shu) :

ItO

I thought it just a short time 
For the chrysanthemum dew 
On a mountain path to be dried, 
But, already one thousand years 
Have passed unawares!

Nure-te hosu 
yamaji no kiku no 
tsuyu no ma ni 
itsuka chitose o 
ware wa he ni kemu.
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(Shiba-Zakana)*Looking out over,
Taking a view of, and seeing 
The autumn of Suma!

Miwatase-ba 
nagamure-ba mire-ba 
Suma no aki.

niwatase (izen) «- miwatasu (yodan, vt.): to look out over, overlook 
nagamure (izen) «- nagamu (shimo-ni, vt.)
■ire (izen) «- rairu (karai-ichi, vt.): to see 
verb (izen) + ba = make a confirmed condition

conditional clause

= nagameru (Mod. J.): to view

(When I look over)
(If I look over)

that's why he repeated
verb (raizen) + b 
Miwatasu and nagamuru were used often in old poems,

k

them here humorously.
the name of a place near Kobe, noted for lonely scenery.Suma:

A good example of "miwatase-ba" by Fujiwara no Teika (jjfC 71* fiC , 
(Shin Kokin Waka-Shu) is shown below:

1162-1241) in

JLStttfTE* *>*£***!) lOHlWSnM

Looking out over,
I see no flower,
No coloured leaves, either,
But just a shabby thatched hovel 
On the beach in an autumn evening!

Miwatase-ba 
hana mo momiji mo 
nakarikeri 
ura no tomaya no 
aki no yugure.

* The original book of (Shiba-Zakana) is missing, which was compiled by Jishun 
(Konishi, /H5£l$).

# 109

This morning's snow -
The onion heads are a signpost
To ray vegetable garden!

(Haikai Bando Taro)

Kesa no yuki 
nebuka o sono no 
shiori kana.

kesa: this morning, 
sono: a garden (of vegetables, fruit or flowers)
shiori: a marker, signpost, guidepost, originally a broken twig used 

guidepost so as not to get lost on the way back down a mountain 
"shiori" literally means "to break a branch" as a guidepost 
very often in old poems.

nebuka = negi: a Welsh onion

as a

and it was used
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1 (Cha no Soshi)*Treading on frost 
So far away to see him off 
That I came back limping!

I have been'
’

)
J Shimo o fun-de 

chimba hiku made 
okuri-keri.

fun-de (euphonic change) «- furai + te (a particle) 
fumi (renyo) «- fumu (yodan, vt.) : to tread, step
chimba - bikko: lame(ness), limp(ing), odd (an odd pair of shoes)
hiku (yodan, vt.): to pull, drag, attract, quote, lead, consult (a diet.)
chimba hiku: to limp, walk lame, walk with a limp
Today, "chimba" and "bikko" are considered discriminatory words.
made: a ptc. meaning: as (so) far as, as (so) much as, to the degree of
okuri (renyo) «- okuru (yodan, vt.): to see off, to send, a send-off
keri (aux. v.): exclamatory, past
There is an explanatory note before this haiku:
"Seeing off Tsuchiya Shiyu (zhUlES^, a warrior of the Matsue clan, one of 
Basho’s haikai friends) who was going to Kamakura - "
This was inspired by the story of Noh play (Hachi no Ki) (i$7fc: Potted Trees), 
because of the words of Kamakura and a skinny (lame is associated) horse:

shimo: fros t.

Sano Genzaemon Tsuneyo ({£®PI rj? IMt) , a warrior in Sano, Kozuke, was vis-
by a travelling priest who asked for a one 

He refused first, because he was too poor to have a guest, but
ited in a night of heavy snow, 
night stay.
his wife advised him to accomodate the priest who had nowhere else to go. So,
Sano brought him back and served him millet. He had no more firewood. The
only thing left to burn for heating was his treasured potted trees: an ume 
(Japa- nese apricot), pine and cherry trees, and he did not hesitate to burn 
them for the guest. Sano told him how his property was usurped by his clan, 
and con- tinued to say, "If anything happens to the Kamakura (Government)(**), 
I am ready any time to run to Kamakura to devote my life to them!"
Later on, when the Kamakura Government called out all the warriors, Sano real
ly showed up soon on a skinny horse, and he found the fact that the priest who 
had stayed with him overnight was Tokiyori (1227-1263, Sairayoji Nyudo

= Ho j 6 Tokiyori, zjfc^) : ex-Shikken (#1^: similar to Shogun), who was 
deeply impressed by Sano for his loyalty in keeping his promise, and Tokiyori 
restored his original property to him, and not only that, but gave him three 
other estates each with the name of ume, pine' and cherry as a prize, saying, 
"I really appreciated your hospitality by burning your treasured potted trees 
the other night in the snow!"
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Setsugan (or Yukiraaro, SIf^), and To-

(AEE!$k5fc, Ota, 1678-1 725), and published in 1699.sen
** This has become a proverb: "Iza Kamakura!" (l'N cf ^11“) : "If anything happens 
to Kamakura, I will rush there to join up!" This is used for anything meaning

"in the day of peril", "in case of: "when the time comes", emergency", etc.
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rftKfSjSlWj*

"Ah, spring, spring, great spring! 
And so forth" - It says in a book. 
Spring is really great!

(Haikai Mukai no Oka)*Ah haru haru 
Oinaru-kana haru 
to un-nun.

haru: springAh: an exclamation, interjection.
to: a ptc. for quotation: that. un-nun: etc.Oinaru: great.

This is a parody of (in Praise of Confucius, by Mi Fu (yfcift', 1051-
1107, a calligrapher-painter):

"Confucius, Confucius, great Confucius!"
a set phrase used often at the end of ato un-nun" wasThe expression: " 

quotation in a book of reference.
* Also read "Muko no Oka" which is a selection of haikai, compiled by
Ichiryuken Fuboku (—#P$F^ h , 7—1691) and published in 1680.

r#S8iRj2:rajI 112

(Haikai Mukai no Oka)I wonder if Mo-tzu
Grieves to see the colour change
Of dropworts when cooked!

Kanashima-n ya 
Bokushi seri-yaki o 
mi-te mo nao.

kanashima (mizen) «- kanashimu (yodan, vt.): to grieve, sorrow 
n = mu (aux. v.): conjecture
ya: a ptc. denoting interrogaton or rhetorical question 
Bokushi: Mo-tzu (Mo zi, H-f*, c.470 B.C.-C.390 B.C.),

who grieved at the scoured thread which could be dyed later yellow or black. 
— £ ££ < J: "Mo-tzu weeps at thread" (f^S-p,
It means: "A man can be changed by his surroundings." 

seri: a water dropwort, (a Japanese parsely), Oenanthe javanica DC. 
yaki (renyo & gerund) «- yaku (yodan, vt.): to bake, toast, grill, roast 
seri-yaki: a dish of water dropwort cooked with duck or pheasant meat, soy and 

vinegar, (a water dropwort changes its colour into dark when it is cooked) 
mi (renyo) «- miru (karai-ichi, vt.): to see. 
no: a ptc. meaning additional: too, also 
nao (adverb): still, likewise, in the same way 
"Kanashima-n ya" comes first — an inversion in the composition.
”-n" makes the syllable-count of the first phrase six instead of five, which 

gives the impression of Danrin School exaggeration.

a Chinese philosopher,

Huai nan zi)

burn

te: a cojunctive ptc.
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(Haikai Mukai no Oka)Having stayed overnight
Under the blossoms, I call myself
Hyotansai!

Hana ni yadori 
Hyotansai to 
mizukara ie-ri.

hana ni = hana no shita ni: under the (cherry-) blossoms 
yadori (renyo) «- yadoru (yodan, vi.): to stay (overnight)
hyotan: a gourd, a hollowed and dried gourd which is used as a container for 

liquid and grain
-sai: is attached to a certain noun to make the last part of a pseudonym, 
word "sai" 
mizukara: oneself, 

to name.
ie-ri: to be correct, this should be "I have called myself (Hyotansai)"
"Hana ni yadori" is probably taken from a famous poem by Taira no Tadanori (^j2 

, 1 1 44~ 1 184) , which is listed as anonymous in (Senzai Waka-Shu ffl Ifc |f§ ,
compiled by Fujiwara no Shunzei , in 1187), and a story about this

(Heike Monogatari, and yokyoku (Tadanori) was

The
literally means "to keep a body clean and purified".

ie (meirei) «- iu (yodan, vt.) : to say, call (somebody), 
ri: (aux. v.): perfect

poem was written in 
written by Zeami 1363~1443):

Yuki-kure-te 
ko no shita kage o

If night falls as I go, 
And stay overnight 
Under a cherry tree,
The blossoms will be

yado to se-ba 
hana ya koyoi no
aruji nara-mashi.My host for tonight.

"Hyotan" was probably taken from:
The gourd container is empty, grass grows thick on Yan Yuan(*)'s alley.

(Wakan Roei-Shu), compiled in 1013 by Fujiwara no Kinto 966~1041)
* Yan Hui (514 B.C.-483 B.C.):
Confucius, who did not mind a life in poverty

a sage, and the best disciple of 
, and died at the age of 32.

r&m fizmjt 114

(Haikai Mukai no Oka)Early summer rain!
How long does it stay: the greenness 
Of iwahiba?

Satsuki no ame 
iwahiba no midori 
itsu-made zo.

iwahiba = iwamatsu: Selaginella tamariscina (Beauv.) Spring
an iwahiba grows on rock, looks like hiba (a var. of cypress), 20~25 cm. tall 

itsumade: How long ~ ? (it refers to both green and rain)midori: green.
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(Haikai Mukai no Oka)Spider, what is your voice? 
How do you chirp 
In the autumn wind!

Kumo nani to 
ne o nani to naku 
aki no kaze.

aki no kaze: an autumn windnani to = nan to: what - ?kumo: a spider.
a sound, voice, tone, the chirping of an insect 

naku (yodan, vi.): to chirp, sing (1| < , insect, bird), weep, cry (& < , man)
ne:

the spider of course doesn'tThe same question is repeated in succession, 
answer as if it were a Zen priest.

This is based on the story of "minoraushi" (a bagworm) in (Makura no Soshi, fcfc 
by Sei-Shonagon (fir^ijft H-) which chirps "chichi-yo, chichi-yo!" (father, 

father!).

A bagworm actually doesn't make any sound at all, and a spider doesn't either.

# 116

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)*When does it reach the shore: 
A floating leaf is drifting 
With an insect on it?

Yorube o itsu 
hito-ha ni mushi no 
tabi-ne shi-te.

yorube: something to depend on for help, 
hito-ha: a leaf, 
tabi-ne: sleeping on a journey 
shi (renyo) «- se (sa-line irreg. conjug. vi. & vt.): to do 
-te: a conjunctive ptc.
tabi-ne shi-te: (an insect) is sleeping on its journey (in the leaf) drifting

itsu: When - ?
mushi: an insectni: in, on.

This is associated with the story of (Huo Di)- who is believed to have in
vented a boat in China by watching a spider on a willow leaf reaching ashore, 

(ydkyoku (Jinen-koji) by Kan-arai, 1 333-1384, IS P6! fp H : (g^®±>)

* Also called (Azuma Nikki), a selection of haikai in two volumes, compiled by 
Gonsui (Shitoken, Ikenishi, jfeffi'l'TK , 1650-1722), published in 1681. 
It includes 15 hokku (haiku) by Basho.
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A flowering rose of Sharon, 
Is decorating the head 
Of a naked child!

Hana-mukuge 
hadaka-warawa no 
kazashi kana.

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)

hana-mukuge: a fowering rose of Sharon 
hadaka: naked, nude, bare, uncovered
warawa: a child aged about ten, more or less
kazashi (JfpiPO : "a decorative flower(s) stuck in the hair" as in the following 
poem by Yamabe no Akahito (pj 22 [ of$ ] A , in the early part of the 8th cen.) in 
(Shin Kokin Waka-Shu):

b b L zvtK'gV t Zhnv b < bL'?
Moraoshikino omiya-bito wa 
itoma are ya 
sakura kazashi-te

The people serving the Court,
I wonder if they have much leisure,
I saw them having a good time today again 
With cherry blossoms on their hair? kyo mo kurashi-tsu.

r#fg*Bisjl 118

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)At night in secret,
The worm eats a chestnut 
Under the moon.

Yoru hisokani 
mushi wa gekka no 
kuri o ugatsu.

hisokani (renyo): in secret «- hisoka-nari (keiyo-doshi): (ityoru: night
is) secret, private

gekka no: under the moon 
gekka no kuri: a chestnut under the moon 

The moon of Sept. 13 (of the lunar calendar) is called "Kuri-Meigetsu,
(the Chestnut Moon) or "Nochi no Tsuki, " (the Later Moon),
the moon of the 13th night every month = jusan-ya (~h^i®)
the moon of the 15th night every month = jugo-ya ("f'S#') , but very often
it means particularly the harvest moon (Aug. 15) 

ugatsu (yodan, vt.) : to dig, drill -» (eating [a chestnut] by a worm)
This is considered a parody of the poem in (Wakan Roei-Shu, iHJ|£jIfc) :

mushi = kuri-mushi: a chesnut-worm. 
kuri: a chestnut.

A night rain 
Secretly drills

Ya-u
hisokani ugatsu
seki-jo no koke.The moss on the stone. (in Japanese)
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(Haikai Mukai no Oka)I suppose the lower world 
Would be something like this: 
-- An autumn evening!

Gu anzuru ni 
meido mo kaku ya 
aki no kure.

i (DtRgg kenjogo: agu: stupidity (n.) = orokana: stupid (adj.) -» gu:
"modesty word")
It is used like a prefix referring to oneself with modesty: 

gu-sai (MJ§) : my wife, gu-soku (MS): my son, etc.e.g.
anzuru (rentai) «- anzu (sa-line irreg. conjug.): to suppose, think
"Gu anzuru ni" (It seems to me that -) was a set phrase in an annotated book.

mo: alsomeido: the lower world, the underworld, Hades, 
kaku = kaku no gotoki = kono yona (Mod. J.): something like this
ya: an interrogative ptc.
aki no kure: (!) late autumn, (2) an autumn evening

serious and somewhat pedantic where there is"Gu anzuru ni" sounds formal 
humour.

r^BSHEj# 120

Where was he caught
In a winter shower? -- A priest
Going back with an umbrella.

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)

Izuku shigure
kasa o te ni sage-te
kaeru so.

izuku = izuko = doko (Mod. J.): where 
kasa: an 
te: a hand.
so = soryo (ffiMB): a priest, monk, bonze 
sage (renyo) «- sagu (shimo-ni 
(an umbrella) in one's hand 
kaeru (yodan, vi.): to go back (home), return

shigure: a winter shower 
umbrella (^£), a hat made of sedge, bamboo or cypress (ffi)

?

-te: a conjunctive particle

vt.) = sageru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to carry

This was probably inspired by the following passage in (Wakan R5ei-Shu):

When a bluish misty rain has cleared up a priest is going back to the• • •
temple in the evening. (Kankyo no Fu)
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(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)*In my hermitage,
I drink tea burning the fallen leaves 
Blown and raked by a storm!

Shiba no to ni 
cha o konoha kaku 
arashi-kana.

shiba no to = kusa no to: a hermitage, a humble cottage
kusa: grassshiba: brushwood, 

cha: tea.
to: a door , gate. 

konoha «- ko no ha: a leaf, leaves. ko = ki (a tree), ha (a leaf)
kaku (rentai) «- kaku (yodan, vt.): to rake (gather), scratch 
arashi: a storm, strong wind.
In this poem, the subject of the verb "kaku" is both the storm and Basho, be
cause it looked as if the storm had raked the leaves to make a few piles.
A storm has brought the fallen leaves to certain corners in his garden, and he

He uses those leaves to boil the water for his tea.

kana: an exclamatory ptc.

raked them together.
There is a long preface before this haiku:

I have moved to a riverside hermitage of-- After nine years of my city life
The reason why I feel sympathetic with the wise man (**) who saidFukagawa.

"Chang an , the capital of Tang) is a place of fame and wealth from olden
times, where it is difficult to live without money", is probably because I am
poor

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Baijin (#5A)> published in 1791.
**

Po Chii-i Bai Ju yi, 777-846,

rmmJUMjif 122

(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)Is it the sound of
Splitting firewood to make charcoal? 
I feel I were in Ono!

Keshizumi ni 
maki waru oto ka 
Ono no oku.

keshizumi: soft charcoal which catches fire easily (used as kindling)
zumi «- sumi (charcoal)keshizumi literally means "extinguished charcoal", 

ni: a ptc. denoting the result of a change: (to make it) into, for
oku: the inner part, the interior, back 

waru (rentai) <- waru (yodan, vt.): to split, chop, break, divide, cut 
Ono: the name of a place in the northwestern part of Kyoto where Ono-zumi (Ono 
charcoal, noted for its high quality) was made.
Ono (<J'!SF) and ono (^ , an ax, a hatchet) are homonyms.

oto: a sound.maki: firewood.
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(Haikai Mukai no Oka)Charcoal of Ono!
Scratching the ashes with tongs 
Looks like learning how to write.

Ono-zurai ya 
tenarau hito no 
hai-zeseri.

zumi (eu. chan.) = sumi (Jj%)Ono-zumi: charcoal made in Ono in Kyoto.
tenarau (rentai) «- tenarau (yodan, vi.): to learn how to write 
hito: a man (men), people.

scratching the surface of the ashes in a hibachi (brazier) with
sumi ($£) and sumi (H, Indian ink) are homonyms

haizeseri:
tongs

Ono reminds us of a famous calligrapher: Ono no Tofu or Michikaze ('J'i?JK, , 
894?~966) , who is known as one of the three best calligraphers (Hg*( , sanseki) 
with Fujiwara no Sukemasa (jDjCSI) and Fujiwara no Yukinari (j^I^lfrhK) .

There is a famous legend about Tofu that he once happened to see a frog kept 
jumping up trying to catch a low branch of a weeping willow. This inspired him 
to make more efforts for a purpose, and later he became a great calligrapher.

r#»*0Ej»<*>«» u# 124

In the snowy morning, 
Sitting alone, I could chew 
Some dried salmon!

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)

Yuki no ashita 
hitori kara-zake o 
karai-e-tari.

yuki: snow.
kami (renyo) «- karau (yodan, vt.): to chew, bite
e (renyd) «- u (shirao-ni, vt.) = eru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to be able to, get 
-tari (aux. v.): perfect
He wrote a preface himself for this haiku:

asa: morning. hitori: alone. kara-zake: a dried salmon

Wealthy people eat tasty meat, and ambitious strong men eat roots. 
(Fuka wa kiniku o kurai, jofu wa saikon o kissu.

I am just
poor. Yo wa toboshi.)

This preface is based on the following passage in Cai gen tan) writ
ten by Hong Ying Ming, a late Ming dynasty Chinese Confucian:

If a man can always chew the roots, he can do anything.
(Hito tsune ni saikon o kami-ure-ba, sunawachi hyakuji nasu-beshi.)
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(I) Stone is dead,
Water is withered:
This is more than winter!

(2) Stone is exposed, 
Water is dried up: 
Extremity of winter!

Ishi kare-te 
mizu shibome-ru ya 
fuyu mo nashi.

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)

(2) a free translation
fuyu: winter

kare (renyo) karu (shimo-ni , vi.) = kareru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to wither 
(ten<5), to dry up (Wift%>)’ kare-te: is withered, is dead, is dried up 
shibome (meirei) «- shibomu (yodan, vi.) to wither, shrivel, wilt 
-ru (rentai) «- ri (aux. v.): perfect. nashi (adj.) = nai (Mod. J.): not, no 
mo: a relative ptc. meaning: an addition, stress

(T) a literal translation, 
ishi: s tone , rock. mizu: water.

This haiku is based on the phrase (water is dried up, and stone is
exposed) by Su Shi ($£$£ = Su Tung po j§|ci?C££, 1036~ 1101) in {(Hou) Chi bi fu,

A tree, flower, or grass withers, and water dries up, but it is 
logically impossible to say "stone or water withers".
them the other way round on purpose to make a humorous rhetorical inversion.

(*)*iR>.
But, he has switched

1673~1680 (&£jls!3s-Pe?3 , Empo Period) 30~37 Years Old
(Exact Date Unknown) 

rjrsg&fftj
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(Handwritten Tanzaku)A hangover!
I don't mind it as long as 
We see cherry blossoms!

Futsuka-ei 
monokawa hana no 
aru aida.

futsuka-ei = futsuka-yoi: a hangover, the morning after
it is nothing (important, serious) 

hana no aru aida: as long as there are (cherry) blossoms
monokawa: I do not mind ~

This was inspired by a poem by Kojiju in (Shin Kokin Waka-Shu):

Matsu yoi no 
fukeyuku kane no 
koe kike-ba 
akanu wakare no 
tori wa monokawa.

As compared with my heart 
To hear the bell while waiting 
As night deepens,
It is nothing to hear a cockcrow 
to separate us next morning!
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(Chisokusai Hi-Nikki)*A papier-mAchA cat,
Also knows the coming 
Of autumn this morning!

Harinuki no
neko mo shiru-nari
kesa no aki.

neko: a catharinuki = hariko: papier-mAche. 
shiru (rentai) shiru (yodan, vt.) : to know 
-nari (aux. v.): affirmative.
The head of a papier-mAchA cat (tiger is also common) is delicately balancing, 

and keeps moving even by a slightest wind.
This is probably based on the famous poem by Fujiwara no Toshiyuki (Jj#Mffi(ff , 
?~901) in (Kokin Vaka-Shu) (see haiku #172 in Vol. 1):

B fc (***>*£ A*.
It is not clearly visible 
That autumn has come here yet,
But I have realized it suddenly 
By the sound of autumn wind!

* A diary written by Chisoku (TS^D^, 1640~1704

aki: autumnkesa: this morning.

Aki ki-nu to
me ni wa sayaka-ni mie-ne domo, 
kaze no oto ni zo
odoroka-re nuru.

a sake brewer in Owari)

r4u«»rf»J*# 128

(Kuko-dankan)*The loving stars, 
Certainly use as a rug 
The deerskin!

Sazo-na hoshi 
hijikimono ni wa 
shika no kawa.

sazo-na = sazo(-ya, -kashi): certainly, presumably, surely, indeed, no doubt 
hoshi: a star(s), but in this case, it means Altair and Vega (see haiku // 96 

and # 97 in this book). 
hijikiraoto = hishikimono (3llfc$!7): 

leather.
kawa: skin,

shika no kawa: deerskin which has white spots just like stars!
shika: a deer.a rug.

So, deerskin and stars are in relation of "the associated words" (Hfc|§) 
This is based on a poem in (ise Monogatari) (Paragraph 3):

l&V-hbtl&CDIglzmb L&A, VC $ fcOCttjftfr Loo*,
If you love me,
I would never mind sleeping 
At a ruined house,

Omoi ara-ba 
mugura no yado ni 
ne mo shi-nan 
hijikimono ni waSpreading our sleeves 

On the floor as a rug!
* I have no information on "Kuko Dankan" so far.

sode o shi-tsutsu mo.
Not ond?y that,

find this haiku in any other book than Eizo Kon's (Basho Ku-Shu).
I can not
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The rice cake blossoms 
Look like a hair ornament 
On the head of a rat!

(Sakai-ginu)*

Mochi-bana ya 
kazashi ni sase-ru 
yome ga kimi.

bana (euphonic change) hana: a flower, blossoms 
from the yearend to the new year, small pieces of rice cake are

put on a willow branch which looks like a tree in full bloom, and placed in
the kamidana (a miniature shrine at home), 

kazashi: a hair ornament
sase (meirei) *- sasu (yodan, vt.): to pierce, stub, prick, bite, sting 
-ru (rentai) «- ri (aux. v.): perfect, 
yome ga kimi: another name of a rat especially during the first three days of

a new year (the word nezumi: a rat was a kind of taboo during that period)
When a rat was eating a piece of rice cake, mochi-bana looked like its hair 
ornament.
* A selection of haikai

mochi: rice cake, 
mochi-bana:

yome: a bride. kimi: you, my lord

compiled by Seison (TF.ffi) published in 1680?

It 1 30

The moon of Musashino,
Is perhaps a young shoot from 
The Hatsushima-seed!

(Matsushima Chobo-Shu)*

Musashino no
tsuki no waka-bae ya
Matsushima-dane.

Musashino: It literally means "the plain of Musashi Province", and it is the 
name of the whole extensive area covering Tokyo and its western suburbs with 
forests, groves, paddy fields and farms, 

waka-bae: a young shoot, sprout
Matsushima: a famous scenic spot with many pine-clad islets near Sendai.

is called one of the scenic trio of Japan, (the other two: Araa no Hashidate 
of Kyoto and Miyajima near Hiroshima) 

dane (eu. chan.) «- tane: a seed

tsuki: the moon

It

* This was a collection of hokku about Matsushima, selected by Oyodo Michikaze 
1639~1707, born in Ise, lived in Sendai for 15 years, rebuilt 

Denryu-an (or Shi g i -1 a t su-an : KJlil/i; , Saigyo's hermitage in Oiso).

Basho sent him this haiku to celebrate the publication, admiring the beauty of 
the moon over Matsushima, depreciating excessively by courtsey the moon of 
Musashino where he lived.
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(Haikai Okina-Gusa)*A beautiful pine,
Has been dragged out of the mist 
With "ei sara ei!"

Matsu-nare ya 
kiri ei sara ei to 
hiku hodo ni.

v.): affirmative-nare (izen) «- nari (aux.natsu: a pine.
kiri: (a) mist, fog
shout when someone pulls something very heavy

{iwa-bune , 18 [Uj :

ya: an exclamatory ptc. 
ei sara ei = yoisho (Mod. J.): a 
This expression (ei sara ei) can be seen in yokyoku:
and (Hyakuraan, 1375) • hiku (rentai) «- (yodan, vt.): to drag, pull

, (it appears)hodo ni: as (the mist drags)hodo: a degree, 
the verb "hiku" means:

(D a personified mist drags (pulls, draws) = (shows) a pine out of itself 
© a mist goes away (recedes, disappears)

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Riho (fflIF MIH) , published in 1696.

# 132

(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)Drunk with blossoms,
A woman wears a haori 
And a sword!

Hana ni ee-ri 
haori ki-te katana
sasu onna.

hana: a flower, blossoms
ee (meirei or izen) *- eu (yodan, vi.) = you (Mod. J.): to get drunk 
-ri (aux. v.): perfect
haori: a Japanese traditional half coat on kimono which was not used by a wo

man in those days, 
katana: a (samurai) sword.

ki (renyo) «- kiru (kami-ichi, vt.): to wear 
sasu (yodan, vt.): to wear (a sword)

This woman was actually drunk with sake wine enjoying beautiful blossoms, 
he has switched (drunk with) sake over to blossoms.

so

This was probably taken from yokyoku (Tamura, : EBtt):

Heaven must be also drunk with blossoms!
I wonder, the one in an extraordinary dress, what is the name of the person? 
Ten mo hana ni ee-ri ya.
Tadabito nara-nu yoso-oi no, son na ikanaru hito yara-n?

This haiku is entitled: Ueno no Shun-Kyo (_LIF) : Spring Pleasure at Ueno
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rxmmmj
Dreaming of rice cake,
I sleep with tied fern leaves 
Under my pillow!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Mochi o yume ni 
ori-musubu shida no 
kusa-makura.

mochi: rice cake. yume ni: in a dream. shida: a fern, Pteridophyta.
This particular fern is also called urajiro: Gleichenia glauca Hook, and the 
two leaves are crossed (look as if tied) and put under kagami-mochi (two big 
round rice cake, the top one is smaller) as part of the New Year decorations, 
ori (renyo) *- oru (yodan, vt. ) : to break, snap, fold, bend 
musubu (rentai) «- musubu (yodan, vt.): to tie, fasten, bind, bear, form 
kusa: grass. makura: a pillow
kusa-makura: a grass pillow = to sleep on the bed of grass on a journey 
musubu means: (T) to bear (have) a dream (2) to tie the fern leaves 

(3) to tie the bundles of grass to make a pillow 
To have the year’s first auspicious dream, people used to put a picture of the 
treasure ship (Takara-bune, ^£$3) under their pillow (see haiku )? 4).
Basho, however, put just the fern leaves instead of the picture.
There is a short preface: : On the morning of New Year's Day, I had
a certain idea in my mind - (GanchS, kokoro ni kan ari -)

r#nncBf2j1 34

Icefish, gathering 
Around the seaweed, would disappear, 
If taken in my hands!

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)

Ho ni sudaku 
shirauo ya tora-ba 
kie-nu-beki.

shirauo: an icefish which is a tiny almost transparent fish 
sudaku (rentai) «- sudaku (yodan, vi.): to gather 
tora (mizen) «- toru (yodan, vt.): to take, catch

mo: seaweed.
swarm

-ba: a particle to make a conditional (if) clause:
If (they were) taken in my hands, they would disappear (melt)! 
kie (renyo) kiyu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kieru (shirao-ichi,

beki (retai) «- beshi (aux. v.): conjecture
Mod. J-) : to disappear

-nu (aux. v.): perfect, 
beshi becomes beki_ with a preceding ya (kakari-musubi, see Grammar in Vol. 1) 
This is considered a parody of the poem in (Man-yoshu, , # 2173):

(Shiratsuyu o tora-ba ke-nu-beshi 
If the white dewdrops were taken up by hand, they would disappear

)• • • • • •
• • •
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(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)Blossoms in full bloom!
A merrymaking priest and 
A coquettish wife!

Sakari-ja hana ni 
sozoro ukiboshi 
numeri-zuma.

-ja: = de-aru (it is)
sozoro(ni): leisurely, aimlessly
uki (renyo): floating «- uku (yodan

sakari: in full bloom.
hana ni: with blossoms, 
uki = ukare: merrymaking, 
ukare (renyo & gerund) «- ukaru (shimo-ni, vi.) = ukareru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.) 
: to make merry, to be in high spirits, become buoyant 
boshi (eu. chan.) *- hoshi: a Buddhist priest, monk, bonze 
"sozoro-ukiboshi" was a new compound word made by Basho

vi.): to float

zuma «- tsuma: a wifenuraeri-zuma: a coquettish wife, a fickle wife, 
numeri (renyd and gerund) «- nuraeru (yodan,vi.): to become slippery (amorous) 
The syllabic count is 7-8-5, a good example of hacho (® IH , broken meter).

I 136

(Handwritten Kaishi)*The dew on the flowers 
Of Kerria, makes the flowers 
Of colza envious!

Yamabuki no tsuyu 
na no hana no 
kakochi-gao naru ya.

yamabuki: a Japanese rose, Kerria japonica. 
na no hana: coza flowers, rape-seed flowers 
kakochi-gao: a face which looks complaining or envious of something 
gao (eu. chan.) «- kao: a face
kakochi (rentai & gerund) «- kakotsu (yodan, vt.): to complain, grumble

tsuyu: dew, a dewdrop

There is an explanatory preface to this haiku:

A summer onion withers before a scouring rush, 
defeated by that of a lotus —
Karigi wa tokusa ni shiore, imo no ha wa hasu ni yabura- 
In old waka poems, a Japanese rose, a scouring rush and a lotus leaf, used to 
be taken up more often as good poetic subjects, than colza flowers 
variety of Welsh onion in summer and a taro leaf.
The syllabic count in this haiku is 7-5-8.

and the leaf of a taro is

ru --

a small

* "kaishi"(literally, bosom paper) is the paper used for writing 
It was originally used in court circles when composing waka and renga poetry.

poems.
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Have they picked tea leaves?
Withering winds blow, they should know, 
Only in autumn!

Tsumi-ken ya
cha o kogarashi no
aki to mo shira-de.

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)

(the subject is tea pickers) 
ya: an interrogative p.

tsumi (renyo) *- tsumu (yodan, vt.) : to pick, 
ken (= kemu, aux. v.): conjecture of a past fact, 
cha: tea (leaves, plant), Camellia sinensis (L.) 0. Kuntze = Thea sinensis L.

a withering wind, which is usually classified into the season of 
but sometimes into autumn like this.

kogarashi: 
winter in haiku, In waka and renga, it
was also used in both seasons, 
to: a ptc. for a quotation, 
to mo = to iu koto mo (sh i ra-na i-de) 
shira (mizen) *- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know
de: a ptc. denoting a continued nagative state: not knowing
Tea picking in spring is, as bad as the withering winds in autumn, for tea 
plants. Basho was jokingly sympathetic with them. The syllabic count: 7-5-7.

mo: a ptc. for stress, an addition

rgcflUHMjII I 38

(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)After planting a basho,
First of all, I hate the sprouts 
Of the common reed!

Basho ue-te
mazu nikumu ogi no
futaba kana.

basho: a Japanese banana, Musa basjoo Sieb. et Zucc.
ue (reyo) «- uu (shimo-ni , vt.) = ueru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to plant

mazu: first of all-te: a conjunctive ptc. 
nikumu (rentai) «- nikumu (yodan, vt.): to hate
ogi: a common reed, Miscanthus saccharif1orus. It doesn't match basho, because 
bash5 leaves are broken easily by wind (he said that's why he loved basho), 
but ogi needs winds to enjoy its elegant sound of leaves, besides, ogi is not
good for the growth of basho. futaba: a sprout, bud, seed leaf (cotyledon) 
kana: an exclamatory ptc. used as a kireji , a cutting word) which
intesifies the impression and emotion giving more depth and the expansion of 
imagination
There is a preface to this haiku:
Rika (one of his disciples in Edo) has presented a basho to me -- 
Basho loved and treasured this tree so much that he changed his pseudonym from 
Tosei ($kpf) to Basho, and his hermitage was also named Basho-an 
About his other pseudonyms, please see haiku // 4 in Vol. 1.

?T,

(mmm).
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(Haikai Okure Sugoroku)*Are they beckoning 
A cuckoo: the ripe barley, 
Just like Miscanthus plumes?

i

I
Hototogisu 
maneku ka mugi no 
mura-obana.

i
:
■

mugi: barley (or wheat)hototogisu: a cuckoo.
maneku (rentai) «- (yodan, vt.): to beckon, invite

(#): group ofka: an iterrogative ptc. 
obana = susuki: Miscanthus plumes (flowers)
In old waka, we often find the expression "Miscanthus plumes beckon a cuckoo",

amura = mure

but the barley instead of Miscanthus is humorous and fit for haikai.
ff< 4W* - ciKjfcflEtfJ: t*>e.g.

Miscanthus plumes 
In the field! Are you

^F&SSjYuku hito o 
maneku ka
nobe no hana susuki 
koyoi mo koko ni

(Kinyo Waka-Shu, Autumn)
Beckoning a passerby?
As if saying,
"Sleep here tonight!"
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Seifu ($p/fc?pfJS,) , published in 1681.

(Taira no Tadamori
1096-1153)tabi-ne seyo to ya.

r#B*0Ejtin *9# 140

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)In the summer rain, 
The legs of a crane 
Have become short!

Samidare ni 
tsuru no ashi 
mijikaku nare-ri.

samidare: (an) early summer rain
ashi: a leg, foot (feet) 

mijikaku (renyo = adverbial) «- mijikashi (adj. ku conj.) = mijikai (Mod. J.) 
: short

tsuru: a crane.

nare (raeirei, izen) *-■ naru (yodan, vi.) : to become 
(shushi, aux. v.): perfect.ri The syllabic count is 5-5-7.

Probably Basho had the following passage by Chuang-tzu(*) in his mind:

Let a long thing be as it is even if it looks too long, and let a short thing 
be as it is even when it looks too short. Therefore even if the legs of a

it will be sad if they are lengthened longer,wild duck look short, 
crane's legs look long, but if they are cut short, it will grieve over them.

and a

In this haiku, the crane's legs looked short in the water as if they had been 
cut off against the law of Nature. * QT, c.380 B.C. - c.300 B.C. (©f$MI)
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(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)How stupid I am
To grasp a thorn in the dark
For a firefly!

Gu ni kuraku 
ibara o tsukamu 
hotaru kana.

gu = orokasa: stupidity
gu ni: in stupidity, foolishly
kuraku (renyo, adverbial) «- kurashi (adj. ku conj.) = kurai (Mod- J.): dark 

not only the darkness of night, but also it means stupidity and dullness
hotaru: a firefly 

tsukamu (rentai) «- tsukamu (yodan, vt.): to grasp, grip, seize
ibra: a thorn.

It is supposed to have a hidden meaning:
"Pursuing one thing, we don't pay attention to other things."

0 142

(Haikai Azuma no Nikki)In the weird dark night,
A fox crawls low in the field 
For a Makuwa melon.

Yami no yo to sugoku 
kitsune shita-bau 
tama-makuwa.

is usually read "yamiyo" (a dark night)
Basho himself to read it "yami no yo to sugoku" (a weird dark night), to make 
an exaggerated stage setting (see below).

shita-: low, down, on the ground 
bau (eu. chan.) «- hau (rentai) hau (yodan, vi.): to crawl
The subject of crawling is a fox, but it also refers to a melon vine crawling

but there was a special note by

kitsune: a fox.

on the ground.
shita-bau in old Japanese (e.g. Manyoshu) means: to think in mind not showing 

it also reminds us of the word "yobai": to steal into ait to any others, 
house to see a woman.
tama: a ball, bowl, bead ( -* something like a prefix for beautification) 
tama-: beautiful
Makuwa = Makuwa-uri: an oriental melon, Chinese melon, Cucumis melo. L. var. 

makuwa Makino
Makuwa melon was one of the best and most popular fruits.In those days

The syllabic count is 8-7-5 (hach5 : the broken meter).
Basho probably wanted the stage effect of a dramatic scene: a lover (fox) to 
sneak into a house (melon field) to steal a beautiful princess Makuwa (melon)!
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(Musashi-buri)*A bottle gourd flower 
Is white, lit by a paper candle 
Taken to the privy!

Yugao no shiroku 
yoru no koka ni 
shisoku tori-te.

yugao: a bottle gourd, a white flowered gourd,
Lagenaria sciceraria (Molina) Standi, var. clavata Ser. 

shiroku (renyo) ♦* shiroshi (adj. ku conj.) = shiroi (Mod. J.): white 
koka: an euphemism for a privy used at a Zen templeyoru: night.

shisoku = shishoku (lit) #3 : There are two kinds: one is a special candle made
of twisted paper (or cloth) strings (koyori) in the core as a wick and

The other kind is a slender stick of pine (about AOcoated around with wax.
long, the size of the little finger), the top part of which is charred

This
cm .
and oil is put when it is used, the lower part is wrapped with paper, 
is more like a small torch.

-te: a conjunctive ptc. whichtori (renyo) «- tora (yodan, vt.): to take.
plays here a similar role to kana, a little softer, and gives an impression 
of a narrative.

In (Genji Monogatari) (The Tale of Genji, written by Murasaki Shikibu) 
combination of Yugao (the name of a lady) and shisoku is described twice, and

The ending with -te is called "te-dome" ("CH?#)) in haiku.
the

the second time description ends with her tragic death.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Chiharu (^f*^), published in 1682.

# HA

Live a lonely life! 
With Tsuki-wabi-sai's 
Songs of Nara!

(Musashi-bur i )

Wabi-Le sume 
Tsuki-wabi-sai ga 
Nara cha-uta.

wabi (renyo) «- wabu (karai-ni, vi.) = wabiru (kami-ichi, Mod. J.): to live
wabishii (adj.): lonely, helpless, forlorn, desolate 

sume (raeirei) *- sumu ((D , yodan, vi.): to live
*- sumu (© yodan, vi.): to become clear,

Tsuki-wabi-sai is a new name made by Basho for himself 
tsuki: the moon.

(feel) lonely.

(*) clarify

wabi (see above). 
pseudonym, something like a suffix.

sai: often used as the last part of a 
ga = no: a ptc. meaning: 's

Nara: the old Imperial capital of Japan (710~78A/79A) 
cha: tea. cha-uta: the songs sung at Nara cha-meshi party 
chameshi: rice boiled with parched beans, roast chestnuts, 
soy and sake. * sume also means: the moon and the song (voice) should clarify!

uta: a song.
arrowhead bulbs,
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(Handwritten Kaishi)The sobbing of an iron pot 
At a poor temple sounds cold 
In the frosty night?

Hinzan no
kama shimo ni naku 
koe samushi.

hin = mazushi = mazushii (Mod. J.): poor 
zan (eu. chan.) «- san = yama: a mountain = a Buddhist temple
Almost every temple has a mountain name called "lU^: sango" before the temple 
name, because many temples were originally built in the mountains away from 
the cities, (see haiku // 88 in Vol. 1) e.g. Kinryuzan Sensoji 
kama: an iron pot, kettle, teakettle, caldron, 
naku: (I) < (a man): to sob, weep, cry

insect): to sing, chirp
cf. naru -5 (a lifeless object) : to sound (Hf J#* Pj| £ : a bell sounds) 
koe: a voice.
This is a parody of a Chinese poem: (RIUSS;)
is?: l-ti @ n,H : The bell of Hozan (Feng Shan) sounds of itself with frost.
Hozan is actually a proper noun literally meaning: a "rich mountain" which was 
changed to a poor temple. "The temple bell sounds" was changed to "The sobbing 
(voice) of an iron pot sounds"

hinzan: a poor (Buddhist) temple.

shimo: f ros t

© W < , II < (a bird

samushi (shushi, adj. ku conj.) = samui (Mod. J.): cold

the personification of the iron pot.

Hj*t 146

(Minashi-guri)*Ice tastes bitter,
But a mole has moistened enough 
Its thirsty throat ?

K5ri nigaku 
enso ga nodo o 
uruose-ri.

nigaku (renyo) *- nigashi (adj. ku conj.) = nigai (Mod. J.): bitter 
enso = mogura: a mole (which refers to Basho himself), 
uruose (meirei or izen) *- (yodan, vt.): to moisten (one's throat)

(= to quench one's thirst)

kori : ice.
nodo: a throat

ri (shushi, aux. v.): perfect
This is based on a fable by Chuang-tzu (?£■?•):
iimaw
A mole drinks water at a river, but not any more than enough!

piled by Kikaku* A selection of haikai in 2 volumes 
-1707), with Basho's postscript, published in 1683.

com 1661
It consists of 424 hokku 

and others by 114 poets including Basho (14 hokku), Kikaku (44), Ransetsu (M 
H , 19), Sampu (#^ , 15), etc. Minashi-guri means an empty chestnut.
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The year is ending,
The sound of pounding rice echoes, 
I just sleep lonely!

(Tenna Ni-nen Saitan Hokku-Cho)*Kure-kure-te 
mochi o kodama no 
wabi-ne kana.

vi.) = kureru (Mod. J.): the year (day) ends, 
-te: a conjunctive ptc. for a simple connection

the year is really coming 
kodama: an echoe

kure (renyo) «- kuru (shimo-ni 
it gets dark.

the repetition of the verb "kuru" is for emphasis:
mochi: rich cake.to the very end. 

wabi-ne consists of wabi = wabishii (lonely) and ne (sleep)

The sound of
was going to sleep alone at Basho-an:

People pounded rice to make rice cake just before the New Year, 
the pounding was heard by Basho who 
hermitage without rice cake.

his

* A collection of hokku of the New Year celebration, compiled by Hangi-ya 
Matabei of Edo (CCP^/fcllX^&r) , a printer-publisher.

1682 (^fD2^=-, Tenna 2) 39 Years Old# 148

(Letter to Boku-in)*The blooming ume
Is a smart young man, and
The willow, a woman!

Ume yanagi
sazo wakashu kana
onna kana.

ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume Sieb. et Zucc.
yanagi: a willow, Salix
sazo: so, thus, such, probably
wakashu: a young man, a young man before the ceremony of gempuku (coming of

age: 11~16 during the Edo Period — K5jien Dictionary)
wakashu-kabuki: after the ban of actresses in kabuki in the early part of 
the Edo Period, those young actors played the role of female parts, 
was also banned in 1652.

But it
(wakashu also meant a gay boy)

He compared an ume tree to a smart and handsome young man, and a willow to a 
gentle and sweet woman.

* Boku-in (# /fcS, 1646~1725) was a shipping agent in Ogaki and a poet, 
became a disciple of Basho, but later on he left Basho.

once
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(Letter to Boku-in)Getting their sleeves muddy, 
The fishermen of mud snails 
Must be busy now!

Sode yogosu-ran 
Tanishi no ama no 
hima o na-mi.

The title of this haiku is Joshi (_h EL : Mar. 3). (see haiku // 71). 
sleeve, yogosu (yodan, vt.): to stain, soil, to make (something) dirty (muddy) 
-ran (aux. v.): conjecture.
Mar. 3 is the best day to go gathering shellfish (mud snails instead!), 
ama: a fisher, fisherman CM A, M^t) > a woman 
tanishi no ama: fishermen of mud snails, actually they are farmers 
hima: (free) time, leisure
na-mi consists of nj^: the stem part of nashi (adj.) and suffix m^, meaning "as 
they have no time".
"hima o na-mi" is an old expression as seen in (Man-yoshu, 0 278):

Shika no ama wa 
mekari shio yaki 
i t oma na-mi, 
kushige no ogushi 
tori mo mi-naku ni.

sode: a

tanishi: a mud (pond) snail, Viviparidae

diver CM# , MA)

The women divers of Shika 
Are so busy gathering seaweed, 
Making salt by burning a fire, 
That they have no time 
To take a comb out of the box.

(itoma = hima) 
(Ishikawa no Ason 

Kimiko)

// 150

(Letter to Boku-in)A charming young servant 
Chants an Imayo-like Rosai 
At a cherry blossom party!

En-naru yakko 
imayo hana ni 
R5sai-su.

en-naru: charming, amorous, erotic, coquettish
yakko: a young servant, valet, footman, (a gay boy in this case, see It 148) 
imayo = imayo-uta: the new popular songs chanted in the middle part of the 

"imayo" literally means the present fashion.Heian Period.
In this haiku it means the both, 

hana ni: at a cherry blossom (viewing) party
R5sai-su: to chant Rosai-bushi (songs) which were very popular in those days 
-su (shushi, sa-line irreg. conj.): to chant (a R5sai-bushi song)
Being attached to a noun (mostly a Chinese character), -su makes a verb.

This is a parody of the set phrase(*) used often in yokyoku.
* "roei-su" (to chant) with "R5sai-su" (to chant a R5sai-bushi song).

from (Sumiyoshi Dance)

He has replaced

* r?$i) , Imay5 roei-su: To chant Imay5.
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(Minashi-guri)A globefish in the snow 
Versus a carp in June -- 
The left: the carp wins!

Yuki no fuku 
hidari kachi 
Minazuki no koi.

kachi: a victory, winhidari: the left.yuki: snow.
fuku = fugu: a globefish, puffer, Tetraodontidae.

It is a delicious fish to eat, considered a gourmet's food, but it should be
prepared carefully by a licensed cook, otherwise part of the internal organ 
causes fatal poisoning.

Hinazuki: another name of June. koi: a carp, Cyprinus carpio 
a hokku match by a pair of poets,This is in the style of ku-awase 

divided into the right and the left 
ing the reason why he made that decision.

with a judge who makes a comment explain- 
There were different ways of ku-

awase, but the general rule was as written above.
This was a greeting poem when he was served with a dish of carp at Saito-an by 
Sampu , 1647~1732, a fish dealer, a disciple and patron) whose trade 
name was Koiya (JIM, House of Carp).

t 152

I am just a man
Who eats rice looking at
A morning glory!

(Minashi-gur1)

Asagao ni
ware wa meshi kuu
otoko kana.

asagao: a morning glory, 
meshi is a kind of vulgarism of boiled rice, used only by the common people 
(men's word), the polite word is go-han $0 . 
kuu (rentai) *- (yodan, vt.): to eat (men's word as above)
= tabu (shimo-ni, vt.) = taberu (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.)
Today, itadaku (yodan, vt.) is used most often as a polite word for eating. 
There was an explanatory preface to this haiku:

(Kaku ga tade hotaru no ku ni wa-su) : In accord with the haiku of a 
water pepper and a firefly by Kikaku (*) , a disciple. 1 66 1 ~ 1 70 1 ) .

ni: (looking) at. ware: I. otoko: a man

I am a firefly 
Eating a water pepper 
At a hermitage!

* (see haiku # 221 in Vol. 1. for tade)
Basho advised Kikaku not to show off his feeling of anti-secularity directly.

Kusa no to ni 
ware wa tade(*) kuu 
hotaru kana.
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(Handwritten Tanzaku)A crescent must be
The flower of a morning glory
Closed in the evening!

Hikazuki ya 
asagao no yube 
t subomu-ran.

mikazuki: a crescent, the new moon of the third day of the month 
asagao: a morning glory 
tsubomu (yodan, vi.): to close, shut
-ran (aux. v.): conjecture: it is probably, it must be

yube: in the evening

The closed flower of a morning glory was humorously compared to a new moon, 
because it reopens its large and round flower next morning, just as a thin new 
moon grows larger to be a full moon.

rnmnm j9 154

The moon is the fourteenth,
And I'm a child at thirty-nine: 
One year younger than a man’

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Tsuki ju-yokka 
koyoi san-ju-ku no 
warabe.

tsuki juyokka: the fourteenth night of the month which is one day before the 
night of a full moon 

j u-yon: 14. ju-yokka: the 14th day 
(see haiku II 166 in Vol. 1. for numerals)

warabe = kodomo: a childkoyoi: this evening 
san-ju-ku no = san-ju-ku(kyu)-sai no: 39 years old

Lun Yu: The Analects of Confucius):This is a parody of the passage in 
TIZ3 ■+* M J (*) : "At the age of 40, I have got enough discretion not to lose
my way." Basho was 39 years old, one year younger for this age.

* The corresponding whole passage of (Lun Yu) is as follows:
• H-NfDft. EL±M3Efi- -fc-f-ffl

"I have made up my mind to study at the age of 15. At 30, I 
At 40, I have got enough discre t i on

Confucius said,
stood up (became independent), 
lose my way (I was not disturbed or tempted by anybody else) .

not to
At 50, I knew

At 60, I understood what others said (could listen 
At 70, by following what I

my mission given in life, 
to others without losing my own opinion). wanted,
I have never gone beyond the rules."
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(Minashi-guri)With his beard being blown by wind, 
Who is the man, lamenting 
The late autumn?

Hige kaze o fui-te 
boshu tanzuru wa 
ta ga ko zo.

kaze: a wind, 
fuki (renyo) «- fuku (yodan, vi.)

hige: a beard, a moustache (mustache), whiskers, 
fui-te (euphonic change) *• fuki-te: blowing.

boshu = banshu: late autumn 
tanzuru (rentai) «- tanzu (sa-line irreg. conj.) = tanzuru (Mod. J.): 
ta = dare (in Mod. J.): Who?

: to blow.
to lament 

ko: a child, person, manta ga: Whose?

There is a short explanatory preface: Recollecting Tu Fu --
This is a parody of Tu Fu's poem, & ^ It ^: Who is the man with a goose-
foot cane, lamenting the world?

It should be "Kaze hige o fui-te
"Hige kaze o fui-te" literally means: A beard 

", but it was inverted on 
purpose for a strong image of the beard being blown by a wind, just as in Tu

(Fragrant rice picks and leaves 
A Chinese parasol-tree gets old living on a phoenix's 

branch.) It means: A parrot picks the grain of fragrant rice, leaving some. A 
phoenix gets old living on the branch of a Chinese parasol-tree.

blows wind.

Fu's poem, 
parrot's grain.

# 156

(Handwritten Tanzaku)My counterpanes are heavy, 
It must be snowing tonight 
Over the mountains!

Yogi wa omoshi 
Go-ten ni yuki o 
miru ara-n.

yogi: a padded sleeved coverlet (kaimaki) , counterpane (kake-buton) 
omoshi (adj.) = oraoi (Mod. J.): heavy
Go-ten = the skies of Wu (the present : Jiang Su Sheng,

old Chinese kingdom), but here it simply 
"over the mountains far away". yuki: snow, 

ara (raizen) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj.): to be.
-n = mu (aux. v.): conjecture

the site of an
means: "in the country far away", 

miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see

Go-ten is a quotation from Ke Shi's (nX±) poem: 
My hat is heavy with snow 
Under the skies of Wu,
My shoes are fragrant with flowers 
On the ground of Chu. (Basho changed the hat to the counterpanes)
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rmmmmj
New Year's Day!
I feel lonely just like 
An autumn evening!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Ganjitsu ya 
omoe-ba sabishi 
aki no kure.

ganjitsu = gantan: New Year's Day 
omoe (izen) *- omou (yodan, vi.): to think 
omoe-ba: when I think, when I look back 
sabishi = sabishii: lonely, lonesome 
aki no kure: an autumn evening.

feel, imagine, believe

It is so quiet, because people stay home. A sharp contrast to the day before.

9 < ill CM Hjft 158

People are drunk with blossoms, 
But, ray sake is white,
And my rice is dark.

(Minashi-guri)

Hana ni ukiyo 
waga sake shiroku 
meshi kuroshi.

uki (-yo) *- ukaru (shimo-ni) = ukareru (shimo-ichi,hana: a flower, blossoms.
Hod. J.): to make merry, indulge in a frolic, to be in high spirits 
ukare-te: to be drunk (intoxicated) with, to feel buoyant with 
ukiyo (^tt) : the transitory (fleeting) world
ukiyo (iEStlt): the weary (troublesome, difficult, dull, melancholy) world
The word "ukiyo" in this haiku means all the above.

sake = sake wine which is made from rice, about 15% alcoholwaga: ray. 
shiroshi = shiroi (Mod. J.): white
This sake is called "nigori-zake" or "doburoku" ($jjtf=[) : unfiltered sake.

kuroshi = kuroi: dark, black (contrast of white and dark) 
This rice is unpolished brown rice (^yft , gemmai);
meshi: boiled rice.

There is a preface in Chinese which is a poem by Po Chii i, (&5*S^i):

When we have a serious worry,
We realize the holy power of sake.
Only when we have suffered poverty,
Do we realize the divine value of money.
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(Atsume-ku)*We miss you now, cuckoo! 
Since the urae had blossoms 
In January.

Hototogisu 
Mutsuki wa ume no 
hana sake-ri.

hototogisu: a Eurasian little cuckoo, Cuculus po 1 iocepha1 us 
Mutsuki (IE^ = 18?^): another name of January (of the lunar calendar)

Japanese apricot, Prunus mume Sieb. 
sake (raeirei or izen) •«- saku (yodan, vi.):
-ri (aux. v.): perfect

et Zucc. 
to bloom

ume: a

This haiku shows the impatient psychology of the poet who is anxious to hear
In (San-Z5shi) written by Doho (jjR pftzhTjT , 1657~1 7 30 , a 

close disciple), he says, "Basho meant in this haiku: the ume trees had blos- 
in January according to the season, so this is about the time that we 

should hear the voice of a cuckoo, because it is already Uzuki , April) -
early summer!"
* A collection of 34 haiku written by Basho himself in 1687.

the voice of a cuckoo.

sons

3?j# 160

(Minashi-guri)With my ears purified 
By burning incense, I hear 
A cuckoo cleanly!

Kiyoku kika-n 
mimi ni k5 tai-te 
hototogisu.

kiyoku: cleanly. kika (mizen) «- kiku (yodan, vt.): to hear, listen to, 
to scent, smell (see the note below *)

mimi: an ear.-n = -rau (aux. v.): the speaker's will, 
tai-te (eu. chan.: i-ombin) «- taki-te: (by) burning 
taki (renyo) «- taku (yodan, vt.): to burn, kindle, cook

ko: incense

This is a parody of the following Chinese poem in , Lian zhu shi ge)
(Vol. 6.) which was compiled by Yu Ji (T^j?) of 7C (Yuan: 1260~1367):

Tu Fu enjoys the delicate scent of incense with his purified heart.

* "To smell incense" is expressed in Japanese "ko o kiku" (^ [ifl < , to hear 
incense), not "ko o kagu" (§ It C > to smell incense).
Basho has exaggerated his readiness for a cuckoo, with a ceremony of burning 
incense for the purification of his ears.
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Mulberries are the wine 
For a hermit: the butterfly 
In the flowerless world!

(Minashi-gur i)

Kuwa no mi ya 
hana-naki cho no 
yosute-zake.

kuwa: a mulberry (tree), 
hana-naki: flowerless, without any flower.

mi: fruit. kuwa no mi: a mulberry 
cho: a butterfly

yosute-zake (sake): the wine for a hermit «- yosute-bito: a hermit 
yosute yo (the secular world) o suteta (abandoned, left)

"somon" (fHf4CJ: a mulberry gate) means a Buddhist priest, and it was also read 
as "yosute-bito".

The wine made from mulberry is called "sochinshu" (^^Mi§) which was shorten
ed to and named "yosute-zake" by Basho. The butterfly was personified, 
and compared to a hermit (Basho) who had left the secular world where there 
were many colourful flowers.

l 162

Aozashi must be
The ears which have come out of 
The rice cake of mugwort!

(Minashi-guri)

Aozashi ya 
kusa-mochi no ho ni 
ide-tsu-ran.

aozashi: a cake made with unripe green wheat in the shape of paper strings
but very often, ao isit should be "midori" 

e.g. a traffic signal light).
ao: blue green (to be correct, 
used for midori mistakenly.

kusa-mochi = yomogi-mochi: the rice cake of mugwort
It was made to celebrate "Hina Matsuri": the Doll Festival of Mar. 3.

ni: a ptc. denoting a result of change: as an ear
to appear

ran = rarau (aux. v.): conjecture, supposition

ho: an ear (of wheat), 
ide (reny5) «- izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.) :
tsu (aux. v.): perfect.

"aozashi" appears in (Makura no Soshi) by Sei-Shonagon. 
haiku is summer, and that of kusa-mochi (mugwort mochi) is spring.

Its season word in

The idea of this haiku is: A green kusa-mochi (a symbol of spring) has 
to bear its green ears named aozashi.

grown
up in summer
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(Mizu no Tomo)*A horse, priest mounted,
Plodding through a summer field; 
% How he looks like me!

Uma boku-boku 
ware o e ni miru 
natsu-no kana.

HI boku-boku: an onomatopoeia for plodding slowly
e: a picture, painting

uma: a horse.
ware o: me (the objective case), myself, 
miru (rentai) *- miru (karai-ichi, vt.): to see, look at 
e ni miru: to see (something) in a picture

kana: an exclamatory ptc.no = nohara: a field.natsu: summer.

This was the hokku of a kasen party at the residence of Takayama Biji 
Jj$ , 1649~1718, a chief retainer of the Akimoto clan) in Tsuru-Yamura, where he 
stayed for about a half year after the destruction of the Basho-an by fire. 
Basho composed this looking at the picture of a priest on horseback.
There is a long explanatory preface to this haiku which was added later:
A priest in a hat, where does he come from, and what is he travelling for? 
The owner of the picture says that this depicts a scene of my journey, 
fore, the wandering poor horse rider should be careful not to fall off!
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Shokin (^^) , published in 1724.

There-

# 164

Hearing the hailstones,
I realize I haven't changed: 
- The former old oak!

(Zoku-Fukagawa-Shu)

Arare kiku ya 
kono mi wa moto-no 
furu-gashiwa.

arare: hail, a hailstone, 
kiku (yodan, vt.): to hear, listen to. 
furu-gashiwa: an old oak.

kono: this. mi: the body, oneself 
raoto-no: former, old, ex-

gashiwa = kashiwa: an oak 
kashiwa: a daimio oak, Quercus dentata Thunb. moto-no furu-gashiwa (see below)

furu = furui: old.

The old leaves of an oak do not fall in autumn until new leaves replace them 
completely in the following early summer. Those old leaves are called "moto- 
gashiwa" (^C $1), and they are used as a symbol of something old which doesn't
change. 
sounds.

When it hails, it showers on the large leaves making loud hitting 
There is an explanatory preface to this haiku:

"Living again at Bash5-an Hermitage which has been rebuilt — "
The original Bashd-an was destroyed by fire on Dec. 28, 1682. 
an was rebuilt by his 52 disciples and friends in Sept., 1683.

This new Basho-
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(Exact Date Unknown)

If 165

MZZkfrlz If 9 It b L rmmmmj
The cuckoo has perhaps 
Dyed the meat of bonito, 
With its tears of blood!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Hototogisu 
katsuo o some ni 
keri kerashi.

katsuo: a bonito, skipjack, Euthynnus pelamis 
ni: a ptc. denoting the result of a change 
vt.) = someru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to dye, colour 

kerashi (aux. v.): conjecture
A cuckoo is supposed to shed the tears of blood (see haiku If 11). 
belief is: if we imitate the singing voice of a cuckoo, we shall die vomiting 

There is a famous haiku in praise of the best things in early summer

hototogisu: a cuckoo, 
o: an objective ptc. 
some (renyo) «- (shimo-ni 
keri (aux. v.): exclamatory, past.

Another old

blood.
by Yamaguchi Sodo (UJP^^, 1642-1 716, a friend of Basho's):

BKliW*dilit ^ r-f liog
Me ni wa aoba 
yama hototogisu 
hatsu-gatsuo.

Green leaves to the eyes, 
A cuckoo in the mountain, 
And the first bonito!

If 166

(Ono ga Hi)*Wake up, wake up!
I'll make you a friend of mine, 
Dear sleeping butterfly!

Okiyo okiyo 
waga tomo ni se-n 
nuru kocho.

okiyo (meirei) «- oku (kami-ni, vi.) = okiru (karai-ichi, Mod. J.): to wake up
kocho = cho: a butterfly 

se (mizen) *- su (sa-line irreg. conj.): to do, make (a causative v.)
-n = -mu (rentai, shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will
nuru (rentai) «- nu (shimo-ni, vi.) = neru (shimo-ichi, Mod.J.): to sleep

tomo: a friend.waga: my.

This is based on the famous story of the butterfly by Chuang-tzu (28: Ml !l£
, see haiku If 6, in Vol. 1):

Chuang-tzu dreamt that he was a butterfly, and then wondered which was real, 
himself or the butterfly.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Shioe Shayo (S » ?-?, a disciple in 
Osaka), published in 1692.
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(Handwriting on 
His Own Painting)

A butterfly, butterfly! 
Let me ask you about 
The Chinese haikai!

Cho yo cho yo 
Morokoshi no 
haikai towa-n.

i

cho: a butterfly 
Morokoshi: China.
haikai = haikai no renga: linked verse which has developed to today's haiku 
towa (raizen) tou (yodan, vt.): to ask, inquire 

-mu: (aux. v.): the speaker's will

i Morokoshi no: Chinese

-n =

There is an explanatory preface:
"Seeing respectfully the image of Chuang-tzu -- "
"The image of Chuang-tzu" is the butterfly (see the note of haiku // 166).

# 168

(Handwritten Kaishi)Laugh at me, or weep over,
When you see the closed flowers 
Of a morning glory!

Warau-beshi naku-beshi
waga asagao no 
shibomu toki.

warau (shushi, yodan, vi.): to laugh
naku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to weep, cry beshi (aux. v.): imperative, English 
"ought", appropriatness, conjecture 
waga: ray
asagao: a morning glory 
toki: when — , time
shibomu (rentai) «- shibomu (yodan, vi.): to close, shut, wither, deflate 
The syllabic count is 9-7-5.

The title of this haiku is SjUSEir: "Talking in sleep by a morning glory".

This is the personification of a morning glory, and Basho has compared himself 
to it:
Only in the morning, the flower is fresh and beautiful, but it soon closes. 
Glory is really short. Do you laugh at the withered flower, or weep over it?
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(Handwritten Kaishi)Even in the snow,
The bindweed does not perish 
I n the sunshine!

Yuk1 no naka wa 
hirugao kare-nu 
hikage kana.

in the snow (but here it is not snowing now = on the snow)yuki no naka : 
hirugao: a bindweed, Calystegia japonica Choisy
kare (mizen) «- karu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kareru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to perish, 

-nu (rentai) *- zu (aux. v.): negative 
hikage ( 0 $£) : (in) the sun, sunshine 
hikage (B K) : (in) the shade

wither.
sunlight

This haiku is entitled: : "The bindweed is strong and brave".
This is not a real scene, but just an entirely invented fiction based on the 
following Zen poem by Chen Yu Yi (^^^), a Chinese poet:
am&mmisb
A banana plant in the snow:
The picture drawn by Mo Jie,
Plum blossoms under the burning sun: 
The poem composed by Jian Qi.

rgcC7)jgC j*8 170

(Tsuzuki no Hara)*Impressive to see 
A man hulling rice cool himself 
By bindweed flowers!

Hirugao ni
kome tsuki suzumu
aware-nari.

kome = the grain of ine: rice, Oryza sativa L. 
tsuki (renyo) *- tsuku (yodan, vt.): to hull, husk, pound 
suzumu (rentai) «- suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool oneself, 
aware-nari (keiyo-doshi: adj. v.): it is impressive, moving, tasteful, sad

get cool

The original haiku was entitled & jH : "Lowliness of the Bottle Gourd":
(Handwritten Paper)

Yugao ni
kome tsuki yasumu

Impressive to see 
A man hulling rice rest 
By bottle gourd flowers!

He has changed "rest" to "cool himself", and "bottle gourd" to "bindweed".
A bottle gourd flower was traditionally considered suitable for lowliness.

compiled by Fuboku (yf f* -1691), published in 1688.

aware kana.

* A selection of Ku-Awase
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(Handwritten Tanzaku)White chrysanthemum!
You have the shameful long hair! 
Really long hair!

Shiragiku yo shiragiku yo 
haji naga-kami yo 
naga-kami yo.

shira (eu. chan.) *- shiro: white
kiku: chrysanthemum, Chrysanthemum molifolium Ramat.

Kiku was brought to Japan from China in the 7th century, and its cultiva
tion became very popular among the common people in the Edo Period.
There are many varieties, and this particular kind was probably one of the 
so-called "kudaraono" (If#)): with long (white) flower petals like hair.

naga: stem part of adj. nagashi (= nagai, Mod. J.) 
yo: an interjectional ptc. The syllabic count is 10-7-5.

! -

haji: shame, disgrace, 
karai: hair.

This is based on the proverb: ^ jx: If fl 1$55& L:
"The longer you live, the more shame you suffer!"
Basho compared the long white flower petals to the white hair of an old man, 
because the Chrysanthemum flowers stay fresh long enough without falling.
This proverb is quoted in (Tsure-zure-gusa) ($£$§]ipL : Essays in Idleness, Chap. 
7.) which was written by Yoshida Kenko 1283~1350), but it is origi
nally derived from in (Chuang-tzu) (^fc-f1 ,

mum**! rfr< vmvm rs-Mzg^j*# 172

(Gojushi-Gun)*In the Cat Mountain,
The cat has licked snow away, 
Leaving spots without snow!

Yaraa wa neko 
neburi-te iku ya 
yuki no hima.

yaraa: a mountain, 
neko: a cat.

wa: a relative ptc. meaning: as for 
yuki: snow. hima = sukima: space, a gap, crevice

neburi (renyo) *- neburu (&£•&, yodan, vt.) = nameru (Mod. J.): to lick 
iku (rentai, yodan, vi.): to go. ya: an interrogative ptc.

The title of this haiku is "Nekoyaraa" (>fg(l| , Cat Mountain) which is considered 
to be "Nekomagadake" 1404m.): a western peak of Mt. Bandai (1819m.) 
This is just a word play.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Senchiku (ffitt’), published in 1704? 
The three more haiku: if 173, 174, and 175 are listed in the same book,
titled "Mutsu-Meisho Ku-Awase" ({H^^) .

en-
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(Gojushi-Gun)On the doorway,
Put up your name tablet saying 
Who you are, cuckoo!

i To no kuchi ni 
yado-fuda nanore 
hototogisu.

to no kuchi = toguchi: the doorway, but in this haiku, To no Kuchi is also the 
name of a place where there is a pier for boats on the northwestern shore of 
Lake Inawashiro 

yado: a Japanese inn, hotel, 
yado-fuda: a welcoming name tablet put up on the doorway at a Japanese inn 
nonore (meirei) «- nanoru (yodan, vt.): to give one's name, introduce oneself 
hototogisu: a cuckoo
This is entitled JP (T) P : To no Kuchi (the abo vement i oned name of place).
When a feudal lord or a court noble stayed at a honjin (^Cpfl , an officially 
appointed inn), a name tablet was put up outside on the doorway by the inn, 
informing people of the stay of a dignitary.
This haiku is just for a word play.

fuda: a card, plate, tablet

unm 0 X*> CA'bZrZVBfeBiII 174

(2) Waving their fins,
Skipjack come along closer 
To the Isle of Oga!

(!) Waving her white scarf,
The hind comes closer to the stag 
On the Isle of Oga!

Hire furi-te 
mejika mo yoru ya 
Oga no Shiraa.

(1) (TL^rfl) a decorative white scarf used around the neck over the 
shoulder by a lady in the Nara and Heian Period 
a fin

furi (reny5) «- furu (yodan, vt.): to wave 
mejika: (T) a hind, female deer

(2) (= me ji = meji-maguro): a (young) tuna
(3) (= me ji = meji-gatsuo): a (young) skipjack (oceanic bonito)

meji is usually used for tuna, but in this case, it should be used for raeji- 
gatsuo (ISill): skipjack, because the Oga Penisular has been noted for them,

mo: an emphatic ptc. 
yoru (shushi, yodan, vi.): to approach, come closer, drop in 
ya: an interrogative (& exclamatory) ptc.
"Oga no Shima" literally means "the Isle of Oga", but to be correct, it is Oga 
Hanto (IBBI^Jo): the Oga Peninsular in Akita Prefecture.
This is another example of word-play (pun)-type haiku (share-ku,
It has a cleverly designed double meaning as shown above.

hire:

© («g)

not for tuna.
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(Gojushi-Gun)Kuromori is
No more Black Forest this morning 
After the snowfall!

Kuromori o 
nani to iu-tomo 
kesa no yuki.

in the northern Honshu,there are a few places with the same nameKuromori:
but the one in Nishi-Tagawa County (today's Sakata City) in Yamagata Prcf. i s

It literally means: a black forest (Schwa 1zwa1d !) 
(similar to Schwa 1zwa1d!)

considered most likely.
mori: a forest.kuro: black.

nani to iu-tomo: whatever you may say (about the Black Forest) ,
iu (shushi, yodan, vt.): to sayto: a ptc. for quotation.nani: what.

-torao: a conjunctive ptc. to make an adversative (concessive) clause:
Whatever you may say, even if you say 

yuki: snow. kesa no yuki: the snow of this morningkesa: this morning.

The title of this haiku is "Kuromori".

# 176

(Shaku-bi-kan)*The white poppy!
It must have bloomed out of 
The wintry shower!

Shira-geshi ya 
shigure no hana no 
saki-tsu-ran.

shira (euphonic chage) «- shiro: white 
geshi (
shigure: an early winter (or late autumn) shower, 
no = ga: a ptc. denoting a subject 
kaki (renyo) «- saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom 
tsu (aux. v.): perfect
ran = ram (aux. v.): conjecture (of the cause)

) keshi: a poppy
hana: a flower

Bash5, in his sharp sensitivity, has found something in common between the 
purely white and fragile poppy, and the cold but purifying wintry shower.

The white poppy now blooming is a manifestation of the early winter shower 
fallen the previous year.

* A selection of haikai in 3 volumes, compiled by Ochi Etsujin (j^^Pj^A 
~?), published in 1717.

1656
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(T) A cuckoo's voice
Has stunned all the haikai poets: 
No poet left in this world!

® A cuckoo's voice!
There is no qualified poet 
For it, nowadays!

Hototogisu 
ima wa haikaishi 
naki yo kana.

(Kashiraa Kiko)*

hototogisu: a cuckoo, 
haikai-shi: a professional haikai poet who plays the role of the master of a 
linked verse party, rating the members’ works with his comments, 
naki (rentai) *- nashi (adj., ku conj.): not, no.

wa: as forima: now.

yo: (in this) world
There are two interpretations:
(T) The humorous exaggeration of the beauty of a cuckoo's voice.

(Basho Ku-Shu) Shinchosha)4(Eizo Kon,
(2) Basho laments that no poet could compose a poem about the cuckoo’s voice.

(Kimio Abe, Rf nftHf — : (Kohon Basho Zenshu No. 1. Hokku) Fujimi Shobo)
* A copy by Baijin of Basho's (Kashima Mode) with some additional hokku and 
renku by Basho and other poets, compiled and published by Baijin ($$A) in
1790.

$ 178

(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)Is it for me?
The crane has left half-eaten boiled rice 
Mixed with water dropworts!

Waga tame ka 
tsuru hami-nokosu 
seri no meshi.

ka: an interrogative particle 
water dropwort, Oenanthe javanica DC.

waga tame: for me, for the sake of myself, 
seri: a

hami (renyo) «- hamu (yodan, vt.) : to eat. 
nokosu (rentai) *- nokosu (yodan, vt.) to leave, save 
meshi = gohan (politer) : boiled rice 
seri no meshi: the boiled rice with water dropworts

tsuru: a crane.

There is a long preface to this haiku:
"Ishikawa Hokukon's (£iJ IMbU) young brother, Santenshi (|1J0-F-), has come 
here to beguile my tediousness with some boiled rice mixed with water drop- 

They are probably the water dropworts grown at the bottom of the bank 
of "Qing ni fang" which were mentioned in a poem (*) by Tu Fu, and now I 
realize the value of his simple but elegant taste."

In the rice, I cook the water dropworts 
Grown at the bottom of the bank of Qin ni fang.

A crane likes to eat seri, and Basho compared Santenshi to a crane and 
ciated his kindness for the heart-warming present of seri no meshi.

worts.

appre-
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(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)I have offered 
A leaf of taro to you,
Since it looks like a lotus leaf!

Tamuke-keri
imo wa hachisu ni
ni-taru tote.

tarauke (renyo) «- tamuku (shimo-ni, vt.): to offer
confirmation of a fact, exclamation, pastkeri (aux. v.):

imo = (l) sato-imo: a taro, cocoyam, Colocasia esculenta (L.) Schott
(g) satsuma-imo: a sweet potato, Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam 
(D jaga-imo (bareisho): a potato, Irish potato, Solanum tuberosum L.

Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn.hachisu = hasu: a(-n East Indian) lotus
It is used as a symbol of the Western Pureland (Buddhist Paradise). 
Most temples have a lotus pond in their temple precincts.

ni (renyo) *- niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to look like, resemble
-taru (rentai) *- tari (aux. v.): perfect
tote (= to + te): a ptc. denoting a quotation:

supposing that a taro leaf looks like a lotus leaf 
The title of this haiku is: Lamenting the Death of Sempu (Sampu's father) -- 
A taro leaf instead of a lotus leaf is humorous, and shows his warmer, more 
intimate but sad feeling to the deceased.

1684 Jokyo 1) 41 Years Old# 180

Has spring already come?
I feel wealthy this New Year 
With five sho of old rice!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Haru tsu ya 
shin-nen furuki 
kome go-sho.

haru: spring. tatsu (yodan, vi.): to stand, rise, (spring comes)
furuki (rentai, adj. ku conj.): old 

sho: a traditional Japanese unit of capacity: about 1.8 liters 
The New Year and old rice are contrasting.

shin-nen: a new year, the New Year, 
kome: rice.

Risshun (j£#, spring of the lunar calendar) came on Dec. 22, 1683, he took it 
He had an empty gourd which was the container of rice withfor the New Year.

a capacity of five sho, into which his disciples: Sampu and Bunrin used to 
keep filling rice, (see haiku it 45 in Vol. 1).

How wealthy I am!
I have five sho of old rice 
As the New Year comes!

The original haiku was: 
Ware tome-ri 
shin-nen furuki 
kome go-sho.

*)
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Soup with seaweed
Tastes better in a bowl of
Asagi-wan.

(Cha no Soshi)

Nori-jiru no 
tegiwa mise-keri 
asagi -wan.

jiru (euphonic change) *- shiru: soup 
tegiwa: (fine) performance (of cooking and serving), skill
raise (renyo) *- misu (shimo-ni, vt.) = miseru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to show 
-keri (a u x . v.): exclamatory
asagi-wan: a lacquered bowl decorated with a design of flowers and birds in 

red and white on the light blue base 
asagi: light blue, light yellow.

The explanatory preface is: "At the house of Chiri (Naemura, , 1647~1716,
a disciple), Asakusa -- "
Asakusa produced fine nori known as "Asakusa Nori".
This was a greeting haiku showing his appreciation for Chiri’s hospitality.

nori: laver (a kind of seaweed).

wan: a bowl

rmmjumja 182

(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)Glory to Buddha!
Please enjoy the cool air, 
On the grass pedestal!

Namo hotoke 
kusa no utena mo 
suzushi kare.

Namo = Namu. Namo hotoke: Glory to Buddha! Namu Amidabutsu!: Glory to Amida 
Buddha! Namu Myohdrengekyo!: Glory (Adoration) to the sutra of the lotus of 
the true law! These are the sacred formulas (different according to the sect) 
repeated by the Buddhists when they pray before the image of Buddha, 
hotoke: Buddha. kusa: grass. utena: a pedestal
suzushikare (meirei, adj., shiku conj.): to be cool 
("cool" metaphorically means the enlightened state of mind)

The explanatory preface reads:
"Bunrin (Torii, a disciple) sent me a picture of S'akyamuni Gautama
(567~487 B.C.) leaving the mountain, so I have placed it on the altar -- "

Most images of Buddha are sitting on a pedestal of a beautiful lotus flower, 
but Basho-an is a poor hermitage, so he compared the action: "placing the 
picture on the altar of his hermitage" to "placing it on the grass pedestal".
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(Heiin Kiko)*If you don't forget,
Please enjoy the cool air at 
Sayo no Nakayama!

Wasure-zu-ba 
Sayo no Nakayama 
nite suzume.

= wasureru (od. J.): to forgetwasure (raizen) «- wasuru (shimo-ni, vt.) 
zu (renyo) «- (aux. v.): negative 
ba: a ptc. to make a conditional clause 
-zu-ba: i_f (you do) not (forget)
Sayo no Nakayama: the name of a place on the Tokaido Highway (see haiku // 45 
and # 62 in this book, and # 36 in Vol. 1)
nite: a ptc. denoting "at"
suzume (raeirei) «- suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool oneself, enjoy the cool air 
This haiku was given to Fubaku (Matsubaya, , an employee in Edo of
Ise Grand Shrine) who was leaving for Ise.
"If you don't forget" means:
* A travel record from Edo to Ise,
kasen, hokku by other poets in Edo, written by Fubaku, published in 1686.

"If you don't forget my haiku (// 62)"
including the renku at Basho-an, four

mzb# 184

(Nozarashi Kiko)*Having lived in Edo
For ten years, now it has become
My beloved hometown!

Aki to-tose 
kaette Edo o 
sasu kokyo.

aki to-tose: for ten years = for a long time (to be correct, this was the 13th 
year for Bash5 to live in Edo) 

to = j u: ten.
Edo: the present Tokyo.
aki: autumn. tose = toshi = nengetsu: years, 

kokyo: one's home town, native place
kaette: rather

sasu (rentai) «- sasu (yodan, vt.): to point to (at), indicate, mean
This is based on a poem by Jia Dao (JfJ^, 779~843, see haiku // 251 in Vol. 1)
entitled "Du Sang Gan" Crossing the River Sang Gan) (jifjfvfjH) :
g##:me+g • • •
I have stayed in Bing Zhou for the past ten years
When I take a view of it now, I feel as if it were my hometown!
* A travel account by Basho (another name is (Kasshi Ginko, with 45

Leaving Edo in 1684, Bashd travelled viahaiku interspersed in the text.
Tokaidd route to Ise, Iga, Yamato (Nara) , Kyoto, the southern shore of Lake 
Biwa, and returned to Edo the following year. It was published in 1768.

" (see haiku // 7 in Vol . 1)It starts with the haiku: "Nozarashi o kokoroni
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The end of the month: (Nozarashi Kiko)
A moonless night. A gale hugs 
A thousand year old cedar!

Misoka tsuki nashi 
chitose no sugi o 
daku arashi.

the last day (end) of the month. cf. oraisoka: New Year's Eve 
chitose no: a thousand years old 

sugi: a Japanese cedar, Chryptomeria japonica D. Don. 
daku (rentai) <- daku (yodan, vt.): to embrace, hug (= blow)
There is a theory that Basho also embraced the cedar named "I-o-e no Sugi" (2l 

near the nuns' worshiping place at Geku (The Outer Shrine of Ise) .

misoka: 
tsuki nashi: no moon.

arashi: a storm, gale

There is a long explanatory preface to this haiku:
"After dark, I visited the Outer Shrine of Ise: the first torii gate was dark 
even with light here and there, the pine-wind of the Priest Saigy5 (*) coming 
from the peak pierced through me, and impressed me so much -- "

mfr)

Fukaku iri-te 
kamiji no yama o 
tazunure-ba 
mata ue mo naki 
mine no matsukaze.

Entering deep
Into the Mountain of Kamiji 
To visit,
The holy wind from the peak
Blows through the pine trees?

0 186

(Nozarashi Kiko)The scent of orchid
Comes from the Butterfly wings
Perfumed by the flowers!

Ran no ka ya 
Cho no tsubasa ni 
takimono-su.

ka = kaori: scent, fragrance, smell 
hane: a wing

ran: an orchid.
cho: a butterfly, 
takimono: (burning) incense. -su (sa-line irreg. conj.): to do 
takimono-su: to burn incense to perfume the costume

The explanatory preface is:
"Dropping in at a certain tea-house, a woman named Cho (Butterfly) asked me 
for a hokku (haiku) with her name, taking out a piece of white silk for writ
ing, so I wrote one for her — "
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(Nozarashi Kiko)Entwined with ivy, 
Several bamboos are 
Exposed to the storm!

Tsuta ue-te
take shi-go-hon no
arashi kana.

ivy (in this context, with coloured leaves) 
(ue)-te: a conjunctive particle

tsuta: an 
take: a bamboo
ue (renyo) «- uu (shimo-ni, vt.) = ueru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to plant 
shi-go-hon: several (shi: four + go: five). arashi: a(-n autumn) storm

The explanatory preface is:

"Visiting a raan(*) retired from worldly affairs at his thatched hermitage -- "

* Roboku (I§#C) of Ise, according to (Oi Nikki, 0 IB) by Shiko ($#).

This is a greeting poem (aisatsu-ku, by Basho to the host,
simple and unostentatious way of life.

lauding his

I 188

The cotton-beating bow,
Sounds soothing, just like a biwa 
Behind the bamboos!

(Nozarashi Kiko)

Watayumi ya 
biwa ni nagusamu 
take no oku.

There is an explanatory preface:
"Travelling to Yamato, we have come to Take no uchi in Katsuge County which is 
the native village of Chiri (with whom Basho was travelling on this journey of 
Nozarashi), so we have stayed here for a rest -- " 
wata: cotton. yumi: a bow.
watayumi: a bow-like tool to beat cotton, which makes a sound like "biwa" 

a cow's tendron, or a whalebone was usedfor the bowstring, 
biwa: an old musical instrument which is often translated as a Japanese lute 

biwa was used to chant "The Tale of the Heike"
nagusamu (rentai) «- nagusamu (yodan, vt.): to comfort, soothe, console, please 
take: a bamboo. oku: at the back of, behind

Basho gave this haiku to the village headman: Aburaya Kiemon ($£ )
with a preface admiring his way of life.
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(Karo Ichiro)*The house without winter,
Is resounding with the hail 
Of hulling rice!

Fuyu shira-nu 
yado ya momi suru 
oto arare.

f uyu: winter. yado: a house 
shira (mizen) «- shiru (yodan, vt.) : to know 
-nu (rentai) zu (a u x . v.): negative
suru (rentai) *- suru (yodan, vt.): to hull (rice), grind 

arare: hail, a hailstone

momi: unhulled ricean inn.

oto: a sound.

This haiku was given to a man in Nagao Village next to Take no uchi , with a 
preface that his family was prosperous, he had a heart of poetical elegance, 
and he was a very good son for his old mother.
The loud sound of hulling rice symbolizes the prosperity of the family. And 
all the family members looked happy and warm. They didn't have a cold winter. 
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Chosui (§£) , published in 1757.

mzb j9 190

(Nozarashi Kiko)The old mausoleum 
Is desolate, what do they 
Recall, the hare's-foot ferns?

Go-byo toshi he-te 
shinobu wa nani o 
shinobu-gusa.

go: an honorific prefix
toshi: a year, age

go-byo: a mausoleum, 
toshi he-te: getting old. 
he (renyo) «- fu (shimo-ni, vi.) = heru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to pass, elapse 
shinobu: (D = shinobu-gusa: a hare's-foot fern, Davallia raariesii Moor 

® ({§£) to recall (yodan, kami-ni, vt.), reminisce 
(3) (j§-£) to endure (kami-ni, yodan, vt.), put up with, conceal 

gusa (euphonic change) *- kusa: grass, weed, a seed (the source, cause of)
nani: whatnani o shinobu: What do they recall?

The explanatory preface is:
"Worshipping at the Mausoleum of the Emperor Go-Daigo (*)
* The Emperor Go-Daigo (1288^1 339) succeeded in his second attempt against the 
Kamakura Government (Hojo Takatoki), establishing the Imperial Restoration of 

But two years later, Ashikaga Takauji (1305~1358) took the 
establishing the Muromachi Shogunate.
Yoshino, and the mausoleum named Tobi-Ry5 (^MIS) was built there for him.

tl

Kemmu. power,
The Emperor died in the mountain of
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(Handwritten Kaishi)Tree-leaves are falling,
The coloured cherry leaves are light 
On my cypress hat!

Ko no ha chiru 
sakura wa karoshi 
hihoki-gasa.

chiru (yodan, vi.): to fall, drop, scatterko no ha = ki no ha: tree leaves, 
sakura: a cherry (tree, blossoms, leaves)
karoshi = karushi (adj. ku conj.) = karui (Mod. J.): light

hat made of thin pieces of cypresshinoki-^gasa: a
hinoki: a hinoki cypress, Chamaecyparis obtusa 
gasa (eu. chan.) kasa (5zi) : a hat.
There is an explanatory preface to this haiku:
"Late autumn, wishing to see the coloured cherry leaves,

cf. kasa ($l): an umbrella

I entered the moun
tain of Yoshino, but I had sore feet with my straw sandals, so I stopped for a 
rest putting my walking stick aside -- "
His hat was felt light even with the colourful fallen leaves on it.

ruff?ib LiKfrj# 192

(Nozarashi Kiko)Yoshitomo's heart
Was, perhaps, something similar
To this autumn wind!

Yoshitorao no 
kokoro ni ni-tari 
aki no kaze.

Yoshitooo: Minaraoto no Yoshitomo (1123^1160?) was the eldest son of Tameyoshi 
(1096^1156) and the father of Yoritomo (1147~1199) and Yoshitsune (1159~1189) . 
After the victory in the Hogen no Ran (Disturbance) of 1156, he killed his own 
father and brothers who had stood on the rival side (ex-Emperor Sutoku) . But 
he was defeated by Taira no Kiyomori (111 8^1181) in the Heiji no Ran of 1159, 
and then killed in Owari by one of his followers. Kiyomori soon took the 
power. Yoshitomo's mistress Tokiwa (Yoshitsune's mother) was then forced to 
be Kiyomori's woman to save her three children, but was killed later at Yama- 
naka (the present Sekigahara, Gifu) according to tradition.
Yoritomo and Yoshitsune eventually annihilated the rival Taira Clan.

ni (renyo) «- niru (kami-ichi, vt.): to resemble, be like
aki: autumn.

Basho compared Yoshitomo's heart to the somewhat cold and sad autumn wind.
The explanatory preface says: "Passing Imasu then Yamanaka, I saw the old 
grave of Tokiwa. I was wondering what Moritake(*) of Ise meant by his poem: 
TThe autumn wind which resembles YoshitomoIJ I have also composed like this:" 
* Moritake 1473~1549) was a Shinto priest and a pioneer of haiku.

But later on,

kokoro: heart.
-tari (shushi, aux. v.): perfect. kaze: wind
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(Hana no Ichi)*Out of the mossy tomb 
Buried under ivy leaves, 
A faint prayer is heard!

Koke uzumu
tsuta no utsutsu no 
nebutsu kana.

tsuta: Japanese (Boston) ivy Parthenocissus tricuspidata Planch, 
nebutsu = nembutsu: a Buddhist prayer(**) repeated before Buddha 
** Namu Amidabutsu (: Glory to Amida Buddha!) 
uzumu (rentai) *- (yodan [also shimo-ni], vt.): to bury

koke: moss.

utsutsu no: faint, unclear, absentminded, dreamy, (but it means awake, too!)

The explanatory preface is:
"At the grave of Tomonaga (** ® in the Province of Mino -- "
* * Minamoto no Tomonaga was the second son of Yoshitomo (see haiku If 192). 
Tomonaga had his kneecap shot in Kyoto, got seriously ill by the time he came
here, he repeated the prayer twice, and committed suicide (yokyoku: Tomonaga), 
but in (lleiji Monogatari, Tale of Heiji Disturbance), his father Yoshitomo 

The father was also eventually killed in Owari.killed him.
This is based on a poem by Ariwara no Narihira in (ise Monogatari, Chap. 9):

ft -5 9 O (D [ll 22 <0 ^ ^ £ & A £ <£> ti & & 9 It 9 (translation omitted)

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Sumboku (M "'f'Tfc ) , published in 1712.

If 194

(Nochi no Tabi)*The night of "Biwako"
Is missed when I hear the tune 
Of samisen!

Biwako no
yo ya samisen no 
o t o-arare.

Biwako (HSfl: The Song of Biwa) is a poem(**) composed by Po Chii i (^S-^ 
777~846) when he was transferred to a lower position in the country. 

Biwa is an Oriental music instrument with 4 or 5 strings.
samisen = shamisen: a traditional music instrument with three strings

hail. oto-arare: a sound like hailyo - yoru: night. oto: a sound. a rare:

** .
The thick strings sound like a downpour,
The thinnest string sounds as if whispering •••

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Joko published in 1695.
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(Oka Bunshu)*The priest of the shrine!
Sweep away my name with fallen leaves 
Into the River of Leaves!

Miyamori yo 
waga na o chirase 
Konoha-gawa.

miyamori = guji = kannushi • a Shinto priest
waga na: my name.
chirase (meirei) *■ chirasu (yodan, vt.): to scatter

Konoha-gawa: the River of (Fallen) Leaves
sweep (throw) away

There was a long preface:
The scribbling at the sacred oratory of Tado Gongen Shrine (^/j£$E5H) in Ise.

the owner hermit of Hakusendo (** #3fl03iL) Hermitage of BushuThe aged Basho:
(Musashi Prov.)-Fukagawa, and Tani Boku-in: the master of Kansuiken (|&7fc£F)
of Noshu (Mino)-Ogaki, the haiku-vendors on a visiting journey of Ise and
Owari, would like to offer to you the various haiku of the four seasons.

< (iA/v^HJII Am
Ise-bito no 
hokku sukuwa-n 
Ochiba-gawa.

"Being disgusted with the abovementioned scribbling -- "
* A collection of haikai and prose by Boku-in (^ Tfc® , 1646~1725).
** One of his pseudonyms and the former name of Bash5-an (l^^^tf) Hermitage.

We would like to save
The hokku of Ise poets drowned
In the River of Fallen Leaves! (Bokuin)

LiisfTj♦ttfK‘tkxmm&t t rt# 196

(Nozarashi Kiko)A winter tree peony
Makes me feel the plover were
A cuckoo in the snow!

Fuyu-botan 
chidori yo yuki no 
hototogisu.

fuyu: winter. botan: a (Japanese) tree peony, Paeonia suffrutico Andr. 
chidori: a plover (Charadriidae, 12 varities in Japan), 
yuki no hototogisu: a cuckoo in the snow

The flower of a tree peony and a cuckoo can usually be seen only in summer, 
and make a good combination in poetry. The winter tree peony was a rare

That is the reason why he composed this.variety and confused Bash5.
The explanatory preface is:
The Priest Takue > his pseudonym was Koeki: ‘^'^) was a disciple of Kigin

X: At Kuwana Hontoji Temple --

» 1624~1 705) who had influenced Basho, too. 
to the host: Koeki, praising the flowers of the winter tree peony.

This was a greeting poem
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I've come for pleasure
To meet you, angling for globefish
Across seven ri of the sea.

Asobi ki-nu
fuku tsuri kane-te
shichi-ri made.

(Atsuta Shiwabako Monogatari)*

asobi (renyo) ‘ asobu (yodan, vi.): to play, have a good time 
ki-nu: to have come.
-nu (shushi, a u x. v.): perfect,
tsuri (renyo & gerund) «- tsuru (yodan, vt.): to fish, angle for 
kane-te: at the same time, together with, concurrently
kane (renyo) «- kanu (shimo-ni, vt.) = kaneru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to hold 
(another office) concurrently in addition, 
ri: a traditional Japanese unit of distance about 4 km.
The explanatory preface reads:
"After having a good tune at Kuwana, then I have come over here to Atsuta

ki (renyo) ♦- ku (ka-line irreg. conj.): to come 
fuku = fugu: a globefish

shichi = nana: seven

The distance between Kuwana and Atsuta was about 7 ri by ferry. 
This is a parody of the poem (// 1740) in (Manydshu) :

Mb Q ft 0 (frtt-c**)-fcB Z-cmtbXi'x •••
Ura no Shimako of Mizunoe forgot himself in fishing bonito and sea bream for 
seven days without coming back home •
(This is a legend of Urashima Taro (MJo^BJS), see haiku // 14 in Vol. 1)
Mizunoe no Ura no Shimako ga katsuo tsuri tai tsuri hokori (kane-te**) nanuka

** Kan-ei Edition
published in 1695.

(shichi nichi) made ie nimo kozu-te •
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Toto (jpE/ll)

if 1 98

(Atsuta Shiwabako Monogatari)Into this sea 
I'll throw away my straw sandals; 
Cold shower on my hat?

Kono umi ni 
waranji sute-n 
kasa shigure.

waranji = waraji: straw sandalskono: this. umi: the sea.
sute (renyo) *- sutsu (shimo-ni, vt.) = suteru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to throw

shigure: a cold wintry showerkasa: a hat.away, abandon.
The explanatory preface reads: "The owner of the inn: Toy5 (*) is such an 
enthusiastic poet, that I have decided to stay with him for a while --"
* T5yo ($C flnljl, 1653~ 1712) was a leader of haikai in Atsuta, Nagoya.
This was a greeting poem to Toyo in appreciation of his warm hospitality.
Most scholars seem to interpret: "I'll throw away my straw sandals 
too", except K. Yamamoto in (Basho Meiku-Shu).

and hat,
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Even the ferns are withered, 
I have stopped for a rest, 
And bought some rice cake!

(Nozarashi Kiko)

Shinobu sae 
kare-te mochi kau 
yadori kana.

(a) fern, hare's foot fernshinobu = shinobu-gusa:
shinobu is used often as "raukashi o shinobu”: to recollect the past, because 
shinobu is also a verb meaning: to recllect (see haiku // 190)

kare (renyo) «- karu (shirao-ni, vi.) = kareru (shimo-ichi, Mod.
kare-te: withered

J . ) : to wither, 
dead-te: a conjunctive ptc.

kau (rentai, shushi, yodan
to die, perish, 

mochi: rice cake, 
yadori: a stay (often overnight), a rest, stop

vt.): to buy

In (Nozarashi Kiko), there is aThis is entitled: "Visiting Atsuta Shrine", 
long preface including the passage: "the fact that mugworts and ferns are 
wildly grown has touched ray heart more than a well-kept shrine".
Atsuta Shrine (fISfHttSf) had not been repaired since 1600, so it became rather
miserable to see when Bash5 visited in 1684.
The humorous popular expression: "mochi kau" (to buy rice cake) is in contrast

But it makes the poem sadder.to the sad scene of the devastated shrine.

a *> * # t>n * 6 6 & c wtffl t# 200

What a misfortune!
A wintry shower falls on me, 
The one without a hat!

(A t sume-Ku)*

Kasa mo naki
ware o shigururu ka
ko wa nan-to.

kasa: a hat. mo naki: without a hat. ware o: me
shigururu (rentai) *■ shiguru (shimo-ni, vi.) «- shigureru (shimo-ichi, Mod. 
J.): shigure (a wintry shower) falls = the verb of shigure 
The ending in rentai-kei base called rentai-dome gives 
effect (a lingering tone, reverberation).

an impressive after- 
Sometimes it is used besides "the 

rule of kakari-rausubi" (the inter-related ending in a sentence, see Grammar in 
Vol. 1.). -ka: an exclamatory (interrogative) ptc.
ko wa nan-to = nan-taru koto ka: What a misfortune (bad luck)! What a pity! 
"ware o" is much better than ware ni^, because this o has an exclamatory sense.

There is an explanatory preface:
"I was caught in a wintry shower on the road — "
* A selection of 34 haiku by Basho himself, completed in 1687.
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(Oi Nikki)*So bright tonight with snow 
Reflected on snow, as if it were 
The full moon of the year end!

Yuki to yuki 
koyoi shiwasu no 
meigetsu ka.

koyoi: this evening, tonight, 
the full moon (of Aug. 15) 

shiwasu no meigetsu: the full moon of Dec. 15.
The preface reads: "Mediating the two unfriendly persons at Tokoku-tei -- " 
Yuki tj> yuki (snow against snow) means not only real snow covering everything, 
but metaphorically the hostile two persons, and the moon symbolizes reconcil- 

Tokoku til, ?~1690) was a wealthy rice dealer and poet in
Nogoya, but got involved in certain business troubles, and was expelled from 
Nagoya to Cape Irago in 1687. (see haiku // 76 in Vol. 1.)
* A selection of hokku and renku with a detailed report of Basho's death by 
Shiko (&$;£#, 1665-1 731), pubished in 1695.

shiwasu: Decembaryuki: snow, 
meigetsu:

i a t i on .

1 685 (^^C2^, Jokyo 2) 42 Years Old0 202

Whose bridegroom is he?
Driving an ox with ferned rice cake. 
The year of the Ox!

(Nozarashi Kiko)

Ta ga muko zo 
shida ni mochi ou 
ushi no toshi.

muko (^ = $|f) : a bridegroom, a son in law 
(a) fern (fernallies, Pteridophyta) , but in this poem, it refers to a 

particular variety named "urajiro" (meaning back-white), Gleichenia japonica 
Spr., which is used for a New Year decoration, for instance: spread under 
the rice cake on a small wooden stand (EiJj , sambo).

ushi no toshi: the year of Ox which is one of the twelve 
zodiacal animals (see haiku 0 277 in Vol. 1) 

ou (rentai) <- ou (yodan, vt.) = se-ou (Wft-^0‘: to carry (sth) on the back, 
to shoulder

"ou" means both "to drive" (lUi*) and "to carry it on the back" (ft^).
The preface is: "Welcoming the New Year at ray native house — "
It was an old custom in Iga: Basho's native place, for a new bridegroom to 
deliver the festive rice cake, decorated with fern leaves, 
home of his bride to celebrate the New Year.
BashS enjoyed watching this old local custom still being observed.

ta: who?ta ga: whose, 
shida:

mochi: rice cake.

to the parents'
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(Sho-0 Zen-Den)I wish I had a friend 
Going with me to Kyoto for 
The Rat Day practice!

Ne-no-hi shi ni 
miyako e ika-n 
tomo mo gana.

Ne-no-hi: the Rat Day (the first zodiacal Rat Day of the year), when the court 
nobles of the Heian Period used to enjoy outings, and celebrated the New Year. 
It was an elegant and ceremonial annual event among them, 
small pine which was a symbol of logevity, and picked wild young greens in a

It was practised later in various ways among the ordinary 
Ne-no-hi suru is the verb to practise it.

They pulled out a

field or on a hill, 
people.
-shi (renyo) «- suru (sa-line irreg. conj., vi.): to do, practise 
ni: to, for the purpose of. miyako: a (an Imperial) capital, (Kyoto) 
e: to. ika (raizen) «- iku (yodan, vi.): to go

= mu (rentai, aux. v.): (a friend) like (the one who would like to go)
mo: an emphatic ptc. 

gana: a ptc. denoting the speaker's wish

-n
tomo: a friend.

tt'axztt o cit{ 204

(Sho-0 Zen-Den)A wandering crow
Finds the blossoms of ume
Where its old nest was!

Tabi-garasu 
furu-su wa mume ni 
nari-ni-keri.

tabi-garasu literally means: "a wandering crow", but it generally means: a 
wanderer, bird of passage, travelled man, stranger 
tabi: a travel, journey, wandering, 

furu-su: one's old nest (home).
mume = ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume Sieb. et Zucc. 
nari (renyo) *- naru (yodan, vi.): to become, turn into 
ni (renyo) *- nu (aux. v.): perfect.
There is an explanatary note by Doh5 in (Sho-0 Zen-Den) :
"This was composed when he saw the screen with a painting of ume blossoms and 
a crow at the house of Sakuei (fFi£). A kasen party was held with this."

garasu = karasu: a crow 
furu = furui: old. su: a nest

keri (aux:. v.): exclamation, past

Probably he was a good old friend of Basho's, but there is no document about 
him. He compared himself to the wandering crow, and the house of his friend 

This was a greeting poem to the host, showing indirectly theto its old nest.
difference between the unchaged poet and the old friend now more prosperous.
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(Handwritten Kaishi)First in early spring,
Sake sold here has the scent 
Of ume blossoms!':)

f
) Shoshun mazu 

sake ni ume uru 
nioi kana.

mazu: first (of all), 
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus murae

nioi: smell, scent, fragrance 
"sake ni ume uru": to sell ume blossoms in sake is a kind of inversion of "ume 
ni sake uru": to sell sake with the scent of ume blossoms.

shoshun: early spring, 
ni: in (sake). 
uru (rentai) «- uru (yodan, vt. ) : to sell.

sake: rice wine

There is a long explanatory preface:
"There lived a man (a sake brewer) at Take no uchi in Kazuraki County (see 

He took good care of his family, employing many workers who
His house was

filled with the scent of apricot blossoms (metaphor of sake), which encouraged
Sake is valued with ayarae (^flf: a sweet 

flag, because its root is cut into tiny pieces and put into sake, see haiku # 
149 in Vol. 1) in summer, and then in autumn valued with chrysanthemum.
Jid5's waterdrops (%%af . see haiku # 107 in this book and // 177 in Vol. 1) are 
very competitive for the virtue with this sake!"

haiku // 188).
plowed paddy fields in spring, and harvested rice in autumn.

and consoled the sorrowful poets.

t 206

(Sumiyoshi Monogatari)*Send forth the scent of 
Urae blossoms of One Branch: 
A contented wren!

Yo ni nioe 
baika isshi no
misosazai .

nioe (meirei) «- niou (yodan, vi.): to smell, emit fragrance
isshi = hito-eda: one branch, but in this

yo: the world, 
baika = ume no hana: ume blossoms.

Isshi is part of the pseudonym of the host: Isshi-ken (— Sff: the Housecase ,
of One Branch) whose real name was Akashi Genzui () , a medical doctor. 
Isshi alone also means ume blossoms because Lu Kai (H^jift) , a Chinese poet, 

"a branch of spring" (—&<0^) referring to ume blossoms.created a phrase: 
misosazai: a wren, Troglodytes trogrodytes 
This is based on the following passage:

it S3®*?> (Chuang-tzu, Xiao yao you pian)
A wren makes a nest in a deep forest, but it is content with just one branch. 
One should be content with just what is really needed. (= ^1^.^^*)
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Seiryu , published in 1695?
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(Nozarashi Kiko)Ume blossoms are white, 
The crane was probably 
Stolen yesterday!

Ume shiroshi 
kind wa tsuru o 
nusuma-re-shi.

ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume 
shiroshi = shiroi (Mod. J.): white, 
tsuru: a crane

monacha, manazuru: Grus vipio, etc.), 
nusuma (raizen) *- nusumu (yodan, vt.): to steal 
re (renyo) re (aux. v.): to make a passive 
shi (rentai) «- ki (aux. v.): past, 
have its rentai-kei form. This is called "the rule of kakari-musubi".

kind: yesterday
(in Japan we see tancho-zuru: Gruidae japonencis, nabezuru: G.

ya: an interrogative ptc.

After a preceeding "ya", the verb must

This is based on a legend that Lin He jing a Chinese hermit, loved 
ume blossoms and a crane.
Basho humorously compared him to his host Mitsui Shufu (rE ^ JIH,) when he 
visited his villa, because he saw the beautiful ume blossoms alone there, but 
not the crane.

This haiku is entitled "Ume Grove" (^S) , and the explanatory preface reads: 
"I went to Kyoto to visit the mountain villa of Mitsui Shufu (*) at Narutaki"
* A poet of the Danrin School whose father was a wealthy merchant born in Ise.

# 208

The headway of a boat 
Sometimes seems to stay still. 
Peach blossoms on the beach!

(Funagura-Shu)*

Funa-ashi mo 
yasumu toki ari 
hama no momo.

funa-ashi: headway. hama: the beach. momo: peach, Prunus persica (L.) Batsch 
yasumu (rentai) «- yasumu (yodan, vi.): to rest, stay still, stop for a rest 
toki ari: sometimes it (happens, stops) 
toki: time, when ari (ra-line irreg. conj.): to be there is

This is entitled: "A view of Narumi-gata Inlet".
On a fine and balmy spring day, a boat seen way out in the offing seems to be 
moving very slowly, sometimes almost stopped. The bright pink peach blossoms 
are in the foreground on the beach.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Tosui (3f[#£) , published in 1710.
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(Oi Nikki)Only butterflies
Are flying about in a field
In the bright sunshine.

Cho no tobu 
bakari nonaka no 
hikage kana.

no = ga: a ptc. indicating a subjectcho: a butterfly.
tobu (rentai) «- tobu (yodan, vi.): to fly 
bakari: a ptc. denoting only, 
hikage ( 0 ) : sunshine, in the sun(-shine) 
hikage ( 0 ) : in the shade

nonaka no: in a field

A peaceful spring view of the country.

V 210

A rabbit-ear iris
Makes me decide to compose
A hokku with it!

(Haikai Chidorigake)*

Kakitsubata 
ware ni hokku no 
omoi ari.

kakitsubata: a rabbit-ear iris, Iris laevigata Fisher 
ware ni: to me, for me to (compose) 

hokku: the starting part of the linked verse (this became haiku later) 
omoi: (a) thought, an idea, a plan,
an (ra-line irreg. conj.): there is (= I have), to possess, to be

ware: I.

This was the hokku of a kasen party held at Chisoku-tei (*) in Narumi. 
Chisoku (TI£flJ£ , 1640~1704) was a sake brewer in Narumi, Owari)
This is based on a waka of kakitsubata in (ise Monogatari, Chap. If 9):

to* L fcnif ItZlIZ ZfoZtiVir
Kara-goromo 
k_i-tsutsu nare-ni-shi 
tsuma shi are-ba 
hjirubaru ki-nuru 
tabi o shi zo omou.

A Chinese robe is good 
Once used to it,
But, my wife is much closer. 
Now I miss her on my journey 
Far away from her!

In this poem, the combination of the first syllable of each phrase forms the 
word "kakitsubata": a rabbit-ear iris, (in the 4th phrase, ha_ instead of ba)
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Chisoku and published in 1712.
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(Haikai Chidorigake)A birdcatcher
Has thrown away his rod:
Impressed by a cuckoo!

Torisashi mo 
kasa ya sute-ken 
hototogisu.

torisashi: a birdcatcher who used a bamboo rod with birdlime on its top
hototogisu: a cuckoosao: a rod, pole.■o: also.

sute (renyo) «- sutsu (shimo-ni, vt.) = suteru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to throw
ken = kemu (aux. v.): past conjectureaway, abandon.

This was written on the fan with a painting of a birdcatching rod.

# 212

(Handwritten Kaishi) 
(Momo Neburi-Shu)*

With a round fan,
Let me send you the cool air 
From behind, dear priest!

Uchiwa mote 
aoga-n hito no 
ushiro-rauki.

mote *- motte «- mochi-te: with, by (means of)uchiwa: a (round) fan. 
aoga (mizen) «- aogu (yodan, vt.): to fan 
-n = mu (aux. v.) : the speaker's will. hito: a man
ushiro-muki: (to see) someone's back, one's rear view 

ushiro: the back. rauki (renyd & gerund) «- muku (yodan, vi.): to face

There is a long explanatory preface:
On the portrait of a priest with a rosary showing his back, a poem is written, 
which reads: "Having lived with my back against the secular world all the way, 
now I live in a small mountain hamlet wearing a priest's black robe, 
and written by a vegetarian priest: Bansai (**)." 
he lived with poetical elegance.

Drawn
I miss him and also the way

** Bansai (Jn/SSifr > 1621~1674) was a poet, a good calligrapher, a scholar of 
Japanese classical literature, learned Buddhism at Enryakuji Temple on Mt. Hi- 
ei, Shinto from the Urabe family and Confucianism from Matsunaga Shozo (Tei- 
toku's father), poetry under Ishikawa Jozan. He annotated (Makura no Soshi) , 
(Hojoki), (ise Monogatari), (Tsurezure-gusa), etc.

th Hagitani Boku: "Kato Bansai" from (Encyclopaedia Heibonsha))

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Chosui (Jx:7k), published in 1696.
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(Atsuta Shiwabako Monogatari)*These poets are really, 
The masters of the moon 
And the flowers!

Tsuki hana no 
kore ya makoto no 
aruji-tachi.

tsuki: the moon which is a symbol of autumn 
hana = Vc) a flower which is a symbol of spring

kore: this, these, 
aruji: a mas ter.

There is a long explanatory preface:
"The three venerable old men(**) were gifted with the talent of poetical ele-

ya: an interjectional ptc. 
tachi: a suffix for plural persons

kore ya: these are. 
makoto no: real, true.

gance, expressing their each heart in the poems of eternal value.
Those who enjoy their poems, naturally honour haikai with great respect."
** (I) Matsunaga Teitoku (&7k0.W^t 1571~1653): the founder of Teimon haikai. 

(2) Yamazaki Sokan (|-Ljtffiif^Us; , 1460?~1540?): one of the earliest poets of 
"haikai no renga" who compiled (Shinsen Inu-Tsukuba-Shu) ■

(3) Arakida Moritake 1473~1549): A high priest of Ise Grand
Shrine, another pioneer of haikai no renga, wrote (Moritake Senku).

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Toto (3lC$^)> published in 1696.
It includes the hokku of the 29 noted places in Atsuta (Nagoya).

mzbcfc ffj# 214

(Nozarashi Kiko)Missing the ume blossoms,
I pray to the white flowers 
Of deutzia in tears.

Ume koi-te 
u-no-hana ogamu 
namida kana.

namida: a tear, tearsume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus murae Sieb. et Zucc. 
koi (renyo) «- kou (kami-ni & yodan, vt.): to love, miss 
u-no-hana = utsugi: a deutzia, Deutzia crenata Sieb. et Zucc.
ogamu (rentai or shushi) ogamu (yodan, vt.): to worship, pray to, bow to

The explanatory preface is:
"The Priest Daiten 1629^ 1685, the 164th Chief Priest) of Engakuji 
Temple (R^^F) passed away at the beginning of January this year. I could 
hardly believe that, but I wrote a letter to Kikaku (S^J , a disciple) with 
the following haiku of grief while I was on ray journey."
The ume blossoms (the priest) are already gone (dead), so let me pray to the 
white flowers (now in season, and look like white ume) of a deutzia instead. 
The fragrance of ume blossoms still remains just like his high virtues.
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(Nozarashi Kiko)On a white poppy,
A butterfly tears off a wing 
For a memento!

Shira-geshi ni 
hane mogu cho no 
katami kana.

geshi «- keshi: a (an opium) poppy 
There are about 90 kinds (genera) in Papaver. 

cho: a butterfly.
mogu (rentai) «- mogu (yodan, vt.) = mogi-toru (yodan): to tear off, pluck off 
The preface reads: "Giving this to Tokoku (£F#tfcHI , ?~1690, a disciple) -- " 
Basho compared young Tokoku to a white poppy, and himself to a butterfly. 
"Tearing off a wing" sounds cruel, but suggests his sad feeling of farewell. 
Shuson Kato 1905~) says: Basho probably saw the scene that when a
butterfly took off, a flower fell (Basho Zenku,

, 1907~1988) says that Basho created this expression without relation 
falling flower (Basho Meiku-Shu, 'rJ Hi} .

shira (eu. chan.) «- shiro: white. 
Papaver soraniferum L. 
hane: a wing. katami: a memento, keepsake

But K. Yamamoto

to a
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(Yuran-Shu)*I have planned to see 
The cherry blossoms of 
April in Kiso!

Ornoi-tatsu
Kiso ya shigatsu no
sakura-gari.

omoi-tatsu (yodan, vt.): to plan, make up one's mind, decide
Kiso: the name of a river and place in the central mountainous region
shigatsu: April
sakura-gari = hanami (7E jjL) : (a) cherry blossom viewing (party)
-gari (eu. chan.) «- kari: literally meaning "hunting", but it actually means 
"to enjoy viewing".
cf. moraiji-gari: (an excursion for) viewing autumnal leaves 

raomiji (&|jt) : autumnal (coloured) leaves.
This was a hokku of kasen with his disciples in Atsuta including Toyo (flpJJH) , 
Toto <3Cj$),
The season of cherry blossom viewing is March (of the lunar calendar), so 
April is one month later. In Kiso mountains, naturally they bloom later owing 
to its high altitude.
This is based on a poem by Kenko (cfEB^tlff, who wrote (Tsure-Zure-Gus a , Essays 
in Idleness): < <?) tf) X (tr. omitted)
(Omoi-tastu Kiso no asaginu asaku-nomi some-te yamu-beki sode no iro kana)
* A selection of renku (M^J) > compiled by Kyotai (§$=□“), published in 1799.

momiji = kaede ($H): a maple

etc.
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Deep out of the stamens
Of a tree peony, crawls out a bee
Still missing the honey!

(Nozarashi Kiko)

Botan-shibe fukaku 
wake-izuru hachi no 
nagori kana.

botan: a (Japanese) tree peony, Paeonia suffrusticosa Andr. 
shibe -» ® o-shibe : a stamen (stamens, stamina)

(2) me-shibe: a pistil
(the flower of a tree peony has many stamens and 3 to 5 pistils) 

fukaku (renyo) «- fukashi (adj. shiku-conj.) = fukai (Mod. J.): deep 
wake-izu = wake + izu

wake (renyo) «- kaku (shimo-ni, vt.) = wakeru (Mod. J.): to divide 
izuru (rentai) «- izu (shimo-ni, vi.): to appear, come out, crawl out 

hachi: (® ini tsu-bachi , li* •££) a honeybee, bee, Apis cerana (nihon mitsubachi) 
((2) suzume-bachi , 7 X 7 : a hornet, yellow jacket, Vespa mandarina
((3) maruhana-bachi , "7 /n ) : a bumblebee, Bambinae (14 kinds in J.) 
((D all other "hachi", !&£:): a wasp

nagori: to feel sorry to part from, a feeling to miss someone, missing heart 
The preface reads: "Having stayed with Toyo again(*), now leaving for Edo 
* He stayed there in 1684. He compared Toyo to the flower of a tree peony, and
himself to a bee, and appreciated the warm hospitality with enough honey by

"Fukiso, a Plant of Wealth"
is hacho (5$1P) of 8-8-5.

A tree peony is sometimes called
The syllabic count

Toy6.
(see haiku // 105 in Vol. 1).

fr < 0 3c218

(Nozarashi Kiko)The horse carrying me, 
Enjoys eating the ears of 
Barley while resting!

Yuku koma no
mugi ni nagusamu 
yadori kana.

yuku (rentai) «- yuku (yodan, vi.) = iku(*): to go, pass, lapse 
* "iku" has been also used for "yuku" since the Nara Period.
koma: an elegant word used often in poems for a horse for riding, a pony, colt 
mugi: barley (o-mugi , ^C^) , wheat (ko-mugi, <jN3t)
nagusamu (rentai) *- nagusamu (yodan, vi.): to comfort oneself, be diverted by 
cf. nagusamu (yodan and shimo-ni, vt.) = nagusameru (shimo-ichi): to comfort 
yadori: staying (overnight), resting to stay, an inn (a house) to stay 
The preface reads: "Stopping at a house in the mountain of Kai Province -- "
He expressed his gratitude for the hospitality by using the horse indirectly. 
"Kai no kuro-goma" (M IPiJ: the black horse of Kai Prov.) was famous.
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(Zoku Minashi-gur i )*A woodcutter's mouth 
Is closed firm walking through 
The bush of bedstraws!

Yamagatsu no 
otogai tozuru 
mugura kana.

a hunter living in the mountainyamagatsu = kikori: a woodcutter or = kariudo: 
otogai: the lower jaw, a mouth
tozuru (rentai) tozu (kami-ni, vi.) = tojiru (Hod. J.):

a bedstraw, Galium spurium L. var. echinospermon Hayek 
a cleavers, Galium aparine (goose grass)

to close, shut
mugura = yaemugura:

Galium has about 400 varieties in the world, and 19 varieties in Japan. 
Hugura is a plant growing wild as tall as the position of someone's lower jaw. 
This deftly corresponds to the firmly closed mouth of the woodcutter.
The preface reads: In the mountain of Kai Province 
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Kikaku, published in 1687.
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(Atsume-Ku)Perhaps I shall be
One of those happy people:
An old man's year end!

Medetaki hito no 
kazu ni mo ira-n 
oi no kure.

medetaki (rentai) *- medetashi (adj. shiku conj.): happy, auspicious 
hito: a man (men, people).
ira (raizen) *■ iru (yodan, vi.): to enter, get in 
kazu ni iru: to be counted in the number of (the happy people)
-n = -mu (rentai, shushi, aux. v.): conjecture

kazu: a number

oi: old age, an aged person (people) 
kure = toshi no kure: the end of the year
hi no kure = higure : the end of the day, evening, twilight
Basho had already quitted "tenja, (the professional marker) who marked
each haiku with a comment for the fee. He did not charge his disciples for 

Accordingly he had to depend entirely on his disciples for his 
He said, "You should become a begger rather than a tenja!" )

anything. 
1iving.

The preface honestly tells about his life:
"Eating what was given, and what I begged for, surviving without starving till 
the end of the year "
This was not an exaggerated story. In those days, the age of forty was already 
considered the beginning of the old age. Basho was then 42 years old.
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(Atsurae-Ku)I learn the heart of
The New Year's pine, endured
Many years of frost!

Iku-shimo ni 
kokoro-base o no 
ma tsu-kazari.

iku (prefix): meaning often, many (but the exact number is unknown)
iku-shimo: many times of frost 

kokoro-base ('L'itlj) : the (quick, smart) movement of heart
no: a particle to make a noun modifier

shimo: frost = winter = year.
character

o: an objective ptc. 
kokoro-base o = basho = Bash5 (basho was written with hiragana ba-se-o)
raatsu-kazari: the New Year pine decorations to be placed at the entrance 

kazari: a decorationraatsu: a pine.
Probably this is based on a poem by Ki no Menoto ($2^L&) in (Kokin Waka-Shu) :

Isasame ni
toki matsu ma ni zo

While waiting 
In hesitation,
Time has passed and gone,
Although I had let him know 
What I had in my heart!

In this poem, sasa (fif : bamboo grass) 
a loquat) and baseo = basho (a Japanese banana) are cleverly included.

hi wa he-nuru
kokoro-base o ba 
hito ni raie-tsutsu.

matsu (|S : a pine), hiwa = biwa :

o'< f? ffcJ 222

(Atsurae-Ku)In a neglected field,
A shepherd's purse is being picked 
By men moving forward!

Furu-hata ya 
nazuna tsumi-yuku 
otoko-dorao.

furu-hata = furui hatake: an old waste (neglected) field
nazuna (^) = pen-pen-gusa: a shepherd's purse(*). tsumi-yuku = tsurau + yuku:

tsumi (renyo) *- tsurau (yodan, vt.): to pickto go forward picking, 
yuku (rentai) «- yuku (yodan, vi.): to go (forward), to go (on)

domo = tachi: a suffix to make a plural form: a man -* men 
On January 7, people used to eat "Nana-kusa Gayu": the rice porridge with the 
Seven Spring Herbs (^ (7)-fc;]!j£ , Haru no Nanakusa) : seri (?f , a dropwort) ,

a shepherd' s purse) , gogyo = haha-ko-gusa ($?fr = , a cudweed),
or tabirako) ,

suzuna = kabu (?& = , a turnip) and suzushiro = daikon (|jli0 , a radish).

otoko: men.

nazuna
(* Wf,
hakobe (-ra) (^^ , a chickweed) , hotokenoza (#\£H , a henbit,
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(Kaseishu)*A field horsetail looks 
As if Mafukuda were 
Wearing a hakama!

Mafukuda ga 
hakama yosou ka 
tsukuzukushi.

Mafukuda = Mafukudamaru: a page serving a certain family in Izumi Province who 
decided to be a Buddhist priest, and the daughter of the family, 
who became the Priest Gyoki in her next life, was impressed so much 
that she made a hakama for him. , Konjaku Monogatari: Tales
of Ages Ago)

hakama: a divided skirt for man's traditional formal wear
It is worn today by women receiving a degree at a graduation ceremony, 

yosou (rentai) «- yosou (yodan, vt.): to put on, fix, prepare 
ka: an interrogative ptc.
tsukuzukushi = tsukushi: a sprout of "sugina a field horsetail

The top of a field horsetail looks like the shaven head of 
a monk, and each knot of the stalk has something like a hakama.

Equi -
setum arvense L.

r«ggc*i*j*# 224

Feeling ill in bed,
No appetite for rice cake! 
Peach blossoms bloom.

(Yawa-gurui)*

Wazurae-ba
mochi o mo kuwa-zu
momo no hana.

wazurae (izen) *- wazurau (yodan, vi.): to be ill (sick), worry about 
wazurae-ba: since I feel ill. 
mochi: rice cake, but in this

wazurawa (mizen)-ba: if I get ill (sick) 
case, it is kusa-mochi: rice cake of mugwort, 

because we are supposed to eat kusa-mochi on March 3 for Hinamatsuri ($I2£ 0 •
the Doll's Festival) when peach blossoms bloom, 

mo: an emphatic ptc.
kuwa (raizen) «- kuu (yodan, vt.): to eat.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Uchu (3£$:i§r ^ 4*) , published in 1 703.

o: an objective ptc. 
momo: a peach, Prunus persica (L.) Batsch.

zu (aux. v.): negative

There is another version of the same haiku which K. Yamamoto likes better:

(Sho-o Ku-Shu)*
< (i Ct ^<r>TL

Feeling ill in bed,
No appetite for rice cake!
Peach blossoms bloom.

* A collection of Basho's hokku arranged according to the date, compiled by 
Doho (JjR nUdb;^) . The manuscript was completed by 1709.

Wazurae-ba 
mochii wa kuwa-ji 
momo no hana.
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(Haikai Hi totsubashi)*How great, to see blossoms 
And a crane for seven days 
Under a hill!

Hana saki-te 
nanuka tsuru miru 
fumoto kana.

hana: a flower, blossoms (cherry blossoms in this case) 
saki (renyo) *- saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom, 
nanuka = nanoka: seven days, a week, 
miru (rentai) «- miru (kami-ichi, vt.) : to see, look at 
fumoto: the foot (base) of a hill (mountain).

-te: a conjunctive ptc. 
tsuru: a crane

kana: an exclamatory ptc.

This was the hokku at a kasen (&£fc{lij, 36-linked verse) party at the Edo resi
dence of Suzuki Seifu ($&/fc ^ ) who was a wealthy merchant handling safflow
ers in Obanazawa (whom Basho visited later on his "Oku no Hosomichi" journey). 
He compared Seifu to an elegant crane and lauded the beauty of his garden with 
cherry cherry blossoms as a greeting poem to the host.

"The blossoms for seven days" means the shortness of the period of time when 
cherry blossoms can be enjoyed, and a crane is proverbially supposed to stay 
around the spot where it has alighted for seven days.

The preface reads: "Composed impromptu on March 20"
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Seifu, and was published in 1686.

If 226

(Atsume-Ku)The empty old nest
Will be just sadly lonesome,
- The house: right next door!

Furusu tada 
aware-naru-beki 
tonari kana.

furushu: an old nest = a house where somebody used to live long
awarenaru (rentai) *- awarenari (keiyo-doshi: adjective-tada: just, simply.

verb): (it is) lonely, lonesome, sad 
-beki (rentai) ♦* beshi (aux. v.): the speaker's conjecture 
tonari: a next-door house, a next-door neighbour

The explanatory preface reads:
"On the occasion of departure of the Priest Soha (* 2k$£), living next door, 
on his journey -- "
* A priest of Obaku Zen Sect (^PIttO who lived close to Basho-an.
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(Kaseishu)Prostrate on the ground 
To the root of the tree, 
I miss the blossom!

Chi ni taore 
ne ni yori hana no 
wakare kana.

hana: a flower, blossomchi = jimen the ground,
taore (renyo) *■ taoru (shimo-ni, vi.) = taoreru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to fall

ne: a root.

I took "taore" as "taore-te": prostrate (adj.)down, prostrate oneself, 
yori (renyo) yoru (yodan, vi.): to come closer, approach 
wakare (renyo & gerund) «- wakaru (shimo-ni vi.) = wakareru (shimo-ichi, Mod.

-» a farewell (noun)J.): to part (from), to bid farewell.

The explanatory preface reads:
"Mourning over the death of the Priest Tando(*)

A flower goes back to the root"This is based on a proverb: 
which means: "Everything goes back to where it came from originally". 
Bashd compared the priest to the fallen blossom lamenting his death.
* There is no document so far about him.

# 228

(Handwritten Kaishi)In the east and west,
We feel the same elegance 
In the autumn wind!

Higashi nishi 
awaresa hitotsu 
aki no kaze.

higashi: the east (in this case it means Edo = Tokyo where Basho lived) 
nishi : the west (Kyoto where Kyorai lived) 
awaresa: (poetical) elegance, taste, sadness 
hitotsu: (only) one = the same.

lone 1iness
aki: autumn. kaze: a wind

Kyorai (fpj # , 1651~1704) was once jokingly compared by Basho to the "Bugyo 
: Magistrate" of the 33 provinces in the western Japan, and Sampu (|±l # , 
1647~1732) was called the Bugyo of the 33 provinces in the eastern Japan in 
the introduction of (Sampu Ku-Shu, .

Bash5 gave this haiku in his congratulatory postscript to Kyorai when he wrote 
(ise Kiko, : Journey to Ise). Kyorai visited the Grand Shrine of Ise 
with his sister Chine (^p-p, see haiku # 110 in Vol. 1) in late August.
Bashd meant that "the essense of poetical elegance is the same everywhere".
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(Kogarashi)*"Perhaps a blind man?"
- That’s what people think seeing ray head 
When I am viewing the moon!

Zat5 ka to
hito ni mi-rare-te
tsuki-mi kana.

zato: a blind man, blind masseur, blind musician (originally one of the four 
official titles of biwa-hoshi musicians in the Muromachi Period, 1393~1466)
A zato's head was shaven just like a Buddhist priest, and Basho's head, too.

to: a ptc. for a quotation 
tsuki-rai: moon viewing 

mi (reny5) «- miru (karai-ichi, vt.): to regard (as), see, look (at), watch 
rare (renyo) *- raru: an aux. v. to make the passive voice 
rai-rare-te: being regarded as (a blind man by others)

ka: an interrogative ptc. 
hito: people, others.

A blind man actually can not view the moon! This is just a humorous joke.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Kochu , ?~1725?) and Rokaku ) .
published in 1695. It is also called (Kogarashi-shu) (yf\.jfib Life).

ww < <nj\ rgmsm^jIt 230

(Written on His Own Painting)In the dawning skies,
The moon of the twenty-seventh night 
Looks like a new moon!

Ake-yuku ya
ni-ju-shichi-ya mo
mika no tsuki.

yuku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to goake (renyo) «- aku (shimo-ni, vi.): it dawns, 
ake-yuku: it is dawning, it is starting to dawn
ni-ju-shichi-ya: (the moon of) the 27th night of the lunar calendar
mika no tsuki = mikazuki: the moon of the third night of the lunar calendar

a new moon, a crescent
As the age of the moon grows older, it gets thiner and stays longer till 
dawn in the skies, but a new moon disappears in the evening.

The explanatory preface reads:
"On a journey to a certain place, staying overnight in a boat, 
ful waning moon at dawn raising my head above the rush mat cover."

I saw a beauti-

It seems that Basho liked this haiku very much, and put it in the anthology of 
(Atsume-Ku). This handles humorously a strange sensation of illusion while 
looking at the waning moon.
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(At sume-Ku)The water is too cold 
For a floating seagull 
To fall asleep!;

Mizu samuku 
neiri-kane-taru 
kamome kana.

samuku (renyo) *- samushi = samui: cold 
neiri (renyo) neiru (yodan, vi.): to fall asleep
kane (renyo) «- kanu (shimo-ni, vt.) = kaneru (Mod. J.): to be unable 
taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): affirmative.

mizu: water.

kamome: a seagull

The explanatory preface reads:
"The Priest Genki(*) kindly presented me with some sake wine, so I composed 
this for him in return."

Basho composed this comparing himself to a seagull floating on the cold water
He appreciated the kindness of the priest who offered 

some sake wine to make him warmer in the cold night.
* We do not have any information about him so far.

of the Suraida River.

# 232

The year's first snowfall! 
I am fortunately staying 
At my hermitage!

(Atsume-Ku)

Hatsuyuki ya 
saiwai an ni 
makari-aru.

hatsuyuki: the first snow of the year, 
makari (renyo) f- makaru (yodan

an = iori: a hermitage
vi.): to make a compound verb with a meaning 

of stress
aru (rentai) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj., vi.) = aru (yodan, Mod. J.): to be 
ari (shushi) becomes aru (rentai) after the preceding "ya" according to "the 
rule of kakari-musubi (fflityfialf: inter-related ending)".

There is a long explanatory preface to this haiku:
"I wanted to see the first snow of the year at my hermitage, and returned many 
times in vain whenever getting cloudy.
December 17 (*)."

I was so glad to see it finally on

* This corresponds to January 31, 1687 of the present calendar, 
late first snow.

It was a very
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(Hitotsu-Matsu)*The moon of the year-end 
Is white 
Zi lu awakened at midnight!

and reminds me of

Tsuki shiroki 
shiwasu wa Shiro ga 
nezame kana.

tsuki: the moon. shiroki (rentai) ♦* shiroshi (ku conj.) = shiroi: white 
Shiro: Zi lu (542-480 B.C.) who was one of the ten important disciples of Con
fucius ('fL'F'■ Kong zi 
self-sacrificing for justice, 
cut off by an enemy, he said, "a dignified warrior doesn't show his head with
out a helmet!", and he was killed while he was trying to tie them again, 
nezame (renyo & gerund) <- nezamu (shimo-ni, vi.): to be awakened from sleep 
Shiro , Zi lu) was reminded by the homonymous word sh i roki , and "shi"
sound was repeated three times including the one in shiwasu.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Shohaku (£L5li«Jl=3> 1650-1722, a disciple 
in Otsu who left Basho later), and was published in 1687.

551-479 B.C.). He was pure-minded, straightforward and 
In the battle field, when his helmet cord was

¥ (0 rfj # M O £ T (f ^ # r«a*jIf 234

(Zoku Minashi-guri)The year-end market!
I would like to go out there 
To buy some incense sticks!

Toshi no ichi 
senko kai ni 
ide-baya na.

toshi no ichi: a year-end market (fair)
senko: (a stick of) incense, an incense stick
kahi (renyo) *- kau (yodan, vt.): to buy, purchase, get

baya: a ptc. denoting the speaker's wish 
ide (mizen) «- izu (shimo-ni, vi.) 
na: an exclamatory and emphatic ptc.

ni: in order to, for.
deru (Mod. J.): lo go (come) out, appear

He lived alone at a hermitage, because he loved loneliness, but once in a 
while he missed people and wanted to be among them(*). People were preparing 
for the coming New Year at the bustling year-end market, but Basho actually 
didn't need anything for his life at the hermitage, so just some incense 
sticks were only item he could think of to buy.
The incense sticks came from China in the middle of the 16th century, and have 
been produced in Japan since the middle of the 17th cen. Basho had curiosity

Nani ni kono shiwasu no 
I wonder, is this

(* see haiku If 199 in Vol. 1about a new product, 
ichi ni yuku karasu: : For what,
crow flying to the market of the year-end?)
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(Handwritten Tanzaku)I feel like somebody else 
In this brand-new kimono 
For the New Year!

Tare-yara ga 
katachi ni ni-tari 
kesa no haru.

-yara: a ptc. denoting uncertainty
katachi: a figure, appearance

tare = dare (Mod. J.): who? 
ga = no: 's.
ni (renyo) «- niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to look like, resemble, but in this case, 
it will be better with "I feel like" ••• his own psychology

tare-yara ga: somebody else's.

kesa: this morning. haru: spring-tari (aux. v.): affirmative, 
kesa no haru: a season word in haiku to celebrate the New Year and New Year’s
Day
According to the preface to this haiku in {Bash5-o Hokku-ShuJ , Ransetsu (MS, 
1654~1707 , a disciple in Edo) presented a shogatsu kosode* (jE^/Js^fi : a fine 
kimono for the New Year) to Basho. He was very glad, but felt a little awkward 
and abashed in it.

* kosode was originally a kind of underwear, which developed later into kimono 
of various types in design and material according to a time, social status, 
position, occupation, sex, age, occasion, etc.

M.<n=f-£mvTI 236

Children of the hamlet!
Don't break all the branches of 
Urae blossoms for cattle whips!

(Atsume-ku)

Sato no ko yo 
urae ori-nokose 
ushi no muchi.

sato: a hamlet, small vilage. 
urae: a Japanese apricot, Prunus raurae Sieb. et Zucc. 
ori (renyo) *■ oru (yodan, vt.): to break, snap 
nokose (meirei) «* nokosu (yodan, vt.): to leave (save) 
ori-nokose: leave (save) some = (don't break all the branches) 
ushi: cattle, a cow, bull, ox 
muchi: a whip

ko: a child, children

Basho was worried when he saw children break some branches of 
blossoms to make a cattle whip.

an ume tree with
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(Zoku Minashi-guri)A nest of white storks
Can be seen through the blossoms
And leaves of a cherry tree?

Ko no su mo 
mi-raruru hana no 
hagoshi kana.

ko = konotori: a white stork
the Japanese white stork is Ciconia ciconia boyciana 

hagoshi: through the leaves (of a tree) 
mi (mizen) *- miru (kami-ichi, vt.) : to see, view, look at 
-raruru (rental) «- raru (aux. v.): possible

Ciconia ciconia

su: a nest.

There are about 100 varieties of cherry trees in Japan:

The most common and popular variety today is Some i - Yoshi no (^^fccT i? : Prunus 
yedoensis Matsum.) which started to spread from Somei in Tokyo at the begin
ning of the Meiji Period (1868~19 12) .

the most common veriety for viewing was yamazakuraBefore the Meiji Period,
: Prunus jamasakura Sieb. ex Koids) which was most famous at Arashiyaraa

in Kyoto and Yoshino in Nara. 
time.

Their leaves and blossoms come out at the same

# 238

(Shobikin)*A nest of white storks
And cherry blossoms are nestled,
Unreached by a storm!

Ko no su ni 
arashi no hoka no 
sakura kana.

arashi no haka no: unreached (unaffected, undisturbed) by a storm, beyond a 
no hoka no: beyond, outside, unrelatedstorm.

This haiku is entitled: I_Ll ^ , Yamaga: A Cottage in a Mountain 
This is considered the revised version of haiku # 237.

These are a kind of greeting haiku lauding the host (so far unidentified) who 
lived away from the secular world.

* A selection of haikai in 3 volumes, compiled by Kikaku, published in 1701.
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(Letter to Jakusho)*Kasa-dera Temple!
The Unleaking Cave looks wet 
In the gentle spring rain!

Kasa-dera ya 
Mora-nu Iwaya mo 
haru no ame.

Kasa-dera Temple: Tenrinzan Ryufukuji in Nagoya
Legend has it that once the temple was so dilapidated that the main image of 
Buddha was exposed to the leaking rain, and a certain poor woman offered a hat 
to cover the head of the Buddha, 
temple building for the Buddha.

She later made a fortune, and donated a fine

Mora-nu Iwaya: "The Unleaking Cave" is the expression derived from a poem by 
the Priest Gyoson (ft^» 1057~1135) and Saigyo: (translation omitted)

i) 0 (Kinya Vaka-Shu, &$£%!&%)
0 t (sanka-shu, OjgClg)

Basho compared the temple building (no longer leaking) to the Unleaking Cave, 
a sacred place in Shugendo (jUt : the Mountain Buddhism or a kind of moun
taineering asceticism), in Mt. Kunimi (Hi JjL [JLl ) in the Omine Mountain Range.

mora (mizen) *- raoru (yodan, vi.): to leak, 
nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative.

haru no ame: a spring rain 
iwaya: a cave

kasa (hat), moru (leak) and ame (rain) are engo ($f;fn: the associated words)

The preface reads: "Hearing someone talking about the history of the temple -" 
* Jakusho = Chisoku (~f^ S £fl : ,
Narumi (Nagoya).

1640~1704, a sake-winery owner), a disciple in

lit t ? +# 240

A cuckoo flies away 
Calling continuously: 
What a busy bird!

(Atsume-Ku)

Hototogisu
naku naku tobu zo
isogawashi.

hototogisu: an Eurasian little cuckoo, Cuculus poliocephalus 
naku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to call 
tobu (shushi, yodan, vi.): to fly. 
isogawashi = isogawashii (Mod. J.) = isogashii, sewashii: busy, restless 
This is an entirely new approach to a cuckoo, because it calls here repeated
ly , whereas its voice is heard only once in the traditional Japanese poetry.

zo: an emphatic ptc.
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(Zoku Minashi-guri)The deutzia flowers
Look so dreary at the house
Without mother!

U-no-hana mo 
haha naki yado zo 
susama jiki.

u-no-hana = utsugi: Deutzia crenata Sieb. et Zucc. 
mo: an emphatic ptc. 
haha: a mother.
naki (rentai) nashi (adj., ku conj.): without, (be, do) not, (there is) no 
zo: an emphatic ptc.
susamajiki (rentai) «- susamaji (adj.): dreary
zo susamajiki (rentai) is based on the grammatical rule of "kakari-musubi".

yado: a house, inn

The explanatory preface reads:
"On the day of go-shichi-nichi(*), at the memorial service

* The 35th day after someone's death, when a memorial service is held, 
go-shichi-nichi «- go (5) X shichi (7) = 35. nichi = hi: day

Kikaku's mother: Myomuni (^^//b) died at the age of 57 on Apr. 8, 1687.

jKfj swills3t 242

(Handwritten Kaishi)In the summer rain,
The bucket hoop has been cut: 
The voice of the night!

Samidare ya 
oke no wa kiruru 
yoru no koe.

samidare: an early summer rain, a rain in the rainy season (mid-June~mid-July)
oke: a wooden bucket, pail

(a bamboo hoop in this case), ring, circlewa: a hoop

kiruru (rentai) *- kiru (shimo-ni, vi.) = kireru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to be 
cut (broken, separated, disconnected), to cut well, to be sharp enough to cut
cf. kiru (yodan, vt.): to cut 

koe: a voiceyoru: night.

(The Rainy Season)
The wood of the bucket was swollen too large by absorbing the water too much.
The title of this haiku is:
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(Handwritten Kaishi)My hair is grown long, 
And my face looks pale: 
A long summer rain!

Kami hae-te 
yogan aoshi 
satsuki-ame.

yogan: a face, countenance, look 
«* hau (shimo-ni, vi.) = haeru (shimo-ichi

karai: hair.
Mod . J.) : to growhae (renyo)

oashi (shushi, adj., shiku conj.) = aoi (Mod. J.): blue, pale
rain during the period of the rainy seasonsatsuki-ame = samidare: a

The preface reads: " fl ]£ § <9 £ I-" (Depicting the poor master himself --)

"karai hae-te" symbolizes the long, humid, dark, dull and melancholic rainy 
"yogan aoshi" sounds like a Chinese poem.season.

WUi+bA,I 244

(11su-o Mukashi)*The bonito vendor!
Whom is he going to make drunk 
With its tasty poison?

Katsuo-uri 
ikanaru hito wo
yowa-su ran.

katsuo: an oceanic bonito, skipjack, Katsuonus pelamis, Enthynnus pelamis 
uri (D (renyo & gerund) «- uru (yodan, vt.): to sell 

(2) the person who sells (something) = -vendor 
katsuo-uri: a bonito vendor, 
o yowa-su: to make someone drunk
yowa (raizen) «- you (pronounced yo-u, yodan, vi.) to get drunk 
-su (shushi) *- su (sa-line irreg. conj.): causative 
-ran = ramu (shushi, aux. v.): conjecture

ikanaru hito: what kind of people

This is based on the story of paragraph II 119 of Tsure-zure-gusa (^^^ : 
Essays in Idleness) written by Yoshida Kenko (cfES^^f: 1283~1350).
The story goes that people of the upper classes in Kamakura didn't eat a boni
to, because it was considered a poisonous fish to make people drunk. (It could 
be, I guess, the symptom of urticaria?)

In the Edo Period, people enjoyed eating it very much. They didn't believe 
any more that a bonito was poisonous. "yo-u" means: (I) to get drunk (believed 
to have been caused by poison) (2) to enjoy a tasty dish (delicious food).
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Kikaku, and published in 1690.
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(Handwritten Tanzaku)I wish I were drunk 
To sleep on the stone 
By the blooming pinks!

You-te nen 
nadeshiko sake-ru 
ishi no ue.

you-te (eu. chan, "u-ombin: yoi-te
yoi (renyo) you (pronunced yo-u, yodan, vi.): to get drunk 
ne (renyo) «- nu (shimo-ni, vi.) = neru (shimo-ichi) : to sleep, lie down 

= mu (aux. v.): approprieteness, the speaker's will-n (shushi)
nadeshiko: a pink, Dianthus. Dianthus superbus L. var. 1ongica1ycinus (Maxim.) 

Williams (kawara-nadeshiko: fpf “E) is the most common variety in Japan.
We see them grow often on a riverbank (kawara, ) .

sake (meirei, izen) *- saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom
ru (rentai) ♦- ri (aux. v.): perfect, a certain continued state (result) 
ishi: (a) stone, rock. ishi no ue: on the stoneue: on.

"ishi no ue" is perhaps derived from the exchanged waka between Ono no Komachi 
(/J\5Fp/J\ftJ) and the Priest (Sojo) Henjo (-fit IE iS , 816~890) in (Yamato Mono- 
gatari, fn) (Paragraph # 168: Koke no Kororao: i§F : Robe of Moss).

jg(7)_h IZlfcm* trills't ^ (Komachi)
I am very cold sleeping on the rock, would you please lend me your robe?
Iwa no ue ni tabine o sure-ba ito samushi koke no koromo o ware ni kasanamu.

9 t Us'g&lz (Henjo)
Being a poor priest retired from the secular world 
I can't help lending it to you.
Yo o somuku koke no koromo wa tada hio-e kasane-ba utoshi iza futari ne-rau.

I have only one robe, but
Let's sleep together!

rffij&gj9 246

(Zoku Minashi-guri)A small river crab
Creeps up my leg while I soak
My feet in the spring water!

Sazare-gani 
ashi hai-noboru 
shimizu kana.

sazare-gani = sawa-gani: a small river crab, Geothelphusa dehaani
-gani (euphonic change) «- kani: a crab 

shimizu: spring water.
sazare (prefix): small, tiny, 
ashi: a leg, foot. 
hai-noboru: to creep up, climb up 
hai (renyo) «- hau (yodan, vt.) : to crawl, creep
-noboru (rentai) noboru (yodan, vi.): to climb up, go up, ascend

kana: an exclamatory ptc.
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(Zoku Hinashi-guri)It looks in the dark as if 
You were catching the lightning 
With your paper candle!

Inazuma o
te ni toru yami no 
shisoku kana.

inazuma = inabikari: a flash of lightning 
te ni toru: to take it in the hand, to catch it. 
toru (rentai) «- toru (yodan, vt.): to take, 
shisoku: a paper candle (see haiku # 143)

ni : inte: a hand. 
yami: darkness, the dark

The preface reads: Given to Rika(*)
of his disciples in Edo, who presented a basho (Japanese banana

Hattori Doho (J3RoBdb5f »
* Rika, one
tree) to him, was very smart, sharp and talented.
1657—1730) commented this haiku in his (Hffif-F*, Sanzoshi) that Basho praised

(see haiku // 138)his brightness and talent with this haiku.

rsiijif j*# 248

(Kashima Mode)*The field with bush clover!
Give just one night's stay here to 
A Japanese wolf!

Hagi-hara ya 
hito-yo wa yadose 
yama no inu.

hagi: bush clover, Lespedeza. 
hito-yo: one night, overnight. hitotsu = ichi: one (see haiku // 166 in Vol.l)
yadose (meirei) *- yadosu (yodan, vt.): to lodge (a person), to give a bed
yama no inu = yama-inu (fpj") = okami: a Japanese wolf, Canis hodophilax 
There is an earlier version: -tt & t. (the meaning is similar)
which clearly mention "okami" (a Japanese wolf) in it.

hara = nohara: a field. yo = yoru: night

The spot where a wild boar sleeps often on the bed of bush clover, Miscanthus, 
etc. used to be called "fusu-i-no-toko" the bed for a wild boar) in

So, instead of a wild boar, another fierce animal: a Japanese wolf
The idea is: even a wolf would

poetry.
(today disappeared) was used here by Basho. 
probably become gentle after sleeping with the flowers of bush clover!

* On Aug. 14, 1687, Basho took a journey to Kashima (about 110 km. to the
north-east of Tokyo, near the Pacific coast where Kashima Shrine is located) 
to see the full moon and meet the Priest Butcho , 1643—17 1 5) with his two
disciples: Sora and Soha. The record of this journey is called {Kashima Mode: 

which was completed on Aug. 25 of the same year.
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(Kashima Mode)Are these pines grown from 
Seeds in the age of the gods? 
Autumn of the Shrine!

Kono matsu no 
mi-bae se-shi yo ya 
kami no aki.

matsu: a pine, Pinus.
aki: autumn

mi-bae: a plant grown from a seedkono: this, 
yo: the age, the era. 
kami: a god, gods (in polytheism, e.g. Shinto), God (in monotheism) 
kami = Kashima Jingu (Shrine) where kami (Take-mikazuchi:^J^fii) is enshrined 
yo ya kami = kami-yo: the age of the gods 
kami no aki: the autumn of the Kashima Jingu (Shrine)
As you see above, the word "kami" plays a double function.
Kashima Jingu is one of the oldest Shinto shrines appearing in (Kojiki, IjJ 
|B) (Records of Ancient Matters) which was compiled by 0 no Yasumaro 
{g , ?~723) in 712.
Basho tried to express his impression of the solemn atmosphere of the shrine, 
located at the end of the avenue of the huge old trees.
The title is: |tj , Shinzen: "Before the Altar of God".

I 250

(Zoku Minashi-guri)Becoming so slim,
Still, the poor chrysanthemum bears 
Its flower buds!

Yase-nagara 
warinaki kiku no 
tsubomi kana.

yase (renyo) «- yasu (shimo-ni, vi.) = yaseru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to become 
slendar (slim, thin), to lose weight

-nagara: a conjunctive ptc. denoting: while ~ , though, but, in spite of 
warinaki (rentai) «- warinashi (adj. ku conj.) = warinai (Mod. J.): unreasona- 

illogical, unbearable, helpless, pitiful (= ljirashii), poor 
tsubomi: a (flower) bud

b 1 e

even such a thin and frail chrysanthemum bears some flowerWhen time comes
It is the arrangement by the irresitible law of nature.buds .

Mizuho Ota G&CEBtK^S, 1876~ 1955, a poet of tanka) saw an image of a thin and
pregnant women. K. Yamamoto said, "This haiku suggests even the painful heart 
of a pregnant woman who was abandoned by her lover. It shows Basho's sympathy 
to a frail unhappy woman.
* literally meaning "slimness", but it is a poetical expression of sub
tle beauty in sorrowful loneliness.

This is a good example of hosomi (*)"
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(Oi no Kobumi)*Although it is cold,
I feel comfortable tonight 
As wc two sleep together!

Samu-keredo 
futari nuru yo zo 
tanomoshiki.

samushi = samui (Mod. J.)samu (stem of adj. samushi: cold), 
keredo = keredomo: a conjunctive ptc. for an adversative connection

futari: two persons (**)
= neru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to sleep 

zo: a ptc. for emphasis

sarau-keredo = samui-keredo (Mod. J.). 
nuru (rentai) *- nu (shimo-ni, vi.) 
yo = yoru: night.
tanomoshiki: feel secure or comfortable in this context; reliable; promising 
zo ~ tanomoshiki (rentai) is based on the rule of "kakari-musub 1".

** Basho and Etsujin (Ochi, A , 1656~1739, see haiku // 124 in Vol. 1).
Basho was going to visit Tokoku (Tsuboi,
Vol. 1) at Cape Irago with Etsujin who was 32 years old, 12 years younger than 

They stayed at an inn in Yoshida (today's Toyohashi) on Nov. 10, 1687.

?~1690, see haiku // 76 in

Bash5.

* An account of a journey from Edo (Tokyo) Iga,
Yoshino, Mt. Koya, Waka-no-ura, Suma and Akashi , from 1687 to 1688, written by 
Basho, compiled by Otokuni (Kawai, M o') , and published in 1709.
It includes 54 hokku (haiku) by Basho and 4 by Tokoku.

to Owari (Nagoya) I se ,

smtj: 'om-btmvm# 252

(Handwritten Kaishi)Snow and sand!
Fall off from the horse, 
The sake-drunken rider!

Yuki ya suna 
rauma yori ochiyo 
sake no yoi.

yuki: snow. ya = to: and. suna: sand. It means: "You won't be hurt
on snow and sand even if you fall off from the horse!" 
muma = uma ($§): a horse. yori: a ptc.: from
ochiyo (meirei) «- otsu (karai-ni, vi.) = ochiru (kami-ichi, Mod. J.): to fall 
sake = sake wine. yoi: drunkenness. sake no yoi: drunkenness with sake
The explanatory preface reads:
"On the way to Irago, Etsujin gets drunk and gets on a horse -- "
There was a place nearby named Eima (fllitF^) which was written as (mean
ing a drunken horse) in old maps. Basho made a parody of it impromptu.
Etsujin used to enjoy drinking (see haiku it 124 in Vol. 1), but Basho liked 
him very much, saying, "He is the very man whom I call my friend!"
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(Handwritten Kaishi)At Cape Irago,
The hawk's voice sounds entirely 
Di fferent to me!

Irago-zaki
niru mono mo nashi
taka no koe.

Irago-zaki: Cape Irago is located at the tip of Atsurai Peninsula to the south
west of Toyohashi. It was noted for its scenic beauty often with a hawk. It 
was mentioned in many old poems, 

niru mono mo nashi: nothing resembles, there is nothing like ~ 
niru (rentai) «- niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to resemble, look like 
mono: a thing (in this case 
mo: an emphatic ptc.

taka: a hawk. koe: a voice

a hawk in any other part of Japan) 
nashi = nai (ad j.): not, there is no

runs j*# 254

(Shakubikan)*The real hawk I see 
Looks much more reassuring 
Than that in ray dream!

Yume yori mo 
utsutsu no taka zo 
tanoraoshiki.

mo (& zo): an emphatic ptc. 
utsutsu no: the real ~ (the one which I really see now = not in a dream) 
tanoraoshiki (rentai) «- tanomoshi (adj.) = tanomoshii (Mod. J.): reassuring, 

dependable. zo ~ tanomoshiki: the rule of kakari-rausubi (see haiku # 251)

yori: than.yume: a dream.

The explanatory preface reads:
"Visiting Tokoku in distress at Cape Irago, 
in a while -- "

I heard the voice of a hawk one.

Tokoku was a wealthy rice dealer in Nagoya who became BashS's disciple in 
1686. But, he got involved in illegal transactions of rice (**) and all his 
property was confiscated, and then he was expelled from Nagoya to a small 
village of Hobi ($^jii) near Cape Irago. He was so badly depressed that Basho 
wanted to encourage him. That's why he made a detour of 90 km. to see him. 
In this haiku, Basho compared him to the famous hawk of Cape Irago, expressing 
his joy of the reunion.
** kuma i : fictitious transactions of rice without actual
A dream and a hawk are engo (f§(iwf) : the associated words, because in hatsuyume 

the first dream of the year) the most auspicious dream is traditionally 
Mt. Fuji, the second best is a hawk and the third is an eggplant!
* A selection of haikai in 3 vols., compiled by Etsujin, published in 1717.

rice
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(Arano)*Exactly as I feared, 
What a desolate and 
Frosty dwelling!

Sareba koso 
are-taki-mama no 
shimo no yado.

sareba-koso (conj.): exactly as I feared (expected), therefore 
are-taki-maraa no: extremely desolate 
are (renyo) *- aru (shimo-ni , vi.) 
taki (rental) «- tashi (aux.v.) : wish.

yado: a dwelling, house, an inn

= areru (Mod. J.): to fall to ruin 
mama: just as (it is)

shimo: frost.

13, 1687.This was composed when Bash5 visited Tokoku's house on Nov.
and exactly as he had feared, his life there in

Basho
had been worried about him
seclusion was found in such a miserable condition, 
surprise and also his sympathy are revealed in this haiku.

The master's shocking

* A selection of haikai in 3 vols., compiled by Kakei (Yamamoto, 
1647~1716) with Tosei's (= Basho's) foreword, published in 1689.

r^sisj# 256

(Oi Nikki)With barley growing,
What a good retreat it is: 
Hatake Village!

Mugi hae-te 
yoki kakurega ya 
Hatake Mura.

mugi: barley, wheat (see haiku // 295-1 in Vol. 1) 
hae (renyo) *- hayu (shimo-ni, vi.) = haeru (shimo-ichi Mod. J.): to grow
yoki (rentai) «- yoshi (adj., ku conj.) = yoi (Mod. J.): good, fine 
kakurega: a retreat, shelter, hermitage 
Hatake Mura: Hatake Village, the next village to Hobi. 
in Hatake Village, then moved to Hobi, but his house was located close to the

Tokoku had first lived

boarder. hatake: a field, farm. mura: a village

Basho tried to encourage Tokoku by admiring the beauty of the village where he 
lived. Bashd was the guest to compose this hokku, but Tokoku, although he was 
the host, gave the right of "waki" to follow the guest, to Etsujin because of 
his position.
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(Handwritten Kaishi)Ume and camellia!
Let me praise your early blossoms 
Of Hobi Hamlet!

Ume tsubaki 
haya-zaki home-n 
Hobi no sato.

ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume
tsubaki: a camellia, rose camellia, Camellia japonica L. 
haya-zaki: flowers (blossoms) to bloom earlier than average 
home (mizen) «- homu (shimo-ni, vt.) = homeru (Mod. J.): to praise, admire 
-n = -mu (rentai) *- -mu (aux. v.): will.
Hobi «- hobi: a prize, but it (^^)|) literally 
sato: a small village, hamlet

Hobi no sato: Hobi Village 
means "to praise the beauty"

There is a long explanatory preface to this haiku:
"The origin of the name of this hamlet: "Hobi" comes from the word "hobi" 
which literally means: "to praise the beauty", because a certain retired 
Emperor, long time ago, once praised this hamlet as a beautiful place. This 
is what one of the villagers told me, though 1 do not know in which book this 
story is recorded. Anyway, it is an impressive story, so It

jII 258

Celebrate spring first,
With ume blossoms at heart, 
In your wintering!

(Arano)

Mazu iwae
ume o kokoro no
f uyu-gomori.

iwae (meirei) «- iwau (yodan, vt.): to celebrate 
kokoro: heart, mind

raazu: first, first of all. 
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume. 
ume o kokoro no: ume blossoms at heart (in one's mind)

gomori (renyo & gerund) (eu. change)fuyu: winter.
*- komoru (yodan, vi.): to stay indoors, to winter, to be confined in
fuyu-gomori: wintering.

The preface in (Arano): "Given to a man hidden for a while 
The preface in (Hake-Tsuide: compiled by Hajo (E^) in 1706:
"Shown to Gonshichi (the faithful manservant of Tokoku: see haiku // 254 ) —"

tl

Basho tried to encourage him saying, "In spite of the cold winter now, spring 
is coming soon with ume blossoms, 
mind,
the warm sunshine!"

Imagine the beautiful blossoms in your
and celebrate spring to come, when Tokoku would be all right again in
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(Haikai Chidori-Gake)*How interesting!
Likely to turn into snow: 
The rain of winter!

Oraoshiroshi 
yuki ni ya nara-n 
fuyu no ame.

omoshiroshi (adj., shiku conj.) = omoshiroi (Mod. J.): interesting 
a ptc. denoting the result of a change: intoni:yuki: snow, 

ya: an interrogative ptc.
to become, turn intonara (mizen) «- naru (yodan, vi.):

-n (rentai) ♦* n = mu (aux. v.): conjecture
ame: (a) rainfuyu: winter.

The preface: "At the house of Dewa-no-kami Ujikumo (fcfcj ^ tF A/ fH **) in Narumi 
** A swordsmith in Narumi whose real name was Okajima Sasuke (f3] ) , a
poet belonging to the group of Shimosato Chisoku (T* M ill > 1640~1704).
* A selection of haikai in 2 vols, complied by Chisoku, published in 1712.

I 260

(Oi no Kobumi)Having been reburnished,
The mirror is now clear, with 
Flowery snowflakes!

Togi-naosu 
kagami mo kiyoshi 
yuki no hana.

togi (renyo) *- togu (yodan vt.): to burnish, polish, grind, whet, sharpen
naosu (rentai) «- naosu (yodan, vt.): (to do it again) to correct, mend, heal 
kagami: a mirror (metal in this case). kiyoshi = kiyoi: clear 
yuki no hana: snowflakes are compared to white flowers (or petals)

This haiku is entitled: "The completion of the reconstruction and repairing 
works of Atsuta Jingu Shrine."
It lay in ruins for a long time (see haiku ti 199), but the Shogun's Government 
ordered it to be reconstructed on a large scale in 1686, and it was completed 
in July of the same year. The reburnished, cloudless mirror and pure white 
snow are symbolic of the divinity and solemnness of the newly rebuilt shrine. 
The legendary sword named "Kusanagi no Tsurugi" (]!j£$i£lj) , one of "The Three 
Divine Symbols of the Imperial Throne"(*) based on (Kojiki) and (Nihon Shoki) , 
is enshrined at Atsuta Shrine.
* They are called "Sanshu no Jingi" (El^II ) , and the other two are: "Yata
no Kagami" (A$5I&: the Sacred Mirror) and "Yasakani no Magatama" (A Ig £j 3E : 
The Set of Jewels).
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(Oi no Kobumi)Smoothing out the wrinkles 
Of my paper robe, I attend 
A snow viewing party!

Tametsuke-te 
yukimi ni makaru 
kamiko kana.

tametsuke (renyo) tametsuku (shimo-ni, vt.) = taraetsukeru (Mod. J.): to 
smooth out wrinkled paper, to correct, straiten, bend, twist

yukimi: (a) snow viewing (party) 
makaru (rentai) *- makaru (yodan, vi.): to attend, go, proceed (a modest and 
polite expression -- humorously exaggerated )
kamiko: a paper robe (kimono) which was very effective against a cold wind

= tame + tsuku = tame-tsukeru.

The preface reads: "Attending a party of a certain person

This was the greeting hokku of a kasen party by eight poets to Shoheki (H Hr)
It was an elegant snow viewing party wel-at his house in Nagoya on Nov. 28. 

coming the honorary guest: Basho, so all the participants were well dressed
but Basho, as a poor traveller, couldn't do anything better about his garments 
than smoothing out his crumpled paper robe!

<»Sffl = Rf|!|)*§ 262

Sleeping on a journey
Touches my heart to see the moon
Of an year-end evening!

(Atsuta San Kasen)*

Tabine yoshi 
yado wa shiwasu no 
yuzukiyo.

tabine = tabi (a journey) + ne (sleeping) = sleeping on a journey 
yoshi = yoi (adj., Mod. J.): (is) good, touching one's heart 
yado: a lodging, an inn. 
yuzukiyo: (lit by) an evening moon.

yo = yoru: night
"yuzukiyo" is an evening with the moon lit only in the evening (till about the 
10th of the month of the lunar calendar).

shiwasu: December, the year-end
yu = yugata = yube: evening

tsuki : the moon.

The explanatory preface is:
"On December 9, attending a linked verse party at Issei (**)-tei ( — #^) —"
** A haiku poet in Nagoya. This was the greeting hokku of a han-kasen (i£;|fc-ftlj 
18 times linked verse) party to Issei in appreciation of his hospitality.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Gyotai, published in 1775.
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(Hitsu no Kao)*Although dew is frozen,
Water just enough for a brush 
Comes out of a spring!

Tsuyu ite-te 
fude ni kumihosu 
shimizu kana.

fude: a (writing) brush (for calligraphy)tsuyu: dew.
ite (renyo) «- itsu (shimo-ni , vi.) = iteru = koru ($J 6 , Mod. J.): to freeze 
kumihosu (rentai) «- kumihosu (yodan, vt.): to draw up all (the water)

kumi (renyo) «- kumu (yodan, vt.): to draw up (water)
shimizu: a spring

kumihosu = kumi + hosu. 
hosu (rentai) hosu (yodan, vt.): to dry, exhaust, empty.

Basho took "kumihosu shimizu" from Saigyo's waka: (see haiku 0 17 in Vol. 1)
t < t < iiosgp.gross*
Toku-toku-to otsuru iwama no koke-shimizu 
kumihosu hodo mo naki sumai kana.

The spring water dropping down through mossy rocks 
Is very little, not enough to draw up, for my hermitage life!
Toku toku!

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Etsujin (j®A), published in 1726.
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On my journey away
From the world, I have seen people's 
Annual house cleaning!

(Oi no Kobumi)

Tabine-shi-te 
rai-shi ya ukiyo no 
susu-harai.

tabine: sleeping on a journey. tabi: a journey. ne: sleeping (gerund of nu) 
-shi (renyo) «- se (sa-line irreg. con j. , vi.) = suru (Mod. J.): to do 
-te: a conjunctive ptc.
ni (renyo) «- mi (kami-ichi, vt.) = miru (Mod. J.): to 
-shi (rentai) «- ki (aux. v.): perfect, past, 
ukiyo: the (secular, transitory) world
susu-harai: the annual house cleaning to get rid of soot, dust, cobwebs, etc. 
by using a long bamboo duster made of its leaves on the top, observed on Dec. 
13 in preparation for the New Year in the Edo Period (1603~1867).

harai (renyo & gerund) *- harau (yodan, vt.): to brush off, dustsusu: soot.

As a lonely traveller, retired from the secular world, he has felt some warm 
human atmosphere in the ordinary family affairs of the annual house cleaning, 
and envied them in a sense.
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(Oi no Kobumi)If I were on foot,
A stick would be needed here! 
-- Fallen off the horse!

Kachi-nara-ba 
Tsue-tsuki-zaka o 
rakuba kana.

nara (raizen) «- nari (aux. v.): affirmative 
ba: a conjunctive ptc. to make a conditional clause 
tsue: a walking stick, staff
tsuki (renyo) *- tsuku (yodan, vt.): to use a walking stick
Tsue-tsuki-zaka: the name of a steep slope on the Tokaido Highway near Yokka- 
ichi between Uneme and Ishiyakushi where Yamato Takeru ( 0 ) , a legendary
hero in (Kojiki) who was considered the originator of the linked verse, was so 
tired that he used his sword as a walking stick, 
rakuba: falling off from a horse

kachi: walking, going on foot.

This haiku consists of the following two sentences cleverly combined:
(1) Kachi-nara-ba , tsue tsuki nagara iku:

If I were on foot, I would use a walking stick on this slope.
(2) Tsue-tsuki -zaka de rakuba sh i ta :

On the steep slope of Tsue-tsuki-zaka, I have fallen off from the horse 
No season word is included in this haiku, he admitted.

1684-1687 Jokyo Period) 41-44 Years Old
(Exact Date Unknown)

§ 266

(Handwritten On A Painting,'In the blowing wind,
A fish jumps up to the rite 
Of purification.

Fuku kaze no 
naka o uo tobu 
misogi kana.

kaze: a windfuku (rentai) «- fuku (yodan, vi.): to blow.
uo = sakana: a fish

tobu (retai) «- tobu (yodan, vi.): to jump up 
misogi: a ceremony of purification in the river held at many Shinto shrines at 
the end of June, but besides June 30, it can be held at any time whenever

no naka o: in.

necessary.

He wrote this haiku on the painting of a misogi ceremony in the river by Ki no 
Shigenari (#fi •
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(Shinsen Miyako-buri)*The sounds of the evening bell 
Have faded away, leaving 
A stronger flower scent!

Kane kie-te
hana no ka wa tsuku
yube kana.

ka: a scent, fragrancehana: a flower, blossom.kane: a (temple) bell, 
kie (renyo) «- kiu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kieru (Mod. J.): to fade away, disappear 
This "wa" is the intensified ptc. of the objective ptc. 
tsuku (rentai) *- tsuku (yodan, vt.): to ring (a bell),

"o" .
strike, (-» smells)

yube: an evening

leaving a stronger fragrance ofThe temple bell sounded, and died away, 
flowers.

This was probably hinted by a waka by the Priest Noin 988~1050?):

When I have come to a mountain hamlet in a spring evening,
The blossoms are falling down to the sounds of the evening bell!

Yamazato no haru no yugure ki-te mire-ba, 
iriai no kane ni hana zo chiri-keru. (Shin Kokin Waka-Shu)

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Gonsui § Tfc ,
in 1690.

1650~1722), published

# 268

The spring water, scooped
With hands, has surprised my teeth
By its sharp coldness!

(Shinsen Miyako-buri)

Musubu yori 
haya ha ni hibiku 
izurai kana.

musubu (shushi, yodan, vt.): to join hands (to scoop water)
H yori hayaku: as soon as ~ . 
hayaku (renyo) «- hayashi (adj.) = hayai (Mod. J.): quick, fast, instant 
hibiku (rentai) *• hibiku (yodan, vi.): to affect, stimulate, sound 

It stimulated ray teeth instatly. = It surprised my teeth, 
izurai: a spring (water)

yori: than

He admired the ice-cold spring water on a hot summer day.
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(Shinsen Miyako-buri)The sound is so clear,
Echoing to reach the Great Bear: 
-- The fulling block!

Koe sumi-te 
Hokuto ni hibiku 
kinuta kana.

kinuta: a fulling block 
sumi (renyo) sumu (yodan, vi.): to become clear, clarify 

This word refers to Hokuto, too.
Hokuto = Hokuto-shichisei ■ the Great Bear (Big Dipper)
hibiku (rental) «- hibiku (yodan, vi): to sound, resound, echo

koe: a voice, sound.

The combination of a fulling block and the Great Bear is derived from a poem 
by Liu Jing-he = fjlJX/lX, Liu Yuan-shu) in his "Qie bao ming,

Wan-Kan Roei-Shu): ft 4 J. HU $1 n
Migratory wild geese fly before the light of the Great Bear,
A woman beats the winter cloth for her husband with a fulling block, 
In the moonlight by the South Tower.

j*V 270

(Ruikoji)*A melon flower!
I wonder what you forget 
By the drips from it!

Uri no hana 
shizuku ikanaru
wasure-gusa.

shizuku: a drip, drop 
ikanaru (rentai) «- ikanari (keiyo-doshi): what kind of - . 
wasure-gusa: (T) = yabukanzo = kisuge: a day-lily, Hemerocallis

(2) : what makes someone forget, what one wants to forget

uri: a melon. hana: a flower.

According to the description in "A flower of melon" by Kikaku in (Ruikoji), 
this was composed when he was invited to a tea ceremony by K5no Shoha (?RF!lFI2t 
$£), a tea master. Shoha put a melon flower in the vase of an old dried gourd 
with a crack, which was hung over a biwa (musical instrument) without strings, 
so that he could enjoy listening to the cooling sound of water drops on the 
instrument from the vase. It is a good way to forget secular worries!
Bash5 lauded the elegant taste of the host in this greeting haiku. He didn't 
believe that Shoha had any secular worry which should be forgotten, then what 
did he want to forget? — Nothing!
* A selection of haikai in 3 volumes, compiled by Senshu (te^ff),
(IKfe) and Seiryu (WMi) , published in 1707.

He just enjoyed hot summer in his way.
Shushoku
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In all directions,
I hear the confused sounds of 
Beating shepherd's purses!

Yomo ni utsu 
nazuna mo shidoro 
modoro kana.

yomo (ni): (in) all directions
utsu (rentai) «- utsu (yodan, vt.): to beat, hit, strike

a shepherd's purse, Cappella bursa-pas torisnazuna = penpen-gusa: 
shidoro-raodoro (keiyo doshi: adj. v.): a colloquial expression for "confused"

The title of this haiku is: AB (Jinjitsu: the Seventh Day of the New Year). 
People used to eat Nanakusa-Gayu (-fc^=L!>$: rice porridge with the seven spring 
herbs*) for breakfast on Jan. 7 wishig for good health.
The boiled herbs are beaten on the chopping board before they are put into 
rice porridge.
* see haiku it 222

wet tzzwb# 272

Miscanthus plumes 
Kept beckoning to all, 
And got tired out!

(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)

Nanigoto mo 
maneki hate-taru 
susuki kana.

nanigoto mo: everything, all (the things including people)
mo: a relative ptc. denoting addition, juxtaposition and stress
maneki (renyo) «- maneku (yodan, vt.): to beckon, invite
hate (renyo) «- hatsu (shimo-ni, vi.) = hateru (Mod. J.): to end, die
-taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect
susuki = obana (j^?E) = kaya (3P): Miscanthus sinensis Anderss

Miscanthus plumes waving in the winds look as if they were beckoning to all 
the people and everything, but finally got exhausted and collapsed.

According to the preface, this was a haiku in mourning for the old priest: 
Dokukai *) who died at Basho's hermitage.
Basho symbolically compared the pitiful death of the old priest, whom he had 
taken care of personally, to a withered Miscanthus plume.

* There is no document available about him at all so far.
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(Zoku Fukagawa-Shu)This is the season 
To harvest rice in the world! 
-- My hermitage life!

Yo-no-naka wa 
ine karu koro ka 
kusa no io.

ine: a rice, Oryza sativa L. 
karu (rentai) ♦- karu (yodan, vt.) : to harvest, reap 
koro: about the time (when). ka: an exclamatory ptc.
kusa: grass, thatch. io = iori: a hermitage
"kusa no io" refers to his own hermitage: Basho-an

yo-no-naka: the world.

The explanatory preface reads:

ff"I was given some rice

The newly havested rice reminds him of the season, at the same time, he feels 
a little embarrassed in a sense to stay at a hermitage, and just keep compos
ing poems.

1688 (X^7C^, Genroku 1) 45 Years OldIf 274

rxo/j'XjmiL-bx

(Oi no Kobumi)Hills and fields still look 
Like those of the ninth day 
Of the New Year!

Haru tachi-te 
mada kokonoka no 
noyama kana.

haru: spring. kokonoka: the ninth day (of the month). mada: still
tachi (renyo) *- tatsu (yodan, vi.): to stand, start, pass, elapse 
noyama: hills and fields. no: a field. yama: a mountain, hill

This was a greeting haiku to Fubaku (<hJI||§ific , 
a disciple)

looked like those of winter 
the approach 
snow, mist,

7-1700,
The hills and fields still 

but Basho felt already a slight change in them:

a warrior of the Iga-
Tod 6 clan composed at Fubaku-tei.

of spring, 
etc.,

describe the delicate change in nature.

Instead of using those words, such as cold, warm, 
Basho just used "the ninth day of the New Year" alone to
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(Sho-6 Ku-shu Sok6)*Apart from the heart 
Of Akokuso, the ume blossoms 
Are still fragrant as they were!

Akokuso no 
kokoro mo shira-zu 
ume no hana.

the name of Ki no Tsurayuki (#£ 868?~945) in his childhood
mo: a ptc. for stress

shira (raizen) «- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know, 
ume: a Japanese apricpt, Prunus mume.

Akokuso: 
kokoro: heart.

zu (shushi, aux. v.): negative 
hana: a flower, blossom

This is a parody of the following poem by Ki no Tsurayuki:

SA-SjI do not really know someone's heart,
But these ume blossoms are still fragrant 
Just as they used to be!
Hito wa isa kokoro mo shira-zu furusato wa, 
hana zo raukashi no ka ni nioi-keru.

(Kokin Waka-Shu & Hyakunin Isshu)

Basho expressed his appreciation for Fubaku's unchanged friendship and warm 
hospitality at his old home with ume trees.

* A selection of haikai which is a manuscript of (Sho-o Ku-Shu, sp] ^ ) ,
compiled by Doho (fljl n|S +. 1657-1730) before 1709.

S £ £j ^ 9 fc ffi i [59 <D m <0 7E r*n»?gj*I 276

Send forth your fragrance, 
The ume blossoms on the hill 
Where peat is being dug!

(Ariso-umi)*

Ka ni nioe 
uni horu oka no 
ume no hana.

uni = deitan ($Ei*s£) : a local name of "peat" 
nioe (raeirei: imperative) *- niou (yodan, vi.): to smell 
horu (rentai) •«- horu (yodan, vt.): to dig, mine 

ume no hana: ume blossoms

ka = kaori = nioi: smell.

oka: a hill.

The preface reads:
"There is a thing named "uni" in the castle town of Iga. It smells very bad!"

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Roka ($Hb), published in 1695 with its 
pair (Tonamiyama, The two books together are called (R5ka-Shu).
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(Sho-o Ku-Shu Sok5)Even the sound of blowing his nose 
With his fingers, is allowed:
-- Ume blossoms in full bloom!

Tebana kamu 
oto sae ume no 
sakari kana.

tebana: blowing nose with one's fingers, blowing one's nose on the ground
vt.): to blow (one's nose)-kamu (rentai) *- kamu (yodan 

oto: a sound. sae: a ptc. meaning "even"

Quite a disgusting vulgar habit: "blowing the nose with one's fingers" is not 
a good theme in poetry, but Basho used it in such a clever, tolerable, rustic 
and humorous way, by combining it with the happy and festive atmosphere of ume 
blossoms in full bloom.

l 278-1

(Oi no Koburai)The ume blossoms
Of the only tree at Maidens' House, 
Are so graceful !

Okorago no 
hitomoto yukashi 
ume no hana.

okorago = kora: an old name for a shrine maiden (of Grand Shrine of Ise) wh 
was in charge of food offering service and dancing for the god 

According to the preface(*) to the earlier version (# 278-2) of this haiku, 
okorago here means the house for those maidens = the (Shrine) Maidens' House, 
hitomoto: the only (one) tree
yukashi: graceful, elegant, lovely, refined, charming, admirable
The combination of ume blossoms and shrine maidens makes a good match in their
gracefulness, purity and fragrance.

* "I don't see even a single tree of ume in the shrine precincts, so I have
He said, "There is no reason for that, but sinceasked a man why that is. 

olden times there has never been an ume tree here except the only tree behind
the Maidens' House

# 278—2
(Handwritten Paper)

Ume mare ni 
hitomoto yukashi 
Kora no Tachi.

The rare ume tree,
Only one, is so graceful 
At the Maidens' House!
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Through the curtain for
Deep inner rooms, ume blossoms
Of the north are glimpsed!

(Handwritten Kaishi)

Noren no
oku mono-fukashi 
kita no ume.

short split curtain hanging between rooms, or in front of a
the kind of food they serve if it is a

noren = noren: a
shop door with the shop's name or 
restaurant

the inner part where there is his wife's room, 
kita (the north) «- kita no kata: an honorific title for the wife of a noble or 

the equivalent person in high position
hokudo , a building of the north): a building for kita no kata
kita no ma a room of the north): the wife's room
They are all located in the northern part of the residence. The ume blossoms 
of the north: the tree with blossoms is in the backyard of the wife's room, 

kita (the north) means his wife: Sonome ([aj;£c, 1661 7 26, a poet, see haiku //
326 in Vol. 1) and ume symbolizes her elegant beauty.

mono-fukashi: deepoku:

The preface reads: "Ichiyu's wife
Shiba Ichiyu was a doctor and poet in Ise-Yamada whose wife was Sonome. 
This was a greeting haiku composed when he was invited to their home.

r&<7)/K£jI 280

(Oi no Kobumi)On an ume tree,
A parasite of another ume 
Grows with its blossoms!

Urae no ki ni 
nao yadorigi ya 
ume no hana.

ume no ki ni: on an ume tree, 
yadorigi: (!) a mistletoe, Viscum album L.

still, another (ume tree) 
(2) a paras i te

nao:

The preface reads:
"Meeting Ajiro Mirabu Setsudo * ($1 ft fi: p{$ If IgT , 1659~1717) —"
* Setsudo's real name was Hirokazu (?£.fi.) » the son of Hirouji (*z£ft).
He was a high-ranking priest of the Outer Shrine of Ise Grand Shrine, a 
scholar of Japanese classical literature, and a very influential poet in Ise.

This was a greeting haiku to Setsudo lauding the poetical elegance inherited 
from his father, 
ing out of a fine old ume tree.

Basho likened him to a new young parasite of urae tree grow-
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(Oi no Kobumi)Let me ask you first 
About the name of a thing:
-- The young leaves of reed!

Mono no na o 
mazu tou ashi no 
wakaba kana.

mono: a thing, 
tou (rentai) tou (yodan, vt.) : to ask, question
ashi = yoshi = hama-ogi: (common) reed, reed grass, Phragmites communis Trin. 
wakaba: young leaves

mazu: first (of all)na: a name.

"fitfaj#" (*) (Ryu no Shosha)
Shosha (jnjlir) was his pseudonym, and his real name was Tatsuno Den-emon Hiro-

He was a priest of the Outer Shrine of Ise Grand 
Shrine, a scholar of Shinto religeon, and also a haikai poet.

There is a title for this haiku:

chika (fifilF

This was a greeting haiku to Shosha who was known as an erudite scholar, ask
ing him the correct name of ashi (reed), because there was a famous proverb:

£ <0 if <0

The name of a thing changes according to the place: the ashi (reed) of Naiwa 
is the hama-ogi (reed) of Ise!

rjfoxKfcjIt 282

(Oi no Kobumi)Taros are planted,
Bedstraws grow wild near the gate 
With their new young leaves!

Imo ue-te
kado wa mugura no
wakaba kana.

kado = mon: a gate, entrance, near the gateimo = sato-imo: a taro, 
mugura = yaemugura: a bedstraw, cleavers,

Galium spurium L. var. echinospermon (Wallr.) Hayek 
wakaba: young leaves

The preface is: "A haikai party at a certain hermitage(*) 
* Nijo-ken (Zl^ff , H®ff)

a greeting haiku praising the host for his simple way of life, whoThis was
left the bedstraws growing wild near the gate, but had planted taros for him
self. Taro is considered one of the favourite foods of hermits.
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(Arano)*In the shrine precincts,
I was surprised to see the icon 
Of Buddha's Nirvana!

Karai-gaki ya 
omoi mo kake-zu 
nehan-zo.

karai-gaki: the fence of a Shinto shrine 
oraoi mo kake-zu: unexpectedly, 
nehan-zo: the icon of Buddha's Nirvana.
Nirvana is Buddha's death (Feb. 15), or the enlightenment which is the final 
goal to be attained in Buddhism.
The explanatory preface reads:
"On Feb. 15, at Tachi(**) of the Outer Shrine Shrine of Ise Grand Shrine
** A residential quarter for priests on the northern side of the shrine. Basho
was surprised to see the icon of Buddha's Nirvana within shrine pre- cincts

omoi: expectation, thought
zo: an icon, picture, image

where Buddhism was prohibited.
This is based on a poem by Rokujo Udaijin Kita-no-kata in (Kin'yo Waka-Shu) :

Kamigaki no atari to oraou yudasuki 
omoi mo kake-nu no koe kana.

From somewhere near the shrine precincts,
I hear the sound of a bell unexpec tedly!
* Also written as , which is a selection of haikai, compiled by Kakei

, 1648-1716), and published in 1689.

»£ tt *£****>«ii£# 284

It is still too cold 
to be naked in a storm 
Of February!

(Sono Fukuro)*

Hadaka ni wa 
raada Kisaragi no 
arashi kana.

hadaka: a naked (nude) body, 
"into".

ni: a particle meaning the result of a change
wa: a ptc. to take up a subject as a topic 

Kisaragi (#P^|): another name of February (see haiku // 167 in Vol. 1)
Basho used here the kanji of which mean: "to wear more clothes" with
the same pronunciation as IItHMJ.
This is based on a story of the Saint Zoga Zoga Hijiri, a Buddhist
priest, 917-1003) in (Senju-Sho) , a collecton of 103 stories closely
related to Buddhism, compiled, in a theory, by Saigyo, but not confirmed).
He received a divine message from the god of Ise Grand Shrine that he should 
throw away fame and wealth, so he gave away all his clothes to beggers, and
became naked.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Ransetau (MS)> published in 1 690.
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(Sho-o Zen-den)The first cherry blossoms 
Of the year! And fortunately 
What a beautiful day today!

Hatsu-zakura 
orishimo kyo wa 
yoki hi nari.

(of the year). 
orishimo: just happened to be.
hatsu: the first sakura: cherry blossoms, a cherry tree 

kyo: today. yoki-hi: a good day

The preface reads:
"At the first monthly meeting of haikai at Yakushiji Temple
Basho was invited to the party, and composed this as a greeting haiku to 
celebrate the first meeting of the year, with the related word of "the first 
cherry blossoms".

7E» 0 0 tit 286

(Handwritten Kaishi)Making blossoms
My lodging for twenty days:
From beginning to end!

Hana o yado ni 
hajime owari ya 
hatsuka hodo.

yado: a lodging house, an inn 
to make blossoms one's lodging = to stay among (enjoy)

hana: (cherry) blossoms, 
hana o yado ni (suru): 
blossoms for long time (20 days) 
hajime: the beginning, first, start, 
hajime owari ya = hajime kara owari made: from beginning to end

the end, lastowari:

hodo: abouthatsuka = niju-nichi: twenty days.

The preface reads:
"Staying at Hyochiku-an a villa owned by Okamoto Taiso, fS3 j§£ , a
warrior and poet of Iga-Ueno), which was so comfortable

This is based on an old poem in (Shika Waka-Shu) (inU, compiled in 1151 
~1153 by Fujiwara no Akisuke, ifC |jt > 1090~I155):

I saw them from the start of blooming till falling, 
I stayed by the flowers for twenty days!
Saki-shi yori chiri-hatsuru made mi-shi hodo ni 
hana no moto ni zo hatsuka he-ni-keru.

(These flowers were tree 
peonies, not cherry blos
soms, to be correct!)
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(Handwritten Kaishi)For these past days,
I say thanks to the blossoms: 
My farewell to them!

Kono hodo o 
hana ni rei iu 
wakare kana.

kono hodo o: for these past (twenty) days (to enjoy blossoms) 
hana ni rei iu: to say thanks to the blossoms, 
iu (rentai) «- iu (yodan, vi.): to say, deliver 
wakare: a farewell, parting, separation

rei: thanks, gratitude

The title of this haiku is:

"Tabi tatsu hi" (^££0 0: On the day when I leave.)

He left Hyochiku-an for Yoshino on March 19.

It is humorous that he said thanks to the blossoms, not to the host in this 
haiku.

# 288

(Oi no Kobumi)To my drinking friends,
I will talk about the blossoms 
Over such fine falls!

Sake-nomi ni 
katara-n kakaru 
taki no hana.

sakenorai: a drinker, drinking friends, a drunkard 
katara (raizen) *- kataru (yodan, vt.) to talk, tell 
-n = -rau (aux. v.): the speaker's will 
kakaru: (l) such, like this (adj.)

® to hang over (referring to the waterfall and cherry blossoms) 
kakaru (rentai) «- kakaru (yodan, vi.): to hang over 

taki(*): a waterfall, falls

* These are Ryuraon Falls (SIH^a) at the southern foot of Mt. Ryumondake (h|H 
IS) in Yoshino County, Nara.

This was composed at the same time as haiku // 95 in Vol. 1 .
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(Handwritten Kaishi)Under the blossoms,
I feel like a man in utai 
Sleeping on my journey!

Hana no kage 
utai ni ni-taru 
tabi-ne kana.

hana no kage: under the blossoms
utai = yokyoku: A term denoting the sung portion of Hoh. The term yokyoku is 

used when referring to it in a literary context.
ni ni-taru: (a man) looked like
ni (renyo) «- niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to look like 
taru (rentai) *- taru (aux. v.): perfect 
tabi-ne: sleeping on journey

There is an explanatory preface:
"Travelling in Yamato Province, 
master of the house was very kind and hospitable -

I stayed overnight at a farmer's house. The

There are many stories in "utai" (yokyoku) about the travellers who asked for 
(see haiku // 110 for yokyoku "Hachi no Ki")a night's lodging.

0 Sift1? B * KES«I§ 290

(Oi no Kobumi)Isn't it amazing 
I walk five or six ri everyday 
For cherry blossoms?

Sakura-gari 
kidoku ya hibi ni 
go ri roku ri.

sakura-gari: cherry blossom viewing
gari (euphonic change) «- kari: hunting -* momiji-gari: mapleviewing 
kidoku = kitoku: something admirable -» amazing (-♦ stupid) 
hibi ni: everyday 
1 ri: about 4 kilometers 
go (five) ri: about 20 km. 6 (six) ri: about 24 km.

Basho didn't mind walking over 20 km. everyday during the cherry blossom 
season.

In this haiku, he humorously admires himself, but he knows at the same time 
that it is probably too much enthusiasm, and people would think that he is 
crazy!
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(Oi no Kobumi)A spring rain trickles down 
Along the flowered trees 
To feed this spring!

Harusame no 
koshita ni tsutau 
shimizu kana.

shimizu: a springkoshita: under the tree.harusame: a spring rain, 
tsutau (rentai) *- tsutau (yodan, vi.): to trickle down (along a tree trunk)

This haiku is entitled: , Koke-Shimizu (*)

It is a spring near the old site of Saigyo's hermitage in 
known as "Toku-toku no izumi" because of his waka: 
and # 263 in this book)

Yoshino which is 
(see haiku // 17 in Vol. 1

Basho's famous haiku of this spring is:

LiEffjmt < t <
(Nozarashi Kiko)

Dew still drops and drops,
I would like to try to use it 
For rinsing this world!

Tsuyu toku-toku 
kokoromi ni ukiyo 
susuga-baya.

# 292

(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)*As the frozen ground melts,
The spring water drops just enough 
To moisten my brush!

Ite-toke-te 
fude ni kumi-hosu 
shimizu kana.

ite (renyo) «- itsu (shimo-ni, vi.) = iteru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to freeze 
toke (renyo) «- toku (shirao-ni, vi.) = tokeru (Mod. J.): to melt, thaw 
ite-toku: the frozen ground melts as spring comes

shimizu: a spring 
kumi (reny5) *- kurau (yodan, vt.): to draw (water) 
hosu (rentai) hosu (yodan, vt.): to dry 
kumi-hosu: to draw up all the water (no more left)

fude: a (writing) brush.

This is considered a revised version of haiku 0 263.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Furaikuni (£#$), published in 1696.
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(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)The dawn of the mountain
Looks the same, but changes soon
With blossoms in full bloom!

Hana-zakari 
yama wa higoro no 
as aborake.

hana-zakari: blossoms in full bloom, 
higoro: usually, habitually, always, 
asaborake = akebono = yoake: dawn, daybreak
This is entitled: Jj-jz,p (= c?!!?): Yoshino (noted for cherry blossoms). 
As it brightens, blossoms make an entirely different scene.

yama: the mountain of Yoshino 
higoro no: the same as usual

I 299

I still want to see
The face of the god at dawn
When blossoms begin to show!

(Oi no Ko-Bumi)

Nao mi-tashi 
hana ni ake-yuku 
kami no kao.

nao: still. mi-tashi: I should like to see 
rai (renyo) «- miru (kami-ichi, vt.) : to see, look at, view

hana: a flower, blossom 
ake (renyo) «- aku (shimo-ni , vi.) = akeru (Mod. J.): to dawn

ake-yuku: it dawns gradually

-tashi (aux.v.): wish.

yuku = iku (rentai & shushi): to go. 
kami: a (Shinto) god(*).
* This is the god named "Hi tokotonushi" (—H*:I£), a rival of the Emperor Yu
ry aku (K£H£;^J||) in (Kojiki) , enshrined at the foot of Mt. Kazuraki (l|:$c|lj , 
960 m.): a sacred mountain in Sugendo , mountaineering asceticism, a 
Shintoistic religion of mountain worship, which developed later into a com
plicated mixture with Esoteric Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, etc.).

kao: a face

The founder of Sugendo, semi 1egendary sorcerer: En no Gy5ja , ?~?, the 
late 7th c.), ordered Hi tokotonushi to build a rock bridge between Mt. Kazura
ki and Mt. Yoshino, but he worked only at night, disappearing at dawn, because 
his face was so ugly that he didn't want to be seen by anybody else in the 
light, accordingly the bridge was not completed.
In yokyoku (Kazuraki), Hi tokotonushi appears as a goddess, and talks about the 
unfinished rock bridge.

Basho exaggeratedly wanted to see the face of the god who had disappeared at 
dawn. When the cherry blossoms appear, the face of the god disappears 
probably still working to build the bridge!
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(Oi no Koburai)On Buddha's birthday, 
What a coincidence!
-- A baby deer was born!

Kambutsu no 
hi ni umare-au 
ka-no-ko kana.

kambutsu = karabutsu-e On April 8, the birthday of Gotama Shakyamuni
known as Hana-Matsuri 9 ) , is

At Buddhist temples, people pour amacha(*), a 
Kambutsu-e is the name of

(Siddhartha), the founder of Buddhism, 
celebrated throughout Japan, 
kind of sweet tea, over a small image of Buddha.

(see haiku # 291-1, 291-2 in Vol. 1)the ceremony.
* Hydrangea macrophylla (Thunb.) Seringe ssp. serrata (Tunb.) Makino var.

oaraacha Makino.
ka = shika: a deer. ko: babyka no ko: a baby deer.hi: a day.

unare (renyS) *- umaru (shirao-ni, vi.): to be born, come into being
-au (rentai) *r au (yodan, vt.): to meet, coincide with, happen to be together
umare-au: Both Buddha and the baby deer just happen to have been born on the 
same day.
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(Oi no Kobumi)A deer horn is now 
Growing to part into two: 
— We are parting, also!

Shika no tsuno 
raazu hito-fushi no 
wakare kana.

shika: a deer. raazu: first, now
hito-fushi: the first section of the horn before it is split into two branches 
hito = hitotsu = ichi: one (see haiku 0 166 in Vol. 1 for numerals) 
fushi: a joint, knot, melody

tsuno: a horn.

wakare: parting, separation, farewell

The preface reads:
"Parting from ray old friends(*) in Nara —"
* Ensui (SfcSd) , Takutai (4t|§j), (Baiken) , Risetsu (^IJHf), etc. from Iga.

The dear horn changes every year, 
early summer to part into its two branches.
"hito-fushi no wakare" means:

(I) parting (into two branches) after the first section of the horn 
© ending our meeting (with friends) once

A new soft horn covered with skin grows in
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How delightful to cool myself,
By the green rice fields, hearing 
The sound of water!

s
Tanoshisa ya 
aota ni suzumu

(A Copy of Handwritten Kaishi)

mizu no oto. If

tanoshi-sa: delightful (-ness), pleasantness, joyfulness 
-sa is a suffix to make an abstract noun out of an adjective, 
aota: a green rice field, 
suzumu (rentai) *- suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool oneself, enjoy the cool breeze

!»

ni: in. mizu: water. oto: a sound
:

There is a long preface to this haiku, but the translation is omitted. 
This is a greeting haiku in praise of beautiful green rice fields.

■)l! y
! iiii 298 !' -

(Oi no Ko-Bumi)To talk about the iris, 
Is one of the delights 
Of my journey!

Ill;
! •i

Kaki tsuba ta 
kataru mo tabi no 
hitotsu kana.

kakitsubata: a rabbit-ear iris, Iris laevigata Fischer 
kataru (yodan, vi.): to talk 
tabi: a journey. hitotsu: one (of the delights of my journey)

This is based on the word-play type poem of "kakitsubata" in (ise Monogatari, 
Chap. 9) by Ariwara no Narihira 825~880) . (see haiku # 210)

|| : 

!«'
"The preface says: In Ozaka (Osaka)
* Issho (-£ =
haikai friend in Iga who had moved to Osaka later.

at the house of a certain person(*) 
Yasukawa Yaemon), a paper merchant, an old

II

|j

Issho's waki qj : the 2nd verse of renku, jH'nJ) was:

IThe scent of blossoms on a mountain trail 
Still remains on my hat.

Yamaji no hana no 
nokoru kasa no ka.

Daisan (S —the 3rd verse) by Mangiku (= Tokoku) was:
S

Asa-zukiyo 
kami hosu ita ni 
ake-some-te.

A wan daybreak moon!
A paper drying board is 
Showing as it dawns. ii
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(Oi no Ko-Bumi)The moon is bright, but 
I feel as if the master were absent: 
- The summer of Suma!

Tsuki wa are-do 
rusu no yo-nari 
Suma no natsu.

tsuki: the moon 
rusu: absence, to be absent 
natsu: summer 
are-do: there is , but
are (izen) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj., vi.): t0 be, exist 
-do = domo (a conjunctive ptc.): although 
no yo-nari: I feel as if (the master of a house were absent), It is like 
-nari (aux.v.): affirmative

• • •
there is (are)

Suma is located about 7 km. to the west of K5be, and noted as a lonely place 
with the moon in autumn.
e.g. (The Tale of Genji) ) , yokyoku: (Hatsukaze) (l£-ffi: f&JSj

In this haiku, he meant that he felt Lo be missing something even though he 
could see the bright moon, because it was the moon of summer, not that of 
autumn.
His expression here is comic: "I feel as if I were visiting a house while the 
master is absent!".

# 300

While viewing the moon,
I feel as if something were missing - 
The summer of Suma!

(Oi no Ko-bumi)

Tsuki mi-te mo 
mono-tara-wa-zu ya 
Suma no natsu.

mi (renyo) *• miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see, look at, view 
-te: a conjunctive ptc. for a simple connection 
mo: an emphatic ptc. 
mono-tara-wa-zu ya: (it is) not enough, something short (or missing) 
tara (mizen) «- taru (yodan, vi.): to be enough, suffice 
wa: a relative ptc. denoting stress 
zu (aux. v.): negative.

mono: a thing

ya: an interjectional ptc.

This is probably an earlier version of haiku // 299, because the meaning is 
almost the same.
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(Oi no Ko-Bu/ni)A fisherman's face, first,
Has appeared out of his house 
By poppy flowers!

Ama no kao
mazu mi-raruru ya
keshi no hana.

mazu: first of allkao : a face. 
mi (mizen) miru (kami-ichi, vt.) : to see 
-raruru (rentai) «- raru (aux. v.): spontaneous, possible
keshi: an opium poppy, Papaver somniferum L. which is considered to have been 
brought from China or India during the Muromachi Period (1 393~1466).

ama: a fisherman.

The preface to this haiku in (Oi no Ko-Bumi) is :
"The dawn is getting whiter from the side of the sea, where a cuckoo might 
come out to sing, the ears of barley on a higher level are getting brownish, 
and the poppy flowers are seen blooming here and there near the fishermen's 

"Suma no ama" (A fisherman of Suraa) sounds musical in pronunciation, 
and appeared often in the classics of Japanese literature.
houses."

rsw/j'ijI 302

(Oi no Ko-Burai)Did I hear a cuckoo's voice, 
Near the arrowhead, used by 
A fisherman of Suma?

Suma no ama no 
ya-saki ni naku ka 
hototogisu.

saki: a headyasaki: an arrowhead, 
ni: at, ahead of, in the direction of 
naku (rentai) «- naku (yodan, vi.): to call, sing

ya: an arrow.

hototogisu: a cuckooka: interrogative, exclamatory.

"According to (Oi no Ko-Bumi), the fishermen catch fish named "kisugo(*)" by 
using a fishing net, and dry them on the sand beach, where crows fly down to

The fishermen hate them, and scare them away by 
It is not what fishermen are supposed to do.

pick and steal them away, 
shooting arrows.
this is a remnant of the old warriors' practice, because there are old sites

I wonder if

of civil wars near here. It seems to me that they are guilty."
* kisugo = kisu: Sillago japonica. This is a small white meat fish good to 
eat, especially good for tempura.
This haiku shows his disappointment, because his classical image of elegant 
Suma was destroyed by what he had actually seen: the merciless fishermen.
He realizes, however, that to make a living in one's real life is not easy!
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(Oi no Ko-Bumi)Suma-dera Temple!
I hear the sound of the unplayed flute, 
In the shade of green leaves!

Suraa-dera ya 
fuka-nu fue fue kiku 
koshita-yami.

The official name is Fukushoji Temple 
the flute used by Taira no Atsumori ,
Kuraagai Jiro Naozane » 1141-1208, who felt so guilty and later

according to
The flute is known as "Aoba no Fue" (W ^ : The

This haiku is based on the waka about the flute:

It is noted forSuma-dera:
1169-1184) who was killed by

a Buddhist priest to console the spirit of Atsumoribecame
legend) at the age of 16.
Flute of Green Leaves).

Fuka-ne-domoEven without playing on it,
oto ni kikoe-teThe sound of the bamboo flute
fue-take noCan be heard loud enough,
yoyo no mukashi o 
omoi koso yare. 

fuka (raizen) «- fuku (yodan, vi.): to play on (flute), blow 
-nu (rentai) *- zu (aux. v.): negative, 
kiku (rentai, shushi, yodan, vt.): to hear, listen to 
koshita-yarai: the dark shade under the green leaves of trees

Look back to the past, 
And think about it!

fue = yokobue: a (bamboo) flute

m itj*a 304

Dear snail! Stretch your horns, 
And divide them each towards 
Suma and Akashi!

(Sarumino)*

Katatsuburi 
tsuno furi-wakeyo 
Suma Akashi.

katatsuburi = katatsumuri = denden-mushi: a (land) snail.
tsuno: a horn. furi (reny5) «- furu (yodan, vt.): to swing, wave, (stretch) 
wakeyo (raeirei) «- waku (shirao-ni, vt.) = wakeru (Mod. J.): to divide, part 
Akashi is about 12 km. to the west of Suma along the Seto Inland Sea coast.
The preface reads:
"The distance between Suma and Akashi is so close that we can reach by crawl
ing" (**) . Now I understand it." ** taken from (The Tale of Genji, Chap. Suma) 
Basho probably thought of Chuang-tzu's story of "the Fighting on the
Horns of a Snail" > HUHIM), and the poem by Po Chii i 777-
846): mm):
What are they fighting for on the horns of a snail? (the 1st 
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Kyorai & Boncho, published in 1691.

only tra.)verse
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(Basho-o Shinseki Shui)*Having washed my feet,
I fell asleep with my clothes on: 
-- A night soon dawning!

Ashi aro-te 
tsui ake-yasuki 
maro-ne kana.

sleeping with one's clothes onashi: a foot (feet). maro-ne = maru-ne:
ar5-te (eu. chan.: u-ombin, pronounced aro-te «- arau-te) *- arai^-te

tsui = sugu (adverb): soonarai (renyo) *- arau (yodan, vt.) : to wash, 
ake (renyo) «- aku (shimo-ni, vi.) = akeru: to dawn
yasuki (rentai) «- yasushi (adj. ku conj.) = yasui: easy (J?^'), cheap (§£f(/N) 
ake-yasuki: (a short summer night) which dawns soon (early)

* A collection of the copies of Bashd's handwritten material by Daichu (^jfe) .
this haiku is registered as an unconfirmed haiku )In most books,

except Eizo Kon's (Basho Ku-Shu), published by Shinchosha in 1982.

^ii # ^ Ax^ /cl 306

(Letter to Ensui)The grateful figure!
I will make a bow to him: 
The f1ower of iris!

Arigataki 
sugata oga-man 
kakitsuba ta.

sugata: a figurearigataki: grateful, honourable, respectable, 
ogama (mizen) «- ogamu (yodan, vt.): to worship, pray (to), bow (to)
-n (rentai) «- -n = -mu (aux. v.): the speaker's will 
kakitsubata: a rabbit-ear iris, Iris laevigata Fischer. 
There is an explanatory preface:
"At the site of Yamazaki Sokan's (l_Utflpf^, ?~1539? a haikai poet) residence,
the haiku(*) which was jokingly composed by Konoe-dono (**) , came to my mind -"

*
S5kan ga
sugata o mire-ba 
gakitsubata. (not kakitsubata) 

gaki is a Sanskrit word "preta" used in Buddhism, it means a man living in the 
world just one rank higher than hell, but always thirsty, hungry and starving, 
so he is very skinny except a swollen belly. (A bad child is sometimes calld 
so, too!) S5kan looked that skinny. ** Konoe Maehisa 1 536~1612),

Sdkan’s waki was: |£j£A/ t tl ll S 0) 2R tK :

Looking at the figure 
Of Sokan, he looks like
A skinny iris!

an influential court noble.
would drink, the mountain stream water in summer!

But their life spans do not coincide properly timewise!

If I
Noma-n to sure-ba natsu no

sawa mizu.
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(Sho-6 Ku-Shu)*The flower of a flag 
Has withered overnight, 
Just as Motome died!

Hana-ayarae 
ichiya ni kare-shi 
Motome kana.

ayame: a flag, Iris sanguinea Donn.hana-ayame: the flower of a flag, 
ichiya: overnight.
kare (renyo) «- karu (shirao-ni, vi.) = kareru (Mod. J.): to wither (die)
-shi (rentai) «- ki (aux. v.): perfect, past

the name of a wakashu-kabuki actor who played a role of a beautiful 
(see haiku If 148 for wakashu-kabuki)

Motome:
young man.

The preface reads:
"Invited by a townsman on May 4

Therefore
I saw the stage of Yoshioka Motome (cffSj^ 

this is a memorial haiku for him flK) • He died on the 5th.
May 5 is Tango no Sekku (see haiku If 147 and If 149 in Vol. 1), so Basho com
pared him to a beautiful flag.
* A collectionn of Basho's hokku arranged according to the date

Ayame? and Motom£ make a pun.
compiled by

Dohd who started writing his manuscript in 1688 and finished by 1706.

rm«®jIZ <# 308

(Mitsu no Kao)What a sight: these fireflies!
Let me compare them with the moon 
Of Tagoto no Tsuki!

Kono hotaru 
Tagoto no Tsuki ni 
kurabe-rai-n.

hotaru: a firefly, lightning bug, Lampyridae, about 30 varieties in Japan 
kono: this (these). 
ta-goto: every paddy field, 
tagoto no tsuki literally means: the moon reflected in each of many paddy 
fields (small patches on the side of a hill). The most famous place for that 
is on the mountainside of Mt. Karaurigi (= Mt. Obasute, see haiku If 118 in Vol. 
1) in Sarashina (Nagano) where Basho was heading for, and it has become a 
proper noun: Tagoto no Tsuki.
kurabe (renyo) ♦* kurabu (shirao-ni, vt.) = kuraberu (Mod. J.): to compare 
mi (mizen) *- miru (karai-ichi, vt.): to see, try 
-n = -mu (shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will

ta: a paddy (rice) field.
tsuki: the moon.

-goto (suffix): every

The preface reads: "Planning a journey of the Kiso route (part of the Naka- 
sendo Highway: I stayed in Otsu, and went to Seta to see the 
fireflies —" (hundreds of large fireflies were seen there in those days!)
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(Copy of Handwritten Kaishi)With the image of 
Yoshino in the background,
I see the fireflies of Seta!

Me ni nokoru 
Yoshino o Seta no 
hotaru kana.

me: an eye
nokoru (rentai) *- nokoru (yodan, vi.): to remain
Yoshino: the name of a place in Nara noted for cherry blossoms

the name of a place on the southern shore of Lake Biwa noted for fire
flies, the Chinese bridge over the Seta River and the sunset glow 
hotaru: a firefly which is the title of this haiku

Seta:

Basho tried to combine the present sight of fireflies with the past image of 
the cherry blossoms of Yoshino still remaining in his memory.

r#*lijUtOBj*fi 310

(Haikai Zengo-en)*The world is in summer, 
But I feel so cool as if 
Floating on the waves!

Yo no natsu ya 
kosui ni ukamu
nami no ue.

yo: the world, 
kosui = mizu-umi: Lake Biwa in this case
ukamu (rentai, shushi, yodan, vi.) = ukabu (Mod. J.): to float 

ue: on, over 
nami no ue: on the waves (water)

natsu: summer

nami: a wave.

This haiku is entitled "At Otsu", but there is a preface to an earlier version 
which reads: "Having a good time at the house of Ikari Sakuboku (^ BIf , of 
whom we have no knowledge)."

This was a greeting haiku to the host: Sakuboku who invited Basho to his 
house, which was located on the shore of Lake Biwa.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Gonsui (Ikenishi, jfe E® If TjC ) , published in 
1689.
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(Copy of Handwritten Kaishi)The Lake has cleared up,
But still raining on Mt. Hiei: 
The weather of May!

Umi wa hare-te 
Hie furi-nokosu 
satsuki kana.

umi = raizu-umi = Lake Biwa: the largest freshwater lake in Japan, measuring:
the area of 673 sq.km., 85 m. above sea level, 104 m. at the deepest, 

wa: a relative particle: as for
hare (renyo) «- haru (shimo-ni, vi.) = hareru (Mod. J.): to clear up

848 m. high soaring on the southern shore of Lake 
There is a famous Buddhist Temple named Enryakuji which was founded

Hiei = Hieizan = Mt. Hiei:
Biwa.
by the Priest Sicho (^^ , 767~822) near the top.

furi (renyo) «- furu (yodan, vi.): it rains, (a rain) falls 
nokosu (rentai) «- nokosu (yodan, vt.): to leave (it as it is) 
satsuki = May (of the lunar calendar)
The preface reads: "At the end of May, I have climbed up a pavilion with a 
lake view owned by a certain person."

lit,'6*,'6 vat ftt 312

(Copy of Handwritten Kaishi)The bottle gourd flowers 
Look alike, but in autumn, 
Gourds of various shapes!

Yugao ya
aki wa iroiro no 
fukube kana.

yugao: a white flowered gourd, bottle gourd,
Lagenaria siceraria (Molina) Standi, var. clavata Ser.

The fruit is thinly shaven like noodles and dried to make "kampyo" which is 
used for "norimaki" (sushi).
A hardened fruit (hollowed) makes a good container like a bottle for liquid 
or grains which used to be called "fukube". 

aki: autumn.
fukube: see yugao = hisago (gfi , ^) (= hyotan
According to (Saida-k5hon, ,
container made of a gourd, 
enjoying the cool air. 
cool air).
In this haiku, both "ya and kana" are used. It is permissible here, because 
"ya" is for the flowers which he is now looking at, and "kana" is for the 
gourds to be seen in autumn — an interesting contrast! (Tokai Donto,
: {Basho Ku-Kai,

iroiro: variety. iroiro no: various

this haiku was written on a charcoal- 
He composed it while looking at the flowers 

This haiku is entitled: "Suzumi" ($K<^-: Enjoying the
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The bindweed flowers 
Look drowsy in the daytime 
Owing to a short night!

(Shohaku's Handwritten Kaishi)*Hirugao no 
mijika-yo neburu 
hiruma kana.

hirugao: a bindweed, Calystegia japonica Choisy
In Chinese herb medicine, it is written as a good diuretic,

mijika: stem part of mijikashi = mijikai (Mod. J.): short
mijika-yo: a short night.

(the flower is diurnal)

hiruma: (in the) daytimeyo = yoru: night, 
neburu (rentai) *- neburu (yodan, vi.) = nemuru (Mod. J.): to sleep
The preface reads: "At the meeting of June 6, 1688"
The meaning of this haiku is: "A summer night is short, so bindweed flowers
didn't have enough sleep, that's why they look sleepy in the daytime!"
This was a greeting hokku of kasen to Kiko (isfl^) in appreciation of his hos- 

Basho wanted to say that he was enjoying a comfortable and relaxingpita1ity.
stay just like a bindweed flower drowsing in the daytime.
Kiko's waki was:

If only there were at least 
A green wall covered with ivy!

* Shohaku (Esa, 1650~1722), a physician, became a disciple of Basho
in 1685, but left him later, because he could not follow Basho's new lines.

Seme-te suzushiki 
tsuta no ao-kabe.

// 314

(In-futagi)*By the bindweed flowers,
I wish I could take a nap 
As I pass Toko no Yama!

Hirugao ni 
hirune-sho mono 
Toko no Yama.

hirune: a (an afternoon) naphirugao: see haiku # 313.
-sh5 = (shi-yo, Mod. J.) «- seu (eu. chan.) semu = se + mu
se (mizen) «- su (sa-line irreg.: se, shi, su, suru, sure, seyo; vi.): to do 
-mu (rentai) *- -mu = -n (aux. v.): the speaker's will 
moto: a noun denoting a wish: I wish I could
Toko no Yama is the name of a place near Hikone on the Nakasendo Highway. Toko 
means a bed, and yama is a mountain. It was often mentioned in old waka poems 
linked with the word "to sleep". It was also written as
This was written in a letter to Riyu (Kono, ?Rl!!p^E}3, 1662~1705, a disciple,
Buddhist priest in Hikone) when Basho stayed at Obari near Toko no Yama.
His wish is expressed: "I wish I could drop in at your house to take a nap!"
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Riyu & Kyoriku, published in 1697.
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(Oi Nikki)I wish to stay here till
The goosefoot grows big enough
To make a walking stick.

Yadori-se-n 
akaza no tsue ni 
naru hi made.

yadori: staying at an inn, lodging, 
se (mizen) su (sa-line irreg., vi.): to do 
-n = rau (aux. v.): the speaker's will 
akaza: a goosefoot, Chenopodium album L. 
tsue: a walking stick, staff 
~ ni naru: to become ~.

se-n = se + n

var. centrorubrum Makino

tillhi: a day, time, date, 
naru (rentai) «- naru (yodan, vi.): to become, make

made :

This was a greeting hokku to Kihaku (BW, a Buddhist priest) when he stayed 
at his temple: Myoshoji (|If£-$.#1 > appreciating his hospitality.
Buddhist monks like to eat the young leaves of a goosefoot which becomes a 
hard but light walking stick when fully grown.
would like to continue his journey with the walking stick of a goosefoot.

He meant implicitly that he

J§ 316

(Handwritten Kaishi)In the mountain shade,
I would like to rest awhile 
Facing a melon field!

Yamakage ya 
mi o yashinawa-n 
uri-batake.

yamakage: the mountain shade. mi: the body
yashinawa (mizen) «- yashinau (yodan, vt.): to recuperate oneself, rest, foster 
-n (rentai & shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will 
uri-batake: a melon field. uri: a melon. -batake «- hatake: a field

The explanatory preface reads:
"Accepting an invitation from a certain Rakugo * (^^p) , I intended to re
cuperate myself from the fatigue of a long journey, in the cool shade of pine 
trees of Mt. Inaba ** (fllJjlU!) —"

* A wealthy merchant of drapery in Gifu whose real name was Yasukawa Sukeemon 
** The old name of Kinkazan Hill (&^|ll) 329 m. high.

This is a greeting poem to Rakugo, appreciating his kind invitation.
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(Oi Nikki)Comparing the frail child 
To a flower, I find none 
In the summer field!

Moroki hito ni 
tatoe-n hana mo 
natsu-no kana.

moroki (rentai) «- moroshi (adj. ku-conj.) = moroi (Mod. J.): frail, fragile
hito: a man, person = the deceased child of the host = the frail child 
tatoe (mizen) tatou (shimo-ni, vt.) = tatoeru (Mod. J.): to compare ~ to ~ 
-n (rentai) «- -n = -mu (aux. v.): supposition, appropriateness, will 

natsu-no: a summer field. no: a fieldhana: a flower. natsu: summer.

There is a note by the editor in (Oi Nikki): "Condoling with Rakugo, the host, 
on the death of his child".

hana mo natsu-no -♦ hana mo nai (no flower)

A field of summer grass without flowers is used here as a symbol of sadness.

r&HfejU 318

(Oi Nikki)The cicadas '
Are so loud that the temple bell 
Would start resounding!

voices

Tsuki-gane mo 
hibiku-yo-nari 
semi no koe.

tsuki-gane = tsuri-gane = kane: a temple bell 
mo: a ptc. meaning addition, juxtaposition, stress
hibiku (rentai) «- hibiku (yodan, vi.): to sound, resound, echo, ring 
-yo-nari = gotoshi: (it is) just like as if ~, something like ~

koe: a voicesemi: a cicada, locust (US), Cicadoiadea.

This is entitled: Inaba-yama (^Hl-lJ , Mt. Inaba, see haiku // 316, a replica of 
the Gifu Castle was rebuilt on the top in 1956, which was originally built by 
Nikaid5 Yukiraasa: in the Kamakura Period, then expanded by Saito

1494~1556: irT/HiilH, then occupied by Oda Nobunaga, 15 34^ 1 582: E3Dosan
«*)

* Gifu is noted for "ukai" (^|^, the cormorant fishing: a traditional way of 
catching fish by using birds: cormorants, see haiku // 111 in Vol. 1) on the 
Nagara River, and also for making special lanterns known as Gifu chochin (tff£j|L 
#§£]*: paper lanterns) .
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(Handwritten Kaishi)The castle site!
Let me first see the spring 
Of the old well!

Shiro-ato ya 
furui no shimizu 
raazu towa-n.

ato: an old site, ruins 
shimizu: spring water 
towa-n: I will visit ~

shiro: a (feudal) castle, fortress, 
furu-i = furu-ido: an old well, 
mazu: first (of all), 
towa (raizen) *- tou (yodan, vt.): to visit, see 
-n = -rau (aux. v.): the speaker's will

According to (Basho Ku-Sen Nen-Ko, by Sckisui (^^), this is
based on a waka by Saigyo in (Saigyo Monogatari, (which is also in
(Sanka-Shu, UJ^^>) :

Sumu hito no 
kokoro kuma-ruru 
izumi kana 
mukashi o ika ni 
omoi-izu-ran.

This is the spring
Where clear water is drawn,
As clear as the heart of the resident. 
I wonder how he recollects 
The past old days!

"The preface reads: A certain Kisaburo (Umi^^) invited me often to his 
villa at the foot of Mt. Inaba for enjoying the cool breeze

rgsi&j# 320

Oh, nothing like this!
The vinegared sweet smelt of 
The Nagara River!

(Oi Nikki)

Mata ya tagui 
Nagara no kawa no 
ayu-naraasu.

raata ya tagui-nashi = mata to nai (Mod. J.): there is nothing else 
tagui-Nagara no = tagui nakara-n: There won't be anything like this! (the vin

egared sweet smelt of the Nagara River) 
tagui: a kind, sort. The Nagara River: noted for the cormorant fishing 
ayu: a sweet smelt (a small fish living in the clear water of a river) 
naraasu: a dish of raw fish (sweet smelt) and vegetables seasoned in vinegar

The preface reads: "I was invited to see the famous cormorant fishing when it 
People were seated under the trees at the foot of Mt.became dark, 

raising their sake cups —"
Inaba,
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(Handwritten Kaishi)Even in summer,
I just see a single leaf 
Of a tongue fern!

Natsu ki-te mo 
tada hitsu-ba no 
hito-ha kana.

ki (renyo) *- ku (ka-line irreg.) = kuru (Mod. J.): to comenatsu: summer, 
ki-te mo: even when I come

tada: only
hitotsu-ba: a tongue fern, Japanese felt fern,

Pyrrosia lingua (Thunb.) Farwell
hito = hitotsu = ichi: one (see haiku // 166 in Vol. 1 for numerals) 
ha: a leaf

mo: stress.

all other plants look lush with dense leaves except a tongue leaf 
which looks sad with a single leaf in a mountain cove.
In summer

mmmj0 322

(Arano)There is no simile
For the beauty of the crescent moon 
Of the third night!

Nani-goto no 
mi-tate ni mo ni-zu 
mika no tsuki.

nani-goto: nothing
mi-tate = hiyu (j^D^) = tatoe (H): a simile 
ni mo ni-zu: ~ doesn't resemble, ~ is not like 
ni (mizen) «- niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to resemble 
zu (shushi, aux. v.): negative 
mika no tsuki = mikazuki: the moon on the third night of the month of the 

lunar calendar, a crescent moon, 
mika = raikka: the third day (night) 

tsuki: the moon

(it) is 1ike

a new moon

no: of.

According to the title, this was composed on July 3.

A crescent moon was often compared in Japanese literature to various things 
such as a sword, boat, eyebrow, sickle, 
that nothing of those artificial and arbitrary names was more beautiful than 
the real moon itself.

bow, fishhook, etc. but Basho meant
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(Oi Nikki)In the fields of early rice 
Harvested partly, I hear 
The voice of a snipe.

Kari-ato ya 
wase kata-kata no 
shigi no koe.

kari-ato: a paddy field already harvested
kari (renyo) «- karu (yodan, vt.) to harvest, reap
ato: the space (a paddy field) after (the harvest)
wase: an early-ripening variety of rice plant, an early rice plant 
kata-kata (Ycfi) = kataho (Mod. J.) = kata-ippo: one of a pair, one side

koe: a voiceshigi: a sandpiper, snipe.

Basho parodied the famous waka in (Sanka-Shu, 1-U^^) by Saigyo (jZIfT):

Kokoro-naki
mi ni mo aware wa
shira-re-keri
shigi tatsu sawa no
aki no yugure.

Although I have left 
The secular world,
How deeply I am impressed
By the beauty of autumn evening
When a snipe flies away out of a marsh!

Basho used the paddy fields instead of a marsh!
The preface reads: "At Hozoji Temple in the paddy fields --"

# 32A

That cloud is likely
To show us, who are waiting for
A flash of lightning!

(Arano)

Ano kumo wa
inazuma o matsu 
tayori kana.

ano: that.
inazuma (||§ji|) : (a flash of) lightning, 
zuma *- tsuma: a wife (or husband), but in this case it also means a god: the 

god of rice ($8J$) who ripens rice according to (Toshi-nami-gusa,
({Matsuo Basho-Shu) by Imoto, Hori & Muramatsu, Shogakkan) 

aatsu (rentai) *- matsu (yodan, vt.) to wait 
tayori: a sign (of), letter, visit, message

kumo: a cloud, the clouds
ina «- ine: rice

Lightning is considered a good omen for a good crop of rice.
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(Haikai Chidori-Gake)What a good house this is! 
Sparrows are happy with millet 
In the backdoor field.

Yoki ie ya 
suzume yorokobu 
sedo no awa.

yoki (rentai) *- yoshi (adj. ku conj.): good 
ie: a house. suzume: a sparrow 
sedo: the backdoor, the back gate (entrance) 
awa: foxtail millet, Setaria italica Beauv.
There are two kinds:

(D 3^$$: , o-awa (Italian millet) to which Japanese foxtail millet belongs.
© /J'3K, ko- (German millet)awa

The preface reads:
"Celebrating a newly-built house(**)

** The house of Saburozaemon (zz.£1$.£$1 f3*!) , the younger brother of Shiraosato 
Chisoku (TI£flJE) , a disciple in Narurai.

0 326

Early in autumn!
The sea is another patch 
Of green paddy fields!

(Haikai Chidori-Gake)

Hatsu-aki ya 
umi mo aota no
hito-midori.

aota: a green paddy field 
ta: a paddy field 
hito = hitotsu: one

hatsu-aki: early autumn, 
ao means both "blue" and "green", 
hito-raidori: just one colour of green, 
midori: green

umi: the sea.

This haiku is entitled "The view of Narumi" (BJ| $5 IHi al) •

A scene of the Inlet of Narumi Narumi-Gata) beyond the green paddy
fields in the foreground viewed from Narumi Town.
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(Haikai Chidori-Gake)A lotus pond!
Leave the lotus as it is 
For the Bon Festival!

Hasu-ike ya 
ora-de sono-mama 
Tama-Matsuri.

i!
hasu: a lotus, Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn. 
sono-mama: as it is

hasu-ike: a lotus pond, 
ike: a pond.
ora (mizen) oru (yodan, vt.) : to break off 
-de: a conjunctive ptc. meaning "negative"
Taraa-Mat suri (3E£j§ = = ilfn) = Urabon-e (j£ fj!$ i3i ^ ) = Bon (j§£) Festival.
This is the time when our ancestors come back to this world to see how we are

snap, pick

The date used to be July 15 of the lunar calendar, but today it isdoing.
held one month later, during the period of August 13~16 in most places.
The famous festival of Okuribi (j2§ 0 tk) of Daimonji in Kyoto is the

(see haiku // 216 in Vol. 1)
A lotus leaf is broken off, because the offering of food is placed on a lotus 
leaf and served to the ancestors on a special shelf: Shoryo-dana (IfMU) •

farewell bonfire to our ancestors.

# 328

With enough millet grown, 
Nothing is scarce for the life 
In the thatched hermitage!

Awa hie ni 
toboshiku mo ara-zu 
kusa no io.

(Kakei's Handwritten Kasen Scroll)

awa: foxtail millet ni: with
hie: Japanese millet, Echinochloa utilis Owhi et Yabuno 
toboshiku (renyo) «- toboshi (adj., shiku conj.): scarce, scanty 
mo: a ptc. for stress, 
zu (aux. v.): negative, 
kusa: grass, thatch 
The explanatory preface reads:
"At the kasen party held at Chikuyo-ken (^^ff), hosted by Choko (* JsSE) on 
July 20, 1688

meager
ara (mizen) «- ari (ra-line irreg.,vi.): to be
kusa no io: a thatched hermitage
io = iori: a hermitage, hut, humble cottage

* Choko was the priest of (Sugi no) Yakushido Temple (^3§T) in Nagoya. 
Basho compared Choko to Jin Li (iSM) in a poem by Tu Fu:

rfi (ffii)
Hermit Jin Li wearing his dark hood,
Is not very poor harvesting taros and millet. (Nan Lin)

Basho lauded Ch5ko for his self-sustaining and self-sufficient life planting 
■illet in the garden near the hermitage.
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(Oi Nikki)As autumn deepens,
A butterfly seems to lick 
The chrysanthemum dew!

Aki o he-te 
ch5 mo nameru ya 
kiku no tsuyu.

cho: a butterfly 
tsuyu: dew

he (renyo) «- fu (shimo-ni, vi.) = heru (Mod. J.): (time) to pass, elapse 
he-te: passing through, (via)
nameru (shimo-ichi: Mod. J. usage) namuru (rentai) «- namu (shimo-ni, vt.) 

: to lick

aki: autumn
kiku: a chrysanthemum.

This is based on the story of yokyoku: Kiku-jid5 (HfSl: the Chrysan
themum Hermit) who is believed to have lived 800 years by drinking the sweet 
dewdrops from the miraculous chrysanthemum.

(see haiku If 177 in Vol. 1, and If 56 and If 107 in this book)

r&0f5jIf 330

(Oi Nikki)Various flowering grasses: - 
Each is showing off the merit 
Of its flowers!

Kusa iro-iro 
ono-ono hana no 
tegara kana.

ono-ono: eachkusa: grass, 
hana: a flower.

iro-iro: various, 
tegara: a merit, achievement

This is a haiku in return to those haiku, composed and presented to him by his
He meant that each haiku had a dif-disiples as he left Gifu for Sarashina. 

ferent charm just like a different flower.

This is based on a poem by an unknown poet in (Kokin Waka-Shu):

Midori naru 
hitotsu-gusa to zo 
haru wa mi-shi 
aki wa iroiro no 
hana ni zo ari-keru.

I thought I saw there,
Just one kind of green grass 
All over in spring,
But I am surprised to find there, 
Various flowers in autumn!
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(Oi Nikki)The morning glories
Are in full bloom ignoring
Our drinking party!

Asagao wa 
sakamori shira-nu 
sakari kana.

asagao: a morning glory 
sakamori: a drinking party (bout)
shira (mizen) «- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know, pay attention to 
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative
sakamori shira-nu: without paying attention to the drinking party 
sakari: (flowers are) in full bloom

The preface reads:
"People came out to the suburbs to see me off, 
teahouse

and had farewell drinks at a
II

A farewell party under the cherry blossoms, or by the chrysanthemum flowers is 
quite common, but with a morning glory is quite unusual and humorous.

rH^iKfTj*V-1 bV i. b t# 332

(Sarashiana Kiko)*Ominaeshi,
With slender and feeble stalks, look 
Almost weighed down with dew!

Hyoro-hyoro to 
nao tsuyu-keshi ya 
ominaeshi.

hyoro-hyoro to (mimetic word, onomatopoeia): slender, lanky
nao: besides, moreover, still more
tsuyu-keshi (adj., ku conj.): dewy
ominaeshi: a perennial plant with yellow flowers,

Patrinia scabiosaefolia Fisch. It grows 60~100 cm. tall.
Many tiny flowers bloom from Aug. to Oct. of the present calendar.

* A travel essay (kiko-bun: , with 11 hokku by Basho and two by 
Etsujin), written on his journey with Etsujin(*) to see the moon over Mt. Oba- 
sute in Sarashina. After the journey of (Oi no Kobumi) , he started his 
journey on August 11, 1688, to Kiso, Sarashina, Nagano, Mt. Asama, then back 
to Edo at the end of the month.
* Besides Etsujin (j® A» a disciple in Nagoya), a manservant of Kakei (^^“, a 
disciple, physician in Nagoya, but he left Basho later) also accompanied him.
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(Sarashina Kiko)I would like to paint 
A maki-e in that moon 
Viewed from the inn!

Ano naka ni 
maki-e kaki-tashi 
yado no tsuki.

ano naka ni: in that (moon)
maki-e: literally meaning "sprinkled picture", a picture or design on the sur

face of a lacquer ware by using the powder of gold or silver.
The moon is often compared to a round lacquered sake cup or tray, 

kaki (renyo) «- kaku (yodan, vt.) : to paint, draw 
tashi (aux. v.): wish 
yado: an inn, hotel.

write

tsuki: the moon

In the text of (Sarashina Kiko), he writes about a large lacquered sake cup
In spite of its cheap quality with a 

rustic craftsmanship very
with maki-e, served at the rustic inn. 
poor maki-e picture, he rather liked its rough 
much, probably because he was staying deep in such mountains.

# 334

(Sarashina Kiko)The Kakehashi Bridge!
Reminds me first of the horses 
Crossing the old Bridge!

Kakehashi ya 
mazu omoi-izu 
uma-mukae.

kakehashi: a ladder like bridge
This particular bridge of Kiso was originally a dangerous suspension bridge, 
about 160 m. long, made of boards tied with chains and wisteria vines, built 
along a riverside cliff on the Kiso Road, but it was rebuilt in 1648 and 1716

It was no longer dangerous whenas an ordinary bridge with stone wall piers.
Basho crossed it, but his recollection of the past created this image.

omoi-izu (shimo-ni, vi.): to recollect, recallmazu: first.

uma-mukae = koma-mukae: The horses raised at various farms were offered to the
and the Emperor inspected them on Aug. 15 

The horses from Mochizuki
Farm (M^^C) crossed the risky Kakehashi Bridge in those days, 
horses were received at the Barrier of Osaka by the Court officials, 
reception was called "koma-mukae" (meeting horses), (see haiku # 53)

Imperial Court in Kyoto every year 
or 16 (this ceremony was called Koma-hiki, JPU^) .

All the 
This
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(Sarashina Kiko)I am still staying 
In Sarashina, viewing 
The moon of the sixteenth!

Izayoi mo
mada Sarashina no
K5ri kana.

izayoi = izayoi no tsuki: the moon on the 16th night of the month (lun. cal.) 
cf. izayou (yodan, vi.): to linger, wander around, to be tardy, hesitate 
mada: still.
Sarashina: the name of a place where Mt. Obasute(*) is located 
Sarashina sounds like sara-nu (z&btfa) which

k5ri: a county

means: not to leave

The preface reads: "Staying at Sakaki ($$) of Shinano (fs$£) Province
This haiku shows his feeling that he couldn't leave Sarashina soon after
seeing the full moon over Mt. Obasute(*).
* see haiku # 118 in Vol. 1

# 336

(Sarashina Kiko)In the bright moonlight,
All the four gates and four sects 
Are the same, just one!

Tsuki-kage ya 
shimon shishu mo 
tada hitotsu.

tsuki-kage: moonlight. cf. shinnyo no tsuki (K^H^)^): the moon of truth 
which lights the darkness of man's ignorance. tada: just. hitotsu: one

shi-mon: the four gates of Zenkoji Temple:
the East Gate : Jogakuzan Zenkoji 
the South Gate: Namraeizan Murydjuji (^^ 1±| &£ jg ^ ) 
the North Gate: Hokkuzan Unjoji 
the West Gate : Fushazan J5doji 

shi-shu: the four sects of Buddhism.

CtSSOJ#^)

The temple actually has only three
sects, but it was patterned after the four gates. 
Tendai Sect (shu: ^ is a sect)
Jodo Sect
Ji Sect 
(Zen Sect) (W 7^) (In some books, Zen Sect is added)

Zenkoji has a long and complicated history after its founding in the 7th cen. 
So, we see the combination of those different sects in one temple.
This haiku means: Although there are four gates and four different sects at 
the temple, they are the same, and become one in the moonlight of truth.
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I wonder which is better:
The moon on the sixteenth night 
Or the chrysanthemum on the tenth!

Izayoi no 
izure ka kesa ni 
nokoru kiku.

izayoi: the moon of the 16th night of the month of the lunar calendar 
izure ka = dochira ka (Mod. J.): Which is (better)?

nokoru (rentai) *- nokoru (yodan, vi.): to remain 
nokoru kiku: the chrysanthemum on the 10th of Sept, and after

kesa: this morning
kiku: a chrysanthemum.

The preface reads:
"At Sodo-tei ) -
The elderly host of the lotus pond (= Sodo: Basho's friend) loves chrysan- 

Yesterday he held a party of the Chrysanthemum Festival (* HIEl> (7) iff? 
Cho-yo no Sekku) just like that of Long Shan (Ulij: this appears in a 

Chinese story), and today he offers the sake wine remained from yesterday for 
our haikai party. I wonder who will stay in good health for next year's party! 
(The last sentence is based on Tu Fu’s poem: lit ^ ffl f>l; -- ^L B H EB )

The chrysanthemum on the tenth(*).

themums.

* "Cho-yo no Sekku" is Sep. 9, so the 10th is one day later, and "izayoi" is 
one day later than the 15th night when a full moon can be seen.
Basho wonders in this haiku which is more attractive and tasteful!

0 338

(Haikai Shinobu-Zuri)*The ivy leaves
Give me a feeling of some,
Antique coloured leaves!

Tsuta no ha wa 
mukashi-meki-taru 
raomiji kana.

tsuta: a Japanese ivy = a Boston ivy, Parthenocissus tricuspidata Planch.
Its coloured leaves in autumn is the most beautiful variety among them all.
It has vitality to cover a wall space of one square meter in one summer

mukashi: ancient (old) times (days), antiquityha: a leaf, leaves.
meki (renyo) «- meku (a suffix to make a verb of yodan conj. out of noun, adv., 
etc.): (it) seems (looks like) ~, (it) gives a feeling (an impression) of ~
-taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect
momiji = koyo: coloured (red, autumnal) leaves (foliage)
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Sagara Tokyu (^@^^^, 1638~1715, 
in Sukagawa who appears in (Oku no Hosomichi)), published in 1689.

a poet
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(In-Futagi)*The departing autumn!
I pull it closer and tighter: 
- The small cotton quilt!

Yuku aki ya 
mi ni hiki-matou 
mino-buton.

aki: autumnyuku aki: the departing autumn, 
yuku (rentai) «- yuku = iku (yodan, vi.): to go, depart, leave for

ni: on, to.
hiki (renyo) «- hiku (yodan, vt.): to pull, draw 
raatou (rentai) matou (yodan, vt.): to put on
mino = mi-no = three no: about 1 m. wide = the standard size for a single bed 

mattress (shiki-buton) which is too small for kake-buton (thick quilted bed
cover) to cover the body on when it is cold, 

no (^i , IpM) is a Japanese unit measuring the width of cloth: about 30~36 cm. 
buton (eu. chan.) futon: a cotton wadded mattress or quilt, recently
instead of cotton, people prefer down (feather) wadding (hane-buton) !
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Riyu (^E&, 1662~1705, a Buddhist priest, 
a disciple) and Kyoriku (I^/a, 1656~1715), published in 1697.

mi: the body.

# 340

The consideration
Of the Emperor made people
Enjoy niwakamadol

(Niwakamado-Shu)*

Eiryo nite 
nigiwau tami no 
niwakamado.

eiryo: the Emperor's consideration (meaning here: generosity) for the people 
nite: by, owing to.
nigiwau (rentai) *- nigiwau (yodan, vi.): to flourish, thrive, be prosperous 
niwakamado = niwa-irori: a temporary kitchen range built on the ground near 
the door or in the garden, which was used for the first three days of the New 
Year, where people enjoyed gathering and eating in Nara during the Edo Period. 
The preface reads: "The Emperor Nintoku (tffii^jfe, 16th Emp., 5th cen.).
We still remember his grateful waka (** Viewing from the tower •••)"

** (yokyoku Naniwa: i§ $3 i£$t) 
When the Emperor Nintoku once stood on the tower of his palace early in the 
morning, he didn't see much cooking smoke from their kitchens, so he realized 
that they were in poverty, then he soon decided to exempt them from taxes 
(offerings) for three years. This is called "The Emperor's consideration" in 
this haiku. Three years later, he saw the cooking smoke everywhere!
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Etsujin, published in 1728.

tami: people

This is based on a legend in (Kojiki):
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(Niwakamado-Shu)Just like a full moon,
The Fifty-One-Article Law 
Shines on the right way!

Meigetsu no 
izuru ya Goju- 
ichi-ka-j5.

meigetsu ((!fj ) : a bright moon, the full moon of every month 
cf. meigetsu ) = jugoya: the full moon of Aug. 15 (= the harvest moon)
(Kyoriku & Kyorai: Haikai Mondo Aone ga Mine: : {Hf W fn\ ^ W Wt *7" &)
izuru (rentai) ♦* izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru (Mod. J.): to appear, show up 
Goju-ichi-ka-jo = Goseibai (J 6 e i) Shikimoku of 51 Articles ($31 JBC 5^ @ = 0.3C 
5$S), a
Hojo Yasutoki , 1183~1242), the Third Shikken (similar to Shogun) of

He established a strong government and took many 
good policies for the people and controlled the defiant priests and noblemen 
even in the matter of the succession to the Throne (The Emperor Gosaga:
AllL, 1220~1272, was supported and enthroned by him against noblemen). 
According to Etsujin: the editor of {Niwakamado) , haiku if 340 and if 341 were 
composed by Basho when they (Bash5, Etsujin, Kikaku, Ransetsu, etc.) met and 
chose "a great ruler or a wise vassal" as a subject matter for that day.

basic law of feudalism which was drafted and put into force bynew

the Kamakura Government.

The preface reads:
"Musashi-no-kami (Hojo) Yasutoki.

throwing away first his personal desire inHe gave priority to benevolence 
governing the country

]>)&< ut owftmif 342

(Letter to Shohaku)Chrysanthemums and cockscombs 
In the garden, were all cut off 
For the Omeiko!

Kiku keito 
kiri-tsukushi-keri 
Omeik 6.

kiku: a chrysanthemum
keito: a cockscomb, Celosia argentea L. var. cristata (L.) Kuntz. 
kiri (renyo) «- kiru (yodan, vt.): to cut
tsukushi (renyo) «- tsukusu (yodan, vt.): to exhaust, use up, make efforts 
keri (aux. v.): past, perfect, exclamatory
Omeiko = 0-e-shiki (#?^?S)i the memorial service held every year on Oct. 13 
commemorating the death of Saint Nichiren (Bj1[_LA» 1 222~1282, the founder of 
Nichiren Sect of Buddhism), when they have a ceremony, chant a sutra and hear 
a sermon at their respective temples before the icon of St. Nichiren.
All the flowers in the garden were cut off for the service.
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(Cha no Soshi)Five or six people,
Sitting around the fireplace, 
Each with refreshments.

Itsutsu mutsu
cha no ko ni narabu
irori kana.

mutsu = muttsu = roku: sixitsutsu = go: five.
cha no ko = cha-gashi: light refreshments (cake, snack) to be served with tea 
narabu (rentai) «- narabu (yodan, vi.): to sit in a circle, stand in a line,

stand side by side
irori: a fireplace, a hearth made in the floor

Rotsu 1649~1738), one of Basho's disciples, writes in (Cha no Soshi) 
that this is when Basho, who became thin owing to his autumn journey of Kiso, 
stayed at Basho-an in winter.

This haiku shows Bashb's warm heart towards his disciples 
intimate relationship between the master and disciples.

and very close and

rsSR/e'KfcJ*j# 344

I wish to see his figure,
By the length of his walking stick 
Made of a dead tree!

(Basho-an Ko-bunko)

Sono katachi 
mi-baya kareki no 
tsue no take.

sono katachi: its (his) figure. sono: its. katachi: a figure, shape
kareki: a dead tree (has an image of a solemn, straight and thin figure) 
mi (mizen) «- miru (karai-ichi, vt.): to see. 
tsue: a walking stick, staff.

baya: a ptc. denoting a wish 
take: length, stature

The explanatory preface reads:

"The Priest Doen (** jSRSdr) of Daitsu-an (^C"iS/^), whose name I knew well, 
and we promised to meet someday, but unfortunately he could not wait, and died 
just like frost fallen overnight in early winter. Today is, I understand, the 
first anniversary of his death, so —"

** We do not have any information about him so far.
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(Kashima Kiko)The night is still too cold 
Even when pulling up the quilt 
To cover the head!

Kazuki-fusu 
futon ya samuki 
yo ya sugoki.

kazuki (renyo) *- kazuku (yodan, vt.): to put on, put something on the head
yo = yoru: nightfusu (rentai) «- fusu (yodan, vi.): to lie down,

futon: a cotton wadded mattress and quilt (see haiku 0 339)
samuki (rentai) «- samushi (adj. ku conj.) = samui (Mod. J.): cold
sugoki (rentai) *• sugoshi (adj. ku conj.) = sugoi (Mod. J.): extreme

The preface reads:
"In mourning for the death of Rika's wife

This shows Basho's deep sympathy with Rika(**) who lost his wife.
He meant that a cold night must be colder to him by sleeping alone.

** He presented a basho (a Japanese banana tree) to his master: Tosei )
who changed his name to Basho, and his hermitage was also named after it.

j0 346

(Arano)A banked charcoal fire,
Will be put out by your tears 
With a boiling sound!

Uzumi-bi mo 
kiyu ya namida no 
niyuru oto.

uzumi-bi: live charcoal covered with ashes in a brazier 
uzumi (renyo) «- uzumu 
bi (eu. chan.) «- hi: fire, 
kiyu (shushi, shimo-ni, vi.) = kieru (shimo-ichi): to be put out, go (die) out 
niyuru (rentai) «- niyu (shimo-ni, vi.) = nieru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to boil, 

to be boiled, to be cooked

(yodan, vt.) -* (shimo-ni, after Muromachi) : to cover 
namida: tears. oto. a sound

The preface reads: "In mourning for the death of a certain person(*) —"
* This is considered Rakugo ($l}p, ?~1691) of Gifu who lost his young son.

Basho wanted to show his heartfelt sympathy with the saddened father by those
"a fire will be put out by your tears" and "with aexaggerated expressions: 

boiling sound".
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(Rotsu's Handwritten Kaishi)On the way to buy rice 
In the snow, I make the bag 
A square hood for fun!

Koine kai ni 
yuki no fukuro ya 
nage-zukin.

fukuro: a (an empty) bag (for rice)yuki: snow (syn. to go) . 
kai (reny5) «- kau (yodan, vt.): to buy, purchase
nage-zukin: a cloth hood in the shape of a square bag when folded, which was 

used by a dancer, puppet player, candy vendor, etc. in the Edo Period.

kome: rice.

The preface reads:
"I have got the two words: buying rice (2f£j|) while playfully looking for a 
good theme for a snowy night —"
According to Rotsu, the Eight Poor Poets of Fukagawa: Basho, Isui, Taisui, 
Deikin, Sekigiku, Yugo, Sora and Rotsu (}^ Jl| A ®-jp : .

y , £&3S) enjoyed "tandai = daiei" : they draw lots
to decide respective themes) with the preset themes of: 2ft (buying rice), 

(buying firewood) , ® H (buying sake) , ffcW (buying charcoal) ,
(buying tea), (buying tofu: bean curd), (drawing up water) and
fSUfc. (boiling rice), and Basho happened to get 2ft J| (buying rice).

rssstfj*# 348

(Yuki-maruge)*Staying indoors, the only friend 
At the house of the bedstraw is: 
The vendor of winter greens!

Sashi-koraoru 
mugura no tomo ka 
fuyu-na-uri.

sashi-koraoru (VLSI'S) = toji-komoru (®JCf|£>): to stay indoors with doors 
sashi-: a prefix to stress the meaning of the following verb 

mugura = yae-raugura: bedstraw, Galium sprium (the general name)
cleavers

closed.

goose grass, Galium aparine 
fuyu-na-uri: a vendor of winter greens 

uri (renyo & gerund) i uru (yodan, vt.): to sell
tomo: a friend.

Green vegetables were precious in winter even for a hermitage life.
Koraatsu-na (** > which looks like spinach) was produced in Komatsugawa
Village near Fukagawa where Bash5 lived, and the farmers used to come to sell 
their products.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Sora Cf^0k, 1649~1710)
1 737 . The revised version (Yuki-maroge) by Rank5 (HIE) was published in 1783.

** Brassica carapestris L. var. perviridis
published in
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(Yuran-Shu)Pray to the sacred rope 
Of the Wedded Rocks of Futami, 
Though this is still year end!

Mina ogarae 
Futami no shime o 
toshi no kure.

mina: all the people, everybody, everyone
ogame (meirei: imperative) ♦- ogamu (yodan, vt.): to worship, bow (pray) to 
Futami = Futami-ga-ura: the name of the seacoast of Futami Town in Ise where 

there is a pair of rocks known as "meoto-iwa" the Wedded Rocks —
nature worship in Shinto) which are connected by shimenawa (the sacred rope 

People pray to the rising sun between the two rocks for a happyof Shinto). 
year on New Year's Day.

A rope made of rice strawshime = shimenawa: see above. put around the
sacred object horizontally, and karaishide (l&Ji!: white paper decoration) 
and the rice straw of 7, 5 and 3 pieces are hanging vertically between the

That's why it is sometimes written as (7#5*3 rope).two kamishide. 
toshi no kure: the end of the year

This was the hokku of a kasen party with 9 poets in Fukagawa in December.
They probably saw a picture of the Wedded Rocks of Futami. Actually a new 
rope is made and put on the Wedded Rocks every year before the New Year. 
Instead of the rising sun on New Year's Day, "the sacred rope of the Wedded 
Rocks at the year end" is comic more than humorous.

1689 (7C 2 , Cenroku 2) 46 Years OldIf 350

rsgigsScj
(Handwritten Kaishi)On New Year's Day,

I would like to see the sun 
For the moon at Tagoto!

Ganjitsu wa 
tagoto no hi koso 
ko i shi-kere.

ganjitsu = gantan (7C-i.): New Year's Day - January 1st.
Tagoto = Tagoto no Tsuki: the famous place in Nagano to see the reflection of 

the moon (sun here!) in every paddy field where Basho visited on his jour- 
(see haiku If 308). koso: a particle for stressney of Sarashina

hi: (T) the sun of New Year's Day relected in many paddy fields at Tagoto
(2) (I miss) the day when I visited Tagoto

koishi (renyo) koisu (sa-line irreg.): to love, wish, miss
kere (izen) «- keri (aux. v.): exclamatory. koso ~ ke£e: kakari-musubi
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(Kyorai-bumi)*How exciting it is:
To contemplate again this spring 
The skies of my journey!

Omoshiro ya 
kotoshi no haru mo 
tabi no sora.

-ya: an interjectional ptc. 
haru: spring
sora: the sky, the skies

oaoshiro: stem of oraoshiroshi. 
kotoshi no: this year's, 
tabi: a journey.

Basho was already planning a journey to the north (Oku no Hosomichi) 
anxious to see many places noted in old poetry, especially those places visit
ed by Saigyo and No-in , 988~1050, a poet).

and was

According to (Kyorai-burai) , Basho sent this haiku to Kyorai informing him 
indirectly of his plan in his letter.

* A collection of haikai-re1ated letters and selection of haikai, compiled by 
Ganshi with Ranko's postscript, published in 1791.

# 352

(Itsu-o-mukashi)Do not doubt the spring 
Of Futami, the flowering waves 
Are telling us so!

Utagau-na 
ushio no hana mo 
Ura no haru.

utagau (shushi, yodan, vt.): to doubt 
na: a conclusive ptc. denoting "prohibition" 
ushio: a tide, sea water, 
ushio no hana = narai (waves) no hana: the white crests of waves are compared 

(narai no hana also means table salt)
Ura = Futami-ga-ura: the place noted for the Wedded Rocks (see haiku # 349) 
haru: spring, the New Year

hana: a flower.

to flowers.

The rhythmical alliteration of the "u" sound is effective for smooth and 
pleasant reading, and we hear the sound of the surf which conveys the image of 
a bright spring scene of Futami.

The preface reads:
"Looking at the picture of (the Wedded Rocks of) Futami respectfully —"
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(Nochi no Tabi)*Even the bedstraw,
The young leaves are so lovely 
At the broken house!

Mugura sae 
wakaba wa yasashi 
yabure-ie.

Galium sprium.raugura = yaemugura: bedstraw 
wakaba: a young (new) leaf (leaves)

sae: even

As a season word in haiku, wakaba is summer, and mugura-wakaba is spring, 
yasashi (shushi, adj., ku conj.) = yasashii: gentle, soft, tender, lovely 
yabure-ie: a broken (damaged) house = yabureta ie (Mod. J.) 
yabure (noun *- gerund): this form is used to make a compound word 
yabure (renyo & gerund) «- yaburu (shimo-ni, vi.) = yabureru (Mod. J.)

: to be broken (split, defeated).
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Joko ($nfT> ?~1708), published in 1695. 
According to (Nochi no Tabi), Shikin (ji£$7 , 1673~1735, a warrior of the Ogaki 
clan) asked Basho to write a haiku on the painting of a broken house.
This is a kind of complimentary greeting from Basho to Shikin.

i e: a house

mJ*mmi <I 354

(Saruraino)*While a skylark sings,
A pheasant's voice intervenes 
In the rhythm of Noh!

Hibari naku 
naka no hyoshi ya 
kiji no koe.

hibari: a skylark, Alauda arvensis 
naku (shushi, yodan 
naka no: in the middle of

vi.): to sing 
during

hyoshi: rhythm, a rhythmical sound (of a drum, flute, clappers, etc.)
This is a technical term used in Noh plays meaning: a rhythmical performance
of a flute, drum and hand drum (tsuzumi). 

kiji: a pheasant, Phasianus colchicus. koe: a voice
Basho composed this after Sod5's haiku:

Haru-kaze ni 
rai-ushinau made wa 
hibari kana.

Trying to follow up 
The skylark, I have missed it 
Somewhere in the spring wind!

* This is considered the most important selection of haikai with (Surai-dawara, 
, representing the Basho style haikai in the most mature period, 

called (Kokin Waka-Shu) of haikai by Kyoriku and Shik5.
Kyorai (5fe3fc, 1651~1704) and Boncho (JLj/ts, ?~1714), published in 1691.

11 was
It was compiled by
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(Arano)Without the moon or 
Flowers, a man just drinks 
Sake wine alone!

Tsuki hana mo 
naku-te sake nomu 
hitori kana.

naku-te: withouthana: a flower.tsuki: the moon.
sake: sake wine (made from rice with alcoholic content of about 15%) 
nomu (rentai) *- nomu (yodan, vt.): to drink. hitori: alone

The preface reads: "Looking at the picture of a man drinking alone
"Without the moon or flowers" here, is his creative addition 

"The moon and flowers" together are treated as zo (^£ : no
The expression: 
to the picture, 
season word).

mmmi*t 356

(Zoku Sarumino)*The young ayu fish
Are seeing off the icefish:
A fare we 11 !

Ayu no ko no 
shirauo okuru 
wakare kana.

ayu: a sweet smelt, ayu sweetfish, Plecoglossus altivelis 
ko: a child, baby, young ~. 
okuru (rentai) «- okuru (yodan, vt.): to see off (somebody) 
wakare: a farewell, parting, separation

shira-uo: an icefish, Salangichthys microdon
send (something)

Bash5 compared his disciples to ayu fish, and himself to an icefish. 
composed when he left Fukagawa ($!JI[, where he used to live) or Senju (^f*^ , 
where he landed from the boat) for the north, on his Oku no Hosomichi journey. 
But, this was changed to haiku if 138 in Vol. 1 (*) , because he thought, accord
ing to Doho's (Sho-o Kushu Soko, 'Rj)
included in (Oku no Hosomichi).

This was

"it is not appropiate to be

Spring is departing!
Birds cry, and the eyes of fish 
Are wet with tears.

Yuku haru ya 
tori naki uo no 
me wa namida.

* A most important selection of haikai after (Sarumino) and (Sumi-dawara) con
sisting of 2 parts: part 1. is renku, and part 2 is hokku (519 by 209 poets), 
compiled by Sempo (tt®, ?~ 1730), supplemented by Basho, published in 1698.
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(Sora Kakitome)*The shimmering of
Heated air, is seen mixed with
A thin wisp of smoke!

Itoyu ni
musubi-tsuki-taru 
kemuri kana.

itoyu = kagero (8fr>jfc): heat haze, shimmering of heated air 
musubi (renyo) «- musubu (yodan, vt.): to connect, tie, mix, conclude 
tsuki (renyo) «- tsuku (yodan, vi.): to stick (adhere) to, belong to 
taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect. 
musubu (to tie) and i t o y u (ito: a thread) are "related words" (en-go: ^Wl)

kemuri: smoke

This is entitled "Muro no Yashima" (** (D A In : Yashima Shrine of Muro)
** It is an uta-makura (a place famed in poetry), and usually the word "smoke" 
was inserted in old poems according to a legend of the shrine, 
name of the shrine is: Omiwa Jinja: located at Soja, Tochigi.

The official

by Sora (fT&, 1640-1710,
who accomanied him on Oku no Hosomichi journey).

a close disciple of Basho, 
He recorded all the details

* The notebook written

of the journey, not only haikai, but the weather, distance, lodging, people he 
The whole thing is called (Sora Tabi Nikki: or (Soramet, etc.

Zuiko Nikki: W M. ff 0 IB) , and (Sora Kakitome) is just part of it.

A 0 tf'tf'5 0 Rtf'ft0 358

(Hatsu-Nasubi)*The setting sun is
The remnant of the shimmer
Of the day’s heat !

I r i -kakaru 
hi mo itoyu no 
nagori kana.

iri-kakaru: (the sun) to start settingiri-kakaru hi: the setting sun. 
iri (renyo) *- iru (yodan, vi.) = hairu (Mod. J.) : to set, get in
-kakaru (rentai) «- kakaru (yodan, vi.): to start -ing, hang from 
hi: the sun, day. itoyu: heat haze, shimmer of heated air
hi mo (0 %) = himo (£ft: a string) is a related word of ito (jfc: a thread) 
nagori: the remnant, traces, vestige

The sun is setting behind the ridge of a mountain, gradually getting thinner 
until it finally looks just like a thread, then disappears completely leaving 
just twilight. The day's unbearable heat is also gone.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Goten (^A), published in 1728.
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(Sora Kakitome)A hamlet without
The bell of spring evening:
- I wonder how they can live!

Kane tsuka-nu 
sato wa nani o ka 
haru no kure.

sato: a small village, a hamletkane: a (temple) bell, 
haru no kure: spring evening
tsuka (raizen) «- tsuku (yodan, vt.): to strike (a bell), ring (a bell) 
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative 
nani o: what (do they depend on)
The literal translation is: without striking the bell

The meaning of this haiku is:
A temple bell would stimulate, enliven and save us from depressed weariness. 
How can they live without the sound of a bell on a spring evening like this?

# 360

(Sora Kakitome)The bell at sunset 
Was not heard at all. 
- A spring evening!

Iri-ai no
kane mo kikoe-zu
haru no kure.

iri-ai no kane: a temple bell at sunset
mo: a relative particle: to lead a related description, stress 
kikoe (mizen) *- kikoyu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kikoeru (Mod. J.): to hear 
-zu (shushi, aux. v.): negative 
haru no kure: a spring evening

The preface reads: "Feeling lonesome on a spring evening in a hamlet — ” 
This was composed near Kanuraa (f§[?8) with haiku // 359.

This is based on a poem by Noin ($s0) in (Shin Kokin Waka-Shu) :

ant*
When I came to 
A mountain hamlet

Yamazato no
haru no yugure
ki-te mire-ba 
iri-ai no kane ni

On a spring evening,
The flowers fell down 
To the bell at sunset! hana zo chiri-keru.
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A cuckoo is heard 
Outside the Urami Falls 
While I stay inside!

(Haikai Soga)*

Hototogisu 
Urami no Taki no
uara-omo te.

taki: a waterfall, falls 
Urami no Taki literally means: "a waterfall to be seen from the back". (- like 
Niagara Falls!), but it was changed by flood in 1905, and it doesn't look like 
that any more, and the path leading through the back of the falls has been 

It is located in Nikko where there is another famous waterfall of 
Kegon (fi a ) > and there is also a beautiful Shinto shrine named Toshogu (jfC 

which is dedicated to Shogun Tokugawa leyasu (£§ JI| Jit , 1542-1616). 
ura = ura-gawa: the back (reverse) side, 
ura-omote: the both sides.
"Urami no Taki no ura-omote": the repetition of Ura ••• ura forms a rhyme.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Hakusetsu (f=3iH), published in 1699.

hototogisu: a cuckoo.

closed.

omote = omote-gawa: the front side 
urami also means: regret, a grudge.

If 362

The man shouldering hay,
Was a good marker to follow 
In the summer field!

(Sora Kakitome)

Magusa ou
hito o shiori no
natsu-no kana.

shiori: a marker, bookmark(-er)hito: a man.magusa: hay, fodder.
ou = se-ou: to carry (something) on the back, to shoulder

no: a fieldnatsu-no: a summer field. natsu: summer.

The preface reads:
"Visiting Suito (* 1662-1728) at Nasu Yoze (I$^&j!g)

His official name was Kanokobata Toyoakira (01 ) , a warrior, and the
young brother of J5b5ji Zusho Takakatsu (^ & tF 03 ilr if»r , 1661-1730 
pseudonym was Shua: $(5|) who was the "karo" (chief retainer or minister) of 
the Kurobane (H<$) clan. They both cordially welcomed Basho, who appreciated 
their hospitality and stayed long with them (at Yoze and Kurobane: Apr. 3-15).

whose

This was a greeting hokku of kasen by seven poets to the host Suito.
It depicts the vast expanse of the summer field of Nasu where he would have 
lost his way without the marker to follow.
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The mountain is felt 
Moving into the garden,
As seen from a summer room!

(Sora Kakitome)

Yama mo niwa ni 
ugoki-iruu ya 
natsu-zashiki.

niwa: a garden
zashiki: a (tatami-matted) room, 

ugoki (renyo) «- ugoku (yodan, vi.): to move
iruru (rentai) *- iru (shirao-ni, vt.) = ireru (Mod. J.): to let (something) in 
ugoki-iru: to let (a mountain) move into (a garden)
There is a theory that this is a grammatical error, because of mixture of vt. 
and vi.: it should be ugokashi - i ruru (vt.), or ugoki-iru (vi), but this com
bination is allowed in this context to represent a natural dynamic flow.

yama: a mountain, 
natsu: summer.

(K. Yamamoto: Basho Meiku-Shu, Kawade Shobo Shinsha) 
This is considered to be based on the expression in (ise Monogatari, Chap. 77)
: Oife g frKgflfIKttgb'Tfca * 2 £ ft fr Ji.;Ut & :
It seems that the mountain has moved in to the front of the hall ••• 
yama mo sara-ni do no mae ni ugoki-idetaru y5 ni namu mie-keru •••

The preface reads:
"Facing the beautiful garden of the host: Shu-a

This is a greeting haiku to the host admiring his beautiful garden with a 
mountain in the background (technically termed: shakkei fir : a borrowed 
landscape) .

r»**ifj*# 364

Summer has come
To the paddy fields and barley 
And I hear a cuckoo!

(Yuki-maruge)*

Ta ya mugi ya 
naka-nimo natsu no 
hototogisu.

ta: a paddy field
mugi: barley, Hordeum vulgare L. (o-mugi ,

wheat, Triticum (ko-raugi 
naka-nimo = naka-demo = toku-ni: above all, especially 
hototogisu: a cuckoo (a cuckoo stays in Japan only in summer) 
This was composed on April 7 during his stay in Kurobane.
* (see haiku # 348)

(see haiku it 295 in Vol. 1)
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(Oku no Hosomichi)*In the summer mountain,
I pray to the wooden clogs 
On starting my journey’

Natsu-yama ni 
ashida o ogamu 
kadode kana.

ni : tonatsu-yama: a summer mountain, 
ashida: (a pair of) high (wooden) clogs, rain clogs 
ogamu (rentai) *- ogamu (yodan, vt.): to worship, pray to, 
kadode: (on one's) departure, (at the) start

When he visited the Gyoja-do of Korayoji Temple (3fc %% ) , he saw the
image of the legendary Priest En no Ozuno known as En no Goja (t§L<h^=J =
^=f) wearing wooden clogs, who is believed to have founded ShugendS: a Buddhis
tic religion of mountain worship, in the 7th century.
He was very strong in climbing up and down many steep mountains, so Bash5 
wished to share his strength in walking at the beginning of his long journey 
to the north.
It is humorous for him to pray to the clogs, not to the priest!
* The most important kikobun travel account) by Basho about his
journey from Edo to the northern part of Japan as far as Kisagata in Akita, 
then down along the Japan Sea coast, finally terminating at Ogaki in Mino ( = 
Gifu), for 150 days, from Mar. to Aug. in 1689. (see haiku If 137 in Vol. 1)

If 366

(Sora Kakitome)A crane calls so strongly 
That the fragile basho leaves 
Would perhaps be broken!

Tsuru naku ya 
sono koe ni basho 
yare-nu beshi.

koe: a voicesono: its.tsuru: a crane, Gruidae. 
naku (shushi, yodan, vi.): (for a crane) to call 
basho: a Japanese banana, Musa bajoo Sieb. et Zucc.
yare (mizen) «- yaru (shimo-ni, vi.) = yabureru (Mod. J.): to be torn (broken) 
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative
beshi (aux. v.): conjecture 
The preface reads:
"Looking at the painting of a basho tree with a crane —"
He wrote this haiku on the above-mentioned painting.
A crane's voice is sharp, and basho leaves are large, but very fragile, and 
easily broken by winds.
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(Handwritten Kaishi)It sounds falling down 
From the skies at Takaku: 
The voice of a cuckoo!

Ochi-kuru ya 
Takaku no shuku no 
hototogisu.:

ochi-kuru ya: Is it falling down?
ochi (renyo) «- otsu (kami-ni, vi.) = ochiru (Mod. J.): to fall (down) 
kuru (rentai) «- ku (ka-line irreg. conj., vi.): to come 
Takaku (^^) : the name of a place in Nasu County, Tochigi Pref. 
takaku (ifU < , adj. & adv.) also means high (in or from the skies) 
shuku: a house, an inn, lodging, a stage.
The preface reads:
"The two priests travelling together to Michinoku (the northern Honshu) visit
ed the bamboo covered fields of Nasu, and hurried to see "Sesshoseki Stone" 
(* &£tE.3=l), but it started to rain on the way

hototogisu: a cuckoo

IIso they stayed here 
around which some bad-smelling* A legendary stone about two meters square, 

poisonous gas is blowing up (see haiku // 369).
The original Japanese text of the preface is in the style of a narratve of 
"yokyoku" for Noh play, because this is a parody of yokyoku: (Sesshoseki):

%*>**>£> ••• fcosoifc *&#**>* lr
Oh! It's falling down, falling down ••• a bird has fallen down on that stone!

# 368

Purification
By scooped water, whether hot or cold, 
Doesn't affect the vow!

(Sora Tabi-Nikki)

Yu o musubu 
chikai mo onaji 
Iwashimizu.

yu: hot water (of the hot spring). 
musubu (rentai) «- musubu (yodan, vt. & vi.): to join hands to scoop water (to 
rinse one's mouth for purification 
chikai: an oath, vow, pledge.

onaji: (hot water) the same

In this case, the vow to save people by gods: 
the gods of Yuzen Dairayojin and the gods(*) of Iwashimizu Hachimangu (Kyoto). 

Iwashimizu: ® Iwashimizu Hachimangu (* Hondawake no Mikoto, etc. ^ EB M# , ftfe) 
iwa-shiraizu © spring water out of rocks.
The preface reads: "The gods of Iwashimizu Hachimangu (3? flfTfc A$$3T) are also 
enshrined here with the gods (**) of Yusen Daimyojin ft) , so when we
pray here, we pray to the gods of both shrines at the same time —"
** Oanamuchi no Mikoto and two other gods ^ E3 $lj ) .
The hot water or the cold spring water has the same effect for purification!

iwa: rock. shimizu: spring water
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(Sora Tabi-Nikki)The smell of the Stone!
The summer grass is reddish, 
And the dew looks hot!

Ishi no ka ya 
Natsu-kusa akaku 
tsuyu atsushi.

ishi: (a) stone. In this case, it refers to the Stone of Sesshoseki ($& & ) f 
around which strong sulfurous acid gas is coming out (but not so much today). 
Legend has it that the vicious fox with golden fur and nine tails, bewitched 
kings and emperors and did all the bad conduct in India and China, and then 
came to Japan to become Tamamo-no-mae (:Ei$£fHJ) whom the abdicated Emperor Toba 

> 1 103^ 1156) loved very much. But, a fortune-teller: Abe no Yasunari 
detected the fox and killed it finally in a field of Nasu (H52K) . 

The fox became the Sesshoseki Stone which killed anything that approached it. 
Later on, the Priest Genno (sp} ^0 IrJ ) prayed and subjugated the spirit of the 
fox, which gradually calmed down.
Hence, a big hammer to break a large block of stone is called a "genno" which 
was named after the priest.
This haiku is entitled "Sesshoseki Stone".
This legend became a novel, yokyoku, n i ngyo-joruri (a Bunraku puppet show), 
Kabuki drama, etc. 
ka: (a) smell.
akaku (renyo) *- akashi (adj. 
atsushi (adj., shushi

tsuyu: dew
shiku conj.) red, reddish = akai (Mod. J.) 

shiku conj.): hot = atsui (Mod. J.)

kusa: grass.natsu: summer.

# 370

(Letter to Ka-un)*Losing the direction 
Of west or east, I just hear 
The winds over the young rice!

Nishi ka higashi ka 
mazu sanae ni mo 
kaze no oto.

ka: an interrogative ptc. 
kaze: a wind.

higashi: east.nishi: west. 
mazu: first. oto: a soundsanae: young rice.
This is based on a poem by the Priest No-in ((S tfc filfl) :

I left the capital in the spring mist,
But now autumn winds blow at the Shirakawa Barrier! 
Miyako o-ba kasumi to tomoni tachi-shi ka do 
aki-kaze zo fuku Shirakawa no Seki.
* Ka-un was a warrior of the Shirakawa clan. 
Sukagawa.

(Goshui Waka-Shu, Vol.9)

Basho wrote a letter to him from
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(Letter to Ka-un)I should have asked 
A water rail to knock the door 
Of the Barrier Keeper's house!

Seki-mori no 
yado o kuina ni 
toou mono.

seki = sekisho: barrier gates or checkseki-mori: a barrier keeper (guard).
points set up by the government on the main highways from Kyoto or Edo. 
In this haiku, it refers to Shirakawa no Seki.
the seki-mori (a barrier keeper), because he lived in Shirakawa.

And Ka-un was compared to

yado: the house where one stays (lives), an inn 
kuina: a water rail, clapper rail, Rallus aquaticus

the way a kuina calls sounds like knocking the door, so in old poems, it was 
often used in that sense. Basho meant that he should have visited Ka-un with 
the help of a water rail, 

too-u (euphonic change) «- towa-mu «- towa («- toha 
-u (rentai, aux. v.) mu (aux. v.): the speaker's will

mizen) *- tou (yodan, vt.)

mono = mono-o: a conjunctive particle denoting a feeling of regret, missing, 
I wish I could have visited you (Ka-un)!complaint.

This is a greeting haiku to Ka-un in his letter. The preface reads:
"I missed your haikai in Shirakawa, I felt so sorry that I wrote a letter to 
you from Sukagawa."
him by Tokyu (Sagara, 1638~1715) in Sukagawa.

(Basho didn't know about Ka-un until he was told about

r## 372

The water, swollen 
By the heavy summer rains 
Has covered up the falls!

(Sora Kakitome)

Samidare wa 
taki furi-uzumu 
raikasa kana.

samidare: an early summer rain, 
furi (renyd) «- furu (yodan, vi.): to fall

taki: a waterfall, falls

uzurau (rentai) *- uzumu (shimo-ni , vt.) = uzumeru (Mod. J.): 
raikasa = mizukasa (Tfcrfij): the volume of water.

to cover up
The preface reads: "We were 

told that about 8 km. to the east of Sukagawa Stage, there are falls named 
Ishikawa Falls(* So, we planned to go and see them, but owing to 
the heavy rains for the past few days, the water was swollen so much in the
river, that it wasn't possible to cross it, therefore we cancelled it
* A series of falls about 3~6 m. in height in the shape of Z across the Abu- 
kuraa River which is about 200 m. wide. Another name is Otsuji Falls 

Basho eventually visited them on Apr. 29 when he left Sukagawa.
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(Oku no Hosomichi)Where is Kasashima?
I wonder as I walk 
On the muddy road of May!

Kasashima wa 
izuko satsuki no 
nukari-michi.

Kasashima: the name of a place (located in today's Natori City, Miyagi Pref.) 
where there is a Shinto shrine of Dosojin (M'fiLffi'■ the guardian god of 
travellers), and also the grave of Fujiwara no Sanekata (HF/ijC , ?~998, a
court noble, a poet who was degraded to the governor of the northern Japan 
by the Emperor Ichijo: —980~1011 
passed by the shrine on horseback, he didn't alight from his horse to bow to 
the god, and what happened to him was that he fell from his horse and died!)

and legend has it that when he

nukari-michi: a muddy road(wa) izuko: where is it? 
nukari (reny5 & gerund) «- nukaru (yodan, vi.): to get (be) muddy

satsuki: May.

kasa (an umbre 11a, or hat) of Kasashima and May rain (samidare) are related.

M<nmI 37A

(Sho-o Zenden Furoku)*So many islands
Are scattered, each breaking waves: 
The sea of summer!

Shimajima ya 
chiji ni kudaki-te 
natsu no urai.

shimajima: (many) islands (plural of shima: island) 
chiji ni: (brake someting) into (thousands of) pieces 
kudaki (renyo) «- kudaku (yodan, vt.): to break 
natsu no umi: the sea of summer
kudaki-te: breaking (l) the ground into many islands 

(2) the waves into spray
There is a long preface:
"Matsushima is known as the most beautiful place in Japan. Since olden times,
it has been depicted in poetry and pictures by many poets and artists, 
an expanse of about 12 km. square of the sea, where there are many islands in 
various shapes, as if designed and carved artistically by a god, each covered 
with pine trees, and their gorgeous beauty is beyond description —"

11 has

* A supplement to the biography of Bash5: (Sho-o Zenden: 3p} ) , written by 
Chikujin (Kawagichi, jlln^A), which is mainly based on Doho's book with the 
same title.
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The light of a firefly
Is dim in the daylight, and lost
Behind the column!

(Sora-bon Oku no Hosomichi)*Hotaru-bi no 
hiru wa kie-tsutsu 
hashira kana.

bi (euphonic change) hi: light, fire 
hashira: a column, pillar

hotaru-bi: the light of a firefly.
hiru: (in the) daytime, 
kie (renyo) «- kiyu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kieru (Mod. J.): to disappear, be lost

a conjunctive ptc.: progressive action,-tsutsu:
doing another action simultaneously

This was composed when he saw a firefly in the Hikari-Do (Golden Hall) of Chu- 
sonji Temple at Hiraizumi, and it is based on the following poem by Onakatomi

921-991) in (Shika Vaka-Shu,no Yoshinobu Ason
and (Hyakunin-Isshu , "S’ A — ta):

% 0 ffi±cotz < iAcW&lig**. SjiMAl
Mikaki-mori
eji no taku hi no

As the guards' watch fire 
Burns at the Royal Palace 
During the night,
My longing heart burns at night,
And in the daytime, still I miss her!

(not burnt, but)
* This is Sora's copy of Basho's manuscript of (Oku no Hosomichi), showing the 
difference between the original and the complete version.
included in the final complete version -- probably it was not satisfactory.

yoru wa moe
hiru wa kie-tsutsu
mono o koso omoe.

This haiku is not

rft 376

(Sora Kakitome)Behind the water,
There must be an ice store 
If I follow the willows!

Mizu no oku 
himuro tazunuru 
yanagi kana.

oku: the interior, the inner part, behind, the upper stream 
himuro: a special store of natural ice. Since olden times, natural ice has 

been stored in a mountain cave or underground until the next summer.
"Himuro no Sekku" was celebrated on June 1 in the Edo Period. Not only the

mizu: water.

Imperial family and Shogun's family, but also many of the common people en
joyed chilled rice cake on this day depending on where they lived! 

tazunuru (rentai) *- tazunu (shimo-ni, vt.): to visit, find, ask, look for
This was a greeting hokku to Furyu (J!3,^i£ = Shibuya 

a wealthy merchant in Shinjo, admiring his cool house.
yanagi: a willow, Salix.
Jimbei:
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(Sora Kakitorae)A pleasant sweet breeze
Comes from the south where flows
The Mogami River!

Kaze no ka mo 
minami ni chikashi 
Mogami-gawa.

minami: the southka: a smell, scent, odour.kaze: a wind.
chikashi = chikai (Mod. J.): (it is) near, close, not far from
Mogami-gawa: a river flowing from the southern part of Yamagata Prefecture to

(see haiku # 157 & // 163 in Vol. 1)Sakata on Japan sea, 229 km. long, 
kaze no ka (the scent of wind) = kaze kaoru the wind smells) means a
cool breeze in summer in haiku

This was a greeting hokku to Seishin (55§-fe, Shibuya Kurobei: , a
wealthy merchant in Shinjo, admiring his nice residence near the Mogami River.

S 378

(Handwritten Kaishi)His soul, will be 
Returned to Mt. Haguro 
By the moon of Law!

Sono tama ya 
Haguro ni kaesu 
nori no tsuki.

tama (EE) = tamashii (*$): a soul, spirit (of the Priestsono: its, his
Ten-yu Hoin)
kaesu (rentai) «- kaesu (yodan, vt.) : to return
nori no tsuki: the perfect moon of the sacred law of Buddha -* Law

tsuki: the moonnori: the sacred law (teachings) of Buddha.
Haguro = Haguro-san (Mt. Haguro, 436 ra.): one of the three sacred mountains of 

(Hi 33 H fU ) , where Dcwa Shrine shows the characteristics of a syn-
(see haiku j? 139 in Vol. 1)

Dewa Prov.
cretic religion like the Toshogu Shrine in Nikko.

It came under the control of Kan-eiji Temple of Edo in the Kan-ei Period (1624 
~1644), and this caused trouble with Yudonosan Shrine and with the Tsuruoka 

The Priest Ten-yu 1594~1674), the 50th chief priest, was
exiled to Izu Oshima Island where he died.
clan.

Basho was asked to offer a poem to the priest, and he composed this.
He wrote an essay(*) in praise of the priest before coming to this haiku. 
* : A Memorial Essay for the Priest Ten-yu (Hoin))
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(Writing on a Picture)When I asked about
The moon and a flower, just snoring 
Came back from the Four Sleepers!

Tsuki ka hana ka 
toe-do shisui no 
ibiki kana.

ibiki: snoringhana: a flower.tsuki: the moon, 
toe (izen) «- tou (yodan, vt.): to ask, question 
-dono: a ptc. for adversative conjunction: even in spite of (rayif (when)
questioning)
shisui (jZ9{§|: the Four Sleepers, "si shui" in Chinese): a good theme in a Zen 
picture, showing Han Shan (§^llj, a

another hermit), Feng Gan (is£"P ,
hermit in China in the 9th cen.) , Shi De 

a Zen priest) and a tiger sleeping
together

Bash5 wrote this humorous haiku on the picture of the Four Sleepers painted by 
the Priest Ten-yu Hoin.

t 380

(Handwritten Kaishi)A cleared up evening!
Cooling myself under the cherry tree, 
I see the flowers of waves.

Yubare ya 
sakura ni suzumu 
nami no hana.

yubare: the fine weather after the rain in the evening
sakura: a cherry tree (blossoms), but in this case, it is a particular tree 
known as Saigyo-Zakura where Saigyo composed the famous waka:

x cm±<n&)-fo
The cherry blossoms 
Of Kisagata
Look buried under the waves, 
And a fisherman rows a boat 
On the blossoms!

Kisagata no 
sakura wa nami ni 
uzumore-te 
hana no ue kogu 
ama no tsuri-bune.

(to be correct, this is not confirmed as a work of Saigyo)

suzumu (rentai) *- suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool oneself, enjoy the cool breeze 
nami no hana: waves are often compared to flowers 
The preface reads:
"Towards evening, a certain local person showed us around Kisagata by boat
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Viewing Mt. Atsumi 
Over to Fukuura,
I enjoy the evening breeze!

Atsumi-yama ya 
Fukuura kake-te 
yu-suzumi.

Atsumi-yama: Mt. Atsumi is located about 60 kra. to the south of Sakata where 
Basho stayed (he stayed at Fugyoku-tei: the house of Ito Fugyoku:
?~1697, the doctor of the feudal lord of Sakata, a disciple of Bash5). 

Fukuura: is located about 20 km. to the north of Sakata
yu-suzumi: to enjoy the cool breezekake-te: from ~ over to.

Atsumi is related in sound to "atsui" (hot).
Fuku of Fukuhara means "to blow" (a cool breeze).

This is a greeting hokku to the host: Fugyoku, with the local familiar names 
near Sakata in it.

t 382

(Sora Kakitome)Out of the flowers
In the herb garden, which one
Should I use for my pillow?

Yakuran ni 
izure no hana o 
kusamakura.

yakuran = yakuso-en (|||]|l|!]): a herb garden
Probably the word "yakuran" was taken from the following poem by Tu Fu:

Kyo ni joji-te mata ki-te yakuran o miyo. 
: If you are interested, come back again to see the herb garden!

izure no: which?izure no hana: which flower?

kusa-makura: (l) sleeping on
(2) sleeping on a journey
(3) makura-kotoba (fcfcf*I: a pillow word, a set epithet) for the 

words: journey, to tie (bundle), temporary, dew, etc.
In olden times, travellers believed that sleeping on the pillow of certain 
kinds of grass would protect them from evil spirits.

the bed of grass (on a pillow of bundled grass)

greeting hokku to Tosetsu (&lf , Hosokawa Shun- mnmm.This was a
doctor in Takada who owned a herb garden) at a kasen party (unfinished) by 

The other two were Sora and Koya (JEffi., Suzuki Yohei:

an: a

four poets.
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(Oi Nikki)Are the relatives 
Of Kuraasaka, holding 
Tama Tatsuri?

Kumasaka ga 
yukari ya itsu no 
Taraa-Matsuri.

= Kuraasaka Chohan (|®Si[J£ffi) : A legendary bandit in the story ofKumasaka
Minamoto no Yoshitsune , 1159-1189, a younger brother of Minamoto no
Yoritorao: M > 1147-1199, the first Kamakura Shogun),
by Yoshitsune when he attacked Kaneuri Kichiji a dealer of gold)
and Yoshitsune at Akasaka in Mino Prov.
His stories became yokyoku and Kabuki dramas.
In yokyoku: (Kumasaka), the spirit of Kumasaka asks a priest for a memorial 
service for him.
yukari = yukari no mono = enja = shinseki: a relative 
itsu no: (is there anytime) when (they hold a memorial service of Tama Matsuri

their ancester?)
Tama Matsuri = Urabon-e = Bon Festival when people console the spirit of the

Kumasaka was killed

He was born at Kumasaka of Kaga Prov.

descendant

for Kumasaka Chohan

(see haiku § 327)dead.
This was a kind of playful greeting in his psychology to the notorious bandit
as Basho passed through Kumasaka where he was born.

r*K*«j# 384

(Handwritten Paper)A man passing by,
Getting wet, is as tasteful 
As a bush clover in rain!

Nure-te yuku ya 
hito mo okashiki 
ame no hagi.

nure (renyo) «- nuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = nureru (Mod. J.): to get wet 
-te: a conjunctive particle for a simple connection 
yuku (shushi, yodan, vi.) = iku: to go, pass by

the form "iku" has been used together with "yuku" since the Nara Period (710 
-784), but in the Heian (794-1185) and Kamakura (1185-1333) Periods, "yuku" 
was basically used to read Chinese sentences into Japanese. (Kojien, 

mo: a particle for addition, stresshito: a man.
okashiki (rentai) *- okashi (adj. shiku conj.): interesting 

hagi: a bush clover, Lespedeza
tasteful

ame: (a) rain.

This was the hokku of goju-in (E+r!, 50-linked verse) by 11 poets at Kansei- 
tei (the house of Kansei: ff, a poet in Komatsu).
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Wind of autumn!
Don't scatter the leaves 
Of a peach tree!

(Hakusenshu)*

Momo no ki no 
sono ha chirasu-na 
aki no kaze.

sono: its.momo no ki: a peach tree, 
chirasu (shushi, yodan, vt.): to scatter (about), strip (a tree of leaves) 
-na: a conclusive particle for prohibition 
aki no kaze: an autumn wind

ha: a leaf, 1 eaves

Basho gave a pseudonym "Toyo, to Kumenosuke (^) , the 14 year old
heir of Izumiya Hatabei (^Uwho was an inkeeper at Yamanaka Spa and 
a poet. "To" (= momo: a peach) was taken from one of Basho's own pseudonyms 
"Tjisei, $j>T=f" and "yo" was taken from "momo no yoyo, 4r " (the young
beauty of a peach) which was derived from (Shi Jing, S?f : The Book of Songs). 
He wished that Kumenosuke would become a great poet, (see haiku # 177 in Vol.1) 
* A selection of haikai in 6 vols., compiled by Fukoku (Ito, IS,EH , ?~1701,

It includes (Nozarashi Kiko), Bashd's 
522 hokku classified into the four seasons of the year, etc. 
was criticized badly by Kyoriku and Shiko for its many errors.

a doctor in Kyoto), published in 1698.
But this book

rspg*j*MV> 386

(Utatsushu)*In the fishing light,
A mi 1ler's-thumb sounds sobbing 
From under the waves!

Isaribi ni 
kajika ya nami no 
shita musebi.

isaribi: a fishing fire (light), torch, torchlight (used for fishing) 
kajika (|&): a mi 1ler's-thumb, Cottus japonicus
kajika = kajika-gaeru (fR[^^): a torrent frog, Buergeria buergeri 
nami: a wave, ripples
shita-rausebi: sobbing behind the scene, unnoticed, 
musebi (renyo & gerund) «- musebu (yodan, vi.): to sob, to be choked with tears

shita: under (the water)

The fish of kajika was confused with a singing torrent frog which appeared 
often in old poems. This fish is caught often in a mountain stream under the 
torchlight at night, and the voice (actually of a torrent frog) sounds as if 
the fish were sobbing under the water in fear of its life!
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Hokushi (^fc^ , 1718, a sword sharpener, 
a poet in Kanazawa), published in 1691.
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The hot spring bath here 
Will be missed tonight. 
It will be cold indeed!

(Hahasohara-shu)*

Yu no nagori 
koyoi wa hada no 
samukara-n.

yu: hot water, hot spring water (in this case)
nagori: a feeling to miss something, traces, remains, vestiges 
koyoi: this evening, tonight 
hada: the skin
saraukara (mizen) «- samushi (adj. kari conj.): (it is) cold 

-mu (aux. v.): conjecture-n =

This complimentary haiku was given to Toyo: the young inkeeper of Yamanaka Spa 
as he left the inn. (see haiku # 177 for Yamanaka Spa in Vol. 1)

* A selection of haikai mostly by Basho's disciples in Kaga Province 
I**]), compiled by Kuku ('frjsj?, 1 6 4 7 ?~ ?, a poet in Kanazawa) published in 1692.

i&mmnnmfi)# 388

Missing the hot spring,
I kept looking back at the spa 
As I left in the mist!

(Bash5-o Shinseki Shu-i)

Yu no nagori 
iku-tabi miru ya 
kiri no raoto.

iku-tabi: How many times?
miru (shushi, karai-ichi, vt.): to see, look at 
ya: an interrogative ptc. 
kiri: fog, mist 
no moto: in (the mist)

Basho was leaving the steaming spa in the mist, looking back many times, and 
missed it.
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(Oku no Hosoraichi)After writing some words,
I tore off the folding fan 
To share each half!

Mono kai-te 
ogi hiki-saku 
nagori kana.

mono: a thing, something, person (^3) 
kai-te (eu. chan.: i-ombin

ogi = sensu
b'^M) - kaki (renyo)

(M~F) • a folding fan
(-te) ♦- kaku (yodan,

vt.): to write.
There is a season word "sute-ogi" (Jpjjp} : the fan thrown away).
hiki (renyo) «- hiku (yodan, vt.): to pull
saku (rentai) *- saku (yodan, vt.): to split, tear off
nagori: a feeling to miss (somebody, or something)

Basho appreciated the hospitality and guidance by his disciple Hokushi who had 
taken good care of him for about two weeks from Kanazawa to Matsuoka, so, he 
tore off his folding fan for them to keep half each as a memento.

rgjsfM-fc+E-suj*l 390

Let’s visit the places 
Noted for moon viewing 
Making a journey!

(Basho-o Tsuki Ichiya Jugo-ku)*Meigetsu no 
midokoro towa-n 
tabine se-n.

meigetsu: the moon of Aug. 15th and Sep. 13 of the lunar calendar 
midokoro: the places noted for the view of the moon 
towa (mizen) «- tou (yodan, vt.): to visit, ask
-n = -mu (aux. v.): proposition, suggestion, the speaker's will 
tabine: sleeping on a journey, make (go on) a journey
se (mizen) «- su (sa-line irreg. conj.): to do (to make a noun into a verb) 
the rhythmical expression: "towa-n ~ tabine se-n" shows his delighted feeling 
anxious to go immediately 
The preface reads:
"Asking Tosaishi (p^-p = Pgfc, ?~?» older than Basho, he visited Basho in 
Edo about ten years before) of Fukui to go with me --"
Basho stayed at Tosai's house for two nights and then travelled together to 
Turuga.
* A set of 15 haiku composed overnight on Aug. 15, 1689, by Basho when he
stayed in Tsuruga •
Keiko (Miyazaki, O ,
haiku is missing.

They were recorded in (Keiko Ku-cho, by
?~17 1 2 a disciple in Ogaki), but one of the 15
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© At asa-mutsu,
It dawns after the night of 
Our moon viewing journey!

(D Asamutsu Bridge!
We have just crossed it at dawn 
On a moon viewing journey!

(Sono Fukuro)Asamutsu ya 
tsukimi no tabi no 
ake-banare.

Asamutsu: an utamakura (Ifcfct> a pillow word): a place of poetical association 
located about 8 km. to the south of Fukui.

, Asozu (Asauzu) Asuwa County, Fukui Pref.)
It is also a homonym of asa-mutsu (^7a%.V) = ake-mutsu 6:00 a.m.
This homonym (the double meaning) is the most important part of the poem.

tabi: a journey 
ake-banare = yoake = akebono: dawn, daybrake
ake (renyo & gerund) «- aku (shirao-ni , vi.) = akeru (Mod. J.): to dawn
banare (eu. chan.) «- hanare (renyo) «- hanaru (shimo-ni , vi.) = hanareru (Mod.
J.): to leave (the darkness of night into the light of morning)

tsukimi: moon viewing.

The preface reads:

"When we cross the Bridge of Asamutsu which is popularly known as "Asozu", I 
recall a passage of the bridge (in (Makura no S5shi , Chap. 61, &1 %£ : 
The Pillow Book, written between c.996 and c.1008)) by Sei-Shonagon , 
?~?) who wrote: "The (interesting) bridges are the Bridge of Asamutsu, (the 
Bridge of Nagara, the Bridge of Amabiko, etc.)" This is the very Bridge!"

# 392

About tomorrow's moon,
Let me predict if it will rain 
By Hina-ga-dake!

Asu no tsuki 
arae uranawa-n 
Hina-ga-dake.

(Basho-o Tsuki Ichiya Jugo-ku)

asu = ashita: tomorrow, 
tsuki: the moon

asu no: tomorrow's
the full moon of Aug. 15 in this case, 

uranawa (raizen) «- uranau (yodan, vt.): to divine, rorololl, forecast, predict 
-n = -mu (aux. v.): the speaker's will
Hina-ga-dake > _0.^C^) = Mt. Hina (-ga-dake) = today's Mt. Hino (PL^
(7) 0 fFlij) , 795 ra., located to the south of Takefu (3^£) .

ame: a rain

Hi (.fcfc • comparison) corresponds to Hi (0 : the sun) in sound which is the 
antonym of ame (Nf: a rain), a good combination to forecast the weather.
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In the bright moonlight,
The god of imo has shown up 
Out of the wrapper!

Tsuki ni na o 
tsutsumi-kane-te ya 
imo no kami.

(Bash5-o Tsuki Ichiya Jugo-ku)

tsuki: the moon.
tsutsumi (renyo) *- tsutsumu (yodan, vt.): to wrap 
kane (renyo) «- kanu (shimo-ni, vt.) = kaneru (Mod. J.) : to be unable to (do),

na: a name
cover up,

to be difficult to (cover up), to hold another office concurrently 
irao: (l) taro, (sweet) potato, yam (see haiku // 13 in Vol. 1.)

(2) = toso (jfa^if) = hoso = ten-nento (^I$$?s[): smallpox
imo no kami: the god of smallpox in this contextkami: a god.

The title of this haiku is: "Yu-no-o" (?HH).
Yu-no-o is the name of a mountain pass at Imaj5 (<t‘£EB]') , Nanjo County
Fukui Pref. The teahouse there used to sell a famous wooden rice scoop as a
charm against smallpox.
Taro is closely related to moon viewing, because people must offer them to the 
moon with chesnuts, dumplings, susuki (Miscanthus) , etc. (of course, they 
enjoy eating them!) The god of imo couldn't cover up himself any more in the 
bright light of the harvest moon, and has finally shown up!

# 394

At Nakayama
On the Koshi Route, the moon 
Makes me think of life again!

(Basho-o Ichiya Jugo-ku)Nakayama ya 
Koshi-ji mo tsuki wa 
raata inochi.

the name of a place located between IrajS andNakayama = Koshi no Nakayama:
Nakayama reminded Basho of Sayo no Nakayama on the Tokaido high-

(see haiku # 45)
Koshi-ji = Koshi no kuni = Koshi no raichi: the old name of Hokurikudo :
the Hokuriku highway along the Japan Sea coast), the Koshi Route (Road)

Tsuruga.
way, and Saigyo's famous poem of "inochi nari-keri".

inochi: life
"Koshi no Nakayama" (<7) [Jj : Nakayama on the

mata: again, also, in the same way.
The title of this haiku is:
Hokurikudo).
Basho loved Saigyo's poem of Sayo no Nakayama very much, so he quoted it again 
and made a parody of it.
He meant, "Life is wonderful to enable me to enjoy viewing the moon here!"
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I have already seen
Some local Eight Famous Scenes!
And now, the moon of Kehi!

I

(Basho-o Tsuki Ichiya Jugo-ku)Kuni-guni no 
hakkei sara ni 
Kehi no tsuki.

kuni-guni: many provinces (countries), local 
hakkei: eight famous scenes --

The Eight Famous Scenes of Omi (see haiku // 222 in Vol. 1), 
used here to convey the idea of many beautiful scenic spots 

sara ni: besides, and now (in addition)
Kehi: an old name of Tsuruga.
183), Kehi no Matsubara Pine Grove along the Beach of Kehi)

e.g.

There is Kehi Shrine (^.tb-^ci? > see haiku 0
etc.

The title of this poem is: "The Sea of Kehi" (.tb (7) , Kehi no Umi)
Bashd had already seen many beautiful scenes including so-and-so hakkei in 
some provinces, and then in Tsuruga, he was very happy to see an additional 
beautiful scene of the bright harvest moon!

reSRSI/I—*-f-3£4ojI 396

Wearing a priest's robe,
I will pick up the small shells. 
The moon of Ironohama!

(Basho-o Tsuki Ichiya Jugo-ku)Koromo ki-te 
kogai hirowa-n 
Iro no tsuki.

koromo: a robe. ko (prefix): smal1. 
ki (renyo) «- kiru (karai-ichi, vt.): to put on
ko-gai (euphonic change) «- ko-kai = Chidori Masuho-gai (see // 190 in Vol. 1) 
hirowa (mizen) «- hirou (yodan, vt.): to pick up 
-n = -rau (shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will

kai : a shellfish, shell

Iro = Ironohama (which literary means "the coloured beach")
Iro no tsuki: the moon shining over the beach of Ironohama
This haiku is based on the following waka by Saigyo, and Basho pretended to 
behave himself just like Saigy5 in the robe of a priest.

0IiXft)
The small shells of Masuho 
Which dye the sea water,
Are picked up here,
That is probably the reason 
Why it is called Ironohama!

Shio somuru 
Masuho no kogai 
hirou tote 
Ironohama to wa 
iu ni ya ara-mu. (Sanka-Shii)
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(Nochi no Tabi)*Without becoming 
A butterfly, autumn deepens: 
- A caterpiliar!

Kocho ni mo 
nara-de aki furu 
namushi kana.

kocho = cho: a butterfly, 
mo: a particle for stress, 
na-mushi = ao-mushi (Wife): a (green) caterpillar (the larva of a butterfly) 
nara (mizen) *- naru (yodan, vi.): to become, change into
de: a conjunctive particle denoting negative, used like renyo-kei of a verb 
furu (rentai) «- fu (shimo-ni , vi.) = heru (Mod. J.): to elapse, lapse, pass

ni: a ptc. denoting the result of a change 
aki: autumn

This was composed as a hokku at Joko-tei in Ogaki after the long journey of 
The caterpillar which does not become a butterfly in the 

deepening autumn probably reflects his feeling of weariness and getting old 
without much change.

Oku no Hosomichi.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Joko (Kondo, , ?~1708, a warrior
of the Mino-Ogaki clan, became a disciple in 1684. ), published in 1695.
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(Haikai Urushijima)*The voice of a dove 
Pierces my body 
In the cave of rock!

Hato no koe
mi ni shimi-wataru
iwato kana.

mi: the body
shimi (renyo) «- shimu (kami-ni, vi.) = shimiru (Mod. J.): to pierce, permeate 
wataru (rentai) «- wataru (yodan, vi.): to spread, extend, cross over, 
transfershimi-wataru: to pierce into, penetrate
iwato: literally means a rock-door of a cave as in the case of "Ama no Iwato" 

of the Goddess of the Sun in a Shinto myth, but in this poem Lt simply means 
The main image (Kokuzo Bosatsu, Akasa-garbha-bodhisattva) of 

the temple is enshrined in the cave of the Inner Temple of Myoshorinji Hoko- 
in at Akasaka in Ogaki.

koe: a voice.hato: a pigeon, dove.

a rock cave.

according to the preface.Basho visited this temple on Aug. 28

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Urushi j ima-ken Hakusen (}!•$; lu ${* Jrl J11) , and 
published in 1706.
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(Nochi no Tabi)Staying in this garden,
I would like to gather up 
Nuts and seeds of plants!

Komori-i-te
ki no mi kusa no mi
hirowa-baya.

koraori (renyo) *- komoru (yodan, vi.): to stay indoors (inside) 
i (renyo) *- iru (kami-ichi, vi.): to be (stay) there 
-te: a conjunctive ptc. 
kusa: grass.
hirowa (mizen) *- hirou (yodan, vt.): to pick up, gather 
-baya: a ptc. for wish 
The preface says:
"An impromptu poem at the villa of Josui (*)
* His real name was Toda Gondayu (PBS^^C^), who was "karo" (^45 
retainer of a feudal lord) of the Ogaki clan.
This was the greeting hokku of a linked verse party by six poets to the host, 
appreciating his warm hospitality.

mi: a fruit nut, berry, seed 
kusa no mi: seeds, berry

ki: a tree . 
ki no mi: a nut, (fruit).

a chief

I 900

(Haikai Ishizuri Makimono)*Bloom in a hurry!
The ninth day is approaching: 
- Chrysanthemum flowers!

Hayaku sake 
kunichi mo chikashi 
kiku no hana.

hayaku (reny5): soon «* hayashi (adj. ku conj.) = hayai (Mod. J.): quick 
sake (imperative) «- saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom
kunichi = kokonoka: the ninth (of the month, of September in this poem)
Sep. 9 is an annual festival known as "Choy5 (meaning: double 9) no Sekku, M. 

(7)H(5'frj", and a chrysanthmum party used to be held at the Imperial Court to 
drive away evil spirits. Chrysanthemum was considered effective for a long 
life (see haiku it 177 in Vol. 1). So, people used to drink "kiku zake" (^ 
M, chrysanthemum wine: the flowers were soaked in the wine) on this day. 

chikashi (adj. ku conj.) = chikai (Mod. J.): near, close, approaching 
kiku: a chrysanthemum, Chrysanthemum molifolium Ramat. hana: a flower

This was the hokku of a kasen party by 12 poets held at the house of Asai Sa- 
a warrior of the Ogaki clan) on Sep. 4.ryu

A selection of haikai copied from the handwritng by Basho and other famous 
poets, compiled by Syoeiken Senshi (f&^^p^^) , published in 1842.
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The wistaria beans,
Will be a good haikai theme: 
- The fruit of flowers!

(Fuji no Mi)*

Fuji no mi wa 
haikai ni se-n 
hana no ato.

fuji: a Japanese wistaria, Wisteria floribunda DC. 
fuji no mi = fuji-mame: an Egyptian kidney bean, a wistaria bean 
haikai (£^fj£) has a long history of development, the original Chinese meaning 

was something like "comicality", "humour", "witticism", "joke", etc.
In the Edo Period, it became "Haikai no Renga, <7) (a humorous and
witty linked verse)", and the word "haikai" meant: hokku, renku (M'W ' link
ed verse), and haibun (essay by a haikai poet), but in a narrow sense, it 
meant renku. (see "What is Haiku: a. Historical Background" in Vol. 1) 

se (mizen) ♦- su (sa-line irreg. conj., vt.): to make (causative)
-n = -mu (aux. v.): the speaker's will
hana no ato: the fruit (result) of a flower. ato: the result, fruit 
The preface reads:
"A certain Sogyu , Izen = Hirose Gennojd, ?~1711) of Seki (fif)
visited me when I stayed in Ogaki. I composed this for him in the lingering 
scent of the flowers which Sogi (Iio, 1421~1502, a poet of renga) had
called the flowers of Fujishiro (white wistaria) Misaka"(**).
** When Sogi passed the old site of Osaka no Seki (&££§§, in today's Otsu) , 
he happened to see on the slope (saka) the white flowers of wistaria. 
Comparing them to those of Fujishiro Misaka in Kishu (today's Wakayama): a
well-known place in old poetry, he composed a poem:

After crossing Seki (= Osaka no Seki), 
I still see here the flowers of

Seki koe-te 
koko mo Fujishiro 
Misaka kana. 

compiled by Sogyu (Izen), published in 1694.
Fujishiro Misaka! 

A selection of haikai

rjgBEjit 402

(Oi Nikki)What a hermitage!
With the moon, chrysanthemum and 
Three tan of rice fields!

Kakurega ya
tsuki to kiku to ni
ta san-tan.

tan: a unit of area = 991.7 square meterskakurega: a hermitage, retreat.
This was a greeting poem to Boku-in (Tani, /KH , 1646~1725) when he
invited, lauding his simple way of life at the hermitage in Ogaki.

was
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(Oi Nikki)Saigyo's straw sandals
Should be hung on the pine tree
Which is wet with dew!

Saigyo no 
waraji mo kakare 
matsu no tsuyu.

Saigyo: a poet (111 8^1190) whom Basho loved and respected very much 
waraji: a pair of straw sandals for travelling
kakare (imperative) «- kakaru (yodan, vi.): to hang (from a tree), be suspended 
matsu: a pine (tree) ■, Pinus.
This was written on a painting of a pine tree wet with dew.
The straw sandals were an imaginary addition by Bash5 on the pine tree in the 
painting.

tsuyu: dew

n Stf J:# 404

(Haikai Kanjin-cho)*Reduce your light, moon! 
Let me tell them the story 
Of Akechi's wife!

Tsuki sabiyo 
Akechi ga tsuraa no 
hanashi se-n.

tsuki: the moon. tsuma: a wife. hanashi: a story
sabiyo (imperative) *- sabu (karai-ni, vi.) = sabiru (Mod. J.): this is a very 
difficult word to translate, but it means something like: to get dreary, look

sad (gloomy), "reduce your light" (in this case, talking to the moon)
Akechi = Akechi Mitsuhide 1 528~ 1 582, a warrior who assasinated Oda

Nobunaga ($f{ B3 ■fo > 1534~1 582) at HonnSji Temple in Kyoto in 1582, but was 
soon revenged by his follower: Toyotomi Hideyoshi , 1536~1598).
According to (ichiwa Ichigen, —fj§ — H") by Ota Narapo (;fcE0MS&» 1749~1823), 
Akechi once planned a renga (linked verse) party when he was still young and 
poor without enough money to prepare for it. Then his wife cut off her hair 
and sold it for the money to help her husband with the party. Akechi was
impressed by her devotion, and promissed her that he would make her the wife
of a great general in 50 days, and his proraiss was fulfilled, 

se-n: let me (tell them), I will (tell them)
The preface reads:
"When I stayed at the house of Yugen (Xj£ , 1671~1742) of Ise. His wife, in
cooperation with her husband, worked very hard to take care of me. So, I could 
enjoy relaxation to remove the fatigue of ray journey. I was starting to tell 
them the story of the wife of Hyuganokami (IHIrJtF = Akechi Mitsuhide) who cut 
off her hair for the party —" (Basho admired Yugen's wife.) 
of haikai, compiled by Rotsu (&3 > 1649~1738), published in 1691.

* A selection
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(Handwritten Shikishi)*How I feel weary!
Now, make me feel lonely, 
The temple of autumn!

Uki ware o 
sabishi-gara-seyo 
aki no tera.

uki (rentai) *- ushi (adj.) = ui (Mod. J.): weary, tired, gloomy, sad, unhappy 
ware (personal pronoun): I. 
sabishi = sabishii = saraishii: lonely
-gara (mizen) *- garu: a suffix attaching to an adjective (and a noun) to make 
it a verb with yodan conjugation
-garu has a meaning of: to feel (like), wish to, pretend to be 
seyo (imperative) «- su (aux. v.): causative 
aki no tera: the temple of autumn
* A shikishi is a square piece of fancy paper for writing a poem on.

ware o: me (objective case)

The preface reads: "Staying for two nights at Daichiin Temple of Nagashima in 
the Province of Ise - "
The priest of this temple, the Priest Seishu I), was the uncle of Sora
(tt ^ , 1649~1710) who had accompanied Basho on his "Oku no Hosoraichi" journey.

This is the original version of the haiku II 244 in Vol. 1 :

(Saga Nikki)*I feel weary,
Now, make me feel lonely 
With your voice, cuckoo!

Uki ware o 
sabishi-gara-seyo 
kanko-dori.

kanko-dori = yobuko-dori (^“PJI) = kakk5 (§$£) : a cuckoo 
* See haiku II 462.

1, this is based on a poem by Saigyo:As I explained in Vol.

UJSKftfrXC. tt ZZCMs v-t 0 Vttit&K. riijitsij

Yama-zato ni 
tare o mata kowa 
yobuko-dori 
hitori norai koso 
sumamu to omou ni

(Sanka-Shu)In this mountain hamlet, 
Whom on earth 
Is it calling: a cuckoo? 
I wanted to live here 
Just alone!
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In the autumn wind,
A graveyard of Ise looks 
Something more ghastly!

(Hana Tsumi)*

Aki no kaze 
Ise no hakahara 
nao sugoshi.

aki no kaze: an autumn wind
Ise: the name of a province where there is the Grand Shrine of Ise 
hakahara = hakawara = haka: a graveyard, churchyard, cemetery 
nao: still (further) more
sugoshi (adj. ku conj.) = sugoi (Mod. J.): uncanny ghastly, dreadful

The preface reads: "At Nakamura of Ise Province

In Ise, the provine of Shinto Gods, "death" was abhorred as impurity, and a 
person who was dying must have been taken to the grave before he (she) stopped 
his (her) breathing. This local custom was called "hayagake (•^•lE)"- (Ajiro 
Hironori: , 1784~1856, (ise S5shiki no Gi 0-tazune 0-kotae:

${I ^ ) , according to (Basho Kushu) of Iwanami by Tokuzd Otani:

K. Yamamoto says Bash5 didn't explain concretely "What is ghastly", probably 
he knew the custom of hayagake which was too cruel to be mentioned.

* A haikai diary, written by Kikaku (^^ , 1661~1 707), published in 1690.

# 407

Is this the inkstone?
I've picked up a hollowed stone 
With some dew in it.

(Letter to Sampu)

Suzuri ka to 
hirou ya kuboki 
ishi no tsuyu.

suzuri: an inkstone. 
to: a ptc. for a quotation, 
ishi: (a) stone, pebble, 
ya: an exclamatory ptc. 
hirou (rental) *■ hirou (yodan, vt.): to pick up

ka: an interrogative ptc.
kuboki = kubonda (Mod. J.): hollow
tsuyu: dew, a dewdrop

When Saigy5 once lived at a hermitage in Futami, he used the inkstone which 
was just a natural, hollowed stone (MfSaigyo-syonin dan sh5) .
Basho found a similar hollowed stone on the beach of Futami, which reminded 
him of the inkstone used by Saigyo.
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Entering the gate,
I smell a fragrant orchid 
From the sago palms!

(Oi Nikki)

Mon ni ire-ba 
sotetsu ni ran no 
nioi kana.

ni : in (-to)mon: a gate, 
ire-ba: when (one) enters (the gate)
ire (izen) ♦- iru (yodan, vi.) = hairu: to enter, go (come) in 
sotetsu: a (Japanese) sago palm, cycad, Cycas revoluta Thunb.

Orchidaceae has about 700 genera and 25,000 species.ran: an orchid, 
nioi: (a) smell, scent, fragrance

This
the Buddhist Temple named Shuei-in (^^Efc) in Ise with its famous sago palms, 
and the fragrant orchid flowers were just blooming nearby the trees.

a greeting poem by Basho admiring the quiet and elegant beauty ofwas

of course, came from the orchid flowers, not from the sagoThe fragrance 
palms!

rh' <V 409

(Okure-base-shu)*The shape of branches 
Looks changing everyday 
With cotton rose flowers!

Eda-buri no 
higoto ni kawaru 
fuyo kana.

eda-buri: the shape of the branches of a tree (shrub) 
higoto ni: everyday
kawaru (rentai) «- kawaru (yodan, vi.) to change
fuy5: a cotton rose, Confederate rose, Hibiscus mutabilis L.

A cotton rose flower blooms in the morning, and withers in the evening, and an 
entirely new flower blooms next morning at a different spot of the shrub, so, 
even the same shrub gives us an impression of changing the shape of its 
branches everyday!

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Shusetsu (Sakamoto, 1654~1733),
published in 1698.
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(Sho-o Zenden)Come, a cold shower
For these people! Even if
The house is chilly!

Hito-bito o 
shigureyo yado wa 
samuku torao.

hito-bito: (these) people (who have gathered to enjoy the poetical elegance) 
o: an objective ptc. with a sense of an interjectional (exclamatory) ptc. 
shigureyo (imperative) *- shiguru (shimo-ni, vi.) = shigureru (Hod. J.):

the verb of shigure (a cold passing shower in late autumn or early winter): 
a cold passing shower comes (falls) 

yado: the house where people meet and stay for a haikai party = Hairiki-tei 
(the house of Hairiki = Sugino Kambei (^I?|£Jj, 1653~1732

warrior of the Iga-Ueno Tod5 clan) 
samuku (renyo) saraushi (adj. ku conj.) = samui (Mod. 
tomo: even if, (al-)though, in spite of the fact that

a

J.): (it is) cold

# 41 1

A winter garden!
The moon looks like a thread 
An insect's voice is faint!

(Sho-o Zenden)
and

Fuyu-niwa ya 
tsuki mo ito-naru 
mushi no gin.

fuyu-niwa: a winter garden 
fuyu: winter. niwa: a garden

ito-naru = ito no yona (Mod. J.): as fine as a thread, thin, slender (-» faint, 
weak).
It refers both to the moon and the voice of an insect which still survives.

mushi: a (singing) insect
gin: singing, composing a poem, a voice

This was the hokku of a han-kasen (18-linked verse) party hosted by Yamagishi 
Hanzan a warrior) at the hermitage of Ichinyu (— A) of Iga.
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With the folding screen 
Depicting a mountain behind, 
He enjoys wintering!

(Sho-o Zenden)

Byobu ni wa 
yama o egai-te 
f uyu-gomori.

byobu: a folding screen.
(eu. chan.) «- egaki

yama: a mountain
(renyo) «- egaku (yodan, vt.): to paint,egai-te 

draw, depict
fuyu-gomori: wintering, to spend a winter staying mostly indoors

There is a note in (Sho-o Zenden) that this was composed at the house of Hei- 
chu > a man of Iga), but we have no knowledge about him so far.

I 413

(Letter to Mangikumaru)*In the first snow,
How about making the whiskers 
With a hare's fur!

Hatsu-yuki ni 
usagi no kawa no 
hige tsukure.

hatsu-yuki: the first snow of the year
usagi: a hare (no-usagi). rabbit (kai-usagi) was imported in the Meiji Period 
kawa: the skin, a fur, flix
hige: a moustache (mustashe), whiskers, beard 
tsukure (imperative) «- tsukuru (yodan, vt.): to make

The preface reads:
"Playing with children in the mountain(**)"
** This refers to his native place Iga-Ueno which is actually a basin sur
rounded by mountains.

There are various interpretaions about this haiku:
Kyorai writes in (Kyorai-sho): "As the preface says, this was composed when he 
played with children who got excited at the first snow.

Don't try to analyze the logic!"
Don't try to find a

difficult meaning in it!

Doho says in (Sanzoshi) : "This is a playful poem composed in the midst of 
merriment with children with the first snow."

* Mangikumaru is the same as Tokoku (Tsuboi, , ?~1690).
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For Yamashi.ro,
I left by palanquin of Ide 
When a cold shower came!

(Shobikin)

Yamashiro e 
Ide no kago karu 
shigure kana.

Yamashiro: the name of a province and town (the southern part of Kyoto)
Ide (#|U): the name of a town in Yamashiro (to the north of Yamashiro town) 
ide (tB"C): to leave for, depart for 
kago: a palanquin.
karu (rentai) *- karu (yodan, vt.) = kariru (Mod. J.):

shigure: a cold winter shower
to borrow, use

According to the locations of Yamashiro and Ide, Basho probably used a modon- 
kago (a returning kago to Ide without a passenger) for Yamashiro when he left 
Kara where he was caught by a sudden cold passing shower.

j'j>#vm<ow*>i&siwst 415

(Kaishi written by Chigetsu)How impressive:
The Shosho-no-Ama's story 
In the snow of Shiga!

Shosh5 no
Ama no hanashi ya
Shiga no yuki.

Shosh5-no-Araa: the Nun of Shosho was a daughter of Fujiwara no Nobuzane (j§§Jjf( 
1 1767^1 266, a painter, poet) who served the chugu (the second consort) 

of the Emperor Gohorikawa (1212~1234), and became a nun later, living at the 
hamlet of Ogi, in Shiga. The following waka in (Shin Chokusen Waka-Shu,

HI He) made her famous, and she was called "Ono-ga-ne-no-Shosh5":

gflinufe o t a £ < bA,
A cock never knows 
That its own crowing 
Separates a couple in love, 
That must be the reason 
Why it crows so loud!

Ono ga ne ni 
tsuraki wakare wa 
ari to dani 
omoi mo shira-de 
tori no naku-ran.

Shiga no sato: a hamlet in Shiga (near Lake Biwa) .hanashi: a story.
The preface reads:
"Visiting Chigetsu (|P^ , Otokuni’s mother), an elderly nun, I was told about 
the Ono-ga-ne-no-Shosho who had lived in seclusion near here
Basho praised Chigetsu by comparing her to the elegant "Ono-ga-ne-no-Shosho".
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This is the item,
Not stained with worldly soot: 
-- An old wooden bowl!

(Haikai Kanjin-ch5)

Kore ya yo no 
susu ni somara-nu 
f uru-goshi.

kore: this. yo no: worldly
susu: soot -» susu-harai: literally meaning: "sweeping off soot" which was the 

annual event of cleaning the house on Dec. 13.

ya: an exclamatory ptc.

somara-nu: not stained (spoiled, dyed, smeared) with
somara (mizen) «- somaru (yodan, vi.): to dye, be dyed, be stained (with) 
nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative, 
goshi (= gosu): a wooden bowl with the lid (cover)
There is a foreword by Rotsu ({^51 , 1649~1738) to this haiku in (Kanjin-cho): 
"When I travelled to Tsukushi (an old name of Kyushu), I left a wooden bowl 
with the lid behind at an inn in Naniwazu (today's Osaka), but the set was

When I told Basho

furu: stem of adjective furushi: old

sent over to Awazu without any damage seven years later, 
about this, he was impressed so much by the heart of the sender, and composed 
this in praise of him
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(Hana Tsurai)If it hails,
I'll cook and serve you hio 
Caught by the fishweir!

Arare se-ba 
Ajiro no hio o 
ni-te dasa-n.

if it hails (it will be cold, but tasteful)arare: hail, a hailstone, 
se (mizen) *- su (sa-line irreg. conj., vi.): to do
-ba: a conjunctive ptc. to make a conditional clause with mizen-kei verb 
ajiro = yana: a fishweir (a fish trap made of a reed screen or bamboo blind). 

In old historical documents, there are records of ajiro on the Uji River (^ 
?nJI|) for ayu fish (&!j , sweet smelt) and the Tagarai River (EH_bJI|, a branch 
of the Seta River: ®IilJI|) for hio (hiuo, fry of sweet smelt), 

hio = hiuo: the fry of ayu (sweet smelt). It is written as (ice fish),
and it matches the cold hail in this poem, 

ni-te: boiled, cooked, 
dasa (mizen) «- dasu (yodan, vt.): to serve, present, offer 
-n = -mu (shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will
The preface is: "People have visited me at the herraitage (*) of Zeze ({fj^H/f) , so 

(His happy feeling is well revealed here in welcoming the visitors!)
* It was located in the precincts of Gichuji Temple (141 ^F) .

se-ba:

ni (renyo) «- niru (karai-ichi, vt.): to boil, cook
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I 418

(Sono Fukuro)Someone great could be
Wrapped in a straw mat, unknown,
In this bright New Year!

Komo o ki-te 
tare-bito imasu 
hana no haru.

komo: a straw (rush) mat («- makomo, §[: Manchurian wildrice, Ziznia latifolia) 
a sake cask wrapped in a rush mat (used for celebrations)

(2) a begger wrapped in a straw mat 
ki (renyo) *- kiru (kami-ichi, vt.) : to put on 
tarc-bito - dare (Mod. J.): who (is it)? 
imasu (shushi, sa-line irreg., yodan till the Heian Period), vi.): to be 

(this is a polite expression used when referring to an important person) 
hana no haru: a season word in haiku literally meaning the spring of blossoms, 
but it means: the New Year
This haiku surprised the poets in Kyoto in those days, because it was the

komo-kaburi: (!)

an unknown (unidentified) person

first time a man wrapped in a straw appeared in the haiku of the New Year. And 
He read many stories of great men and high priests who dis-Basho was blamed.

guised themselves as beggers in (Senju-sho, , (Hossh i n-shu, JS'C**),
(O-jo yo-shu, He respected those people, and he called 
himself a "Kotsujiki no Okina, £ (7) spjj : an Aged Mendicant" in his essay when

etc.

he was 37 years old. (see haiku # 3 in Vol. 1)
The preface reads: "Welcoming the New Year near Kyoto

r?B# 419

(Hana Tsumi)Go and see
The Festival of Otters, 
Downstream of the Seta!

Kawauso no 
matsuri mi-te koyo 
Seta no oku.

kawauso - kawaoso = oso: an otter, Lutra lutra (whiteleyi: nihon kawauso) 
matsuri: a festival. kawauso no matsuri = dassai, is the fourth season 
of the 72 seasons of the year (-b-f““®|) in the old Chinese calendar, which 
starts from Jan. 16 to 20. An otter has a habit to keep the fish put aside on 
the riverbank, which look like offerings to the ancestors, which remind us of 
the Bon Festival offerings. Masaoka Shiki (see Introduction 5. in Vol.1) com
pared himself to an otter, and named himself as "The Master of the Bookstore 
of the Otter Festival, because he scattered books (instead of 
fish) all over. rai-te koyo: go and see it! Seta no oku: behind (downstream 
of) the Seta River. The preface reads: "To the one who is going to Zeze —"
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(Soba no Furuhata)*In the rain of spring,
The sprouts of the eggplant 
Are coming out of seeds!

Harusame ya 
futaba ni moyuru 
nasubi-dane.

harusame: a spring rain
futaba: a seed leaf, budding leaf, bud sprout
moyuru (rentai) ♦- moyu (shimo-ni, vi.) = moeru (Mod. J.): to bud, sprout
nasubi = nasu: an eggplant, Solanum melongena L. 

«- (eu. chan.) tane: a seed-dane

The preface says: i
"In my native place, I planted three different kinds(**) of seeds in my elder 
brother's garden 
** They were an eggplant a green pepper and taro.

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Baiin (#5j|), published in 1703.

maoisrttfj# 421

(Soba no Furuhata)Such a tiny seed!
But I won't make little of it: 
- The red pepper!

Kono tane to 
omol-konasa-ji 
t ogarashi.

kono: this, such a
kono tane: such a (tiny) seed (in this context)
omoi-konasa (mizen) <- omoi-konasu (yodan, vt.): to despise, look down upon, 

ignore, neglect, disregard, make (think) little (light) of, underrate 
-ji (rentai) «- ji (aux. v.): negative form of -n (-mu)
togarashi: a red pepper, Capsicum annuum L. (see haiku # 270 in Vol. 1)

The seeds of a red pepper are so tiny, but I won't think little of them, 
because I know that when they are fully grown up and bear the new red pepper 
in autumn, they will gradually change their colour into red and will be 
hot to burn our mouth!

very
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(Ono ga Hi)A seed taro vendor 
Is going by selling them. 
Blossoms in full bloom!

Tane-imo ya 
hana no sakari ni 
uri-aruku.

seed taro (a taro to be planted as a seed for the next year)tane-imo: a
hana no sakari ni: at the best time of the (cherry) blossoms
uri (renyo) «- uru (yodan, vt.): to sell 
aruku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to walk

The preface says:
"The year of the horse (Genroku 3 = 1690), in the mountain of Iga, a tasteful 
scene in spring

The combination of a seed taro and cherry blossoms is quite unusual, but very 
interesting.

# 42 3

(Sho-o Zenden)The pines on the bank,
With blossoms in the garden: 
A thickly wooded mansion!

Dote no matsu 
hana ya ko-bukaki 
tono-zukuri.

dote: a bank, enbankment 
matsu: a pine
ko-bukaki: ko (= ki) : trees + fukaki (= fukai: deep): densely wooded

zukuri «- tsukuri: structure, in the style of 
tsukri (renyo & gerund) «- tsukuru (yodan, vt.): to make

dike

tono: a mansion.

The preface says: "At the mansion of Kyoboku-shi (* Hj/fc-F*) --"

* The pseudonym of Todo Shuri (it lilt 3 5l!
of the Todo clan, a chief retainer of the feudal lord, 20 years old) who had 
his mansion on the grounds of the castle.

karo a high-ranking warrior

This was the greeting hokku of a kasen party praising the thickly wooded fine 
residence of the host.
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It is we 11-matched for me:
The soybean floured rice balls 
For cherry blossom viewing!

(Sho-5 Zenden)

Niawashi ya
mame no ko-meshi ni
sakura-gari.

niawashi (shushi, adj., shiku-conj.): becoming, well-matched 
mame no ko = kinako: roasted soybean flour, 
mame no ko meshi: a rice ball covered with (roasted) soybean flour 
sakura-gari: cherry blossom viewing 

-gari *- kari (hunting) 
momiji-gari: mapleviewing 
shiohi-gari: shellfish gathering 
kinoko-gari = take-gari: mushroom gathering 
yuki-mi

meshi: boiled rice

viewing of autumnal (coloured) leaves

tsuki-mi: the moon viewing: snow viewing.

The simple bento (^t1^, a [box] lunch) is well-matched for my cherry blossom 
viewing in a mountain hamlet.

r?E ffijI 425

(Hana-tsumi)Ploughing sounds for hemps, 
Are so rough as if a storm 
Were blasting blossoms!

Hatake utsu 
oto ya arashi no 
sakura-asa.

hatake: a field, farm
utsu (rentai) «- utsu (yodan, vt.):

(l) to hit, strike
(D = tagayasu: to plough (plow), till 

arashi L (shushi, adj., ku-conj.): rough, wild, violent 
arashi JM, : a storm
sakura-asa = hana-so (?E¥: a hemp planted in spring) «- asa 

: a hemp, Cannabis sativa L.
= taima (jzM)

Arashi and sakura are associate words (engo, ^^) , and are combined often in 
the traditional poems.
The farmers' strong hard work of ploughing a field in preparation for planting 
hemps sounds so harsh as if a spring storm were blasting cherry blossoms!

11, at the shrine of Shirahige in Araki Village.""On Mar.The preface reads:
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(Sa rumino)Shimmer of heated air!
The slender shoots of saiko 
Stand in the dim light!

Kagero ya 
saiko no ito no 
usu-gumori.

kagero: heat haze, shimmering of heated air 
saiko:

(1) a medicinal herb whose root contains saponin
(2) = shaguma-saiko = okina-gusa ($}^): Pulsatilla cernua Spreng.

shootito: a thread, string -* a bud, sprout
-gumori: slightly hazy (cloudy) weather, in the dim lightusu

§ 427

(Cha no Soshi)Sleeping on a journey,
Learn the right way to enjoy 
Viewing the blossoms!

Kusa-makura 
makoto no hanami 
shite mo koyo.

kusa-makura: sleeping on the bed of grass, sleeping on a journey, a poetical 
set phrase , makura-kotoba) for a journey

makoto no: the right (true) way of.
-shi-te = shi + te.
mo: a relative ptc. denoting addition and stress 
koyo (imperative) jg (ka-line irreg. conj., vi.): to come

hana-mi: (cherry) blossom viewing 
-shi (renyo) «- su (sa-line irreg. conj., vi.): to do

The preface reads: "On the departure of Rotsu for Michinoku (the northern part 
of Honshu)

This was given to Rotsu (i§M> 1649~1738, a disciple), who was starting his 
journey to the northern Honshu to follow Basho's "Oku no Hosomichi" route. 
Rotsu was rather notorious for his bad conduct. He lost a valuable tea con
tainer of a certain family in Zeze, and tried to shift the resposibi li ty to 
Inkei his friend and poet). This made Basho furious, but he was later
forgiven shortly before the death of Basho who left a will to other disciples 
for reconciliation with him. Rotsu attended the funeral ceremony of Basho 
at Gichuji Temple in Zeze, and wrote a detailed report about Basho right 
before and after his death, and compiled a memorial anthology of haikai en
titled (S3Basho-o Gyojoki, 1695).
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(Oi Nikki)Among the wild cherry blossoms, 
I see first the two buildings 
With a tiled roof!

Yama-zakura 
kawara fuku mono 
mazu futatsu.

yama-zakura: a wild cherry tree (blossom), Prunus jamasakura Sieb. ex Koidz. 
Before the Meiji Period, this was the most common and popular variety.
The trees at Yoshino in Nara and Arashiyama in Kyoto were this kind.
Some i - Yosh i no , Prunus yedoensis Matsum.) started to spread in the
early Meiji Period, and today, newly planted trees are mostly this kind, 

kawara: a (roof) tile
fuku (rentai) <- fuku (yodan, vt.): to tile, to cover the roof with tiles 

kawara fuku mono: a building (house) with a tiled roof 
futatsu: two

mono: a thing, 
mazu: (at) first, first of all.

The expression "the two buildings with a tiled roof" was taken from (Kyohaku- 
Shu, by Kinoshita Choshoshi (/fcPj§j-f- , 1569~1649, see haiku ft 198 in 
Vol. 1): "There are two buildings with a tiled roof where I usually live" (The 
Chapter of Yamaga no Ki ,

rnm&mi§ 429

(His Own Manuscript)A nun living alone 
In a thatched house, treats me coldly. 
- A white azalea blooms!

Hitori ama 
wara-ya sugenashi 
shiro-tsutsuji.

hitori: living alone 
ama: a nun
wara-ya: a (straw-)thatched house 
wara: (rice) straw
sugenashi (adj. ku-conj. = sugenai, Mod. J.): cold, coldhearted, indifferent 
shiro-tsutsuji: a white azalea
shiro: stem of adj. shiroshi (shiroi, Mod. J.): white 
tsutsuji: an azalea, Rhododendron (botanical name)

She seemed too much conscious about the opposite sex when she met Basho, whom 
she treated like an intruder into her sanctuary. Bash5 compared her cold atti
tude toward him to the white azalea blooming nearby.
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(His Own Manuscript)(Unfinished)

Tsuma kou-te 
nezasa kazuku ya

tsuma: a wife 
kou-te (eu. chan.: u-ombin) *- koi-te = kou (kami-ni & yodan, vt.)

: to love, miss
bamboo grass, Pleioblastus argenteostriatus (Regel) Nakai f. glaber 

(Makino) Murata.
& vi.): ® to put on.

nezasa:

(2) to dive under (into) the waterkazuku (yodan, vt.

This was written together with 428, (and // 207 in Vol. 1) on the same sheet, 
but the last five syllables were not written.

# 431

(Letter to Shado)In the summer grass,
Show off your wealth, snake! 
Witli your cast-off skin!

Natsukusa ni 
fuki 0 kazare 
hebi no kinu.

natsukusa: summer grass 
fuki: wealth
kazare (imperative) *- kazaru (yodan, vt.): to decorate 
hebi: a snake
kinu = korora (robe, kimono) «- nukegara: a cast-off skin (of a snake) 
hebi no kawa: a snake skin

adorn, show off

In the plain summer grass, the cast-off skin of a snake would be a conspicuous 
object to make a gorgeous ornament, 
show us!

Cast off your skin, andSo, "A snake!

This was composed at Genju-an Hermitage, and he wrote in a letter to Otokuni 
|) that "many snakes and centipedes bother me here (Genju-an)!"

Shado ($f^i£, ?~1737), a physician of Zeze, Omi , became a disciple of Basho in 
1689 under the name of Haraada Chinseki &W.) > whom Basho gave the
essay of (Sharaku-do no Ki, Min 1690 when he visited his residence. 
Shadd compiled (Hisago: A Gourd) in 1690 under the supervision of Basho. 
later on, he caused friction with other disciples, and left Basho. 
show up even for Basho's funeral, (see haiku # 270 in Vol. 1)

But
He didn't
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(Letter to Shado)Through the summer grass,
I will gladly lead your way 
Hunting a snake away!

Natsukusa ya 
ware saki-dachi-te 
hebi kara-n.

ware: Inatsukusa: summer grass, 
saki-dachi (renyo) «- saki-datsu (yodan, vi.): to lead, precede, go ahead
hebi: a snake
kara (mizen) karu (yodan, vt.) : to hunt (a snake away - in this case) 
n = mu (shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will

Basho lived alone at Genju-an Hermitage (£j££$E), which was located near the 
top of Kokubuyama Hill, during the period between April 6 and July 23, 1690.
He loved loneliness, needless to say, but at the same time, he was anxious to 
have a visitor. This haiku reveals his cheerful readiness to welcome a guest.

^ asj# 433

Not in the evening,
Not in the morning, either: 
The melon flowers!

(Writing on His Own Painting)Yube ni mo
asa ni mo tsuka-zu
uri no hana.

ni: a particle denoting at, in (time and place)
(a) morning

to stick to, belong to, be attached

yube: an evening, 
rao: a ptc. for emphasis, 
tsuka (mizen) *- tsuku (f^f < , yodan, vi.):

asa :

to, join, follow, (fire) to burn 
pound (#| < ) , push (§: < ) , possess (M < ) 

-zu (shushi, aux. v.): nagative
hana: a floweruri: a melon.

The flowers of a morning glory (asagao) bloom in the morning, and those of a 
bottle gourd (yugao) bloom in the evening, but the yellow flowers of a melon 
plant bloom in the daytime, belonging not to the morning flowers, not to the 
evening flowers, either.

It is considered that in this haiku he is probably comparing the melon flowers 
to his own ambiguous life, still partly attached to the secular world: being 
unable to be completely free from it, because, I think, he loved people that 
much.
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(Sarumino)A hollyhock leans
Toward the path of the sun,
Even in the rain.

Hi no michi ya 
aoi katamuku 
satsuki-ame.

hi no michi: the orbiting path of the sun (= kodo: the ecliptic)
aoi:

(D tachi-aoi: a
(2) fuyu-aoi : a curled mallow, Malva verticillata
(3) zeni-aoi : a (tree) mallow, Malva sylvestris L. var. mouritiana Mill. 
(J) jako-aoi : a musk mallow,
(§) birodo-aoi: a marsh mallow, Althaea officinalis L.
(6) futaba-aoi: Asarum caulescens Maxim.

(similar to a wild ginger, Asarum canadensis Mich, 
and asarabacca, Asarum europaeum L.) 

katamuku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to incline to, lean toward
satsuki-ame = saraidare: (an) early summer rain (= rain of the rainy season)

(golden) hollyhock, rose mallow, Althaea Rosea L. Cav.

Malva moschata L. (= Malope trifida Cav.)

A hollyhock knows the direction of the sun, turning toward it like a sun- 
Basho notices the sharp sensitivity of the plant 

feeling: wanting to face the sun after the long rain.
and he had the sameflower.

# 435

(Utatsu-Shu)Fragrant citrus flowers!
When did I hear last like this 
A cuckoo in a field?

Tachibana ya 
itsu no nonaka no 
hototogisu.

tachibana: Citrus tachibana Tanaka, and it was also used as a general name of 
the various citrus fruits including a mandarine orange in olden times in 
Japan.

itsu (no): when? 
nonaka no: in a field
hototogisu: a Eurasian little cuckoo, Cuculus poliocephalus

The memory of a cuckoo heard somewhere in a field like this, has come back to 
him, and he tries to trace back where and when that was?
(see haiku # 462 for the waka of the citrus flowers on which this is probably 
based)
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Each with its own light,
The fireflies make the trees 
A flowery inn!

(Ono ga Hi)

Ono ga hi o 
kigi no ho taru ya 
hana no yado.

hi = hikari = akari: a light, lamponoga: one's own. 
kigi: trees (plural) ♦- ki (a tree) 
hotaru: a firefly, glowfly
yado: the place where one stays overnight, an inn

The fireflies decorate the trees where they stay, with the flowers of their 
own 1igh t s.

It 437

What a river breeze!
The man in a light tan kimono 
Looks pleasantly cool!

Kawa-kaze ya 
usu-gaki ki-taru 
yu-suzumi.

kawa-kaze: a river breeze (wind)
usu-gaki: (a hemp kimono *) in light persimmon (tan) colour 
* , katabira

usu (stem part) *- usushi (adj.) = usui: light (in colour), thin, weak 
gaki *- kaki (a persimmon) 

ki (renyo) «- kiru (kami-ichi, vt.): to put on 
-taru (rental) *- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
yu-suzumi: enjoying the cool evening breeze

There is a long explanatory preface:
"Enjoying the cool breeze on the bank of Shijo, Kyoto" is practised every year 
from the beginning to the middle of June(*). A special floor is set up right 
on the river, and people enjoy drinking and eating all night. Women tie their 
obi sashes correctly tight, and men wear their formal long haori-coats. I see 
Buddhist priests and elderly people mingled in the crowd, which also includes 
even the apprentices of a cooper and blacksmith. They seem to have too much 
leisure time, singing and making a noise. This is probably a scene which can 
be seen only in the capital city!
* Another interpretation is: "from evening to the next morning".

K. Yamamoto interprets "the man in a light tan kimono" as Basho himself.
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(Oi Nikki)A dragonfly
Seems given up to settle 
On the grass!

Torabou ya
tori-tsuki-kane-shi 
kusa no ue.

200 kinds in Japan, and 6,000 in the world 
to cling to

tombou = torabo: a dragonfly.
tori-tsuki (renyo) «- tori-tsuku (yodan, vi.): 
kane (renyo) «- kanu (shimo-ni, vt.) = kaneru (shimo-ichi,

settle on, hold on 
Mod. J.): attached

to other verbs, it means difficult or impossible 
ki (aux. v.): past, perfectshi (rentai) 

kusa: grass. ue: on, over

*>£■***# 439

(Amego)*A wild boar is,
Also blown by the strong blast 
Of an autumn windstorm!

Inoshishi mo 
torao ni fuka-ruru 
nowaki kana.

inoshishi: a wid boar, Sus scrofa 
mo: a ptc. denoting additional 
torao ni: together
fuka (raizen) *- fuku (yodan, vi.): (a wind) to blow, breathe, play on (a flute) 
ruru (rentai) «- ru (aux. v.): this is used to make the passive voice 
nowaki = nowake: a typhoon, gusty autumn wind, windstorm (of autumn)

it literally means: "a blast of wind to divide the grass in the field"

There are set phrases:
fuse-i no toko, 
shishi no netsubo, $3 GO S||E H : a wild boar's sleeping pit 

This haiku was composed with the image of a wild boar lying down in its bed. 
Bash5 himself was blown by the strong autumnal windstorm at Genju-an hermitage 
near the top of Kokubu-yama hill, where he really saw a wild boar sometimes.

^ : a wild boar's bed,

* A selection of haikai, compiled by Shido = Fuchiku = WhYl ,
a disciple in Osaka), published in 1690.

1659-1708,

"Amego" is the name of a fish = ame = arae-no-uo = amago.
Amago is similar to biwa-masu: biwa trout (oncorhynchus rhodunus).
In Kansai district, yamarae (oncohrhynchus masou) is also called amago.
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(Yugao no Uta)*Among the members
Of a moon viewing party,
No beautiful face!

Tsukimi-suru 
za ni utsukushiki 
kao mo nashi.

tsuki-mi: moon viewing (noun). tsuki-mi-suru (v.): to enjoy viewing the moon 
-suru (rentai) «- suru (sa-line irreg. conj., v#'.) : to do 
za: a gathering, party, seat
utsukushiki (rentai) «- utsukusi (adj. shiku conj.): beautiful, pretty 
kao: a f ace . mo: a ptc. for stress
nashi (adj., shushi, ku conj.) = nai (Mod. J.): not 
The title of this haiku is:

l^fTFr5c/l : Enjoying the moon viewing at an old temple 
This was the finally developed form, reached from the following three previous 
stages. (**)
The first one included the word "chigo" (jfc = tera-chigo, a beautiful

who worked at a temple.

without

without shaving his headpage boy
The second one mentioned Ono no Komachi (<JN!tP/JN®T > a beautiful poetess in the
early part of the Heian Period (794^1185/1192).

Meigetsu ya chigo tachi-narabu do no en. 
Meigetsu ya umi ni mukae-ba nana-Koraachi.

(3) ^ ^L # M & & L Meigetsu ya za ni utsukushiki kao mo nashi.
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Saida (^P£) and En-nyu (P3A) , publish
ed in 1722.

rgRfajrffi <ff 441

(Oi Nikki)As the east sky whitens 
By a rising moon, people put 
Their hands on their laps!

Tsuki-shiro ya 
hiza ni te o oku 
yoi no yado.

tsuki-shiro (^f^, .^1=3): the gradually whitening eastern sky by a rising moon 
hiza: a knee, lap.
te o oku: to put (place) one’s hands, 
yado: a house (where the party was held, but not mentioned in the translation) 
The preface reads: At Masahide’s house, for the first haikai party.
This depicts a serious scene of the poets in a state of tension, anxiously 
waiting for the haikai party to begin.
There are two other forms for the last 5-syllable phrase: "^(7)?!, yoi no hodo 
(Sho-o Ku-Shu)" and "'S’ 0) [*] , yoi no uchi (Basho-o Hokku-Shu) ".

hiza ni: on the lap(s)
yoi: evening
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To hear the voices
Of wild geese, I will go to
The capital of autumn!

(Letter to Dosui)

Kari kiki ni 
miyako no aki ni 
omomuka-n.

kari = gan: a wild goose, Anserinae
kiki (renyo) «- kiku (yodan, vt.) : to hear, listen to

miyako no aki: the autumn of capital
aki: autumn

ni: for the purpose of. 
miyako: a capital, the Imperial capital of Kyoto.
omomuka (renyo) omomuku (yodan, vi.): to go to, proceed to 

-mu (shushi, aux. v.): the speaker's will-n =

This was written in a letter to Dosui (jEtlfi , a disciple at Zeze, the young 
brother of Suganuraa Kyokusui, see haiku If 208 in Vol. 1). He had something to 
do in Kyoto, but pretended to go for the elegant taste of listening to the 
voices of wild geese.

This haiku is listed in the section of "unconfirmed as Basho's work" in some 
books. (Shunjo Nakamura's (Basho Haiku-Shu, Iwanami Bunko) and others)

& 9 rotEnfcf<*ifI 443

I hear a cricket 
Chirping again faintly 
While using a foot warmer!

(Sho-o Zenden)

Kirigirisu 
wasure-ne ni naku 
kotatsu kana.

In those days, "kirigirisu" meant today's "korogi": a cricket, Grylloidea. 
Today's kirigirisu is: a long-horned grasshopper, or Japanese katydid,

Gampsocleis buerger.i
wasure-ne = wasure + ne: the faint sound (voice) of 

heard behind the season when it is almost forgotten 
wasure (renyo & gerund) «- wasuru (shirao-ni, vt.) = wasureru (Mod. J.)

: to forget
ne: a sound, voice, chirping
naku (rentai) «- naku (yodan, vi.): to chirp, sing 
kotatsu: a foot warmer (with a quilt over it)

singing insect which isa

This was the hokku of han-kasen (18-linked verse) at the house of Hyoko (tJC© 
= , Matsuraoto Choeraon, a wealthy merchant of Iga Ueno) .
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Even after the frost,
The flowers of a pink, still 
Blooming outside the brazier!

(Haikai Kanjincho)

Shimo no nochi 
nadeshiko sake-ru 
hioke kana.

shimo: frost
nochi = ato: after
nadeshiko: a pink, Dianthus
sake (meirei, or izen) *• saku (yodan,
-ru (rental) «- -ri (aux. v.): perfect

vi .) : to bloom

hioke: a wooden round hibachi (brazier)
Usually a block of paulownia (kiri) trunk was hollowed to make it.
Its outside was often decorated with the picture of some pink flowers 
according to the picture scrolls painted in the Heian Period.
Genroku Period when Basho lived, 
rather classic style.

So, in the
a hioke with the design of a pink was a

All the flowers are already withered after the frost, but strangely enough 
some pink flowers are still blooming here outside the hioke!

There is a preface to this haiku:
"Recalling olden times

ctfb uif 445

(Sarumino)A withering blast!
A man's face swollen by mumps 
Looks distorted with pain.

Kogarashi ya 
hobare itamu 
hito no kao.

kogarashi: a cold withering blast (wind), nipping wind 
hobare: a swollen face caused by mumps (parotitis) 
ho = hoho: a cheek(s)
bare (eu. chan.) «- hare (renyo & gerund): swollen «- haru (shirao-ni, vi.) 
= hareru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.): to swell
itamu (rental) «- itamu (yodan, vi.): to feel a pain, ache 
hito: a man. kao: a face
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(Haikai Kanjincho)The first snow of the year! 
The colour of the box of 
The travel-worn monk!

Hatsuyuki ya 
hijiri-kozo no 
oi no iro.

hatsuyuki: the first snow of the year
hijiri-kozo = Koya-hijiri: a travelling Buddhist monk of Kongobuji Temple on 

Mt. Koya to preach and raise a fund for the temple, by selling prayer beeds 
and sundry goods put in the box shouldered on his back. Later on, there were 
many cases that those monks corrupted and became beggars.

a box shouldered on one's back which is used on travelling like a rucksack 
"oi no iro" means "a worn-out dark colour of the box" which was in sharp con
trast with the fresh white snow, and it also makes us feel sympathetic with 
the travel-worn, shabby monk.
There is a title for this haiku: "Travelling".

o i :

# 447

When "sekizoro" comes,
The poetical elegance 
Also comes to the year-end!

(Haikai Kanjincho)

Sekizoro no 
kure-ba fuga mo 
shiwasu kana.

sekizoro: a group (two or three members) of entertainers who used to show up 
after the middle of December during the Edo Period. They covered their faces 
with a piece of red cloth except their eyes, wearing the hats decorated with 
fern leaves, beating a shredded bamboo and a small drum, dancing, singing or 
more like chanting "Sekizoro, sekizoro!" And they chanted all the auspicious 
and happy words, celebrating and wishing for the prosperity of the family. 
Sekizoro sekki: &f5^) literally means "the year-end has come!"
no = ga: a particle indicating the subject 
kure (izen) «- ku (ka-line irreg. conj., vi.): to come

fuga: poetical elegance, haikai.kure-ba: when they come, 
shiwasu: another name of December 
The explanatory preface reads:

"This is still the morning of December 1, but already

mo: also

! "

This haiku shows his surprise and he was reminded of the fast flow of time. 
Sekizoro's entertainment is quite a secular annual event for the ordinary 
people, but Basho finds elegance in it. (see Introduction 4. h. in Vol. 1)
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Plovers flew away,
Night deepens passing eight, 
As winds blow from Mt. Hiei!

(Iga no Ubuyu)*

Chidori tachi 
fuke-yuku shoya no 
Hie-oroshi.

::

chidori: a plover (the family name is Charadriidae) 
tachi (renyo) tatsu (yodan, vi.): to fly away, stand up
fuke (reny5) *- fuku (shimo-ni, vi.) = fukeru (Mod. J.): to deepen, grow late 
yuku (rentai) «- yuku (yodan, vi.) = iku: to go
fuke-yuku (rentai, & shushi, yodan, vi.): to deepen, growing (getting) late 
shoya: about 8: 00 o'clock in the evening
Hie-oroshi: the cold winds blowing from Mt. Hiei (848 m. above sea level)
Hie (B& = it®UU: Mt. Hiei)

This haiku was written on his own painting.

* A selection of haiku, compiled by Ota Shojo (£ E0 ** ) , published in 1 727 .

t 449

(Ono ga Hi)My house-cleaning is,
A storm blowing through 
The Japanese cedars! !

Susu-haki wa
sugi no ko no ma no
arashi kana.

I

13 to clean the house, espe
cially ceilings and walls with sasa (bamboo) branches in preparation for the 
New Year Festival 

susu: soot

susu-haki = susu-harai: an annual event on Dec.

haki (renyo) «- haku (yodan, vt.): to sweep, clean, get rid of (soot, dust) 
sugi: a Japanese cedar, Chryptomeria japonica D. Don 
ko no ma: through the trees (cedars) 
ko = ki = cedars. space(s) between (among). arashi: a stormma: a

There is a title for this haiku: "Travelling".

It is the season for susu-haki in the secular world, but for Bash5 who has no 
permanent house to live in, a storm blowing through the cedars tearing down 
(cleaning) their small branches, can be compared to susu-haki, because the 
whole nature itself is something like a home for a traveller!
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(Haikai Yaezakura-Shu)*For half a day long,
We have a god as our friend 
In our year-end party!

Han-jitsu wa 
karai o torao ni ya 
toshi-wasure.

han-jitsu = han-nichi: half a day, a half day 
kami: a god (of Shinto), God. 
ni: (change a god) into (a friend), 
toshi-wasure: a year-end (haiku) party, 
wasure (renyS) *- wasuru (shimo-ni, vt.)

tomo: a friend
ya: an exclamatory ptc. 

toshi: a year, age 
= wasureru (Mod. J.): to forget

The title of this haiku is "A Year-end Kasen Party".
This was the greeting hokku to the host of the kasen party, held at his house 
of Ogurusu Yugen (<J'5!l8f whose pseudonym was Jiyu: : the Chief Priest 
of Kami-Goryosha, _h H , located at Kurama in the northwestern part of 
Kyoto). His house was located in the shrine precincts.

This is based on the expression in (Wakan Roei-Shu, and yokyoku
(Tokusa, :

"By mistake, I happened to enter a hermitage to be a guest for half a day!" 
Ayamachi-te senka ni iri-te, han-jitsu no kaku tari
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Jiyu (^/£i) , published in 1692.

rea«#j# 451

A three feet high mountain 
Is also in a windstorm, 
Scattering leaves all over!

(Ono ga Hi)

San-jaku no 
yama mo arashi no 
ko-no-ha kana.

san: three. jaku = shaku: a traditional Japanese unit of length, about
30.3 cm. (0.994ft.). 
the word yama: a mountain, not oka, JSb: a hill) 
arashi: a storm.

yama: a mountain, hill (to be correct, he used here

ko-no-ha: a leaf, leaves (of trees)

There is a note before this haiku: "In Otsu —"
The mountain of three feet high is an exaggerated expression for a small hill. 
This haiku depicts a scene of strong cold winds blowing and scattering the 
tree leaves all over. Enen a low hill is also blown by a winter storm in the 
same way as high mountains.
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(Haikai Okina-gusa)Form a bridge, egrets!
To connect the snow-covered 
Hira and Mikami!

Hira Mikami 
yuki sashiwatase 
sagi no hashi.

Hira: Mt. Hira (1,214 m.) is located on the western shore of Lake Biwa, and 
its snow scene is one of the Eight Famous Scenes of Omi . (see # 222 in Vol.1) 
Hikami: Mt. Mikami (432 m.) is located on the eastern shore of the lake, known 
as Omi-Fuji and it was where Tawara Toda killed the legendary centipede, 
sahiwatase (imperative) «- sashiwatasu (yodan, vt.): to build (a bridge across) 
sagi: (l) ko-sagi (shira-sagi): a white egret, Egretta 

(2) ao-sagi: a heron, Ardea 
hashi: a bridge. sagi no hashi: the bridge of white egrets

The mountains on both sides of Lake Biwa are covered with snow. Talking to 
the white egrets flying together in a line, Basho joked: "form a bridge with 
your wings over the lake connecting the two mountains, just as in the legend 
of magpies which formed a bridge across the Milky Way for the two stars in 
love, (see haiku // 167 in Vol. 1)

tzJrt hI 453

(Handwritten Kaishi)How precious they are!
The straw raincoat and a hat 
On a day without snow!

Toto-sa ya
yuki fura-nu hi mo
mino to kasa.

sublimity, holiness 
kasa: a hat

toto-sa: preciousness, valuableness, respecabi1ity
mino: a straw raincoat.yuki: snow.

fura (mizen) «- furu (yodan, vi.): to fall (rain) = it rains 
nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative.
There is a long explanatory preface known as "Sotoba-Komachi no San(*)":

hi: a day.

fura-nu hi: the day without rain

^P5! 111 : Answering to the request of the Priest Joko
Oh, they are precious, precious indeed, the hat is precious, the straw rain
coat is also precious. Who told us about her? Who depicted her like this, 
reproducing the image of a figure a thousand years ago? When her figure is 
here, her soul must be here, too! The straw raincoat is precious, and the hat
is also precious.
* An inscription on the painting of Ono no Komachi (a beautiful poetess in the 
early Heian Period), based on the story of yokyoku: Sotoba-Komachi (2££g;;y|/J\ 
B]*) , written by Kan-ami (1 333~84), which depicts her in her miserable old age .
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(Sarumino)Making someone buy 
A house, I just enjoy staying, 
Forgetting this year!

Hito ni ie o 
kawase-te ware wa 
toshi-wasure.

ie: a househito: a man, people, somebody else, 
kawa (raizen) «- kau (yodan, vt.) : to buy 
-se (renyo) «- su (aux. v.): causative, 
toshi-wasure: to forget all the troubles occured this year

to make (someone) do (buy)

The preface says: "At Otokuni's new house".
Kawai Otokuni ($5f‘nZ-#H, a disciple in Otsu, a prosperous forwarding agent, 
his elder sister Chigetsu, *§? ft and his wife Kagetsu, inf composed haikai)
bought a new house to let Basho stay during the festive season of the New 

Basho describes himself humorously how impudent he is, but at the same
This was a greet-

Year.
time it also shows a very intimate feeling between the two. 
ing hokku (aisatsu-ku) appreciating Otokuni's thoughtful arrangement for him.

1691 (7C^4^, Genroku 4) 48 Years Old# 455

What kind of Buddha
Is drawn with the year's first brush 
For Otsu-e pictures?

(Haikai Kanjincho)

Otsu-e no
fude no hajime wa
nani-botoke.

Otsu-e (Otsu pictures) = Oiwake-e (il^^s) : Folk pictures sold at roadside 
stands at Oiwake near Otsu mainly during the Edo Period. They were popular 
mementos for pilgrims to the nearby Miidera Temple as well as for other 
travellers along the Tdkaido Highway. Otsu-e were roughly drawn in ink and 
plain colours and often displayed a native humour. Religious themes reflect
ing the faith of the common people were typical, and popular folktales were 
also represented. Later Otsu-e were influenced by ukiyo-e woodblock prints.

hajime: the beginning (start), the first ~ 
botoke *- hotoke: a Buddha, an image of Buddha

fude: a brush (for painting), 
nani: what?, which?

The preface reads:
"Closed ray mouth for the first three days, and on the fourth of the New Year I 
have got this:"
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The strong vitality
Of Kiso, is seen with spring grass
Growing under the snow!

(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)

Kiso no jo 
yuki ya hae-nuku 
haru no kusa.

Kiso: the name of the river known as the Japanese Rhine, and also the gorge
and the road along the Kiso River flowing through the central mountains, but

Bash5 meant Kiso (Minamoto no) Yoshinaka (/^f' 
a tragic general who came out of Kiso and became Shogun by himself in 
but soon killed by his nephew Minamoto no Yoshitsune , 1159~89).

located at Gic h u ji Temple in Otsu, where Bash5 is also buried
This poem was composed at the hermitage within the

in this case 
84) ,
1184,
His grave is 
according to

1 1 54~

his will.
temple grounds when Yoshinaka's grave was chosen as the theme for the party, 
jo: disposition (with strong vitality), (high) spirit, emotion 
hae-nuku (rentai, shushi, yodan, vi.): to keep growing (haeru + nuku) 
hae (renyo) «- hayu (shimo-ni, vi.) = haeru (shirao-ichi, Mod. J.): to grow 
nuku (rentai) «- nuku (yodan, vt.): (to make a compound verb with other verbs) 

to keep ~ing (to the end), (nuku alone means "to pull out" or "to pass"
kusa: grass, weedsharu: spring.haru no kusa: spring grass.

mj*u bbrnmaxw0 457

(Wasure-urae)*The scent of urae,
Reminds me of a girl reading 
The year's first storybook!

Ume ga ka ya 
Shirara Ochikubo 
Kyotar6.

ume ga ka: the scent (fragrance) of ume blossoms
Shirara, Ochikubo and Kyotaro are the names of soshi (3|£|$C, storybooks) 
mentioned in joruri **) • "Junidan Soshi or J5ruri-hime (Lady Joruri)
Monogatari, ?A& :
There is a passage in the chapter of Sugatami: "Which did she read, Kokin, 
Manyo, Ise-Monogatari, Shirara, Ochikubo or Kyotaro?"

This haiku depicts the scene of a beautiful girl like Lady Joruri reading the 
year's first soshi (yorai-zome) near the ume blossoms.
** A form of dramatic narrative chanting to shamisen accompaniment that is 
commonly associated with the Bunraku puppet performance. The name joruri is 
considered to have come from the abovementioned story of Joruri-hirae: Lady 
Joruri who fell in love with Minamoto no Yoshitsune and rescued him when he 
got ill.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Esa Shohaku (Si jqj f=3) , published in 1693.
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The moonrise waiting party! 
A monk passes by, tilting 
An ume spray in his hand.

(Sh5-6 Zen-den)

Tsuki-machi ya 
ume katage-yuku 
ko-yamabushi.

tsuki-machi: a moonrise waiting assembly which is a religious meeting inviting 
a priest for prayer where people enjoy drinking, eating and some entertain
ments all night. This kind of religious organization is called a "ko" (ffl) . 
katage (renyo) «- katagu (shimo-ni, vt.) = katageru = katamukeru (Hod. J.)

: to tilt, slant, lean, incline 
yuku (rental) yuku (yodan, vi.) = iku (yodan) : to go
ko-yaraabushi: a young monk of shugendo (moutaineering asceticism, originally 
started as Shintoistic nature worship which developed into Mountain Buddhism)

Basho was invited to the tsuki-machi party by Takutai held at his home 
in Iga-Ueno. A young yamabushi monk was seen passing by outside with a spray 
of ume blossomes. He was probably asked to attend another tsuki-machi meeting 
somewhere nearby.

rs* mj# 459

Emaciated from
Boiled barley and love?
A poor female cat!

(Sarumino)

Mugi-meshi ni 
yatsururu koi ka 
neko no tsuma.

mugi-meshi: boiled rice mixed with barley, boiled barley (alone) 
yatsururu (rentai) «- yatsuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = yatsureru (Mod. J.): to become 

emaciated (thin) 
koi: love.
neko no tsuma: the wife of a cat -* a female cat

neko: a cat. tsuma: a wife

The explanatory preface reads:

19 T : At a farmhouse".

"yatsururu" (emaciated from) refers to both boiled barley and love

It is a humorous way to describe a miserable thin cat at a farmhouse with the 
combination of "eating boiled barley and love".
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(Sho-o Zen-den)Year after year,
They nourish the cherry trees: 
The dust of blossoms!

Toshi-doshi ya 
sakura o koyasu 
hana no chiri.

toshi-doshi: every year, year after year 
sakura: a cherry tree (blossom)
koyasu (rentai) *- koyasu (yodan, vt.): to nourish, fertilize, enrich 
hana no chiri: the dust of blossoms = the fallen blossoms

chiri: dusthana: a flower, blossom.

There is a proverb: "Flowers return to the root".

This was the greeting hokku of a han-kasen party to Osaka-ya Jirodayu, a 
wealthy merchant of Iga-Ueno, Basho admired the blossoms of old cherry trees 
in his garden.

rsr££fgjI 461

(Sho-o Zen-den)The Kerria flowers!
The shape of a spray is just right 
To stick in a hat!

Yamabuki ya 
kasa ni sasu-beki 
eda no nari.

yamabuki: a Japanese rose, Kerria Japonica (which bears yellow flowers) 
kasa: a hat. ni: at, in, into 
sasu (shushi, yodan, vt.): to stick in, put in, insert
beki (rentai) «- beshi (aux. v.): suitable, appropriate, just right for
eda: a spray, branch 
nari = katachi: a shape form, figure, appearance

This was the hokku of a han-kasen party with a visitor at his hermitage in 
Akasaka, Iga-Ueno.
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Flowers of yuzu!
Let's recall the old days' 
Room of cooking?

(Saga Nikki)*

Yu no hana ya 
raukashi shinoba-n 
ryori no ma.

a kind of citrus, Chinese lemon, Citrus junos Sieb. ex Tanakayu = yuzu:
yuzu is used in various Japanese dishes, especially its peel in clear soup! 

mukashi: ancient times, old days, long (time) ago
vt.): to think of, recall 

the speaker's will, proposition
shinoba (mizen) «- shinobu (yodan 
-n (rentai, shushi, aux. v.): 
ryori no ma: a floored room (connected with the unfloored kitchen) to make the

appropriateness

final arrangements of dishes to be served for a guest = the room of cooking. 
The smell of citrus flowers is often associated with "old days" in classic 
poetry as you see in the following poem by an unknown poet in (Kokin Waka-Shu 
(**)), on which this haiku and // 435 are based on:

Satsuki matsu 
hana-tachibana no

When I smell the scent 
Of citrus flowers

ka o kage-ba 
mukashi no hito no 
sode no ka zo suru.

** It is also in (ise Monogatari, chap. 60), and there is Saigyo's waka based 
on it, too: (tra. omitted)
* This was composed at Rakushisha (v^^fjjcr) in Kyoto which was originally built 
by a wealthy merchant long time before, but when Kyorai bought it, it was al
most ruined, so he repaired it for his own use as a hermitage, where Basho 
temporarily stayed as a guest and wrote (Saga Nikki, ^1^0 13: Saga Diary).

Blooming in May,
It reminds me of the fragrant sleeves
Of the person I loved long ago!

lit t mm rej# 463

A cuckoo's voice!
Moonlight leaks through the leaves 
Of a large bamboo grove!

(Saga Nikki)

Hototogisu 
o-takeyabu o 
moru tsuki-yo.

hototogisu: a (Eurasian little) cuckoo, Cuculus poliocephal 
o-takeyabu: a large (dense) bamboo grove 
"o-M is a prefix meaning something large

us.

«- moru (yodan, vi.): to leak (water), come through (light)moru (rentai) 
tsuki-yo: a moonlit night, moonlight
This was composed on April 20.
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A bamboo shoot, used to be 
My favourite object for sketching 
When I was a child!

(Sarumino)

Takenoko ya 
osanaki toki no 
e no susabi.

takenoko: a bamboo shoot
osanaki (rentai) «- osanashi (adj. ku conj.): infant, childish, young 
toki: the time when (I was a child) 
e: picture, painting, sketch
susabi = susami = asobi: a play, fun, diversion

— 0 — 01thi)'bhXi% < S'-fei 465

(Saga Nikki)Day after day,
Barley ripens getting red, 
And sings a skylark!

Hito-hi hito-hi 
mugi akarami-te 
naku hibari.

hito-hi hito-hi = ichi-nichi ichi-nichi (Mod. J.): day by day, day after day

mugi: barley, wheat
In the Edo Period (1603~1867), barley was the most important grain for the 
average farmers as their staple food, because rice was mostly taken by the 
feudal lord as a tax. (see haiku // 295 in Vol. 1)

akarami (renyo) «- akaramu (yodan, vi.): to get (turn) red, ripen 
-te: a conjunctive ptc. for a simple connection 
naku (rentai) «- naku (yodan, vi.) : to sing, warble 
hibari: a skylark, lark, Alauda arvensis
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(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)In the summer breeze,
He doesn't straighten his neckband 
Of his haori coat!

Kaze kaoru 
haori wa eri mo 
t sukurowa-zu.

kaze kaoru is a special expression in haiku: a seasonal expression of summer, 
meaning: "a cool summer breeze blows."

kaoru (shushi, yodan, vi.): it smells 
haori: a Japanese half-coat on kimono, haori coat 
eri: the neckband of kimono
tsukurowa «- tsukurohji (mizen) <- tsukurou (yodan, vt.): to correct, adjust, put 

(things) in order, set (things) right, fix (up)
-zu (shushi, aux. v.): negative

kaze: a wind.

There is a title for this haiku:
"Seeing the portrait of Jozan(*) respectfully"

* Ishikawa Jozan 1 583~1 672) wrote poems in the Chinese style and he
was called a "Japanese Li Po" by a Korean poet. He was a warrior of Tokugawa 
Ieyasu, but retired to live in a hermitage named Shisendo (fill ) in Kyoto. 
His poems were more like Tang poetry, not those of the Sung dynasty as preva
lent in his day. Basho visited Shisendo on Jun. 1 with Sora, Kyorai and Joso. 
The picture shows that he doesn't pay attention to worldly trifles.

# 467

The heat of June is,
As bad as the high fever 
Of a patient with a cold!

(Kuzu no Matsubara)*

Minazuki wa 
fukubyo-yami no 
atsusa kana.

Minazuki: another name of June. atsusa: the heat
fukubyo = fubyo or fugyo (jH-J^) = kaze (Ji^JJfS) : a cold

this word appears in the volume of Hahakigi (^/fc) of (Genji Monogatari, The 
Tale of Genji):

, gswfijut •••■■
"For the past few months, I have been suffering from a serious cold, so I have 
been taking a medicinal herb for a high fever ••
"Tsuki-goro fubyS oraoki ni tae-kane-te, goku-nechi no soyaku o bukushi-te" 
-yami: a patient, sufferer «- yami (renyo) *- yamu (yodan, vi.): to fall ill 
* A collection of 40 theoretical works written by Shiko, published in 1692.

. «•
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Early autumn!
I used a folded mosquito net 
As a counterpane!

(Handwritten Paper)

:
’

Hatsu-aki ya 
tatami-nagara no 
kaya no yogi.

hatsu-aki: early autumn (in this context, it means, I guess, "cold air")
tatami-nagara no: (as it was) folded
tatami (renyo) <- tatamu (yodan, vt.): to fold up
nagara: a conjunctive ptc. meaning:

(T) concurrent action and being: while ~, as ~
(2) an adversative conjunction: (even) though, 

kaya: a mosquito net
yogi: a padded sleeved coverlet (kaimaki) counterpane (kake-buton)

The title of this haiku is: "Early Autumn"
It was getting cold, so no more mosquitoes bothered him, on the contrary, he 
needed something to cover his body in the middle of night, and used a folded 
mosquito net as it was for a counterpane.

rS 469

(T5zai Yawa)*Shukaido flowers,
Have bloomed in the colour of 
A watermelon!

Shukaido 
suika no iro ni 
saki-ni-keri.

Shukaido: a two-coloured begonia, Begonia grandis Dryand.
(It is quite different from Begonia rex Putzeys, originated in Brazil) 
Shukaido came originally from south China to Nagasaki in 1641.
It is a hardy perennial plant bearing pink flowers.
The colour is the same as the inside of the fruit of a watermelon, 

suika no iro: the colour of a watermelon (see above) 
suika: a watermelon, Citrullus vulgaris Schrad. 
ni: a particle meaning: in (the same colour as) 
saki-ni-keri: (they) have bloomed 
saki (renyo) «- saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom 
-ni (reny5) «- nu (na-line irreg. conj.,
-keri (shushi, aux. v.): exclamatory, past
Shukaido flowers bloom a little earlier than the season of a watermelon
This was composed at the house of Kyokusui (Suganuma, ^ $8 E&J , ~ 1 7 1 7) in Otsu.
* A selection of haikai and theories, compiled by Shiko, published in 1702.

iro: a colour

v.): perfectaux.
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An autumn wind blows,
But the chestnut burs still look 
So fresh and green!

(Kogarashi)

Akikaze no 
fuke-domo aoshi 
kuri no iga.

vi . ): to blowfuke (izen) «- fuku (yodan 
-dorao: a ptc. for an adversative conjunction: in spite of, (even) though 
aoshi (adj. ku-conj.) = aoi (Mod. J.): blue, green (it means both!)

akikaze: an autumn wind.

iga: a burkuri no iga: a chestnut bur. 
kuri: a Japanese chestnut, Castanea crenata Sieb. et Zucc.
In spite of the autumn wind already blowing 
change their colour, the chesnut burs still look so green!

and the tree leaves starting to

# 471

The plumes of ogi!
I fear they might seize my head 
Here at RashSmon!

(Sho-o Ku-Shu Soko)

Ogi no ho ya 
kashira o tsukamu 
Rasho-mon.

ogi: a common reed, Miscanthus sacchariflorus Benth. et Hook forma 
ho: an ear, a plume (of Miscanthus). 
tsukamu (rentai) «- tsukamu (yodan, vt.): to seize, catch, grasp, grip, hold 
Rashoraon: (l) = Rajomon (fH^cf3^): the official main gate to the Imperial Palace 

in Kyoto and Nara, located at the southern end of the main street: the Su- 
zaku 0ji (^^^C{^) .
© YSkyoku (Rashomon), written by Kanze Nobumitsu 1435~ 1 516) :
Watanabe no Tsuna (953~1024) cut off one of the arms of a demon at 
Rashomon.
© (Rashomon), written by Akutagawa Ryunosuke 1892~1 927) based
on (Konjaku Monogatari, Tales of the Past and Present).
© (Rashomon): a film produced in 1950, based on Akutagawa's two stories 
(Rashoraon) and (Yabu no Naka) , directed by A. Kurosawa, won the first prize 
at Venice Film Festival in 1951.

The preface reads: "In autumn of 1691, enjoying Kyoto, I passed by the Rasho
raon Gate on the 9th Street —"
This is a parody of the Yokyoku: "Just as the demon grasped the helmet of 
Watanabe no Tsuna, the waving plumes of ogi might seize my head at any time!"

kashira = atama: a head
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(Hahasohara-Shu)The autumn colour
Is so clear in his portrait,
Without a pickles-pot!

Aki no iro 
nukamiso-tsubo mo 
nakari-keri.

iro: a col ouraki: autumn
nukamiso: salted rice-bran paste which is fermented with yeast for pickling
tsubo: a pot (the ceramic container of nukamiso), jar
nakari (renyo, adj. kari-conj.) «- nashi = nai (Mod. J.): there is no,

mo: an emphatic ptc.
1283-1350) which was

not
-keri (shushi, aux. v.): exclamatory, past.
The preface says: "On the picture of Kenko 
brought by Kuku (/qj^, a poet in Kanazawa) who asked me to write a poem —"
There is a passage in Kenko's Tsure-zure-gusa, Essays in Idleness, 
chap. 98): "Those who wish a happy life after death, should not have even a 
jinta-game (IS^M = nukamiso-tsubo: pickles-pot)!"
The jinta-game (nukamiso-tsubo) is used here as a symbol of the secular world. 
It is probably based on a waka by the Priest Jakuren (3&>H, 1139-1202):
g If L g liZ<D&t L t 9 (t 0

(Shin Kokin Waka-Shu)Sab i shisa wa 
sono iro to shi mo

Loneliness does not come
Necessarily from the colour alone,
But the mountain
Even with evergreen trees
Makes me feel an autumn evening!

nakari-keri
maki tatsu yama no 
aki no yugure.

9 473

(Haikai Soan-Shu)*What lone 1iness!
The churping in the cricket cage 
Hanging on the peg!

Sabishisa ya
kugi ni kake-taru
kirigirisu.

kugi: a nail, peg
kake (renyo) «- kaku (shimo-ni, vt.) = kakeru (Mod. J.): to hang (a scroll on a 

taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
kirigirisu = today's korogi: a cricket (there are 9 kinds in Japan)
® Bash5 imagined the scene of the Kenko's portrait hanging on the tokonoma of 
Kuku's hermitage, hearing a cricket's voice through the crack of the wall.
(2) This is the revised version meaning just an insect cage, not the portrait 
any more! (K. Yamamoto) The original haiku: 6 H0) # Q ?? D -f .
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Kuku, published in 1700.

sabishisa: loneliness.

peg) .
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Having risen up easily,
The moon is now hesitating 
To come out of a cloud!

(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)

Yasu-yasu to 
ide-te izayou 
tsuki no kumo.

smoothlyyasu-yasu to: easily, with ease 
ide (reny5) *- izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.) : to appear
izayou (rentai) *- izayou (yodan, vi.): to hesitate, waver, falter 
izayoi (renyo & gerund). kumo: (a) cloud, the cloudstsuki: the moon.

16) at Ukimido the Floating Tem-
which appeared on the 

mountain edge so easily (without hesitation), but disappeared in the dark 
clouds for a while, and hesitated to come out for a long time!
This haiku and it 252 (*) in Vol. 1, are written at the end of the essay: (Efe BB 

Essay of the August 16' s Night at Katada) .

BashS saw the moon of izayoi (Aug. 
pie) in Katada, on the south-western shore of Lake Biwa

* mwttxn £ LAnj
Jo ake-te
tsuki sashi-ireyo
Ukimidd.

Unlock the door,
To let the moonlight into 
The Floating Temple!

fi jr<7>W<7)M#47 5

On the 16th night,
Darkness lasts just enough to cook 
Shrimps till the moonrise!

(Oi Nikki)

Izayoi ya
ebi niru hodo no
yoi no yami.

ebi: a shrimp, prawn, lobster
niru (rentai) «- niru (kami-ichi, vt.): to cook, boil 
hodo (no): a degree, an extent, as much as

yami: darkness
yoi no yami: the darkness during the period after sunset until moonrise
yoi: evening.

On the 15th, the moon rises up at about the same time as the sunset, and on 
the 16th, the moon rises up about half an hour after the sunset, just enough 
time to cook the shrimps.

This was composed at the house of Narihide (Takeuchi, Yffat Katada with 
the previous two haiku together.
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Grandfather, parents,
And grandchildren are all well off, 
With kaki and orange trees!

(Katada-Shu)*

Oji oya
mago no sakae ya 
kaki mikan.

oji = so-fu: a grand father
oya: parents, a parent (a father or mother) 
mago: a grandchild, grandchildren 
sakae: prosperity
kaki: a kaki, a (Japanese) persimmon, Diospyros kaki Thumb, 
mikan: a mandarine orange, tangerine, Citrus reticulata

The explanatory preface reads:
"Torei , the son of Yanase Kakyu, $PSH^T^) takes a good care of the
garden of his father's country house, where there are several fruit trees —"

This is a greeting poem to Kakyu when he was invited to his house, lauding the 
prosperity of the family with their three generations, referring to the fruit

Persimmon and orange trees can be grafted for the chil-trees in the garden, 
dren to inherit the old trees..
* A selection of haikai, compiled by Kayu (I|fcji$j), published in 1 798.

rmwm j*# 477

(Nishi no Kurao)*Sparrows in a rice field, 
Have the secure shelter of 
A tea plantation!

Ina-suzume
cha no ki batake ya
nige-dokoro.

ina-suzume: sparrows in a rice (paddy) field = ine (rice) + suzurae (sparrow) 
cha no ki: a tea plant
batake «- hatake: a field, plantation, garden 
nige-dokoro = nige-ba: a refuge, shelter
nige (renyo and gerund) «- nigu (shirao-ni, vi.) = nigeru (Mod. J.): to run away 
dokoro «- tokoro = basho: a place

Sparrows enjoy eating rice in a paddy field, and are driven away to hide them
selves in a tea plantation which is surely a very good shelter for them.

* A haikai selection in memory of Kosugi Issho (/JN^ ^ , 1653~88
174 in Vo 1. 1), compiled by his brother: Bessho (Jt&), published in 1691.

see haiku #
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(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)It has darkend now
For the hawk's eyes to aim at
- A quai 1 calls!

Taka no me mo 
iraa ya kure-nu to 
naku uzura.

ima ya: already
~nu (shushi, aux. v.): perfect

to get dark, darken

taka: a hawk, 
kure-nu: it has darkened, 
kure (renyo) *- kuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = kureru (Mod. J.): 
to: a ptc. for a quotation
naku (rentai) «- naku (yodan, vi.): to call, sing, warble 
uzura: a quail

me: an eye.

It has darkened already, too dark even for the sharp eyes of a hawk to aim at 
That is why the smart quail is now starting to call.a quai1.

A quail's voice in autumn evening was loved by poets in olden times.

rgsiejI 479

My hermitage life!
After dark, I was given 
The chrysanthemum wine!

(Oi Nikki)

Kusa no to ya 
hi-gure-te kure-shi 
kiku no sake.

kusa no to: a hermitage, a thatched hut 
to: a door.kusa: grass. hi: the sun

gure «- kure (renyo) «- kuru (^-5, shimo-ni, vi.) = kureru
to darken, it gets dark, to come to the end (of a season, one's life, etc.) 

kure (renyo) *- kuru (£*£, shimo-ni, vt.) = kureru (^Ift <5 
-shi (rentai) *- ki (aux. v.): past, perfect 
kiku: a chrysanthemum.

Mod. J.):

Mod. J.): to give

sake: wine made from rice

kiku no sake: sake wine with a chrysanthemum flower wich is taken on the 
morning of Choyo no Sekku (MMk C7) = Sep. 9) wishing for a long life.
A chrysanthemum viewing party was held in the Imperial Court on Sep. 9.

Basho's disciple Otokuni (Kawai, M'a ZL, of Otsu) brought a cask of sake 
wine to him at the hermitage in the evening, (not in the morning!)

The repetetion of kure(-te), kure (-shi) is interesting. And "kure-shi" (gave 
me) is an emphatic expression of Basho's appreciation for Otokuni's kindness.
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The ferns growing by
The bridge girder, look missing
The moon of the 13th night!

(Ono ga Hi)

Hashigeta no 
shinobu wa tsu ki no 
nagori kana.

hashigeta: a bridge girder
shinobu: (I) a fern, Devella mariesii Moore.

(2) to think of (the past), recall, miss 
tsuki no nagori = nagori no tsuki: the moon of Sep. 13 (of the lunar calendar)

nagori: a remniscence, remains, vestige= Ju-san-ya.

This was composed when Bash5 visited Ishiyama-dera to see the moon with Shido 
and Shayo (£M> both from Osaka. The bridge is the Seta Bridge or it 
was also called "Seta no Kara-Hashi" owing to its Chinese style design.
"The Sunset of Seta" ($§EB GO^jJS, Seta no Sekisho) is one of the "Eight Famous 
Scenes of Omi" (jficQZA^, Omi Hakkei, see haiku # 222 in Vol. 1).
When he enjoys viewing the moon here, many past memories come back to him, 
because he came here often. It is Basho himself, not to mention, who is really 
missing the moon, not the ferns.

# 481

(Z5dan-Shu)*I woke up many times,
But it is still four o'clock 
With the moon shining!

Kokono-tabi 
oki-te mo tsuki no 
nanatsu kana.

times- tab i :
kokono = kokonotsu = ku = kyu: nine (see haiku If 166 in Vol. 1 for numerals) 
kokono-tabi means "many times", not exactly "9 times"
oki (renyo) oku (kami-ni, vi.) = okiru (Mod. J.): to get up, wake up 
-te mo: in spite of (getting up many times), though

mo: a relative ptc. denoting stress 
no: of (the moon)

nanatsu = nanatsu-doki: about 4 o'clock in the morning.

kokono-tabi: nine times.

-te: a conjunctive ptc. 
tsuki: the moon.

doki ♦- toki : time
nanatsu = nana = shichi: seven 
Night is long in autumn, 
morning, but it was still about 4 o'clock, and he saw the moon shining.
The combination of kokono-tabi and nanatsu is a kind of word-play.
* A selection of haikai including essays, written and compiled by Kikaku (Eno" 
raoto, later Takarai, , SfcfcjiL^fftfti 1661~1707) published in 1692.

He woke up many times, and thought it was already
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(Wasure-Ume)A matsutake mushroom!
An unknown leaf is stuck fast 
To the cap of it!

Matsudake ya 
shira-nu ko-no-ha no 
hebari-tsuku.

■atsudake = matsutake: a matsutake mushroom (lit. meaning: a pine-mushroom), 
Tricholoma matsudake (S. Ito et Imai) Singer

It comes out often on the ground of a Japanese red pine (Pinus densiflora
It has a beautiful smell, and is considered a deli-Sieb. et Zucc.) grove, 

cacy in autumn.
shira (mizen) «- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know 
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative, 
ko-no-ha: a leaf (of a tree) 
hebari-tsuku (shushi, yodan, vi.): to stick tight (close, fast) to, adhere to

shira-nu: unknown

# 483

(Sanzoshi)*Autumn winds 
Paulownia leaves, but now, 
I see frost on the ivy!

once moved

Akikaze ya 
kiri ni ugoki-te 
tsuta no shimo.

akikaze: an autumn wind
kiri: a paulownia, Paulownia tomentosa (Thunb.) Steud. 
ugoki (renyo) «- ugoku (yodan, vi.): to move (= to blow), 
tsuta: a Japanese ivy = a Boston ivy, Parthenocissus tricuspidata Planch

shimo: frost

An autumn wind moved (blew) and a leaf of paulownia fell down, 
on a passage in Huai nan zi: the Philosophical Taoism (see Vol. 1) is
at its base), compiled by Liu An (^IJ?c, ?~ 122 B.C.):
Jn-tPH (**)—”FJSs.: When I see a paulownia leaf falling down, I realize 
that autumn has come here.
** Jn ffli' ao-giri is similar to kiri, but it is, to be correct, a Chinese para-

This is based

sol-tree, Firraiana simplex. Another famous poem of autumn with ao-giri:
(Autumn is here

already with paulownia leaves falling in the garden) (y^^c, Zhu Xi, 1130~1200)
This haiku covers a long lapse of time from early autumn to late autumn.
* One the most important theoretical books of Basho's haikai, the 
manuscript was written by Hattori Doho (JJR , 1 657~ 1 730 , a close disciple) 
in about 1702, and was published in 1776 by Takakuwa Rank5 (iflj ffjfj JE , 1 726~ 
1798) which is known as Ranko's version.
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Wonderful to see:
The old woman threshing rice 
By the chrysanthemum flowers!

(Oi Nikki)

Ine-koki no 
uba mo medetashi 
kiku no hana.

ine-koki: rice threshing 
uba: an old (aged) woman
medetashi: auspicious, happy, to be celebrated, wonderful 
kiku: a chrysanthemum, Chrysanthemum morifolium Ramat. 
hana: a flower

This is considered a greeting poem to a certain Kitamura family, a wealthy 
farmer near Hikone where Basho stayed overnight, 
of rice, the prosperity of the family, and the long life of the aged woman of 
the family threshing rice by the fragrant chrysanthemum flowers which symbol
ize 1 ongevity.

He celebrated a good harvest

rgsiejif 485

(Oi Nikki)Grateful tears for holiness, 
Are dyed by the falling leaves 
Brightly red!

oto-garu
naraida ya some-te 
chiru momiji.

toto: the stem part of adjective: tdtoshi (t5toi) which means holy, noble 
-garu: a suffix attaching to an adjective stem or noun to make a verb with 

yodan conjugation meaning: "to feel like" 
namida: tears.
some (renyo) *- somu (shimo-ni, vt.) = someru (Mod. J.): to dye, colour 
chiru (rentai) «- chiru (yodan, vi.): to fall, scatter

momiji: (I) ($1, , kaede) : a maple, Acer
(D (/f D/N-t £ , 'i d/n^| ir) a Japanese maple, Acer palraatum Thunb.
(3) red leaves, autumnal tints

This is a greeting poem to the Priest Riyu (r^Etl, 1662~1 705) of Menshoji Tem' 
ple (§^MtF> another name was Komyo-Henshoji at Hirata in Hikone.
Basho admired the holy atmosphere of the temple.
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From time to time,
Looking at Ibuki Mountain, 
- You enjoy wintering!

(Nochi no Tabi)*

Ori-ori ni 
Ibuki o mi-te wa 
fuyu-gomori.

!

in a while, from time to time 
1,377 m. high located between Shiga and Gifu Prefectures, 

mi (renyo) miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see 
fuyu-gomori: wintering.
gomori «- (euphonic change) komori (renyo & gerund) «- komoru (yodan, vi.):

to stay indoors, confine oneself to, be confined in, to winter 
The preface reads:
"Having a good time at Sensen-tei (^Jll3?: Sensen's house) ••

ori-ori ni: sometimes, once 
Ibuki = Mt. Ibuki:

fuyu: winter

•»

This was a greeting poem to the host: Sensen (the second son of Miyazaki Keiko 

of Mt. Ibuki, and the elegant way he lived.
(jpjP^I&i, Keiko Ku-cho)), admiring a fine viewwho wrote

* A selection of haikai in memory of Basho 100 days after his death, compiled 
by Kondo Joko, published in 1695.

<7)fcfc <£ 0 £ L*(iME rg 0 IBj# 487

Its colour is whiter
Than that of a peach blossom:
- A narcissus flower!

(Oi Nikki)

Sono nioi
momo yori shiroshi 
suisen-ka.

sono: its, their. nioi: (a) colour, smell, (a- feeling of purity) 
morao: a peach (a peach tree with white blossoms in this case), Prunus persica

(L.) Batsch. yori: than ~. 
morao yori shiroshi: whiter than peach 
suisen: a daffodil, Narcissus.

shiroshi = shiroi: white

-ka = hana: a flower

This was a greeting hokku to the host: Hakusetsu (£3Hf, ^ EB f31!) , the
village headman of Shinshiro, Mikawa, at a kasen party by 12 poets. He had 
two sons: Shigehide (14 yrs. old), and Takatomo (11) whom Basho gave pseudo
nyms: Tosen (#l>5fc) and Togo ($j>|£) respectively. "To" was part of his own 
pseudonym: Tosei ($&!?: green peach). Tosen Togo is a parody of tozen baigo 

which is derived from Yan Quian-an's poem of Narcissus Flowers in 
(Yuan ji huo fa). (mmm : tkmte)
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The drinkers' faces 
Become so anxious for snow 
With a flash of lightning!

(Cha no Soshi)

Yuki o matsu 
jogo no kao ya 
inabikari.

yuki o matsu: to wait for snow
jogo: those who like to drink, a drinker

geko (antonym): those who don't drink, a nondrinker 
inabikari: (a flash of) lightningkao: a face.

Hot sake is most enjoyable for drinkers while it is snowing, so they wish a 
flash of lightning were the premonitory sign of snow.
There is a special term for the drinking while it snows: "yuki-mi-zake" (Wt M 

: snow viewing sake)

The preface reads: " Pi ’r' C X : At Kogetsu-tei". Kogetsu was a pseudonym of 
Suganuma Gon-emon (if $3 $1 f31]) , a follower of Suganuma Oribe (if $3 $]£ aj$) .

rg0EjV 489

(Oi Nikki)The withering blast
Has sharpened the rocky mountain
Seen through the cedars!

Kogarashi ni 
iwa fuki-togaru 
sugima kana.

iwa: (a) rockkogarashi: a withering blast (wind), 
fuki (renyo) «- fuku (yodan, vi.): to blow
togaru (rentai) «- togaru (yodan, vi.): to get pointed, sharpen 
sugi: a Japanese cedar, Cryptomeria japonica D. Don 
raa: (a) space between

This was composed when he visited Horaiji Temple (E/^tF) with 1,425 stone 
located about 15 km. to the northeast of Shinshiro where he stayed) on

The mountain is covered 
It gave an impression

steps
Mt. Horaiji-san , 684 m. above sea level),
with Japanese cedars with pointed rocks near the top. 
to Basho that the strong withering blast had sharpened the rugged rocks into

This mountain is noted for the bird whose voice sounds likepointed tops.
"bupposo, -£Z\ fit" (a scops owl, Otus scops), but its real name in Japanese is

3 y and the bird named "bupposo" is a broad-billed
"gge, gge ,

"konoha-zuku,
roller, Eurystomus orientalis, whose voice is entirely different:

Those two birds were confused for a long time.gge!".
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(Handwritten Kaishi)A padded kimono:
I have got it by praying. 
- Sleeping on a journey!

Yogi hitotsu 
inori-idashi-te 
tabine kana.

yogi = kairaaki (S3§r) : a padded (wadded) sleeved coverlet, thickly-padded ki
mono used in bed, counterpane (kake-buton). 
inori (renyo) inoru (yodan, vt.) : to pray
idashi (renyo) «- idasu (yodan, vt.): to get (put, take) it out, produce 
inori-idashi-te: to get (a yogi) by praying to (a god) 
tabine: sleeping on a journey, passing a night on one's journey 
The preface reads: "I visited Hdraiji Temple in Hikawa Province.
I suffered from my chronic disease (-fifr^C, senki : an abdominal pain including 
lumbago), and stayed overnight at a hut at the base of the mountain ••
Actually Hakusetsu (see # 487) made an arrangement to get a yogi for ailing 
Bash5, but in this poem Basho joked that he got it by means of prayer.

hitotsu: one (yogi)

On the way,

. "

I 991

A cold passing shower 
Made me stay at your house 
And introduce myself!

(Handwritten Kaishi)

Yado kari-te
na o nanora-suru 
shigure kana.

yado: a house to stay temporarily on one's journey, inn. 
kari (renyo) «- karu (yodan, vt.) = kariru (Mod. J.): to borrow

na: a name 
rent

nanora (raizen) «- nanoru (yodan, vi.): to introduce oneself, tell one's name 
-suru (rentai) «- su (aux. v.): causative 
shigure: a cold passing shower in early winter

This was a greeting hokku to the host: Tsukaraoto Joshu
who employed hundreds of "kawakoshi-ninsoku" (Jl|A,6; : river-crossing car
riers, see haiku # 298 in Vol. 1) of the Oi River on Shiraada side.
There is a long preface known as an essay: "Shimada no shigure":
As a cold shower lonesomely started, I asked for an overnight stay at a house, 
whose master made me comfortable with his warm hospitality by burning a fire 
in the fireplace, by which I dried my wet sleeves and enjoyed drinking hot 

After dark, while I lay down doing some writing under a lamplight, he 
asked me so eagerly: "Please leave something with me as a memento of our 
meeting which couldn't be guaranteed for another chance (*)!"
* This is called: "Ichi-go Ichi-e" (—$8 — , see haiku if 224 in Vol. 1).

1 641-1724)

water.
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The horse driver wouldn't know 
The bitterness of crossing the Oi 
In a wintry shower!

(Hakusenshu)

Umakata wa 
shira-ji shigure no 
Oi-gawa.

uma-kata: a (pack) horse driver. shira (mizen) *- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know 
ji (rentai) *- ji (aux. v.): negative conjecture 
shigure: a passing shower in early winter
Oi-gawa: the name of a river flowing through Shizuoka Pref. from the north to 

the south into the Suruga Bay for about 160 km. During the Edo Period, no 
bridge was built on this river for the purpose of defence. No boats were 
allowed to cross it, either. People were shouldered by "kawakoshi ninsoku" 
(river-crossing carriers) to cross it only when the depth of water is less 

gawa «- (eu. chan.) kawa: a river 
The horse driver who brought Basho to Kanaya and then gone back, would't prob
ably know the bitterness suffered by travellers in crossing the Oi River in a 
wintry shower.

than 2.5 ft.

(#»ffi*)0»)*§ ^93

(Haikai Ame no Hikazu)*Leaving the capital,
I've been travelling with gods 
Counting the number of days!

Miyako ide-te 
kami mo tabine no 
hikazu kana.

miyako: a capital, the Imperial capital (Kyoto in this case) 
ide (renyo) «- izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru (Mod. J.): to go out

tabine: sleeping on a journey
appear

kami: a god (gods in this context), 
hikazu (o kazou = kazoeru): (to count) the number of days

The explanatory preface reads:
"Leaving the capital at the end of September

The innkeeper asked for a poem, and I couldn't disregard
I have arrived in Numazu near

the end of October.
his elegant wish - " 
Basho left Zeze on Sep.

There was an
28, and arrived in Edo on Oct. 29. 

old belief that all the gods got together at the Grand
Numazu is about

Oct. 26.
Shrine of Izumo in October (another name is > kannazuki: the month with
out gods at local shrines. See haiku // 167 in Vol. 1). So, Basho was travel
ling during the same period as all the gods were travelling. "They (gods) 
must have counted the number of travelling days!"
* A haikai selection, compiled by Sekishitsu (>H^:, ^), published in 1737 .
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(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)During the absence
Of the god, the shrine was ruined
With piled fallen leaves!

Rusu no ma ni 
aretaru kami no 
ochiba kana.

ma: a period of time, space, room 
are (renyo) «- aru (shimo-ni, vi.) = areru (Mod. J.): to lie waste, fall to 

ruin, to get (be) rough 
-taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
kami: a Shinto god.
October, so all other shrines are empty without gods (see haiku // 493) . 
absence of a god also refers to Basho's absence in Edo.
This is a kind of a greeting poem to the friends and disciples in Fukagawa.
He rented a house owned by Hikoemon (^§£>6®^) at Nihombashi Tachibanachd till
May,

no ma ni: during, in.rusu: absence.

All the gods get together at the Grand Shrine of Izumo in
The

1692, when another (the third) Basho-an was rebuilt by his disciples.

i 495

The faces of kudzu leaves 
Are interesting this morning, 
Covered with frost.

(Handwriting on 
His Own Picture)

Kuzu no ha no 
oraote mise-keri 
kesa no shimo.

kuzu: a kudzu, kudzu vine,
Pueraria lobata (Willd.) Ohwi (= P. thunbergiana (Sieb. et Zucc.) Benth.)

omete: the face, front. -* ura (antonym): back 
mise (renyo) «- misu (shirao-ni, vt.) = miseru (Mod. J.): to show 
keri (shushi, aux. v.): exclamatory, perfect 
kesa: this raoerning.

ha: a leaf, leaves.

shimo: frost

Kudzu is a wild vine which climbs up other plants, 
rather white as compared with the front, and they were often mentioned in old 
poems especially when the leaves were fluttering in the winds, 
that the kudzu was very interesting to look at when it was covered with frost.

The back of the leaf is

Basho noticed

According to (Kyo-Ya Shosoku) Letters between Kyoriku and Yaba, 
published in 1785), Ransetsu (Hattori, JR nKHS » 1654~1707, a disciple) once 
criticized and argued against the Fukagawa group disciples severely, and Basho 
was disappointed and got angry. But when he apologized later to Basho for it, 
Bashd forgave him. This haiku has a hidden meaning: "I throw away urami (lUjli 
: seeing the back) = ($&: resentment), and show omote (® : the face)."
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Wild geese make a noise 
On a paddy field of Toba 
In the cold rain of kan!

(Saika-Shu)*

Kari sawagu 
Toba no tazura ya 
kan no ame.

i
kari = gan: a goose, geese, Anserinae. 
sawagu (rentai) «- sawagu (yodan, vi.): to make a noise, be uproarious 
Toba: the name of a place in the southern part of Ky5to noted for wild geese 

which used to be a good theme in old poems
ta: a paddy field.

kan: the coldest period in winter, lasting for about 30 days till "setsubun" 
when the "Bean Throwing Ceremony" (mame-maki) is held on about Feb. 3.

Shiko ($#, 1665-1731
{Saika-Shu) that this was composed by Basho when "kan no ame" (a rain in "kan" 
season) was once chosen as a theme for the party.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Shiko, published in 1699.

ame: (a) rain

zura *- tsura: the face, surfacetazura = ta + zura.

one of the most important disciples) says in his

1*^26 ftt 497
:

(Nagaregawa-Shu)*We never know
The heart of a fish and bird, 
But we know our year-end party!

Uo tori no 
kokoro wa shirazu 
t oshi-wasure.

kokoro: heart, mind 
zu (shushi, aux. v.): negative

tori: a bird, 
shira (renyo) *• shiru (yodan, vt.): to know, 
toshi-wasure = bonenkai: a year-end party

uo = sakana: a fish.

This is based on the following passages:
® In (Hojoki) CfrilB: An Account of My Hut, by Kaorao no Choraei,
11557-1216): "A fish doesn't get tired of water, and nothing (nobody) else 
than fish would understand its heart, 
bird knows its heart.

A bird wishes for a grove, and only a
The pleasure of living alone at a hemitage is the same. 

@ In (Chuang tzu = Zhuang zi, (Qiu shui pian it 17)) (3£-p, Tfc H •£) :

Hui Shi (MM) says (to Zhuang zi) , "You are not a fish, then how do you know 
the pleasure of a fish?"
Basho meant: "We don't understand the heart of a fish and bird, but we are 
certainly enjoying our own year-end party, and our pleasure is probably not 
understandable for other people."
* A haikai selection, compiled by Rosen (s$ )\\> 1661-1743), published in 1693.
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The spring, people don't notice,
Is found on the back of the mirror 
With ume blossoms on it!

(Ono ga Hi)

Hito mo mi-nu 
haru ya kagami no 
ura no ume.

hito rao rai-nu: people do not see 
hito: a man, people
mi (mizen) *• miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see, look at 
nu (rentai) *- zu (aux. v.): negative 
haru: spring 
kagami: a mirror
ura: the reverse side, the back
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume Sieb. et Zucc.

He was surprised to find a spring scene with ume blossoms on the reverse side 
of the mirror, which he had never looked at closely before.

9 bVZ bm£<r>±<F>\k& r^fcwojj*I 499

How I envy your life
In the north, away from the world,
With wild cherry blossoms!

(Ki ta no Yama)*

Urayamashi 
ukiyo no kita no 
yama-zakura.

urayamashi = urayaraashii (Mod. J.): enviable 
ukiyo: the (secular, transitory) world 
kita: the north
ukiyo no kita: (living) in the north away from the secular world 
yama-zakura: a wild cherry tree (blossom), Prunus jamasakura Sieb. ex Koidz.

This was given to Kuku 1647?~?, a hermit disciple in Kanazawa) in a
letter.

Bashd admired and envied Kuku's way of life at a hermitage in the precincts of 
a Buddhist temple named Kongoji (^BIItF) at the foot of Utatsuyama Hill (£PK 
til, 141 m. high) in Kanazawa on the Japan Sea side.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Kuku, and published in 1692.
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(Kuzu no Matsubara)*Guess my intention
To give you a set of bowls
As you leave under the blossoms!

Kono kokoro 
suiseyo hana ni 
go-ki ichi-gu.

kono: this. kokoro: heart, intention, true meaning
suiseyo (meirei) «- suisu (sa-line irreg. conj.) = suisuru (Mod. J.) =
■2), s u i s a t s u-s u r u) : to conjecture, guess, surmise.
go-ki ichi-gu: a set of bowls for a begging priest (mendicant friar) 
go-ki (S§§): utensils of five pieces -* go-ki ($??£?): a bowl with its lid 
ichi-gu: just an additional phrase here for a set of bowl and its lid

hana: a flower, blossom

The preface reads:
"A parting present for (Shiko's) travelling (north-)east."

This was given to Shiko when he left for Michinoku following the route of "Oku 
no Hosomichi" by Basho, who gave his disciple a set of bowl. He tried to teach 
him to prepare to travel just like a mendicant friar.

■

* An important book of haikai theories by Shiko, published while Basho was 
still alive in 1692, and the book was named by his master Kyoraisho). !

t 501

(Hairin Ichiji Yuran-Shu)*I have kept counting,
As I walk along the mansions, 
Ume and willows!

Kazoe-ki-nu 
yashiki yashiki no 
ume yanagi.

kazoe (renyo) «- kazou (shimo-ni, vt.) = kazoeru (shimo-ichi, Mod.J.): to count 
the number of

ki (renyo) «- ku (ka-line irreg. conj.): 
nu (shushi

to come
yashiki: a mansion, residence 
yanagi: a willow, Salix

aux. v.): perfect, 
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume.

He kept counting the numbers of blooming ume trees and budding willows, as he 
walked leisurely through a residential area.
There is a title for this haiku: (A Leisurely Walk)

This is quite picturesque.

* A haikai selection by Sentoku (?£$§, 1662~1726), published in 1692.
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(Ariso-umi)Sleeping not in the nest,
Those rats seem the same kind 
As the fickle bird for blossoms!

Hana ni ne-nu 
kore mo tagui ka 
nezumi no su.

ne (mizen) «- nu (shimo-ni, vi.) = neru (shimo-ichi, Hod. J.): to sleep 
nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative, 
tagui: the same kind (of), a kind.
As it gets warm, rats start moving about on the ceiling making a niose. They 
don't stay still in the nest, as if moving from one flower to another like the 
fickle bush warbler in (The Tale of Genji) which goes somewhere else to sleep. 
The preface to this haiku reads:
"Why doesn't the bird sleep with the cherry blossom, 
heart of the spring bird not staying with the blossom!"

kore mo: this is also •••
nezumi: a rat. su: a nest

I don't understand the

This is based on a passage in the chapter of Wakana of (The Tale of Genji):

A bush warbler, moving about on the flowery branches,
I wonder why it doesn't sleep there with the cherry blossom! 
The heart of the fickle spring bird is hard to understand, 
same cherry tree!

not staying on the
(Kashiwagi satirizes that the Prince (Hikaru-Genj i) goes 

only to Murasaki-no-ue, disregarding On-na San-no-miya.)

I 503

With a cuckoo's voice,
His old inkstone case sadly 
Reminds me of him!

(Mutsu-chidori)*

Hototogisu 
naku ne ya furuki 
suzuri-bako.

hototogisu: a cuckoo. naku ne: a singing voice
naku (rentai) «- naku (yodan, vi.): to sing, warble, cry, cuckoo, etc. 
ne = koe: a voice, sound, 
suzuri: an inkstone.

furuki = furui (Mod. J.): old 
bako *- hako: a box, case.

The preface is: "The first anniversary of Fuboku's death. Kimpu holds a linked
verse party."
Fuboku (—f' , 7-1691) 
was at first a disciple of Fuboku

was a friend of Bash5, and Kimpu (ipJiL, 
then became a disciple of Kikaku.

Basho missed Fuboku before his favourite old inkstone case, 
is supposed to make someone miss the past.)
* A haikai selection, compiled by T5rin ($i>PI, 1649-1719), published in 1696.

1667-1726)

(A cuckoo's voice
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(Kuzu no Matsubara)Leaving Kamakura,
It must have been still alive: 
The year's first bonito!

Kamakura o 
iki-te ide-ken 
hatsu-gatsuo.

Kamakura: A historical city where the first Shogun's government was establish
ed by Minamoto no Yoritomo in 1192. It is located about 50 km. to the south
west of Toky5. It was a good fishing ground of bonito (skipjack).
Kamakura, the old city of samurai warriors, suits the fresh first bonito 
iki (renyo) «- iku (kami-ni, vi.) = ikiru (Mod. J.): to live
ide (renyo) *- izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru (Mod. J.): to leave, go (come) out 
ken (rentai) ken = kemu (aux. v.): conjecture of the past 
hatsu: the first ~ (of the year)
gatsuo «- katsuo: an (oceanic) bonito, skipjack, Euthynmus (Katsuwonus) pelarais 
Edokko (jl/^o-p: Edo people) were anxious to try the year's first bonito! 
There is a famous haiku of hatsu-gatsuo by Sodo ([Jj P , 1642~1716):

Me ni aoba 
Yaraa hototogisu 
hatsu-gatsuo.

Green leaves to the eyes, 
A cuckoo in the mountain 
The year's first bonito!

rmoftiifCji 505

(Kuzu no Matsubara)In the month of June,
The salted whale tastes better 
Than a sea bream!

Minazuki ya 
tai wa are domo 
shio-kujira.

Minazuki: another name of June (of the lunar calendar)
(ma-dai: porgy, Pogrus major.)tai: a sea bream, Sparidae. 

are (izen) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj.): to be, there is, to have
domo: a conjuctive particle for an adversative connection: in spite of, though 
shio-kujira: salted whale: the salted fat, with its dark skin, is cut into 
thin slices and boiling hot water is poured on to it; it is then chilled and

The chilled wrinkled white fateaten with a sauce of vinegar and miso. 
very popular food in summer for the common people.
On the contrary, the sea bream (tai) has been considered the best (highest 
class) eating fish. Because we have a Japanese word "SfcbJsgJ^., medetai" which 
means auspicious, happy, congratulatory, so it is served for the guests at 
wedding, birthday, etc.

was a

a
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r* n\BIBJ*

The light of the setting sun 
At the gable is getting feeble. 
I enjoy the cool air!

Around the gable(**),
The sunlight is weakening 
Making the air cooler!

(Nagaregawa-Shu) 
Kara-hafu no 
iri-hi ya usuki 
yu-suzumi.

(Basho-an Mikazuki-Nikki)* 
Hafu-guchi ni (**) 
hikage ya yowaru 
yu-suzumi.

** 2 interpretations possible: (l) Around the gable 
(2) Through the gable window, (as seen from inside).

(# 506-1) hafu-guchi ni:
(as seen from outside) , 
hikage: the light (of the setting sun, in this context)

yu-suzumi: enjoying the cool of the eveningyowaru (yodan, vi.): to weaken.
# 506-1 is considered the first version.
suzumi (renyo & gerund) suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool oneself 
* A haikai selection (MS. by Basho), compiled by Shiko, published in 1730.
(# 506-2) kara-hafu: a decorative curved gable which was used often for the
gate and entrance to a mansion, and also for a Shinto shrine 
The "kara-hafu" was typical of the Azuchi Momoyama Period (1568~1600). 
irihi: the light of the setting sun.
Sodo followed this hokku with waki (the second verse) in Chinese:
As I boil tea leaves, a fly goes away shunning the smoke.

usuki (rentai) = usui: thin, feeble

S 507

Seven bush clovers
Would increase to one thousand!
- I pray to the Stars!

(Koi-ya Denrai-Yokomono) *

Nana-kabu no 
hagi no chimoto ya 
hoshi no aki.

nana-kabu: seven plants (of bush clover). 
chimoto = sembon: a thousand plants (of bush clover) 
hoshi no aki = tanabata: the Star Festival = Jul. 7.

hagi: a bush clover, Lespedeza

The preface reads:
To celebrate Jul. 7 and the 77 years old Sodo’s mother, we seven poets chose 
one each of the Seven Autumn Flowers(**) in (Man-yoshu) as a theme for haiku, 
wishing ourselves also to live as old as the seven old Chinese poets(***) !
** > Sc : a bush clover; obana, = susuki , $£ : a Miscanthus; kuzu, :
a kudzu; nadeshiko, : a pink; ominaeshi , , Valerianaceae; fujibakama

a thoroughwort; asagao, a morning-glory (known as Aki no Nanakusa)
*** The seven members of "Shang Chi Hui" including Po Chii-i 0=3^1-Hr,
771-846).
* A scroll among the 35 items handed down in Sugiyama Sampu's family.

All of them were over the age of seventy.
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The pink's summer heat 
Is forgotten when I see 
Wild chrysanthmum flowers!

(Ryokan Nikki)*

Nadeshiko no
atsusa wasururu 
no-giku kana.

nadeshiko: a pink, Dianthus. 
wasururu (rentai) wasuru (shimo-ni, vt.) = wasureru (Mod. J.): to forget 
no-giku: a wild chrysanthemum

atsusa: the heat, warmth

The preface says: "Writing on the painting of a wild chrysanthemum

!We saw the pink flowers shortly before, but now we see chrysanthemum flowers, 
though there is not much difference in time.
A pink has an image of hot summer, because it blooms in the latter part of 
summer when it is still hot, but a wild chrysanthemum shows its flowers in the 
cool air of early autumn.

* A diary written by Kyoriku (^JIIp^Ta, 1656-1715), published in 1694?.

^J*S 509

(In-futagi)*The cotton rose flowers
Seem to say, "The drizzly skies
Are good weather!"

Kin-same no 
sora o fuyo no 
tenki kana.

sora: the sky (skies)kiri-same: a drizzle, foggy (misty) rain, 
fuyo: a cotton rose, Confederate rose, Hibiscus mutabilis L. 
tenki: weather

He wrote this haiku on the painting of a cotton rose by Kyoriku (1656—17 15) , 
who was a good artist, because he had studied painting under Kano Yasunobu (^p 

1613-85).
Basho taught haikai to Kyoriku, but Kyoriku taught painting to Basho.

The flowers of a cotton rose are wet with misty rain, as if saying, "It is 
good weather for us!".

compiled by Riyu (1662-1705, the 14th chief priest of* A haikai selection,
Korayo Henshoji Temple, in Hikone) and Kyoriku, published in 1697.
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(Zoku Saru-raino)In the upper reaches,
And these lower ones, there are 
Moon viewing companions!

Kawa-kami to 
kono kawa-shimo ya 
tsuki no tomo.

kawa-kami = joryu (_h^fE) : the upper reaches of a river (the east in this case) 
kawa-shimo = karyu (”F^): the lower reaches of a river (near the Sumidagawa) 
kono (a demonstrative adjective): this, 
tsuki no tomo: a companion for viewing the moon

According to Tokuzo Otani's (Bash5 Ku-Shu), published by Iwanami , 
two different theories about the companion in the upper reaches of the river: 
(!) Sodo who lived in Katsushika (Kusen-nenko, 'frj ) .
© Senna (^Ift , 1651~1723) who once stayed there when he came to Edo.

But, I think that anybody who loves poetical

there are

(Chidori no On, ^ (7)) .
elegance can be Basho's companion for viewing the moon.

The preface reads: "A little farther than Fukagawa, we stopped our boat (on 
the Onagigawa River **) at Gohon-matsu (3l^|£: Five Pines) -- "

connecting the** To be correct, the Onagigawa was a canal about 5 km. long 
Sumidagawa in the west with the Nakagawa (Komatsugawa) River in the east.

# 511

In the departing autumn, 
It is promising to see 
Fresh green oranges!

(Ukiyo no Kita)*

Yuku aki no 
nao tanomoshi ya 
ao-mikan.

yuku aki: the departing autumn
tanomoshi = tanoraoshii: promising, hopeful, reliable 
ao-mikan: a green (unripe) mandarine orange. blue
mikan: unshu-raikan (©. M If* tit) is the most representative variety: a mandarin 
orange (tangerine), Citrus reticulata

ao: green

The fresh green oranges are conspicuous in a dreary autumn scene, promising 
the bright golden colour eventually. This is the revised version of the orig- 
nal(+) which was given as a parting present to Otokuni (Zlffl) who was compared 
in it to a green orange with a bright future.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Kagin ("^T1^), published in 1696.

+ ff < bZtzJuMb
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The first frost of the year! 
Starting to chill chrysanthemums, 
But I have waist cotton!

(Ara-oda)*

Hatsu-shimo ya 
kiku hie-somuru 
koshi no wata.

kiku: a chrysanthemum 
hie (renyo) «- hiyu (shimo-ni , vi.) = hieru (Mod. J.): to get cold, feel chilly 
somuru (rentai) «- somu (shimo-ni, vt.) = someru (Mod. J.): to start ~ing 
hie-somuru: "it starts getting cold" refers to both chrysanthemum and waist 

wata: cotton, a cotton plant, Gossypium 
koshi-wata: a waist warmer made of cotton
(kiku no) kise-wata rB) : CD the cotton placed on chrysanthemum flowers
to protect them from frost. (D The night before Choyo no Sekku on Sep. 9, some 
cotton was put on the flowers, and next morning it was used to wipe one's body

hatsu-shimo: the first frost of the year.

!:koshi: the waist.

:;
*

wishing for a long life, because it had absorbed the fragrance and medicative
(** see haiku If 177 in Vol. 1) !dew(**) of chrysanthemum flowers.

This was in a letter to Uko (<$£[: the wife of Boncho: /LjJiS, ?~1714 
in appreciation of her present of a cotton padded waist warmer.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Shara (■^rH) , published in 1701.

a doctor) I

i
p#j L ## 513 :

I
(Haikai Fukagawa)*Opening a new tea jar,

I miss the garden of Sakai 
Similar to this! . I

Kuchi-kiri ni 
Sakai no niwa zo 
natsukashiki.

kuchi-kiri: to open the jar of new tea leaves to hold a tea party in October
kiri (renyo & gerund) «- kiru (yodan, vt.): to cutkuchi: a mouth, opening.

Sakai no niwa: The famous garden designed by Sen no Rikyu(**) in Sakai, Osaka
** A great tea master (1522~91) who completed the present tea ceremony.

zo: an emphatic particleni: a particle of similar function to "ya". 
natsukashiki (rentai) «- natsukashi (adj. ku conj.) = natsukashii (Mod. J.)

: (something) is missed, dear, longed for 
after "zo", a "rentai-kei" form must follow instead of "shushi-kei" according 
to the rule of kakari-musubi the interrelated ending)
The title is: "Kuchi-kiri at the house of Shiryo" (S^c: unknown so far).
This is a greeting hokku of a kasen party to the host admiring his garden.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Shado ($§'§£, ?~1737), published in 1693.
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(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)For o-meiko,
Let me offer 5-sho of 
Good sake like oil!

O-meiko ya 
abura no yona 
sake go-sho.

o-meiko = o-meiko = o-eshiki ($?^^) : the memorial ceremony held on Oct. 13, 
for the death of the Buddhist Priest Nichiren (1222~82) who foundedevery year 

the Nichren Sect.
abura: oil (in this case, it means sake of good body 
abura no y5na sake: sake like oil (sake of good body

sho: the traditional unit of liquid measure: about 1.8 lit.

not diluted) 
not watery)

go: five .
This haiku is based on the humorous expression(*) in a letter of appreciation
by the Priest Nichiren when he received some presents including sake wine.
* "New barley 1-to (^|* = 10-sho = about 0.5 bushel), 3 bamboo shoots and 5-sh5 
of sake like oil (sake of good body). I have certainly received them with my
thankful prayer: Glory to the Lotus Sutra of the Supreme Law!"
(Sr*-4, t HlftWc L{£)

Ti?t 515

While sweeping the snow 
In the garden with a besom, 
He forgets about snow!

(Handwriting on 
His Own Drawing)

Niwa haki-te 
yuki o wasururu 
hahaki kana.

niwa: a garden. yuki: snow. hahaki = hoki: a besom, broom 
haki (renyo) «- haku (yodan, vt.): to sweep (away)
wasururu (rentai) *- wasuru (shimo-ni, vt.) = wasureru (Mod. J.): to forget 
This was written on his own Indian-ink drawing (sumi-e) of Han Shan (I^Ui): a 
Chinese hermit and poet who lived sometime in the 9th century, but his real 
life is not exactly known, and many stories about him are legendary, 
about 300 beautiful poems on nature and human life including those satirizing

He left

the stupidity of the secular world, and the corruption of priests and monks. 
Usually he is in a pair with his companion Shi De (Iplf1), and we see them 
often in Indian-ink drawings: laughing, discussing, sweeping the garden with a 
besom. Other things they might have in their hands are: a brush, scroll or

It is believed thatpaper, with dishevelled hair, straw sandals or bare feet.
Han Shan represents Manjusri c?$§: Bodhisattva of wisdom) and Shi De re
presents Samantabhadra (^gSEWiflb B. of enlightenment), 
drawing is: Han Shan forgets about snow while he keeps sweeping it in the 

Basho has depicted him with a besom from halfway behind.

The theme of this

garden.
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A banked charcoal fire:
On the wall is being cast 
The shadow of the guest!

(Zoku Saruraino)

Uzumi-bi ya
kabe ni wa kyaku no
kage-boshi.

uzumi-bi: a banked fire (charcoal), buried fire 
ni wa: on (the wall), 

kage-boshi: a shadow, silhouette
kabe: a wall. kyaku: a guest

This was composed when he visited Kyokusui (Suganuma, 
high-ranking warrior of the Zeze clan (ffilfFjffift)
Vol. 1) at his house on the premises of Zeze clan at Minarai-Hatchobori in Edo.

7-1717,
see haiku # 208 and jf 220 in

a

The host and guest face each other in the dim light, with a hibachi (brazier) 
in between them containing a banked fire, which casts a shadow of the guest on 
to the wall in the cold winter night.

# 517

Come closer, and adraire(**) 
The blossoms of ume and 
Camellia in the vase!

(Ku-Kyodai)*

Uchi-yori-te 
hana-ire sagure 
ume t subaki.

uchi-yori (renyo) «- uchi-yoru (yodan, vi.): to come closer (nearer), approach 
uchi: a prefix meaning: (I) a little bit (slightly), (2) entirely, (3) emphatic 
hana-ire = hana-ike = kabin: a flower vase
sagure (imperative) «- saguru (yodan, vt.): to look for, appreciate, admire
ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume Sieb. et Zucc.
tsubaki: a common camellia, rose camellia, Camellia Japonica L.

This was a greeting hokku to Aoji Choto a disciple of Kikaku) at a
kasen party by six poets (Ta^ WZ {lli) • There is a Japanese word "tambai" ($£#&) 
which means: to go out looking for ume blossoms to appreciate (admire) them. 
The word sagure (look for, admire!) is the same Chinese character as tarn(bai). 
It is funny to use the word "sagure" for the urae blossoms in a vase! That's 
why he used it here. ** But when it is translated into English, the funny part 
is lost unless "look for" is used for "admire"!
The title is: An Impromptu on December 20, Mizunoe-Saru (3r^: 1692).

* A haikai selection, compiled by Kikaku, published in 1694.
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(Letter to Bashido)*It is, in a sense,
A very interesting month: 
December, the year's last!

Nakanaka ni 
kokoro okashiki 
Shiwasu kana.

nakanaka ni = zuibun = totemo: very much 
kokoro okashiki: interesting, tasteful 
kokoro: heart, mind, feeling 
okashiki = okashii (Mod. J.): interesting
Shiwasu = Ro-getsu = Ju-ni-gatsu: December, the last month of the year
The Chinese characters: are literally pronounced "Ro-getsu", but in
this poem it is read "Shiwasu".

Basho received a keg of sake wine from his disciple Kyokusui, and wrote him a 
letter of appreciation with this improvisation.

* Bashido is another pseudonym of Kyokusui.

# 519

(Haikai Fukagawa)Sparrows are perhaps 
Laughing at the appearance 
Of "sekizoro"!

Sekizoro o
suzurae no warau 
detachi kana.

sekizoro: a group of entertainers who used to come in the latter part of 
December during the Edo Period (see haiku if 447) 

suzume: a sparrow
detachi = idetachi: attire, looks, appearance 
warau (rentai) «- warau (yodan, vi.): to laugh, smile

There is a title for this:
Thoughts of the Year-end at Sodo's House: 

Sekizoro

This was the hokku of the year-end linked verse party at Sodo's house.
Besides Bashd and Sodo, Ranran (i&j®, 1647~1693, see haiku if 270 in Vol. 1),
Sora (#,6) and Shado (®!§£, ?~1737) attended it.
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Clams have survived till 
The year-end when they become 
Most valuable!

(Handwriting on 
His Own Painting)

Hamaguri no 
ikeru kai are 
toshi no kure.

hamaguri: a clam, Meretrix lusoria
ikeru kai: the merit to have survived (till the end of the year)
ike (imperative) iku (yodan, vi.) (later -* kami-ni) = ikiru (karai-ichi, Mod.

-ru (rentai) ♦- ri (aux. v.): perfect 
kai (T) (^ ^): to be worth while (to live) = (iki-gai: a life worth living)

: a shellfish, shell 
are (izen) *- ari (ra-line irreg. conj., vi.): to be
kai (koso) are: koso (an emphatic particle which is omitted) requires izen-kei 

according to the rule of kakari-musubi (interrelated ending).

J.): to live, survive.

kai © (M)

Basho painted three clams on some algae and added this haiku on the painting.
Clams were very important for"kai" has a double meaning.As you see above,

the New Year feast, because people must have the clear soup with clams. 
Fukagawa and its vicinity were good fishing grounds for clams in those days.
At this time of the year, the clams become more valuable.

in this poem, of his wish that his life would alsoThere could be reflection 
be worth living and valuable in the coming year!

1693 (7C-^6^£, Genroku 6) 50 Years Old0 521

(Handwritten Kaishi)Every year, the same!
Like the mask of a monkey 
Put on monkey's face!

Toshi-doshi ya 
saru ni kise-taru
saru no men.

saru: a monkeytoshi-doshi: every year, year after year, 
kise (reny5) «- kisu (shimo-ni, vt.) = kiseru (Mod. J.): to dress, put ~ on

men: a masktaru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect.
The title is: The New Year's Day 
A monkey show used to come during the New Year season, and Basho thought that 
a monkey's mask would be interesting. ((Haikai Hondo) by Kyoriku and Kyorai) 
Kyorai says in his (Tabine-Ron, , "There is no season word seen outside
in this poem, but we see the season (of the New Year) in it.
According to (Sanzoshi) written by Doho, Basho said, "Man regrets that he 
stays at the same place, and repeats the same errors every year!"
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Young greens win today 
In a selling competition 
With konnyaku!

(Haikai Komo-Jishi-Shu)*Konnyaku ni 
kyo wa uri-katsu 
waka-na kana.

konnyaku is a jellylike noncaloric food derived from the bulb of a plant.
The plant’s name is the elephant foot, Amorphollus rivieri Durieu var. konjac 
(K. Koch) Engl., a bulbous perennial herb that has been cultivated in Japan

To make the food, the bulb is sliced, dried, and then
It is

from ancient times.
boiled; a coagulant is added, and the material is moulded into blocks, 
also formed into thick noodles (ito konnyaku) or fine ones (shirataki). Slices
of konnyaku are an ingredient in simmered dishes (nimono) such as oden. 
Shirataki is used in sukiyaki and other nabemono (vegetable and fish or meat

kyo: today. uri-katsu = uri + katsudishes prepared in a pot). 
uri (renyo) «- uru (yodan, vt.): to sell 
katsu (retai) «- katsu (yodan, vt.): to win, defeat 
waka-na = wakai (young) + na (greens): On Jan. 
kusa Gayu, -fc 1j=L $$ " : the rice porridge with the Seven Spring Herbs (* i^C7)-fclpL, 
Haru no Nanakusa). The greengrocer selling the young greens won today against 
the konnyaku vendor!
* A haikai selection, compiled by Hasui(ETfc), published in 1693.

7, people used to eat "Nana-

(* see haiku # 222)

n® mj# 523

Icefish of the Priest Kensu! 
Their black eyes are opened 
In the net of the Law.

(In-futagi)

Shira-uo ya 
kuroki me o aku 
nori no ami.

shira-uo: an icefish, Salangichtys microdon
kuroki (rentai) «- kuroshi (adj. ku-conj.) = kuroi (Mod. J.): black, dark 
me: an eye (s).
nori: the law (teachings) of Buddha, 
nori no ami: the net of salvation by Buddha 
This is entitled: Writing on the Picture of the Priest Kensu (^“f'^Dj^: Xian 
Zi in Chinese is a nickname meaning shrimps*)
* The Priest Xian Zi was a Chinese Zen priest in the 10th cen. noted for ec
centric conduct. He went to a riverbank to catch shrimps with a net everyday. 
His fishing scene with a net is a good theme in sumi-e (Indian-ink pictures), 
"kuroki me o aku" (to open the black eyes) means attaining to enlightenment. 
Basho changed the shrimps (of the Priest Kensu) to icefish.

aku (rentai) «- aku (yodan, vi.): to open
ami: a (fishing) net
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Just a few si ices 
Of sashimi-konnyaku, too,
With a spray of ume blossoms?

(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)

Konnyaku no 
sashimi mo sukoshi 
ume no hana.

konnyaku: see haiku // 522
sashimi: sliced raw fish (like tuna), sliced konnyaku in this case which is 

called sashimi-konnyaku, used often in shojin-ryori (vegetarian diet) and it 
was a special dish in Iga Province, 

sukoshi: a little, a few (slices).
The explanatory preface: "Given to Kyorai"
Probably something unfortunate happened to Kyorai (somebody, whom Basho also 
knew, related to Kyorai had died), and Basho wrote a letter of condolences 
with this haiku which meant, "Missing the deceased, I would like to offer a 
spray of ume blossoms with a few slices of sashimi-konnyaku (instead of real 
sashimi: raw fish)?"
The combination of konnyaku and ume blossoms was unexpected.
Konnyaku was one of Basho's favourite food according to (Haikai Mondo).

•!

mo: also, too
ume no hana: (a spray of) ume blossoms

• M
i:

: •

i;

w§
b SB j# 525

j
(Oi Nikki)It makes me sadder

Than the flowers of toki:
- A violet on his mound?

Toki yori
aware wa tsuka no
sumire-gusa.

toki: Angelica acutiloba (Sieb. et Zucc.) Kitagawa, a perennial medicinal herb 
which grows often on the rocky ground of a mountain, 40~90 cm. tall, with 5- 
petalled white flowers blooming sometime from summer to autumn.

is read:
Chinese poems 

yori: ~ than ~ . 
tsuka: a mound,

(C j) I; (You should return home!),
of the travellers who miss home whenever they see this plant, 

aware: sadness, sorrow

There are many

burial mound, grave 
sumire-gusa = sumire: a violet,
Basho lamented the sudden death of Romaru (SA*) who had been staying in Kyo-

Romaru must have missed his home in Dewa when he died,

Viola mandshurica W. Becker

to on his journey.
probably with an image of toki flowers haunting in his mind. But Bash5 imag
ined a violet on his burial mound which made him sadder than a toki.
* Some people pronounce it "Rogan": a disciple in Toge Village (^ [r] ^) , Dewa 
(tt}<P3) Province, who took care of Basho showing around Haguro when he visited 
the three sacred mountains of Dewa Prov. on his journey of "Oku no Hosomichi".

;
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(Basho Ku-sen Shui)*Like the crane feathers,
You go fluttering your black robe 
Through the clouds of blossoms!

Tsuru no ke no 
kuroki koromo ya 
hana no kumo.

= tancho(-zuru): a Japanese crane, Grus japonensistsuru: a crane 
tanchd means "red-headed", 
rest part is white, 
kuroki: black.

Its neck and part of the wings are black, and the 
ke = umo feathers, down

hana no kumo: the clouds of blossoms
watage)

koromo: a robe.

The preface reads: W- ^ 6$ £lj £ PI : A haiku to send off the Priest Sengin(**) .
** A priest-poet of Fukagawa who was leaving for the visit to the shrines in 

As a priest he wore white kimono and a black robe over it, so 
Basho compared him to a Japanese crane (tancho).
Ise and Kuraano.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Kanji (^?p), published in 1756.

f 527

(Nochi no Tabi)The dew of sasa
Has wetted your hakaraa:
The roadside thickets!

Sasa no tsuyu 
hakama ni kake-shi 
shigeri kana.

sasa: a bamboo grass, most common sasa in Japan is kuma-zasa (1^®):
Sasa veitchii (Carr.) Rehd. (= S. albo-marginata Makino et Shibata) 

tsuyu: dew, a dewdrop.
hakama: a divided skirt for man's traditional formal wear a pleated skirt
kake (renyo) *• kaku (shimo-ni, vt.) = kakeru: to wet, moisten (= nurasu) 
-shi (rentai) f* ki (aux. v.): past, perfect
shigeri = shigerai: a thicket, bush

The explanatory preface reads:
"Giving this to a certain Okada ({S3 J|| , Sensen: the second son of Miyazaki
Keiko) at his farewell party before he followed the lord of the castle (Pffll£ 

, Toda Ujisada) to visit Toshogu Shrine in Nikko on behalf of the Sh5gun 
(such was the system for the hereditary feudal lords: I 
"hakaraa" symbolizes his official status.
tsuyu = tsuyu-harai: a warrior walking ahead leading safely the procession of 
a feudal lord. Aux. v. of past: "shi" was used here as a definite past fact.
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Forget your talent
As a poet, and just enjoy
Looking at the tree peony!

(Yuki no Mune)*

Fugetsu no 
zai mo hanareyo 
f ukamigusa.

Fugetsu = fu (a wind) + getsu (the moon) = (the beauty of) natural features, 
landscape

zai: wealth, money, a fortune, assets, talent, ability 
fugetsu no zai: literary talent, talent as a poet (an artist)
hanareyo (imperative) *- hanaru (shimo-ni, vi.) = hanareru (Mod. J.): to leave, 

part from, forget (in this case)
fukamigusa = botan (£fc;Fl): a Japanese tree peony, Paeonia suffruticosa Andr.

scenery, nature

Basho means in this haiku: "Just enjoy looking at the beautiful tree peony, 
forgetting the fact that you are a poet gifted with literary talent!"

* A haikai selection, compiled by Inoue Kanka (Jr 3fc fR) , published in 1743, 
commemorating Basho's 50th anniversary of death.

If 529

(In-futagi)Learn the journey of 
Old poets who disregarded 
The flies of Kiso!

Uki hito no 
tabi ni mo narae 
Kiso no hae.

hito: a person, man, peopleuki: melancholy, sorrowful, sad, in distress
"uki hito" here means: a person who stands aloof from the worldly trifles 
narae (imperative) «- narau (yodan, vt.): to learn.
Kiso: the name of a river and region 
hae: a fly (a generic name), (ie-bae, X X : a house fly, Musca domestica)

tabi: a journey, travel

one of his close disciples, when he left Edo for
Basho knew that

This was given to Kyoriku,
Hikone, his native place, via the mountainous route of Kiso. 
there were always many flies in summer to bother the travellers at most inns
on the Kiso route.

Travelling is not easy all the time, sometimes very difficult, but one should 
experience those difficulties and uncomfortableness to really understand the 
poetical elegance, just as old poets did in the past.
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Along the window,
A bed would be comfortable 
With a bamboo mat!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Mado-nari ni 
hirune no dai ya 
taka-mushiro.

-nari ni: along (the window), in the shape of
dai: a stand, bed

mado: a window, 
hirune: an afternoon nap 
taka-raushiro: a bamboo mat (a mat made of thinly split bamboo and bound like a

a siesta.

bamboo blind) which feels pleasantly cool in hot summer
The preface reads: if <F) $3 £ 9 b ^ V : I envy Tao Yuan-ming(*) of Jin.
* Tao Yuan-raing, (= Tao Qian, 365~427) once a prefectural gover-

because he was told toquitted the post and returned home to be a hermitnor,
welcome a superior inspector who proved to be a young man from the same native
town. He said, "I couldn't bend the knee before a small fellow from my native 
place just for my pay!" He didn't like bureaucratic formality, but loved the 
ordinary peaceful life of the common people, (see haiku // 138 in Vol . 1)
This haiku is based on the following poem in (Meng Qiu) by Tao Yuan-ming:
Ww. MkftMZTl {mm (trans. omitted)

# 531

Owing to the flood,
The weaving star must be sleeping 
On the rock without the bridge!

(Handwritten Kaishi)

Takamizu ni 
hoshi mo tabine ya 
iwa no ue.

Takamizu = kozui ($s7jC) : a flood. hoshi: a star. tabine (the word taken from 
the following Komachi's waka): sleeping on a journey. iwa no ue: on the rock

There is a long preface saying that on the night of July 7 (Tanabata *) , they 
had such a heavy rain that it would wash away the legendary bridge of magpies 
to connect the two loving stars, and he quoted the waka (1) of Ono no Koraachi 
(/JNf?/JN®T: 9th cen.?, known as a peerless beauty, one of the 36 famous poets 
chosen by Fujiwara no Kinto, jSM'&'fi:: 966~1041) in which she asks the Priest 
Henjo (816~890), who has just happened to stay together at Isonokami Temple 
(3?_L^F, literally meaning: a temple on the rock) in Nara, to lend his robe 
for her, because it is too cold to sleep on the rock. And Henjo answered (2)

(Gosen Waka-Shu)"I have only one robe, so let us sleep together!" 
i. gi«*>**«£*<
2- t Li'S'-ASA,
* (see haiku # 167 in Vol. 1 and # 14, # 96, # 452 in this book)
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A hatsutake mushroom!
Not many days of autumn yet, 
But with dew of autumn!

(Basho-an Ko-Bunko)

Hatsutake ya 
mada hikazu he-nu 
aki no tsuyu.

hatsutake: a hatsutake mushroom, Lactarius hatsutake Tanaka
When it is broken, reddish liquid comes out which changes into green, but 
not poisonous, edible 

raada: still (affirmative), yet (negative) 
hikazu: the number of days
he (rentai) «- fu (shimo-ni, vi.) = heru (Mod. J.): (time) to elapse 
-nu (rentai) zu (aux. v.): negative 

tsuyu: dewaki: autumn.

This represents his pleasant surprise to find a fresh mushroom wet with dew in 
a pine grove in early autumn, but actually it is most likely that the mush
rooms were served to the guests of the kasen party at the house of Taisui (& 
7K) in Fukagawa, so this is a greeting hokku to him appreciating his warm hos
pitality. "Not many days" refers to the (fresh) mushroom and (early) autumn.

r&RfBj# 533

(Oi Nikki)It smells very fishy:
A fish's guts are exposed 
On the waterweed!

Namagusashi 
konagi ga ue no 
hae no wata.

namagusashi = namagusai: fishy, smelling of fish
Monochoria vaginalis (Burra.f.) Presl var. plantagineakonagi: a water-weed,

(Roxb.) Solm-Laub.
- ga ue no = - no ue no: on the -
hae (in western Japan) = yamabe, yamame, oikawa (in Tokyo): a fresh water fish 

of the carp family, about 10 to 16 cm. long, Zacco platypus 
wata = harawata: guts (of a fish)

According to (Oi Nikki), when ShikS said, "This must be a scene still with the 
heat of late summer.", Basho said, "It is an appropriate comment!"
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Still hot since summer!
We enjoy the cool breeze while 
Viewing the harvest moon!

(Hagi no Tsuyu)*

Natsu kake-te 
raeigetsu atsuki 
suzumi kana.

natsu: summer
meigetsu: the moon of August 15 (the harvest moon) (and also September 13 of 
the lunar calendar)
atsuki (rentai) «- atsushi (adj.) = atsui (Mod. J.): hot
kake (renyo) «- kaku (shimo-ni, vt.) = kakeru (Mod. J.): to extend over
kake-te: (from summer) over (to this evening all the way)
suzumi (renyS & gerund) suzumu (yodan, vi.): to enjoy the cool air

Normally it is already cool enough when people enjoy watching the harvest 
but it was quite different this year. It has been hot ever sincemoon,

summe r.

This haiku is entitled: , Zansho: The Lingering Summer Heat

* A haikai selection, compiled by Kikaku, published in 1693.
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The moon of the 16th
Has slightly waned, and it is
The beginning of darkness!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Izayoi wa 
wazuka-ni yami no 
hajime kana.

izayoi: the moon of Aug. 16 
wazuka-ni = sukoshi: slightly 
yami: darkness, the dark 
hajime: the beginning of

a little

On the 16th night of August, the moon shows up about half an hour later than 
the previous night, but it still looks almost perfectly round.

Actually, the moon is starting to wane towards complete darkness.
(see haiku // 474 & 475)
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The moon disappeared, 
Leaving his desk alone: 
Its four corners seen!

(Ku-Kyodai)

Iru tsuki no 
ato wa tsukue no 
yo-sumi kana.

iru (rentai) *- iru (yodan, vi.) = hairu (Mod.
in, disappear. 

yo-sumi:

J.): to enter, get (come, go) 
tsukue: a desk 

yo = yottsu = shi: four
tsuki: the moon, 

the four corners (of a desk).
ato: after.

This is a haiku of mourning over the death of Tojun (Enoraoto, 1622~ 
Aug. 29, 1 693, the father of Kikaku) which appears at the end of the essay: 
(Tojun no Den), JjOIK 0) (About the Life of Tojun).

His death was compared to the moon which has just disappeared, and only his 
desk remained in the empty room with its four corners slightly seen in the dim 

The visual comparison of the geometric figures here was well planned:light.
the disappearance of a round moon and a square desk which was an article left

His absence is effectively emphasized by the desk.behind by the departed.

R 0 <T) L/c®If 537

(Haikai Okina-gusa)The moon reminds me 
Of the face without a mask 
Playing Hachi no Ki.

Tsuki ya sono 
Hachi no Ki no hi no 
shita-omote.

sono: that (a demonstrative adjective)
(Hachi ni Ki) : a famous Noh play (see haiku If 110) 
hi: the day (when it was played by him) 
shita-omote (dialectal) «- hita-omote 
(Noh) mask. Otoko-jite (J^V'7‘: a male protagonist = Sano: a warrior in (Hachi

an actual being (not a ghost) doesn't wear a mask.

tsuki: the moon.

= hita-men (DiC®): the face without a

Ki)) playing the role ofno

The preface reads:
"Talking about the superb performance by the late Koshogen (**
This was a greeting hokku of a mitsu-mono linked verse only 3 times:
hokku, waki and daisan) party to Sempo, lauding his father's great performance 
of Noh.
** Koshogen was a famous Noh player, 
was the father of Sempo (ft!]® > 
disciple of Basho).

...»

Basho remembers his face playing the role of Sano in the moonlight.
the 8th Master of the Hosho School, who 

?~ 17 30, a Noh player, the 10th Master, a
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The great tit doesn't know: 
"Shijukara" has the name 
Of old age in it!

(Letter to Kyonku)

Oi no na no
ari tomo shira-de
shijukara.

(renyo) «- ou (kami-ni, gerund, vi.) = oiru (Mod. J.): to get (grow) old 
ari (renyo) ♦- aru (ra-line irreg. conj., vi.): to be
tomo: a conjunctive particle: adversative: even if (it means AO years old) 
shira (raizen) «- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know 
-de: a conjunctive particle: negative. 
shiju (B3“h): fourty (years old) = old age in those days
The preface reads: "At the House of H5sh5 Sadayu (Sempo) , a Three-Poets Party" 
According to this letter to Kyoriku, this haiku is based on the waka by Shosho

o i :

shijukara: a great tit, Parus major

no Araa see haiku if 415):
0 t tiiz < b/v

Ono ga ne ni 
tsuraki wakare wa 
ari to dani 
omoi mo shira-de

A cock never knows 
That its own crowing 
Separates a couple in love,
That must be the reason 
Why it crows so loud!

As a great tit doesn't know that it is called a fourty years old sparrow, the 
cock doesn't know that its loud crowing separates a couple in love, either1

tori no kaku-ran.

* 539

Kageraachi party!
The skewered tofu also has 
The scent of chrysanthmum!

(Sugi-maruta)*

Kagemachi ya 
kiku no ka no suru 
tofu-gushi.

kageraachi = hiraachi (0^F): On a certain good day of January, May and Sept., 
people invite their friends and customers to their home and they all keep 
drinking and eating all night till next morning to worship the sunrise, 
kiku no ka: the scent of a chrysanthemum 
tofu: bean curd. gushi *- kushi: a skewer (usually made of a green bamboo) 
tofu-gushi: skewered tofu = dengaku dofu: skewered tofu is heated over a fire

and then served with raise sauce 
The preface says: "At the House of Taisui ({StK)"
Even the skewered tofu has the absorbed scent of chrysanthemum flowers bloom
ing nearby.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Ito Saetsu ) , published in 1 705 .
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Chrysanthemum flowers
Bloom among the blocks of stone
At a mason's yard!

(Fuji no Mi)

Kiku no hana 
saku ya ishiya no 
ishi no ai.

kiku no hana: a chrysanthemum flower 
saku (shushi, vi.): to bloom, 
ishiya: a stonemason, stone dealer 
ishi: stone.

ya: an interjectional particle

ai = aida: between, among

This was composed when he happened to see some unexpected chrysanthemum flow
ers among the blocks of stone at a front yard of a stonemason at HatchSbori in 
Edo. (Okina-gusa)

r&Uftomj*} 5U1

The case of a koto!
Chrysanthemums seen through the back door, 
At a secondhand shop!

(Sumiyoshi Monogatari)*Koto-bako ya 
furumono-dana no 
sedo no kiku.

I52~194 cm. long, with thirteenkoto: a Japanese harp (made of paulownia wood 
strings, placed horizontally on the floor for playing)
-bako «- hako: a box, case (often lacquered) -» (a cloth cover is used today) 
furumono: an antique, a secondhand article, used things, ancient objects
dana «- tana = mise: a shop, store
furumono-dana: an antique shop, a secondhand shop 
sedo: the back door (gate)

There is a preface to this haiku in (Sho-5 Ku-shu S5ko, 
"Passing Omon-dori Street —"

Omon-dori was the street leading to Omon: the main gate to Moto-Yoshiwra: the 
old red light district in Edo (Tokyo).

The combination of a koto and Omon is rather strange, and it stimulates the 
imagination, because a koto used to be played by the daughters ofreaders' 

good families.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Seiryu (^^kW^) » published in 1695~6?
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The departing autumn
Urged poppy seeds to be sown,
And has now hidden itself!

(Kyorai's Letter to Basho)

Yuku aki no 
keshi ni semari-te 
kakure-keri.

yuku (rentai) «- yuku (= iku, yodan, vi.): to go 
yuku aki: the departing autumn, 

keshi: a (an opium) poppy, Papaver somniferum L.
About the time of the harvest moon is the best timing for sowing seeds for 
large flowers and a good harvest of seeds next year, 

semari (renyo) *- semaru (yodan, vi.): to press, urge 
kakure (renyo) ♦- kakuru (shimo-ni, vi.): kakureru (Mod. J.): to hide oneself 
-keri (shushi, aux. v.): past, perfect, exclamatory
Basho missed a chance to sow poppy seeds, and autumn is already gone by!
Autumn was personified and urged the seeds to be sown, and disappeared.
There is a theory that the autumn has disappeared into a poppy seed, because 
there is a Buddhis proverb: Keshi ni Shumisen o kakusu, 3Fill £• Bf "t- : 
"The maximum (Mt. Shumisen) gets in the minimum (a poppy seed)."
Shumisen is the mythological mountain in the Buddhist universe.

no = ga: denoting a subjectaki: autumn.

approach, draw near

II 543

The oldness of the pine
On the gold-leafed folding screen!
I laud his wintering!

(Letter to Kyoriku)

Kirabyo no
raatsu no furusa yo 
fuyu-gomori.

kimbyd: a gold-leafed folding screen, 
furusa: oldness, antiquity, antiqueness 
yo: an interjectional ptc. of exclamation 
fuyu-gomori: wintering, winter confinement, keeping indoors for the winter

matsu: a pine, Pinus

The preface reads: "A four-poet linked verse party with a certain Yaba(*) -"
* Shida Yaba (;§;]& UHI , later "tY E0 > 1662~1740, first a disciple of Kikaku, 
then becomes Basho's direct disciple in 1693) who was one of the 3 compilers 
of (1%1M , Sumi-Dawara) (Straw Bag of Charcoal), published in 1694.
According to (Sanzoshi) by Doho, this is a revised version of haiku U 411.
A gold-leafed screen is a symbol of wealth. The oldness of the pine also means 
that the screen itself is old, so it didn't look gaudy, it rather had classic 
elegance. But anyway, I don't believe that Basho really had a taste for the 
gold-leafed screen however old it might be!
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In the sea of Naniwa,
The mud-snail should close its shell 
For wintering!

(Ichi no Iori)*

Naniwa-zu ya 
tanishi no futa mo 
fuyu-goraori.

Naniwa-zu: the sea and the port area of Naiwa (Osaka)
tanishi: a mud-snail, Heterogen longispira (naga-tanishi, living in Lake Biwa) 

There are four kinds in Japan according to the Encyclopaedia Heibonsha. 
futa: a lid, cover, the shell of a mud-snail in this case
fuyu-gomori: wintering (see below: it's used as a raakura-kotoba: pillow word)

Basho playfully likened his disciple Shado to the mud-snail of Lake Biwa, be
cause Shado used to live at Zeze near the lake, and moved to Naniwa.
"Tanishi" is a snail-like shellfish in a paddy field.
This is a parody of the waka in the Intrduction of (Kokin Waka-Shu):

(fuyu-gori here is a set 
epithet for spring)The flowers at Naiwa-zu are blooming enjoying spring!

Naniwa-zu ni saku ya kono hana fuyu-gomori iraa wa harube to saku ya kono 
hana.The preface reads: "Presenting this to Shado:
A mud-snail, crawled out of the beach of the Lake, should fear the claws of 
crabs living among the reeds (of Naniwa), don't be stamped down by oxen(+) and 
horses, either!" + There is a proverb for a snail as a warning against a calf:

b t£m<r>^nhrui £ Fuboku Waka-Sh5)
* A haikai selection, compiled by Shado published in 1694.

mmmj% <r> #m * = m n tz s m <r> m,} 545

(Zoku Saru-mino)The chrysanthemum scent!
In the garden, I happen to see 
The sole of a worn-out z5ri!

!

Kiku no ka ya 
niwa ni kire-taru 
kutsu no soko.

niwa ni: in the gardenkiku no ka: the scent of a chrysanthemum, 
kire (renyo) «- kiru (yodan, vt.): to cut, wear out (suri-kiru)

suri-kire-taru: worn out-taru (rentai) *■ tari (aux. v.): perfect.
soko: the sole (of a zori, shoe) the bottomkutsu = zori: Japanese sandals.

There is a long preface known as Hi!: Sodo kiku-en no asobi:
(Enjoying a party at Sodo's chrysanthemum garden).
Basho, invited him with his disciples to a chrysanthemum party on Oct. 9, one 
month later than "Choy5 no Sekku, SC f^l ^ " on Sep. 9, quoting Su Tung po's 
poem: 7E §8 B# IP I(J l£ §§: When the flowers open, it is the very time of Choyo.

Sod5, a close friend of
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(Letter to Keiko)A winter chrysanthemum 
Blooms in front of the window, 
Wherein amazake is made.

Kangiku ya 
amazake tsukuru 
mado no saki.

kangiku: a winter chrysanthemum (a variety of small yellow chrysanthemum which 
blooms in winter)

amazake = ana (sweet) + sake (rice wine): unfiltered sweet milky liquid made 
from fermented rice which is served warm or hot in cold winter 

tsukuru (rentai) «- tsukuru (yodan, vt.): to make, produce, create
saki = mae: (in) front (of)mado: a window.

This depicts a scene of the life of the average people.

CIS £ to#*)**## 547

(Zoku Saru-mino)Not a drop of dew
Is spilled from the chrysanthemums: 
The ice on the flowers!

Hito-tsuyu mo 
kobosa-nu kiku no 
k5ri kana.

hito-tsuyu: a drop of dew. 
kiku = kangiku = a chrysanthemum with small yellow (golden) flowers (= gold) 
kobosa (mizen) «- kobosu (yodan, vt.): to spill (a dewdrop -» gold -* stingy)

kori: ice (= cold-blooded)
The preface reads: "Following the title(*) of waka in (Sanka-Shu): The heart 
of the eldest son(**) of Fan Li - " (^^: who was a loyal retainer of Gou 
Jian [‘ftjffi, ~465 B.C.] and made a fortune later - see haiku if 164 in Vol. 1).

hito = hitotsu = ichi: one

-nu (rentai) *- zu (aux. v.): negative.

* The Heart of Fan Li's Eldest Son
Sft 0 Off, Saigyo)

Those who don't throw away
The attachment to the secular world,
And love just one's own life
Will return (die) just with gold like him
Without enlightenment!

Sute-yara-de 
inochi o kouru 
hito wa raina 
chi-ji no kogane o 
mote-kaeru-nari.

** Fan Li's second son murdered someone in Chu ($|, ?~223 B.C.), and his
eldest son went to Chu to save him paying for his life with gold 
so stingy that he came back without paying, killing eventually his brother.

but he was
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The feathery robe
Covers warmly the whole legs
Of a wild duck!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Kegoromo ni 
tsutsumi-te nukushi 
kamo no ashi.

kegoromo: a feathery robe, down-filled robe
tsutsumi (renyo) *- tsutsumu (yodan, vt.): to cover, wrap
nukushi (shushi, adj. ku conj.) = nukui = atatakai: warm
kamo (in Japan mostly magamo) : a wild duck, mallard, Anas pi atyrhynchos
ashi: a foot, leg (to be correct, $P)

According to (Tabine-ron, by Kyorai, Basho said to Shiko, "This was 
made with only one subject." He taught his disciples before how to combine 
two or three different subjects in one haiku, but this is an example with just 
one subjec t.

r* ffij*It 549

The season's first snow,
Is falling on the new bridge 
Almost completed!

(Sono Tayori)*

Hatsu-yuki ya 
kake-kakari-taru 
hashi no ue.

hatsu-yuki: the first snow of the year (season)
kake (renyo) *- kaku (shimo-ni, vt.) = kakeru (Mod. J.): to build (a bridge) 
-kakari (renyo) «- kakaru (yodan, vi.): (J) to start ~ing, (2) almost finished 
-taru (rentai) <- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
hashi: a bridge. no ue: on

The preface says:
"When Fukagawa O-hashi (Great Bridge) is almost finished - "

The official name of the bridge was "Shin Ohashi" (£?;*:$§: Hew Great Bridge). 
The construction started in July and finished in five months on Dec. 7, 1693-

People living on the east side of the Sumida RiverIt was about 200 m. long, 
were anxious for the completion, because they expected much easier access t° 
the city center, (see haiku # 287 in Vol. 1)

* A haikai selection by Ransetsu (isLilf > 1654^1 707) , published in 1664.
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The warrior's talk 
Tasted somewhat as bitter 
As the radish!

(Handwritten Kaishi)

Mononofu no 
daikon nigaki 
hanashi kana.

mononofu = bushi = samurai: a warrior
daikon: a Japanese radish, Raphanus sativus L. (see haiku // 119, 286 in Vol.1)

hanashi: a talk, story
bitter,

which was probably served as pickles, 
nigaki (rentai) «- nigashi (adj. ku conj.) = nigai (Mod. J.):

The preface reads: LT (*)$§• H IS "3"
"Eating roots (*) , talking all day with a warrior."
* ”" (the ambitious strong men eats roots) is derived from a passage 
in Cai Gen Tan) written by : Hong Ying Ming, a Chinese Confu- 
cian in late Ming dyansty. (see haiku if 124)
This was a greeting hokku to Todo Genko , ?~1728, a high ranking war
rior of the Iga clan who became a disciple in 1693, met Basho again in July, 
1694 in Iga) when Basho visited him at his residence in Edo.
This haiku gives us an impression that the warrior was good mannered, or too 
formal that Basho was not really relaxed. This feeling is expressed with the 
word "bitter" referring to both radish and talk. He was not complaining at 
all, but showing rather his intimate relationship with him humorously.

rjs mj*# 551

The peddler's wild ducks 
Make me sad on the day of 
Ebisu-ko!

(Sumi-dawara)*

Furi-uri no 
gan aware-nari 
Ebisu-k5.

furi-uri: a peddler crying to sell wild ducks hanging from the both ends of a 
pole across the shoulder, or carrying them suspended from his hand 

gan = kari: a wild duck
aware-nari: aware (noun) + nari (aux. v.): to sadden, (it is) sad, pitiful 
Ebisu-ko: a festival of Ebisu (one of the Seven Gods of Good Fortune, see hai

ku if 4) , to celebrate and wish for the prosperous business on Nov. 20 invit
ing their relatives and friends to a feast.

It was sad to see the wild ducks hanging from the pole to be sold by the poor 
peddler, rather in contrast to the festive mood of Ebisu-ko in the town.
* One of the most important haikai selections showing the examples of "karumi" 
(lightness), compiled by Yaba, Kooku (MM) & Rigyu, published in 1694.

a fete in honour of Ebisu
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Eb i su-ko
Made the vinegar vendor 
Dress up in hakama!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Eb i su-ko
su-uri ni hakama 
kise-ni-keri.

Ebisu-ko: see haiku It 551 
su-uri: a peddler (vendor) of vinegar 
-uri (renyo & gerund: a vendor, salesman) «* uru (yodan, vt.) : to sell 
hakama: a divided skirt for man's traditional formal wear (for a ceremony) 
kise (renyo) *- kisu (shimo-ni, vt.) = kiseru (Mod. J.): to dress (up)
-ni (renyo) *- nu (aux. v.): perfect 
keri (shushi , aux. v.): exclamatory, past

su: vinegar.

merchants invited their guests to celebrate the pros-On the day of Ebisu-ko 
perity of the family and wish for better business.
The funy part of this haiku consists in the formal attire of hakama worn by 
the vinegar vendor on the day of Ebisu-ko.

# 553

A dish of water dropworts:
From the mount-foot paddy field 
Covered with the first ice?

(Sono Tayori)

Seri-yaki ya 
suso-wa no ta-i no 
hatsu-gori.

seri, a water dropwort, (Japanese parsley), Oenanthe javanica DC. 
yaki: (renyo & gerund) «- yaku (yodan, vt.): to bake, grill
seri-yaki: a dish of water dropwort cooked with duck or pheasant meat, soy and

hatsu-g5ri: the first ice of the yearvinegar (see haiku it 112). 
suso-wa = suso-mi (Hr*®) : around the foot of a mountain
ta-i = ta: a paddy field (to be correct, ta-i is a reservoire for irrigation) 
"suso-wa no ta-i" was a poetical phrase used often in old poems.

We find a phrase of "seri-tsumi" (?f$§^: picking water dropworts) 
of "susowa no
Chomei (f| , 1153-1216).

and that
ta-i" in (Hojo-ki, JjjiZIB) (An Account of My Hut) by Kamo no

This was the greeting hokku of a kasen party to Jokushi (^j-f1, 
the Ogaki clan who became a

a warrior of 
He appreciated

Jokushi's hospitality serving a dish of water dropworts which must have been 
picked in the paddy fields covered with the year's first thin ice.

disciple in Edo) at his residence.
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While still alive, 
Frozen stiff in a mass: 
The sea cucumbers!

(Zoku Betsu-Zashiki)*

Iki-nagara 
hitotsu ni koru 
namako kana.

iki-nagara: while they are alive, though they are still alive 
iki (renyo) «- iku (shimo-ni , vi.) = ikiru (Mod. J.): to live

a conjunctive particle for (J) concurrent action @ adversative
ni: into (result of a change)

nagara:
hitotsu: one (mass, block, piece), 
koru (rentai) «- koru (yodan, vi.): to freeze 
namako: a sea cucumber (slug, sausage), (Holothuroidea)

a trepang (Chinese dried one) = beche-de-mer (Fr.)

This was the hokku of an unfinished ryogin (2-poet) kasen party with Taisui. 
Most scholars seem to take this nakako as the plural number (= a few) , but in 
(Matsuo Basho-shu) by N. Imoto, N. Hori and T. Muramatsu (published by Shogak- 
kan) , they interpret it as the singular number(**).

** It is so cold that a namako at the bottom of a wooden bucket looks frozen 
stiff as if it were dead.
* A haikai selection by Shisan (Konishi, , ?~1699), published in 1700.

WW&H-t-B f’S£ LMV# rssaagjf 555

A wan morning moon
Heralds the end of the year.
Sound of pounding steamed rice!

(Handwriting 
His Own Painting)

on

Ariake mo
raisoka ni chikashi 
raochi no oto.

ariake no tsuki: a wan morning moon
ariake: the dawn with a moon still left behind in the sky
misoka: the 30th day of the month, the end of the year in this case = o-misoka 

chikashi (adj.) = chikai: close, near, 
mochi: rice cake made by pounding steamed rice, which is a very important food

A few days before New Year's Day, people used to

ni: (close) to. oto: a sound

to celebrate the New Year.
start pounding steamed rice early in the morning.

The preface reads: "•£(7)^0)^": The winter of that year -
According to (Oi Nikki), this is based on the poem by Kenko , 1283~1350):

* £ C A C ft if $ Mm (T) n
Ari to dani hito ni shira-re de mi-no-hodo ya, misoka ni chikaki ariake no 

(People do not notice the wan morning moon near the end of the month!)tsuki.
• *
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I remember the night 
When a thief once broke in. 
- The end of the year!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Nusubito ni 
ota yo moari 
toshi no kure.

nusubito = nusutto = dorobo: a thief, robber
6 au (euphonic change, u-ombin) «- ai (renyo) *- au (yodan, vi.): to meet 

suffer damage by a thief
-ta (usage of Mod. J.) = taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
yo = yoru: (a) night
ari (shushi, ra-line irreg. conj. vi.): to be, exist 
toshi no kure: the end of the year

He recollects the past as the year rolls by, coming to the end, and realizes 
that so many things have happened to him including the incident by a thief.

1694 (7G®7^, Genroku 7) 51 Years Oldi 557

- tit

(Hakusen-shu)*Only once a year,
They are picked to be admired: 
Shepherd's purses!

Hito-tose ni 
ichi-do tsumaruru 
nazuna kana.

(numeral)-tose (^=- , ^) : ~ year(s) 
hito-tose ni ichi-do: once a year 

tsuma (mizen) «- tsumu (yodan, vt.): to pick, pluck
-ruru (rentai) «- ru (aux. v.): passive, possible, respectful, spontaneous 
nazuna = pen-pen-gusa: a shepherd's purse, Capella bursa-pastoris

hito-tose: one year, 
ichi-do: once.

but usually ignored as a wild grass 
we must have traditionally "nana-

nazuna is better known as pen-pen-gusa
because on January 7except the New Year 

kusa-gayu" (-fc|£3f§: rice porridge with seven herbs) including nazuna.
it is "admired" only once a year!So ,

* A haikai selection with (Nozarashi Ki-ko), Basho's 522 hokku & others, 
piled by Fukoku (13,111, ?~1701), published in 1698. But unfortunately there are 
many errors 
books: (Kyoriku: Uda 
- Kennosuke Yuzawa (s°8° Basho Jiten Yuzankaku.

com-

and Kyoriku and Shiko criticized it badly in their respective 
no Hoshi), (Shiko: Soko no Hana).
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The willow looks as if 
Touching a swelling softly: 
What pliability!

(Uda no Hoshi)*

Haremono ni 
sawaru yanagi no 
shinae kana.

haremono: a (painful) swelling, sore, boil, 
sawaru (rental) «- sawaru (yodan, vi.): to touch 
yanagi: a willow, Salix (see haiku // 143 in Vol. 1)
shinae (renyo & gerund: bending = pliability) «- shinau (shimo-ni, vi.) 

= shinaeru (Mod. J.): to bend, be pliable, be elastic (not stiff)

ni: on, at

The original version was:

Haremono ni 
yanagi no sawaru 
shinae kana.

(Letter to Kyorai)On my swelling 
A willow touches slightly 
With its pliable branches!

According to (Kyorai-sho, > Kyorai's interpretation is that the willow 
actually touched Basho's swelling, on the other hand Shiko, Joso and Kyoriku 
believe that it is just a simile: the weeping willow looked so gentle and 
pliable swaying in a slight breeze, as if it were touching someone's swelling.

* A haikai selection compiled by Riyu (^^) & Kyoriku, published in 1 702 .

I 559

Bush warblers!
Behind a weeping willow, 
And before a bush!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Uguisu ya 
yanagi no ushiro 
yabu no mae.

uguisu: a bush warbler, Cettia diphone 
yanagi: a willow, Salix 
no ushiro: behind ~ 
yabu: a thicket, bush

in front of, beforeno mae:

A peaceful rural scene is depicted.
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The scent of ume blossoms 
Reminds me of the sadness 
Of the word: mukashi!

(Oi Nikki)

Hume (Ume) ga ka ni 
mukashi no ichi-ji 
aware-nari.

murae = ume: a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume Sieb. et Zucc.
During the Heian Period (794~1185/1192), the Japanese apricot used to be 
called mume, but later on both mume and ume were used for it till the Edo

mume ga ka: the scent of ume blossoms 
mukashi: ancient times, old days, long ago, (= happy memories of the past) 
ichi-ji: one word (character, letter), 
aware-nan (keiyo-doshi: adjective verb): (it is) sad, sorrowful, touching 
This was composed as a poem of condolence to Baigan ($??;&, a disciple in Ogaki 
who lost his son: Shimpachi just a year before) on the occasion of the first 
anniversary of his death, 
passed just like a dream, but I am sympathetic with you for your sadness that 
his image doesn't disappear from your mind."

Period, and Basho used them both.

ichi: one. ji: a word, character

Basho wrote in his letter to Baigan: "A year has

There are many old poems missing the past happy days.
there is a famous one by Ki no Tsurayuki (882~945) in {Kokin 

Vaka-Shu) with the scent of ume blossoms and the word: "mukashi":
For instance

Hito wa isa 
kokoro mo shira-zu 
furusato wa 
hana zo mukashi no 
ka ni nioi-keru.

I'm afraid I don't know 
If it is true or not:
The human heart stays the same,
But the scent of ume blossoms 
Is the same here as it was long ago?

I 561

(Sumi-dawara)With an umbrella,
I have pushed my way through 
The willow branches!

Karakasa ni 
oshi-wake mi-taru 
yanagi kana.

oshi (renyo) «- osu (yodan, vt.): to pushkarakasa: an oiled paper umbrella, 
wake (renyo) «- waku (shimo-ni, vt.) = wakeru (Mod. J.): to divide 
mi (renyo) «- rairu (kami-ichi, vt.): to see, look at, try 
taru (rentai) «- tari (aux.v.) perfect. yanagi: a (weeping) willow

The pliable, just budding branches of a weeping willow were drooping over the 
road, and he was tempted to go through them with his oiled paper umbrella.
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(Sumi-dawara)It is my way of
Cherry blossom viewing:
Without a nest of bowls!

Yotsu-go-ki no 
sorowa-nu hana-mi- 
gokoro kana.

nest of bowls (four pieces) carried by a monk on a 
go = o = on: an honorific prefix.

yotsu-go-ki (290^1^): a 
pilgrimage.

sorowa (mozen) *- sorou (yodan, vi.): to become complete
ki = utsuwa: a utensil

-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative 
hana-mi: cherry blossom viewing. gokoro «- kokoro: heart

There is an explanatory preface:
"When I went to Ueno for cherry blossom viewing 
where people were noisy playing music and singing various songs in various 
voices, so I moved to a quiet place under a pine tree nearby - "

I saw curtains stretched

People get together under the cherry blossoms in festive mood and enjoy drink
ing sake, eating a big meal, singing songs loud often with dancing.
But Basho's way of cherry blossom viewing was different from a spree.

H 563

For blossom viewing,
Our boat goes slowly by punting 
Along Yanagihara.

(Sho-o Zen-den)

Hana-mi ni to 
sasu fune ososhi 
Yanagihara.

ni to: for (the purpose of). 
sasu (rentai) «- sasu (yodan, vt.): to pole, punt (a boat)
Yanagihara: the name of the bank along the Kanda River between Sujikae-bashi 
and Asakusa-bashi for about 1.1 km. long.

fune: a boat. ososhi = osoi: slow

This was a greeting hokku when he was invited by Todo Genko (see haiku // 550) 
to his residence on the northern side of Yanagihara. Basho came from Fukagawa 
by boat across the Sumida River and then ascended the Kanda River. The boat 
was slow, but he was not complaining at all. He rather enjoyed the peaceful 
and restful boat ride in the balmy spring sun. A pleasant spring day after 
cold winter was felt comfortable, easy, leisurely and slow.
There is an old expression: "A spring day is slow." (^ B * fz. *9 , Shunjitsu 
chichi-tari.)
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Willow branches droop down 
On the mud of a riverbed 
When the tide is out!

(Surai-dawara)

S

Aoyagi no
doro ni shidaruru
shiohi kana.

aoyagi = aoyanagi: a green willow 
no = ga: a subjective ptc.
shidaruru (rentai) «- shidaru (shimo-ni, vi.) = shidareru: to droop down

shiohi: ebb (low) tidedoro: mud.

When the tide is out, the tips of the weeping willow branches are on the mud 
of the riverbed.

!■There is a preface to this haiku in (Mutsu Chidori): "Hf 
Joshi (March 3) which is the day of Hina-Matsuri: the Doll's Festival, and the 
tide level is usually lowest in the year on that day.

ZT i* , Chosan =

i;!
i:

People go gathering shellfish (shiohi-gari, ^UJ-pffi) in this season.

Kyoriku praised this one as a hokku with the eternal value (*) {Haikai Mondo).

■* • ItFA &m: (#*ra«(#«-5r*))

rwwaj*} 565
i

(Kusa no Michi)*Spring rain
Makes the mugwort grow taller 
On the grassy lane.

Harusame ya 
yomogi o nobasu 
kusa no michi.

harusame: (a) spring rain
yomogi (= mochi-gusa): a mugwort, Artemisia princeps Pamp.
nobasu (rentai) «- nobasu (yodan, vt.): to lengthen, extend, stretch

to make (the mugwort) grow taller

:

michi: a road, lanekusa: grass.

Mugwort is used to make "kusa-mochi" (rice cake) with the taste and flavour of
"Spring has come!"mugwort, which makes us feel:

* A haikai selection by Uka (^H) & Saryu ($>#P), published in 1700.
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(Haikai Betsu-Zash1k i)*It is not cold dew,
But honey on the flower 
Of a tree peony!

Samukara-nu 
tsuyu ya botan no 
hana no mitsu.

samukara (raizen) *- (saraukari, ad j. kari-conj.): (it is) cold
tsuyu: dew.-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative, 

botan: a (Japanese) tree peony, Paeonia suffruticosa Andr. 
nana no raitsu: the honey of a flower

The preface reads: § PI ^ ^
"Presented to T5rin to celebrate the completion of his new house, written on 

my own painting - "
Dew is a season word of autumn with a cold image of autumn, but he changed it 
to the sweet honey of a tree peony which blooms in summer.
He meant that it wouldn't be cold even in the deep autumn with dew in this 
comfortable new house.
* A haikai selection by Shisan ("pJffi} , ?~1699) published in 1994.

< vnt t r-ri 567

Those tea picking women:
I wonder if they've heard a cuckoo 
From behind the tea plants!

(Haikai Betsu-Zashiki )

Kogakure-te 
chatsurai mo kiku ya 
hototogisu.

kogakure (renyo) «- kogakuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = kagakureru: to hide oneself be
hind a tree (shrub)

chatsumi: (T) tea-picking, © a tea picker (usually women: chatsurni-onna) 
cha: a tea plant (shrub), Camellia sinensis (L.) 0. Kuntze (Thea sinensis L.) 
tsumi (renyo & gerund) «- tsumu (yodan, vt.) : to pick

Judging from the cuckoo, this must be the second picking of tea. The first 
picking is done in early summer. Tea leaves are picked three or four times 
a year.

kiku (shuushi, yodan, vt.) : to hear.
hototogisu: a Eurasian little cuckoo, Cuculus poliocephalus

ya: an interrogative ptc.

A cuckoo flew over the tea plants, and disappeared with its voice.
lie wondered if those tea pickers had heard its voice from behind the plants.

The combination of a cuckoo and tea-pickers was surprisingly new.
’
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Deutzia flowers!
The dense willow leaves look 
Afraid to touch them!

(Haikai Betsu-Zashiki)

U-no-hana ya 
kuraki yanagi no 
oyobi-goshi.

u-no-hana = utsugi (-friTfc) : a deutzia, Deutzia crenata Sieb. et Zucc. 
kuraki (rentai) «- kurashi (adj. ku-conj.) = kurai (Mod. J.): dark, dim 
yangi: a (weeping) willow, Salix 
kuraki yanagi: a densely luxuriant willow

There is a theory that this phrase is derived from (a willow is dark,
and a flower is bright) in Chinese Zen book in 10 vols.: , Bi Yan Lu) .

oyobi-goshi: a prone posture, bent loin (back), leaning over forward (to reach 
something), a timid posture to do something (for a willow to touch a deutzia)

This is a humorous personification of a willow.

# 569

(Basho-o Gyojo-ki)*Dimly lit,
A chinaberry tree blooms 
Under the cloudy spring sky!

Dommiri to 
ouchi ya ame no 
hana-gumori.

dommiri (a colloquialism) = don-yori (noun): leadenness, dullness, dimness 
A particle "to" after a noun makes it an adverb leadenly, dully, dimly 
ouchi: the old name of sendan (#lM): a chinaberry (tree), China tree, Persian 

lilac, pride of India, a Japanese bead tree, Melia azedarach L.
(a) rain

hana-gumori: hazy or cloudy weather during the season of cherry blossoms
ame :

composed while travelling between Hakone and Shimada. 
small light purple flowers of a chinaberry tree by the road while he had a 

The dull weather made him feel languid.

He saw theThis was

short rest.

The preface reads: "While resting slovenly on the roadside grass - "
probably added by Rotsu. (Kenkichi Yamamoto)The word "slovenly" was

* A haikai selection, compiled by Rotsu (S^jM , 1649~1738), published in 1695.
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(Haikai Betsu-Zasliiki)A bush warbler, now
Sings the sorrow of old age
In the grove with bamboo shoots!

Uguisu ya 
take-no-ko yabu ni 
oi o naku.

uguisu: a bush warbler 
take-no-ko: a bamboo shoot
yabu = take-yabu (in this case): a bamboo grove (thicket)
oi (renyo & gerund): old age «- oyu (kami-ni, vi.) = oiru: to get old
naku (shushi, yodan, vi.): (for a bird) to sing -» (sorrow, grieve)

A bush warbler comes to sing in early spring when ume blossoms bloom,
by the time of the

but a
bamboo shoot comes out on the ground in early summer, 
season of bamboo shoots, a bush warbler gets old.

So

According to Shiko's book ("hiJu-ron Iben-sho), Basho took an 
interest in the words of : an old bush warbler" and an ill silk
worm" (see haiku V 571) found in the book &i~5C.z$k ‘ Bai shi wen ji): a col
lection of the poems by Bai Ju yi (= Po Chii i, 772~846).

r««au# 57 1

Early summer rain!
Ill silkworms lie on the ground 
Of a mulberry field.

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Samidare ya 
kaiko wazurau 
kuwa no hata.

samidare: (an) early summer rain 
kaiko: a silkworm
wazurau (rentai) «- wazurau (yodan, vi.) = yamu , yodan, vi.): to be ill,

to get ill, suffer from 
kuwa: a mulberry (tree)
hata = hatake: a field, farm, plantation

The poor ill silkworms thrown out on the ground of a mulberry field, still 
alive, emphasize the unpleasant wet season of early summer.
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The lettuce is still as green 
As it was in spring, beside 
The soup with eggplant!

(Handwritten Kaishi)

Chisa wa mada 
aoba nagara ni 
nasubi-jiru.

chisa = chisha (i§Sfa) = kaki-jisha (ft§;i§£li) = tachi-retasu (Si U" 9 X) :
Lactuca sativa L.

There are many different species of lettuce, but in Japan we used to have the 
kind without a head, just picking leaves out of a standing stalk from the bot-

The round lettuce (5E ^ 'S -V , 3E U' ^ X ) 
was brought to Japan during the Meiji Period, and the crisp-head type was 
brought only after 1945. 
aoba: a green leaf (green leaves)
nagara ni (a conjunctive particle): as it is (green) 
nasubi: an eggplant, Solanum melongena L.

lettuce

tom to the top in order one by one.

nasubi-jiru: soup with eggplant

The preface reads: "Owing to the heavy rain of May, the Oi River was swollen, 
and I had to wait at Shimada staying with Joshu (see haiku # 491) and Jochiku 
(a haikai friend of Joshu)

This was a greeting hokku to them appreciating their hospitality.
A lettuce was a spring vegetable, and an eggplant was that of summer, so the

There is an expression: owariboth were rare at that time just in between, 
hatsu-mono the last is as good as the first).

I 573

(Handwritten on 
His Own Painting)

Shapely bent, they look to be 
Waiting for a snowfall:
- The sight of bamboos!

Tawami-te wa 
yuki matsu take no 
keshiki kana.

vi.): to bend, be bent
keshiki: a scene, sight

tawami (renyo) «- tawamu (yodan, 
take: a bamboo.yuki: snow.

matsu (X) (rentai) «- matsu (yodan, vt.) to wait for 
matsu (2) : a pine. iThe combination of matsu, take (and ume) is considered 

auspicious, and used often as a decorative design on the happy occasions of 
the New Year, birthday, wedding celebration, etc.

i

He painted some bamboos, shapely bent probably by the weigt of the previous 
snow, as if anxiously expecting another snowfall.
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(Handwritten Kaishi)Travelling all ray life
Is just like ploughing a patch of
Paddy field back and forth!

Yo o tabi ni 
shiro kaku oda no 
yuki-modori.

tabi: a journey, travel 
oda: a small patch of paddy field 

cultivate

yo: (one's whole) life, 
shiro = ta: a paddy field.
kaku (rentai) «- kaku (yodan, vt.): to plough, till 
yuki-modori = iki-kaeri = ofuku (&{|[): going and returning a round trip

This was the greeting hokku to Kakei and other disciples of Nagoya when
He came to Nagoya 6 times on his 3he attended a kasen party by 10 poets, 

round trips by this time, and he compared his frequent visit to tilling a
He arrived in Nagoya on Hay 22, and stayedsmall paddy field back and forth, 

there for 3 nights.
The preface reads: "In Nagoya of Owari (Province)"

# 575

Coolness was designed
In this plan for your new house
By a carpenter of Hida!

(Letter to Sampu)

Suzushisa o 
Hida no takumi ga 
sashizu kana.

suzushisa: coolness «- suzushii (cool)
Hida: the name of a province before the Meiji Period: the northern part of 
Gifu Prefecture where many skillful carpenters and scultors came from, 
takumi: an artisan, a worker in wood, carpenter (architect) 
sashizu = sekkeizu: a plan, blueprint, design drawing

The preface reads: 
"Yasui (Sp*. 1658~1743, a merchant of drapery: kimono materials, in Nagoya) 
was planning to build a house for himself after his retirement -- "
According to (Tsure-zure-gusa, chap. 55) by Kenko, "When a house is planned to 
be built, attention should be paid first to coolness in summer!"
The original version was:

Coolness is seen 
Clearly in this plan 
Of your new house!

Suzushisa no 
sashizu ni miyuru 
sumai kana.
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What coolness!
The shape of the pine branches: 
Just as in the field!

(Sh5-5 Zenden)

Suzushisa ya
sugu ni no-raatsu no
eda no nari.

suzushisa: coolness
sugu ni: exactly as it is, without any artificial change 
no-matsu: a pine in the field 
eda: a branch
nari = katachi = sugata: a shape, figure

This was the greeting hokku of a kasen party to Sesshi (jAf%}Wts£, 1670~1711, a 
sake brewer in Iga-Ueno), admiring the natural shape of a pine in his garden, 
which looked just as brought from outside grown in the field.

II 577

The shouldered wicker trunk! 
How cool the other load looks: 
The year's first melons!

(Ichi no Iori)

Yanagi-gori 
katani wa suzushi 
ha t su-makuwa.

yanagi-gori = yanagi-gori: a wicker trunk *- (yanagi + kori)
yanagi = kori-yanagi: a willow, Salix koriyanagi Kimura
kori: a basket-trunk
kata-ni: the load on one side
hatsu: the first ~
raakuwa = makuwa-uri: an oriental melon, Cucumis raelo L. var. raakuwa Makino.

The preface reads: "A rangin(* ^L1^) kasen party at Rakushisha (** on
the 22nd of the intercalary May"

* There is no set order in which to follow the previous person for a linked 
verse. Anybody who is ready can start at any time regardless of age and social 
status .

** Kyorai's hermitage at Saga in the western part of Kyoto where Basho stayed 
from April 18 to May 4, and wrote a diary named (Saga Nikki, B IB) .
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(Letter to Samp u)Under the flowers
Of bottle gourds, I tried to peel 
A gourd to make kampyo!

i
Yugao ni 
kampyo mui-te 
asobi-keri.

yugao: a white flowered gourd, bottle gourd
Lagenaria sciceraria (Molina) Satandl. var. clavata Ser. 

kampyo: dried gourd shavings (of yugao)
(used inside "norimaki": vinegared rice rolled in laver) 

mui-te (euphonic change, i-ombin) «- muki-te 
muki (renyo) «- rauku (yodan, vt.): to peel
asobi (renyo) «- asobu (yodan, vi.): t0 play, try (t0 make kampyo for fun) 
keri (aux. v.): past, perfect, exclamatory

While enjoying the cool evening breeze in hot summer, he just tried to peel a 
gourd to make kampyo for fun under the white flowers of bottle gourds.

r&RIBj# 579

(Oi Nikki)The place where I peeled 
A delicious melon was 
Rendaino !

Uri no kawa 
mui-ta tokoro ya 
Rendaino.

uri = raakuwa-uri: an oriental melon, 
mui-ta (euphonic change

kawa: rind, peel. tokoro: a place
i-ombin) *- muki-ta 

muki (renyo) «- rauku (yodan, vt.) : to peelIS i
-ta = taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect, 
-ta is a usage of Mod. J. (This is a conversational style which gives us a 
feeling of more intimate, unpretentious colloqialism - "karumi": lightness)

Rendaino: the name of a place not far from the Gold Pavillion (^ = Roku- 
onji Temple, , at the western foot of Funaokayama Hill (8ft [S3 |JLj , 112 ra. 
high) in Kyoto, where there are many graves.

The preface is: "People got together and were talking about where the best 
melons are produced - "

Basho didn't mention any place where good melons are produced, but his answer 
just "where he had a good melon" - actually that was most important!was

Probably he had it at a teahouse at Rendaino when he visited someone's grave.
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The pine and cedar 
Are admired by the wind 
Blowing with a sound.

(Oi Nikki)

Matsu sugi o 
home-te ya kaze no 
kaoru oto.

sugi: a Japanese cedar, Cryptomeria japonica D. Don. 
home (renyo) «- homu (shimo-ni, vt.) = homeru (Mod. J.): to praise, admire 
kaze: a wind, breeze.
(kaze) kaoru (rentai) *- kaoru (yodan, vi.): (for a wind) to blow 
kaoru alone means "to smell" = niou (yodan, vi.)

matsu: a pine, Pinus.

oto. a sound

The preface reads: "At the Temple of Ogura(*)"
* J5jakkoj i Temple ("fa'tF ) at the foot of Ogurayama Hill of Saga (f££|i|$) in

It is considered the site of the villa of Fuji- 
wara no Teika IifSc, 1162~1241, a famous waka poet).
the western part of Kyoto.

There was an old pine in the precincts known as "shigure no matsu" (^M^)|&: 
the pine of wintry shower) which was mentioned in his poem:

(Shui Guso) (trans. omitted) 
The personification of the wind.This haiku is probably based on this waka.

r& Mj§ 58i

(Sono Tayori)The plates and bowls are 
Dimly white in the darkness; 
- The cool evening air!

Sara-bachi mo 
honokani yami no 
yoi-suzumi.

dish) and bachi = hachi: a bowlsara-bachi = sara (a plate 
honokani (reny5) *- honoka-nari (keiyo-doshi: adj. verb): faintly, dimly
yami: darkness, the dark 
yoi-suzumi: yoi + suzumi. 
suzurai (renyo & gerund: cooling onself) suzumu (yodan, vi.): to cool one

self, enjoy the cool air

yoi: evening

1
A scene from his own daily life is well depicted in this poem.

it gets darker without a light afterWhile enjoying the cool breeze as 
Basho notices that only the whiteness of the china on the table dimly emerges

supper, i

in the darkness.
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(Oi Nikki)The sound of ripples,
Is in musical rhythm with 
The blowing balmy wind!

Sazanami ya 
kaze no kaori no 
ai-byoshi.

sazanami: ripples, rippling waves 
kaze no kaori = kumpu (jf^JsS,) : 
ai-byoshi: (in) a corresponding rhythm 
ai: a corresponding ~
byoshi «- hyoshi: rhythm, a musical time pattern

the blowing of a balmy wind

The explanatory preface reads:
"The two hokku (this one and 0 583) were composed as I enjoyed the cool breeze 
at the house of Noh player: Yuto ) at Zeze (UH^f *) -

* A town facing the southern shore of Lake Biwa.

The ripples (of Lake Biwa) and the wind were personified 
(ai-byoshi) of Noh play was used as a greeting hokku to the host, praising his 
tasteful and cool house in the hot summer.

and the word: rhythm

r£ 0IBJ# 583

Over the lake,
The soaring peak of the cloud 
Misses the heat of the day!

Mizuurai ya 
atsusa o oshimu 
kurao no mine.

mizuumi: a lake 
atsusa: the heat, warmth
oshimu (rentai) «- oshimu (yodan, vt.): to miss 
kurao: (a) cloud 
mine: a peak, summit

the clouds

This haiku suggests the imminent arrival of a cool evening.
We see the personification again, this time with the cloud in this poem.

:
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Flutteringly up
He raises his fan as high as
The peak of the cloud!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Hira-hira-to 
aguru ogi ya 
kumo no mine.

hira-hira-to (onomatopoeia): flutteringly
aguru (rentai) *- agu (shimo-ni, vt.) = ageru (Mod. J.): to raise
ogi: a (folding) fan
kumo no mine: the peak of the cloud

The preface reads:
"Having a good time at the house of Homma Shume (* & flU ^ Mi) - "
* He was a Noh player in Otsu, and his haikai pseudonym was Tan-ya

Basho meant two things by the phrase "aguru ogi" (raising a fan):
He raised his fluttering fan as highOne is just an actual motion in dancing, 

as the peak of the cloud (Basho's exaggeration!), and the other is a metaphor
that he will "raise his reputation as a Noh player!" (Basho's compliment)

mmmmj> 585

The scent of lotus flowers 
Is taken through the nose hole of 
The mask to the eyes!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)

Hasu no ka o 
me ni kayowa-su ya 
men no hana.

hasu: a lotus (flower) 
ka = kaori = nioi: (a) smell, scent, 
kayowa (mizen) «- kayou (yodan, vi.): to go (pass) through 
su (shushi, aux. v.) = seru (Mod. J.): causative
kayowa-su: to make (the scent of lotus flowers) go through (the nose of the 

mask to your eyes)
= It is taken in through the nose hole of the mask to the eyes to be sensed, 
men: a (Noh) mask.

me: an eye

hana: a nose

According to (Haikai Okina-Gusa) by Riho (S®), when Tan-ya talked about a
see things right on the ground with a mask 

He explained that a Noh player sees through the hole for the nose (nos
trils) instead of the holes for the eyes. That's why he joked that 
lotus flowers through the nose, and smelling the scent with eyes!

Noh dance, he taught Basho how to 
on.

seeing
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(Oi Nikki)The lane looks narrow
With thick weeds, and the flowers
Of yard grass hold dew!

Michi hososhi 
sumotori-gusa no 
hana no tsuyu.

hososhi = hosoi (Mod. J.): narrow. tsuyu: dewraichi: a road, lane.

According to (iwanarai's Kojien Dictionary), sumotori-gusa = sumotori-gusa:
(sumo-tori: a sumo wrestler) 

T. Otani: Kohon Basho Zenshu Vol. 2) say that it
(D sumire: a violet (2) me 
Some scholars (K. Ogino,

-hi-shiba (#£ 0 ^) :

refers to me-hi-shiba:
crabgrass, Digitaria ciliaris (Retz.) Koel. (D. adscendens Henr.)

Some other scholars (K. Yamamoto, E. Kon) say that it is (3) o-hi-shiba (i$i 0 
= (J) chikara-gusa (^TjJpi: literally meaning "powerful grass". (3) is also 

called (J) in Encyclopaedia Heibonsha): goosegrass, yard grass (Kenkyusha's New 
English-Japanese Dictionary), Eleusine indica (L.) Gaerten.
I use here o-hi-shiba: yard grass, because sumotori-gusa sounds powerful 
its spelling is too long.

but

This was composed when he came back to the Mumy5-an Hermitage ($*£ $£) of
Gichuji Temple at Zeze. The approach looked narrow overrun with thick weeds.

r^0iaj587

The Star Festival
Marks the very first night
When autumn has set in.

(Oi Nikki)

Tanabata ya 
aki o sadamuru 
yo no hajime.

Tanabata: the Star Festival which falls on July 7. (see haiku // 14) 
yo no hajime: the first night (of autumn) 
sadamuru (rentai) «- sadamu (shimo-ni 

definite, to set in (of seasons) 
aki o sadamuru: lit. "to make the autumn definite"

vt.) = sadameru: to settle, make (sth)

i.e. autumn has set in

Tanabata is the very first night of autumn, which has now definitely arrived 
with cool air and clear sky.
This was composed at the house of Yado (^£, ?~1701, a disciple in Kyoto).
The original version was: It) %> H C #> O ft with the same meaning.
Tanabata ya aki o sadamuru hajime no yo. (see above for the difference)
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The colour of wind!
Blowing bush clovers, planted 
Disorderly in the garden!

Kazairo ya 
shidoro ni ue-shi 
niwa no hagi.

(Sanzoshi, Ensui's Version)*

,kazairo = kazeiro = kaze (a wind) + iro (colour, taste, charm) 
shidoro ni: irregularly, disorderly, confusedly, pellraell, artlessly 
ue (renyo) uu (shimo-ni, vt.) = ueru (Hod. J.) : to plant 
-shi (rentai) «- ki (aux. v.): past, perfect. aki: autumnniwa: a garden.

There are different versions (the last word): @ aki (3) ogi (common reeds).
* The Ensui (1640~1704) version of (Sanzoshi) based on the manuscript by Doh5.

§ 588-2

(Sho-o Ku-shu Soko)Kazairo ya 
shidoro ni ue-shi 
niwa no aki.

The colour of wind! 
Blowing the autumn garden 
Planted disorderly!

This was the greeting hokku to Genko (j£j^E, see haiku # 550), admiring his 
half-completed garden with bush clovers, planted disorderly on purpose to void

Their purple flowers wave in the autumn wind.an artificial impression.

mu4!i 589

(Saika-Shu)The shapes of white gourds! 
They look like people's faces, 
Each one changed with age!

Togan ya 
tagai ni kawaru 
kao no nari.

tSgan = toga = kamo-uri: a white gourd, wax gourd,
Benincasa hispida (Thunb.) Cogn. 

tagai-ni: mutually, each other, one another, (= each, all) 
kawaru (rentai) «- kawaru (yodan, vi.): to change 

nari: a shape, figure, looks

(KUU II

kao: a face.

This was composed when he came back to Iga-Ueno where he met his old friends. 
He compared the faces of his old friends and himself, both quite changed with 
age after so many years, to the unshapely white gourds in season.
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(Oi Nikki)Who, this evening,
Is looking at the moon of 
Yoshino, sixteen ri away?

Koyoi tare 
Yoshino no tsuki mo 
ju-roku ri.

tsuki: the full moon (Aug. 15)
300 m . ~

tare = dare: who?koyoi: this evening.
Yoshino: the name of a place and mountains (actually they are hills:

850 ra. high) in the southern part of Nara, noted for cherry blossoms
ri: the old unit of linear measure (distance): about A km.16.ju-roku:

16 ri: about 64 km.

and is based on a poem by Gen-Sammi (= MinamotoThis is entitled "August 15" 
no) Yoriraasa ($£ H $1H igC , 1104-1180) in (Shin Kokin Waka-Shu) :

Koyoi tareWho, this evening,
Is looking at the moon suzu fuku kaze o 

mi ni shime-te 
Yoshino no take no

Over Yoshino Mountains,
Feeling keenly the wind 
Blowing bamboos? tsuki o miru-ran.

mmmj# 591

The amaranth leaves:
Turn redder at about the time 
When wild geese come flying!

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Keito ya
kari no kuru toki 
nao akashi.

keito: a cockscomb, Celosia argentea L. var. cristata (L.) Kunz. 
ha-geito a Joseph's coat, amaranth,

Araaranthus tricolor L. (= A. gangeticus L.)
this keito seems to be a ha-geit5, whose 

means: "It becomes red when wild
Judging from the whole sentence 
Chinese name is EC (yan lai hong) which
geese come over." 
kari: a wild goose (geese). no = ga: a subjective ptc. 
kuru (rentai) *- ku (ka-line irreg. conj., vi.): to come
toki: (at the time) when ~. nao akashi: (it is) still redder

About the time when wild geese come flying from the north, the leaves of an 
amaranth turn redder just as the Chinese name means.
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A youthful hokku,
Unlike my face, should come out 
For the first cherry blossoms'

(Zoku Saru-mino)

Kao ni ni-nu 
hokku mo ideyo 
ha tsu-zakura.

A youthful hokku,
Unlike my face, should come out

kao: a face, countenance, look
ni (mizen) «- niru (kami-ichi, vi.): to look like, be alike, resemble 
-nu (rentai) *- zu (aux. v.): negative
hokku: the first part of a linked verse which has become today's haiku 
ideyo (imperative) «- izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru: to come out, appear, be born 
hatsu-zakura : (X) the first cherry blossoms (to be seen) of the year 
(= hatsu-hana) (2) the cherry blossoms just beginning to open

This was composed while Basho was teaching his disciples how to follow the 
first 5-7 syllables which had been made first. Actually it was autumn, not 
the season of cherry blossoms, but he made this just as an example. (Sanzoshi)

When the first cherry blossoms open, a fresh and youthful haiku should come 
out in spite of my old age with a wrinkled face!

!
mtssi jt 593

!

(Zoku Saru-mino)The departing autumn!
The chestnut burs look just like 
Opened human palms!

Yuku aki ya 
te o hiroge-taru 
kuri no iga.

yuku aki: the departing autumn
te: a hand, palm (in this case, it means: te no hira)
hiroge (renyo) «- hirogu (shimo-ni, vt.) = hirogeru (Mod. J.): to open 
-taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
kuri: a Japanese chestnut, Castanea crenata Sieb.

kuri no iga: a chestnut bur
et Zucc.

iga: a bur.

This was the greeting hokku of a han-kasen party (a 18 times linked verse) at 
Gensetsu-tei on Sept. 5, three days before his departure from his home town.

the tree look something like the opened human 
They (the burs) also represent

The opened chestnut burs on
trying to stop the departing autumn.palms

the hands and feeling of the intimate people in his hometown who wanted to
Basho realized it, and put it in this haiku.stop him from leaving.
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(Letter to Sampu)The scent of chrysanthemums 
Reminds me of a handsome man 
In Nara long ago!

Kiku no ka ya 
Nara wa iku-yo no 
otoko-buri.

kiku no ka: the scent of a chrysanthemum flower
Nara: the oldest permanent capital of Japan = the Nara Period (710~794 A.D.).

to the south of Kyoto, and there are many impor-It is located about AO km. 
tant historical sites including old temples and shrines in Nara.

iku-yo = iku-yo mukashi no: a long time ago, long ago 
otoko-buri = otoko-mae: a man’s handsome looks a handsome man

This haiku is considered to be based on the very first story of Ise
Monogatari):

(Uikoburi: Coming of Age) is a short story of a nobleman who 
ceremony of his attainment of manhood, went hawking to Kasuga Village in Nara 
where he saw two beautiful sisters, to whom he presented an impromptu waka of 
love .
(This
825~880, a court noble noted for his handsomeness!)

after the

is considered to be modelled after Ariwara no Narihira: ^ M li: ,man

< bit dS5©# 595

Smelling the scent of 
Chrysanthemums, I climb up 
Kuragari Pass on Sekku!

(Kiku no Ka)*

Kiku no ka ni 
Kuragari noboru 
Sekku kana.

Kuragari (dark) = Kuragari Toge (ffjatff^: Kuragari Pass: Dark Pass, 455 m. high) 
is located on Mt. Ikoma 642 m.) between Nara and Osaka,
noboru (rentai) «- noboru (yodan, vi.): to climb up
Sekku = Chdyo no Sekku = Sep. 9 (of the lunar calendar): On this
day, a chrysanthemum viewing party was held often by the Imperial Family.

The preface reads: "On the Kuragari Pass"

Basho left Iga on Sep. 8, and stayed one night in Nara, and then early next 
morning, still dark, he left Nara for Osaka via Kuragari Pass.

* A haikai Selection, compiled by Fukoku (JSLUj , ?~1701), published in 1697 .
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Having left Nara early 
On Chrysanthemum Day, now I see 
A crescent in Naniwa!

Kiku ni de-te 
Nara to Naniwa wa 
yoi-zukiyo.

(Letters to Isen * & Doho)

Kiku (Choyo) no Sekku = Sep. 9: Chrysanthemum Sekku (Day)
de (renyo) izu (shimo-ni, vi.) = deru (Mod. J.): to go (come) out, leave 
-te: a conjunctive ptc.
Nara: an old capital of Japan in the 8th century
Naniwa: an older capital than Nara: Emperor Kotoku , 596?~654) , etc.

(the present Osaka City)
yoi-zuki-yo: a night with a crescent: a crescent (new moon) can be seen only 

in the evening. zuki-yo «- tsuki-yo: a moonlit nightyoi: evening.

The preface reads: "What I felt in ray heart on the 9th when I left Nara."

Basho stayed with Shado r ?~1737, a doctor, disciple originally in Zeze,
but moved in 1693 to Osaka, see haiku # 270 in Vol.l) this night in Osaka.
* Isen = Ensui (^^, 1640~1704, a wealthy merchant in Iga-Ueno, a disciple)

.

I]

rnffi^j -9 597
; ■

(Sanzoshi)Does a cricket
Get into even the bed
Of a wild boar?

I

IfInoshishi no 
toko ni mo iru ya 
kirigirisu.

inoshishi: a wild boar, Sus scrofa leucomystax 
kirigirisu: a cricket

In those days, kirigirisu meant today's "korogi": a cricket, Grylloidea. 
Today's kirigirisu is a long-horned grasshopper, or Japanese katydid, 
iru (shushi, yodan, vi.) = hairu: to enter, get in 
mo: a particle for stress, addition.
The snoring disciple, Shad5, with whom he stayed, was likened to a wild boar-

toko: a bed.

ya: an interrogative particle

This haiku is based on the following phrases:
A wild boar is supposed to sleep on the bed of reeds or hay.
There is a set phrase ”%ki'%i?)ft" (the bed for a wild boar) used in waka. 
There is a passage in the Chinese book: (The Book of Songs) :

In October, a cricket gets in under my bed.
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How pleasant it is,
To rise late in autumn! 
- Thanks to the host!

(Matsu no Nami)*

Omoshiroki 
aki no asane ya 
te i shu-buri.

oraoshiroki (rentai) «- omoshiroshi (adj. ku-conj.): interesting
asa-ne: late rising in the morning 

teishu: the host (of a guest, party), husband, the master (of a house) 
-buri: a suffix meaning: the way (manner) he acts as a host (is thoughtful)

aki: autumn.

The preface reads:
"The host likes to enjoy himself till late at night

Going to bed early in the evening seems to be mean(**), and rising
and gets up late in the

morning.
up early in the morning looks too busy."
** The implication is "stingy with lamp oil".

This is a greeting haiku to the host Shayo ?~?, a merchant in Osaka who
became a disciple in 1691), in appreciation of his warm hospitality.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Shayo, published in 1702.

r^sisj# 599

The wind kept blowing
Through pines and around the eaves!
- An autumn day is over!

(Oi Nikki)

Matsu-kaze ya 
noki o megut-te 
aki kure-nu

raatsu: a pine, Pinus.
matsu-kaze is also called "shorai, 
pines which was used often in old waka. 
raegut-te (eu. chan, of a double consonant: soku-ombin: {Jliiif'flE) meguri-te = 
meguru + te
meguri (renyo) *- meguru (yodan, vi.): to go round 
"megut-te" is a colloquial expression
kure (raizen) *- kuru (shimo-ni, vi.) = kureru (Mod. J.): to get dark, to end 
aki kuru (kureru): (I) an autumn day is over (getting dark)

(2) autumn comes to the end (winter is coming)

kaze: a wind.
(the sound of) the wind blowing 

noki: the eaves

-nu (shushi, aux. v.): perfect
This was an impromptu, given to Shir5zaemon
"Ukamuse: at Shin-Kiyomizu in Osaka.

the master of a restaurant named
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The moon is so clear!
A man escorts a catamite 
Who fears a fox!

(Sono Tayori)

Tsuki sumu ya 
kitsune kowagaru 
chigo no tomo.

sumu (shushi, yodan, vi.): to become clear, clarify, clear
Vulpes vulpes

kowagaru (rentai) «- kowagaru (yodan, vt., vi.): to fear, be frightened 
chigo: a boy (loved by a man = a catamite, in this case), child, baby, page 

boy, a child specially dressed in a Buddhist or Shinto procession 
tomo: an attendant, escort = tomo (o suru): to attend, accompany, escort

kitsune: a fox, red fox

!'
i;

The preface reads:
"An impromptu at the house of Keishi a poet in Osaka):
A man sending a catamite under the moon - "
On Sep. 28, the seven poets (Basho, Keishi, Shado, Shiko, Izen, Deisoku and 
Shido) met at Keishi-tei, and each composed a hokku of love.
This is entirely a fiction, not to mention, but this narrative poem stimulates 
our imagination !
Basho didn't feel well, but he forced himself to attend this party, and the 
following day he became very ill and stayed in bed, and never again he could 
get up! He died at about 4:00 p.m. on Oct. 12 at the age of 51.

;:

!;

1684-1694 (Exact Date Unknown, < fal) 41-51 Years OldIt 601 1

riiiij

(Handwriting on a Fan)Kagekiyo becomes 
Shichibyoe at the seat of 
A cherry blossom party!

Kagekiyo mo 
hanami no za ni wa 
Shichibyoe.

Kagekiyo = Taira no Kagekiyo 7-1196) = Aku (*)-Shichibyoe
a chief of samurai (warriors) whose life was dramatised in Kabuki, Noh, etc.

* Aku (j|§) means "strong".But they are mostly more like legends, 
hanami: cherry blossom viewing.
Shichibyoe was his nick name which was better known than his official name.

= zaseki: a seat, a gatheringza

A warrior enjoying cherry blossoms looks so relaxed among the people, entirely 
different from the image of a warrior armed to fight against the enemy.
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Blossoms will fall,
Birds will be surprised, and dust will move 
At this koto music!

(Handwriting on a painting)Chiru hana ya 
tori mo odoroku 
koto no chiri.

tori: a birdchiru (rentai) *- chiru (yodan, vi.): t0 fall, drop, 
chiri = hokori: dust, 
odoroku (rentai) «- odoroku (yodan, vi.): to be surprised (astonished)

koto: a Japanese horizontal harp with 13 strings

This was written on the painting of a koto by Kano Tansetsu (I? if , the 2nd 
of Kano Tanyu, , 1602~74) which was owned by Hisamatsu Sadatomo

the chief retainer of the Matsuyama clan).
son

This is based on the words by the Priest of Kitayama asking Hikaru Genji to 
play the koto in the chapter of Wakana in (The Tale of Genji):

"Please play the koto with your hands, and surprise the birds in the moun- 
The word "dust" is derived from a Chinese expression: which

means: "to move the dust on a beam".
tain!"

There exist two other paintings of a music instrument with a haiku on each: 
® A sho (^ a free-reed mouth organ of Japan) with Kikaku's handwriting. 
(2) A taiko (^Cgfc, a drum) with Sodo's handwriting.

0 ant®.# 603

Even if there is no rain,
One should wear a raincoat and hat 
On the bamboo planting day!

Fura-zu tomo 
take uuru hi wa 
raino to kasa.

(Handwriting on His Own Painting)

fra (raizen) *- furu (yodan, vi.): to fall, it rains 
zu (shushi, aux. v.): negative.

hi: a day.
uuru (rentai) «- uu (shimo-ni, vt.) = ueru (Mod. J.): to plant

tomo: even if (though, when) 
mino: a straw raincoat.take: a bamboo. kasa: a hat

This is based on a Chinese saying: "A bamboo planted on May 13(*) will grow."
* May 13 is called "chiku-sui-j i tsu" (^§£0) or "chiku-me i-j i t su" 0 ) ■
This is during the rainy season in Japan, so a mino and kasa are becoming. 
"Take uu" (Planting a bamboo) is a season word used by Bash5 for the first 
time in haikai, according to (Kyorai-sho).

I*
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The hermitage moon!
The owner seems the same as 
Amida-bo was!

(Handwritten Kaishi)

Shiba no to no 
tsuki ya sono mama 
Amida-bo.

shiba: brushwood, 
shiba (kusa) no to 
sono mama: the same as it was

to: a door
a humble dwelling (hermitage)

Amidabo: the name of a priest whom the Priest Saigyo visited at Higashiyaraa. 
There is a preface to this haiku known as the haibun (essay) of (Amida-bo):

MtttfJR L ZZKtU'b ifirCff* L# bmzzh o If 6 (*)
Shiba no io to 
kike-ba iyashiki 
na nare-domo 
yo ni konomoshiki 
mono ni zo ari-keru.(*)

"This is the poem(*) in (Sanka-shu) composed by the Priest Saigyo on his visit 
to a certain priest living at Higashiyama. I was wondering how attractive the 
the owner of the hermitage was, and I also visited a tasteful hermitage at 
Higashiyama where I met a similar priest, and I gave this to him - "

When I hear that it is 
The hermitage of brushwood, 
It sounds miserable,
But I soon find
How tasteful a dwelling it is!

* Basho's quotation is not exactly correct, the correct waka is as follows:
Shiba no io to

kiku wa kuyashiki na nare-domo, yo ni konomoshiki sumai nari-keri.

t 605

How touching to see:
The chrysanthemums lying down 
After a typhoon!

(Handwriting on His Own Painting)Midokoro no 
are ya nowaki no 
nochi no kiku.

midokoro: a point worthy of note, the best point to see, the most attractive 
point to see, but in this case "the most touching point to see" 

are (izen) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj. vi.): to be, possess, exist
(Midokoro) koso (stress) is hiding to make "kakari-rausubi": koso ~ are 

ya: an interjectiona1 ptc. for exclamation 
nowaki: a typhoon, strong blast of autumn 
noch: after.
The chrysanthemums blown down by the autumnal blast look so pitiful.
This corresponds to the description, "It is tasteful to see the sight after a 
nowaki (typhoon)!" (Tsure-zure-gusa, Chap. 19)

; • *
kiku: a chrysanthemum

M.

hi
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All night through, perhaps,
It kept freezing the bamboos:
- Their frosted leaves this morning!

(Handwritten Tanzaku)Yosugara ya 
take kora-suru 
kesa no shimo.

yosugara = yomosugara: all night through
ya: an interrogative particle
take: a bamboo
kesa: this morning
shimo: frost
kora (raizen) koru (yodan, vi.): to freeze
-suru (rentai) *- su (aux. v.): causative
take korasuru: to make bamboos freeze, freeze bamboos

Owing to the bitter coldness all the night through, bamboos look this morning 
frozen with their leaves frosted.

# 607

(Hari-Bukuro)*Among peach blossoms
Blooming wild, I already see
The year's first cherry blossoms!

Saki-midasu 
momo no naka yori 
hatsu-zakura.

saki-midasu = saku + raidasu: to bloom wild fully 
saki (renyo) «- saku (yodan, vi.): to bloom
midasu (rentai) midasu (yodan, vt.): to put into disorder, throw into confu

sion, disturb
momo: a peach, Prunus persica (L.) Batsch. (= Amygdalus persica L.)
~ no naka yori: among, out of
hatsu-zakura: the first cherry blossoms seen for this year

The difference in colour is distinctive: the pink peach blossoms and the white 
cherry blossoms!

* A haikai selection, compiled by Yuo ]£BI)> published in 1694.
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Eating rice gruel,
I hear a biwa by the eaves: 
- The sound of hailstones!

(Ariso-Umi)

Zosui ni
biwa kiku noki no 
arare kana.

zosui (^tK = $£&)’■ rice gruel mixed with vegetables,
porridge of rice and vegetables

biwa: a musical instrument which looks like a lute or mandolin.
It is played to accompany the chanting of a story written mostly in 7-5 
syllabic meter.

kiku (rentai) *- kiku (yodan, vt.): to hear
arare: hail, a hailstone

1 isten to
noki: the eaves.

Basho enjoyed his hermit life living on the simple food of rice gruel, listen
ing to the sound of hail by the eaves which was compared to biwa music.

rljit 609

(Kogarashi)Both flowers and fruit 
Can be enjoyed together: 
- Melon, what a plant!

Hana to mi to 
ichi-do ni uri no 
sakari kana.

hana: a flower, blossom, 
to ~ to: a ptc. for and juxtaposition: both ~ and ~ 
ichi-do ni: at the same time, together, at a time 
uri (a melon) = makuwa-uri (an oriental melon) in this case 
sakari: the peak of the season

mi: a fruit

Most flowers and blossoms bloom in spring, and become fruits in autumn, but as 
for a melon, we can enjoy both flowers and fruit in the same season of summer.

Probably there could be a hidden meaning of Basho’s complimentary wish for the 
prosperity of a certain family referring to both the father and his heir.

: IH
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A budding willow
Is casting her amorous glance
At the old river!

(Yahagi-zutsumi)*

Furu-kawa ni 
kobi-te me o haru 
yanagi kana.

furu-kawa: an old river
kobi (renyo) «- kobu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kobiru (Mod. J.): to coquet
me (I) ( @ ) : an eye
roe (2) (^) : a bud, sprout
me o haru (@ £311 & ) : to open one's eyes wide 
-* shuha o okuru ($( $£ £: -5 )

to cast one's amorous (coquettish) galance at, make eyes at 
me o fuku (3? & < ): to bud, germinate, sprout
me-bari yanagi a budding willow

The willow was personified as a graceful lady casting her amorous glance at 
the river.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Suigin (IM^)> published in 1695.

# 61 1

This house is not known 
Even by a water rail:
- What a quiet abode!

(Oi Nikki)

Kono yado wa 
kuina mo shira-nu 
toboso kana.

kono: this
yado: a house, dwelling, abode, inn 
kunina: a water rail, Rallus aquaticus 
shira (mizen) *- shiru (yodan, vt.): to know 
nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative 
toboso = tobira, to (Jr*) : a door, house

A water rail's voice is often compared to the sound of knocking a door.

greeting haiku to Kosen ($j{[lj) of Otsu who lived in a secludedThis was a
dwelling which was not located even by the water rails of Lake Biwa.
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:•
On a spot of ground
Without snow, a light purple sprout 
Of udo is seen!

(Haikai Okina-gusa)

|

Yuki-ma yori 
usu-murasaki no 
me-udo kana. j

yuki-ma: (T) a break of snowfalls
@ a spot of dark ground where snow has just melted away 
(3) from under the snow, out of snow .

yori: from, out of 
usu-murasaki: light purple 
usu = usui: light, thin, 
rae () : a sprout, spear

Aral la cordata Thunb.

murasaki: purple : I

udo: an udo

rae-udo: the sprout of an udo plant
the underground soft stem of an udo is edible as a vegetable with a special 
seasonal flavour

t 613

(Haikai Okina-gusa)The boy's forelock
Still has the fragrance of grass:
Young and fresh!

Maegami mo 
mada wakakusa no 
nioi kana.

maegami: a forelock,
In this case, the forelock of a special hair style of a boy

mada: still
wakakusa: young grass
niohi: (a) smell, odour, scent

The preface reads:
"Hokaku (* BJ ^ ) asking for my writing on a folding fan - " ftill

detailed description available about him so far.There is no
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(Haikai Okina-gusa)The spring night ended 
When it started to dawn 
With cherry blossoms!

Haru no yo wa 
sakura ni ake-te 
shimai-keri.

haru no yo: spring night
ake (renyo) aku (shimo-ni, vi.) = akeru (Mod. J.): It dawns, 
shiraai (renyo) «- shimau (yodan, vi . & vt.) :
-keri (shushi, aux. v.): exclamatory, past

Day breaks, 
to finish, end, close, put away

The spring night ended when it dawned, allowing the cherry blossoms to be 
seen.

i«St 615

(Basho-an Kobunko)The dewdrops falling
Down on a pink are the tears
Of the camphor tree!

Nadeshiko ni 
kakaru namida ya 
kusu no tsuyu.

nadeshiko: a pink, Dianthus
-* naderu: to pat a child (son = Masatsura) on the head, 
kakaru (rentai) «- kakaru (yodan, vi.): to drop on

tsuyu: dew
kusu = kusu no ki = Kusunoki: a camphor tree, Cinnamomum campor (L.) Presl

nadeshiko: -* child

namida: tears.

The title is: A Portrait of Kusunoki Masashige(*)
His fidelity is as strong as iron and stone.

* His farewell to his son Masatsura (IS IE > ?~1348) at Sakurai in Nara was 
very tragic.
Kusunoki Masashige (fifj/fcIE$c, ?~1336) succeeded in establishing the Imperial 
Restoration of Kemmu (5§5^C7) 41 > Kemmu no Chuko) in 1 333, but only tree years
later, the new Imperial regime of the Emperor Godaigo (^S§S$^:ili> 1288~1339)
was overthown by Ashikaga Takauji (J^^IJl^C , 1305~58) who then established the 
Muroraachi Government in Kyoto.
It was evident that the Kusunoki clan already knew that they were fighting 
losing battles, but they never gave in.

The dewdrops falling down on a pink (= the son) are the merciful tears of a 
camphor tree (= the father: Kusunoki Masashige).
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Listen to the old story:
The Lord of Chichibu was once 
A sumo-wrest1er!

(Basho-an Ko-bunko)

Mukashi kike 
Chichibu-dono sae 
sumo-tori.

mukashi = mukashi-banashi: an old story
kike (imperative) ♦- kiku (yodan, vt.): hear, listen to
Chichibu-dono = Hatakeyama Shigetada (ill M fa . 116 1 205) was one of the

leading warriors under Minamoto no Yoritomo , 1147~99, the first
Shogun of the Kamakura Government). Chichibu: in the western part of Saitaraa 

-dono: an honorific title derived from tono (= tonosama: a feudal lord) 
sumo-tori: a sumo wrestler. Sumo is a very old form of wrestling which is 

considered by many to be the national sport of Japan. Sumo became a profes
sional sport in the early Edo Period (1601867) , and although it is prac
ticed today by clubs in high schools, colleges, and amateur associations, it 
has its greatest appeal as a professional spectator sport.

According to (Kokon Chomon-ju, i*T ^7 W \m\ , written by Tachibana no Narisue, fjj§
in 1254), Hatakeyama Shigetada once defeated Nagai who was considered 

the strongest sumo wrestler in those days. So, the serious Lord of Chichibu 
was once a sumo wresler!

ns**/h:s:j*j1 617

(Basho-an Ko-bunko)A dewdrop fallen
From a chrysanthemum, proved to be 
A yam bulbil when picked up!

Kiku no tsuyu 
ochi-te hiroe-ba 
nukago kana.

kiku no tsuyu: a dewdrop from a chrysanthemum
ochi (renyo) «- otsu (kami-ni, vi.) = ochiru (Mod. J-): to fall, drop 
hiroe (izen) «- hirou (yodan, vt.) : to pick up
-ba: a conjunctive particle for a confirmed condition: When I picked it up, 
hirowa (mizen)-ba: If I pick it up (conditional) 
nukago = mukago: the bulbil of a "yama no irao" a yam, Dioscorea) which
is born out of an axil of the plant
They are edible -* mukago-meshi: boiled rice with mukago. 
brown soybeans, but much softer to eat, with special taste and flavour.

(see Grammar in Vol.l)

They look like dark

When something dropped, Basho thought it was a dewdrop from a chrysanthemum 
blooming nearby, but it proved to be a nukago fallen from a yam.
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(Basho-an Ko-bunko)My hermitage shows
A square of moonlight on the floor 
Through the square window!

Waga yado wa 
shikaku-na kage o 
mado no tsuki.

waga yado: my dwelling (hermitage) 
shikaku-na (colloquial, Mod. J.) = shikaku-naru (rentai, adj. v.) «- shikaku-

nari = shikaku-da (shushi, Mod. J.): (it is) square
kage: light (of the moon) 
mado: a window 
tsuki: the moon

The moonlight forms the shape of a square on the floor of tatami mats through 
the square window of my hermitage.

# 619

(Bash5-an Ko-bunko)Strongly urged to hold 
A year-end haikai party: 
- How lazy I am!

Se tsuka-re-te 
toshi-wasure suru 
kigen kana.

setsuka (raizen) «- setsuku (yodan, vt.) = segamu: to urge, press a person for 
-re (renyo) «- ru (aux. v.): to make a passive voice 
-te: a conjunctive ptc. for a simple connection
toshi-wasure = toshi-wasure no kai = bonen-kai (^^?) : a year-end party 
suru (rentai) *- su (sa-line irreg. conj., vi.) = suru (Mod. J.): to do 
kigen: one’s state of health, mood, feeling, one’s daily life

Basho exaggerates his laziness in this haiku, saying that he lives the life of 
a lazy hermit ignoring completely the worldly affairs including a year-end 
party, but he is urged so eagerly by his disciples to have a year-end haikai 

So he attends it, and of course enjoys it very much.party.
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ti i .{Hydrangeas are now,
Light yellow: the same colour 
As the hemp garment!

(Mutsu-chidori)

:

Ajisai ya
katabira-doki no i
usu-asagi.

ajisai: a (Japanese) hydrangea, Hydrangea macrophylla (Thunb.) Ser. f. raacro- 
phy11 a

katabira: an unlined kimono made of the material of hemp (Cannabis sativa L.)
or China grass (Boehmeria nivea Gaud) for summer use 

-doki «- toki: the season of (katabira) 
usu-asagi: light yellow (colour)

;

The colour of the hydrangea is now the same as the hemp garment worn fashion
ably in this season.

rmmmj0 621

(Mutsu-chidori)After the chrysanthemum, 
There won't be anything more 
Except a radish!

(Mutsu-chidori)Kiku no nochi 
daikon no hoka 
sara-ni nashi.

nochi = ato: afterkiku no nochi: after the chrysanthemum, 
daikon: a Japanese radish, Raphanus sativus L. 
no hoka sara-ni: besides, in addition 
nashi = nai: not, none, nothing. no hoka sara-ni nashi: nothing except ~

by Yuan Zhen (7C$| , 799~831, a Chinese poet) quotedThis is based on a poem 
from (Wa-kan Roei-Shu, compiled by Fujiwara no Kinto in c. 1013) :

It is not that I love only chrysanthemum among all the flowers,
But, after the chrysanthemum, there is no more flower till next spring!

After the elegant flowers of a chrysanthemum, Basho has brought a radish, an 
inelegant vegetable used in daily life, insted of a flower.

i!
j

it
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(In-futagi)Baby-sparrows and
Baby-rats in the nests, sound
As if they are chirping to each other!

Suzume-ko to 
koe naki-kawasu
nezumi no su.

to: withsuzume-ko = ko-suzume: a baby-sparrow, 
koe: a voice.
naki (renyo) «- naku (yodan, vi.): to chirp, squeak
kawasu (rentai) «- kawasu (yodan, vt.): to exchange, do something mutually

su: a nestnezumi: a rat.

The baby-sparrows are chirping in the nest under the eaves, and the baby-rats 
are squeaking in the nest on the ceiling as if they are talking to each other.

t 623

(In-futagi)A squid vendor's voice 
Is confusing to my ears 
While listening to a cuckoo!

Ika-uri no
koe magirawashi
hototogisu.

ika: a squid, cuttlefish, Teuthoidea, Sepioidea,
-uri: vendor, peddler, 
magirawashi (adj. shiku conj.) = magirawashii: confusing, dazzling, 

bewildering magirawasu (yodan, vt.) = magirasu: to confuse, divert 
hototogisu: a cuckoo

koe: a voice

While listening to a cuckoo 
to divert his attention.

the loud voice of a squid vendor is coming closer

The combination of the elegant voice of a cuckoo and the inelegant voice of a 
squid vendor, is quite unexpected.

Basho finds the poetical elegance in the daily life of the ordinary people. 
This is a good example of karumi (lightness), a very important theme stressed 
in the last stage of his career.
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Nara, sevenfold,
Seven buildings of a temple, 
Double cherry blossoms!

(Hakusen-shu)

iNara nanae 
shichi-do garan 
yae-zakura.

Nara: the old Impeial capital of Japan (710-78A)
nanae: sevenfold (meaning: the seven Emperors stayed in the capital of Nara) 
shichido garan: the seven main buildings in the precincts of a Buddhist temple 
yae-zakura: a cherry tree with double-petal led blossoms

This is technically interesting on account of the numerals:
(1) Nara njinae forms an alliteration of na
(2) nana and shichi have exactly the same meaning: "seven"
(3) yae is literally an eightfold (eight-petalled) blossom

i

There is a famous waka of yae-zakura of Nara composed by Ise no Taifu 
a waka poetess ? ~ 1 0 6 0 ?) in (Shika Waka-Shu, I pj 7E ) :

b'lZ fa#
Inishie no 
Nara no miyako no 
yae-zakura 
kyo kokonoe ni 
nioi-nuru kana.

The double cherry blossoms 
Which bloomed long ago 
In the old capital of Nara, 
Are blooming here today 
In this Imperial Court!

: .

h h bhTinfeI 625

(Hakusen-shu)Saigyo's hermitage
Must be here in this garden
Of cherry blossoms!

Saigyo no 
iori mo ara-n 
hana no niwa.

Saigyo no iori: Saigyo's hermitage (in this case, the one in the mountain of 
Yoshino covered with cherry blossoms) 

mo: a ptc. for stress or addition: even, also 
ara (mizen) «- ari (ra-line irreg. conj., vi.): to be» exist 
-n (rentai) «- mu (n) (aux. v.): conjecture 
hana no niwa: a garden of (covered with) blossoms

The preface reads: "At the Residence of Lord Rosen (* fiffiS^)"
* Rosen (1655-1 733) was the second son of Fuko (= Naito Yoshiyasu, JS,^, 

, the feudal lord of Iwaki-Tai ra) .
i
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# 626

(Zoku Ariso-umi)*A monkey showman
Beats the monkey's kimono
With a fulling block!

Saru-hiki wa 
saru no kosode o 
kinuta kana.

saru-hiki = saru-mawashi: a monkey showman, the master of a monkey show 
hiki (renyo & gerund) *- hiku (yodan, vt.): to pullsaru: a monkey, 

kosode: a kimono with small sleeves, a wadded silk garment
The sound of a fulling block being beaten appearskinuta: a fulling block, 

often in old waka.

There is another famous poem of a monkey showman in the linked verse of (Saru- 
mino) :

(This is not a hokku, but a tsuke-ku fjj*which follows the preceding mae-ku
BU^)

(if 626-2)

Saru-hiki no 
saru to yo o furu 
aki no tsuki.

A monkey showman
Lives his life with the monkey
Under the autumn moon.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Roka (^'fb , 1671~1 703), published in 1698.

11# 627

A stupid dog was 
Trodden by a cat in love: 
- What a brave lover!

(Cha no Soshi)

Mat odo-na
inu fumi-tsuke-te
neko no koi.

matodo-na (ii-lA#): honest, sincere 
inu: a dog.
furai (renyo) «- furau (yodan, vt.): to tread (step) on
-tsuke (renyo) «- tsuku (shimo-ni, vt.) = tsukeru (Mod. J.): this is used to 

emphasize the meaning of the preceding verb: fumu: to tread on 
furai-tsukeru: to tread on, tramp on, trample

serious, stupid 
koi: loveneko: a cat.

A cat in love doesn't fear the dog any more, 
love !

or it doesn't see anything but
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It must be, perhaps,
A New Year necessity:
- A bundle of brushwood!

(Cha no Soshi)

Suraa no ura no 
toshitori-mono ya 
shiba ichi-wa.

Suma no ura: the Suma Beach was known as a lonely fishing village since the 
days of (Genji Monogatari, (The Tale of Genji) which was written
by Murasaki Shikibu, ?~1016.

toshitori-mono: the things specially prepared for the New Year:
food, beverage, fuel, clothes, etc., a New Year necessity

i

shiba: brushwood
ichi-wa: a bundle of (brushwood)

!
This was the haiku written on the painting of a bundle of brushwood by the 

He compared the seashore to the lonely fishing village of Suma. !sea.

r&m W&J*c g--25 <7) ^* 629

(Haikai Soga)*What a temple this is!
The garden is surprisingly 
Full of basho trees!

Kono tera wa 
niwa ippai no 
basho kana.

kono tera: this temple
niwa ippai: (is) full (of basho) in the garden 
basho: a Japanese banana, Musa basjoo Sieb. et Zucc.

The poet's pseudonym "Basho" is derived from the name of this tree which was 
presented by Rika (2jS~F), one of his disciples in Edo, in 1681.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Hakusetsu 1661~1735), a disciple
in Shinshiro, Mikawa (today's Aichi Pref.), published in 1699.

!
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A matsutake mushroom!
With its skin scarred, it looks like 
A real pine tree!

(Haikai Soga)

Matsudake ya 
kabure-ta-hodo wa 
matsu no nari.

matsudake = matsutake: a matsudake mushroom,
Tricoloma matsutake (S. Ito et Imai) Singer, 
red pine (Pinus densiflora) grove, that's why it is called matsu (pine) 
(mushroom), I would rather call it a "pine-mushroom".
It has a beautiful smell, and tastes wonderful to the palate, 
mushrooms can be cultivated
expensive today becoming only a gourmet's food! 
ported from Korea, North America, etc. 

kabure-ta (tokoro): (the part where) the surface is scarred (sctached) 
kabure (renyo) «- kaburu (shimo-ni, vi.) = kabureru:

to have a rash (an eruption) on the skin 
-ta (colloquial, Mod. J.) «- taru (rentai) «- tari (aux. v.): perfect 
-hodo: a degree, the state of a thing
matsu no nari: the shape (figure, appearance) of a pine tree

It grows on the ground of a
take

Most other
but not this one so far, so it is getting very

Today they are mostly im-

This pine-mushroom with its skin scarred looks exactly like a real pine 
which has some scars or scratches on the bark.

tree

raf*jI 631

Come out bat, you, too!
All the birds are out enjoying 
Cherry blossoms of this world!

(Salka-shu)

Koraori mo 
ideyo ukiyo no 
hana ni tori.

koraori: a bat, flittermouse = Fledermaus (G.). mo: even, also, too 
ideyo (imperative) «- izu (shirao-ni, vi.) = deru (shimo-ichi, Mod. J.):

appear, emerge, present oneself, show up 
ukiyo: the (transitory) world, this (secular) world.

to come out
tori: birds

There is a note by Shiko in (Saika-shu):
This had been planned as a parting present for a certain priest who left Basho 
for a journey, but it was not actually given. The black robe of a priest is 
suggestive of a bat hiding in a dark cave. All the birds (and people) are al
ready out to see the cherry blossoms of this world, why don't you also come 
out to see them!
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How much I want!
The moon, flowers and what not 
Carried in his bag!

(Zoku Betsu-Zashiki)*

Monohos hi ya 
fukuro no uchi no 
tsuki to hana.

raonohoshi = monohoshii (Mod. J.): wistful, desirous of 
fukuro no uchi no: inside the bag 
tsuki to hana: the moon and flowers

The preface reads: "A Poem on the Painting of Bu Dai (**
** The Japanese name is Hotel, one of the Seven Gods of Good Fortune (-fc^H^) , 
who was a Chinese Buddhist priest (?~917) whose real name was (Qi Ci) .
In the picture of the Seven Fortune Gods, he has a potbelly, and carries a 
large bag on the shoulder. He put everything given into the bag. 
is often a popular theme in Zen painting.

His portrait

This haiku means that there must be a lot of seeds of poetical elegance such 
as the moon and flowers in Bu Dai's bag, all of which are what Basho wants!
The haiku with the moon and flowers, is classified as "zo, " (no season).
* A haikai selection, compiled by Shisan , ?~1699), published in 1700.

9 633

(Hanashi-dori-shu)*Revolting against
The leaves, how indifferent are:
- The camellia flowers!

Ha ni sorauku 
tsubaki no hana ya 
yoso-gogoro.

ha: a leaf (leaves)
somuku (rentai) <- somuku (yodan, vi.): 
tsubaki: a (common) camellia, Camellia japonica L. 
yoso-gokoro: cold heart, coldhearted, heart indifferent to

to revolt against, to act contrary to

There is a note in (Hanashi-dori-shu) that when Basho was told by a disciple 
that there had been already a similar poem composed by Kosai ^ , one of
BashS's disciples in Edo) as shown below, he threw it away. 
Kosai's haiku: «*> L-£>£>*>

Urameshi ya 
achira muki-taru 
hana-tsubaki. 

compiled by Banryu ) , published in 1701.

How regretable to see 
The camellia flowers
Facing the other way!

* A haikai selection
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The windy spring rain,
Makes the budding willow on the bank 
A wet straw raincoat!

(Hadaka-mugi)*

Harusame ya 
mino fuki-kaesu 
kawa-yanagi.

harusame: a spring rain 
mino: a straw raincoat
fuki-kaesu: to revive (bud again), to breathe (blow) again «- fuki + kaesu 
fuki (renyo) fuku (yodan, vi.): to blow, breathe, bud 
kaesu (rentai) «- kaesu (yodan, vt.) : to return, come back 

yanagi: a willow
kawa-yanagi: Salix giligiana Seemen, a willow usually seen on the bank
kawa: a river.

* A haikai selection, compiled by Somai (Hl’yft), published in 1700.

# 635

The scent of urae blossoms 
Has certainly brought back 
The once departed coldness!

(Ara-oda)

Mume ga ka ni 
oi-modosa-ruru 
samusa kana.

mume = urae (#5): a Japanese apricot, Prunus mume
It was originally "ume" until the 8th century, but in the Heian Period (794~ 
1185/1192), it came to be pronounced "mume".
"mume" were used until the Edo Period (1603~1867) , and Basho used them both. 
In English, it used to be translated as a plum for a long time, but to be 
correct, a (Japanese or Chinese) plum is "suraomo" ($), Prunus salicina Lindl .

After that, both "ume" and

ga = no: a subjective ptc.
ka = kaori = nioi: scent, smell, fragarance 
oi (renyo) *- ou (yodan, vt.): to drive away, chase 
modosa (mizen) *• modosu (yodan, vt.): to return, bring back 
-ruru (rentai) ♦* ru (aux. v.): used to make the passive voice 
samusa: coldness

t
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At the time of parting,
I hold my hat down, and keep 
My summer half coat on!

(Hakuba)*

Wakare-ba ya 
kasa te ni sage-te 
na t su-baori.

wakare (renyo & gerund) ♦- wakaru (shimo-ni, vi.) = wakareru (Mod. J.): 
to part from, bid farewell to

-ba = -giwa ({^) = ni saishite: just before (parting), at the time of ~
te ni sage-te: to carry it down in one's hand 

natsu-baori: a Japanese summer half coat on kimono (formal dress)
-baori «- (euphonic change) haori.

kasa: a (sedge) hat.

natsu: summer

In spite of the hot weather, at least during the period of time while exchang-
a hat should be taken off to be held ining the ceremonial farewell greetings 

the hand, with a summer haori coat kept on!

* A haiku selection, compiled by Shado and Masahide (fS^, JE^) , published in 
1702. It is also called "Shiro-Uma".

j*0 iz Ltf 9 Ms! 637

(Watari-dori-shu)*Just like a scudding cloud 
Covering the sun for a short while: 
- Migratory birds!

Hi ni kakaru
kumo ya shibashi no
watari-dori.

kumo: (a) cloud, the clouds 
kakaru (rentai) «- kakaru (yodan, vi.): to cover, hang (from, over) 

= saegiru: obstruct the view of 
shibashi no: for a (short) while, for a moment 
watari-dori: a migratory bird, a bird of passage

hi: the sun.

A cloud of migratory birds is moving to cover the sun just like a real scud
ding cloud for a short while.

* A Haikai selection, compiled by Kyorai and Ushichi (i£^ , ^P-fc) , published 
in 1704.
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(Makitsu-an Iri Nikki)*Every morning,
I practice calligraphy 
Hearing a cricket!

Asa-na asa-na 
te-narai susumu 
kirigirisu.

asa-na asa-na: every morning
te-narai: to practice calligraphy (handwriting, penmanship)
susumu (rentai) «- susumu (yodan, vi.): to improve, advance, progress,

to go ahead, continue
kirigirisu = fude-tsu-mushi = (today's) korogi: a cricket

This is just a pun based on the different name of the same insect: "fude-tsu- 
mushi" (§|Ej^$() meaning "the insect of a writing brush".

* A diary written by Makitsu-an Unrei (fpSt) > published in 1703.

r*wc7)l£j*# 639

With rain now and again, 
There is no need to worry 
About the rice-seedlings!

(Kiso no Tani)*

Arae ori-ori 
oraou koto naki 
sanae kana.

ame: (a) rain
ori-ori: now and then, now and again, sometimes, occasionally 
oraou koto naki: there is nothing to worry about 
oraou (rentai) «- omou (yodan, vt. & vi.): to think, worry 
koto: a thing
naki (rentai) *- nashi (adj.): not, no ~
sanae: rice seedlings, rice-shoots, young rice plants

The weather is all right, and the farmers can expect a good harvest.

The preface reads: f
"At the kagemachi(*) party at the house of Taisui"

* kagemachi = hiraachi (0^f): see haiku // 539

i
* A haikai selection, compiled by Taisui (ffiTK) , published in 1704.:!
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Butterflies and birds 
Get excited and restless 
With clouds of blossoms!

(Yadori no Matsu)*

Cho tori no 
uwatsuki-tatsu ya 
hana no kumo.

cho: a butterfly.
uwatsuki (renyo) ♦- uwatsuku (yodan, vi.): to get (be) excited (restless) 
-tastu (shushi, yodan, vi.): to rise up, start 
hana no kumo: a cloud of blossoms

tori: a bird

The cherry blossoms are in full bloom, everybody enjoys viewing them including 
butterflies and birds.
* A haikai selection, compiled by Butsuyo Jokyu = Unko , fUS), pub
lished in 1705.

l 641

(Kiku no Chiri)*With an infant name,
The aged man I've never met 
Wears a round hood!

Osana-na ya 
shira-nu okina no 
maru-zukin.

osana-na = yomei = yomyo: one's infant name 
shira-nu okina: an aged man whom (I) have never seen 

This is a phrase used often in old poems, 
shira (mizen) *- shiru (yodan, vt.) : to know 
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative, 
raaru-zukin = daikoku-zukin: a round hood used by an old man or by a priest.

(It looks a little similar to an old English flatcap!)
Daikoku-ten (^H^) wears the same type of hood, who 

is one of the Seven Gods of Good Fortune , Shichi-fuku-jin) .
The preface reads: "In praise of the old Teitoku(**) as I see his portrait"
** Matsunaga Teitoku (f£zk^($£ , 1571~1653) was the founder of the so-called
"Teimon School Haikai (^Hf 1)" which preceeded "Danrin School (IfcftK)" of 
Nishiyama Soin (Hl-U^f§> 1605~1682), and Shofu (Basho School or Style jSJS,) . 
Both "Teimon" and "Danrin" were basically more like parodies of waka, or word
play type haikai which didn't satisfy Basho. Teitoku decided not to get old 
after the age of 63, he was reborn the next year changing his name to "Chozu- 
maru (~
* A haikai selection, compiled by Sonome (®^C, 1664~1726), published in 1706.

okina: an aged (old, elderly) man

maru «- marui: round.

fs
was often the name of a child).maru

If
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(Ruikoji)Those who openly say
They have got tired of children
Don't see the real flowers!

Ko ni aku to 
raosu hito ni wa 
hana mo nashi.

ni: a ptc.: (to get tired) of (children) 
aku (shushi, yodan, vi.) = akiru (kami-ichi, Mod. J.): to get tired of 
to: a particle for a quotation: that 
ra5su (rentai) *- raosu (yodan, vt.): to say, declare 
hito: a man, (those) people (who say that ~)
hana rao nashi: there is no flower, either, (for those people) = They are not 

qualified to appreciate the flowers. = They don't see (understand) the value 
of the flowers, because they lack in "poetical elegance" in their heart.

ko: a child, children.

V 643

The first wintry shower!
I appreciate the word "first", 
In this meeting, too!

(Haikai Awazu-hara)*

Hatsu-shigure 
hatsu no ji wo waga 
shigure kana.

hatsu-shigure: the first winter shower (Basho loved it very much) 
hatsu: the first. ji: a (Chinese) character (kanji), letter, word 
waga: my (the possesive case of a personal pronoun: I, We)

* A haikai selection, specially compiled to commemorate the 17th anniversary 
of Basho's death by Taihakudo Too = Torin (spj , , 1 6 4 9~ 1 7 1 9) , and 
was published in 1710.

In (Haikai Awazu-hara), the explanatory note by Ippo (— a poet of Edo) is 
quoted: "This was a greeting poem to a certain host who invited Basho to his 
residence.
character of "the first" (%], hatsu) with the phrase of hatsu-shigure. "
Ippd accompanied Bashd to his residence.

Basho met him for the first time, that's why he emphasized the

I used "the word" instead of "the (Chinese) character" to 
To be correct, "word" is (go) or Hf(kotoba).

In my translation, 
make the sentence shorter.
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Even to the blossoms
In full bloom, the aged man repeats
A Buddhist invocation!

(Sho-6 Ku-shu)

Yo ni sakaru 
hana ni mo nebutsu 
moshi-ke ri.

yo: the world, this world, 
sakaru (rentai) «- sakaru (yodan, vi.): to flourish, thrive, prosper 
sakaru = sakaeru (X_ £ ) = mankai ni naru to be in full bloom
nebutsu = nembutsu: a Buddhist invocation, a Buddhist formula (see below) 
nebutsu moshi = nembutsu o tonaeru: to say (repeat) a Buddhist invocation 
e.g.
(D IffPff5^[^t:ih , Namu- Amida butsu: Clory to Amitabha! (Jodo, Jodo-Shin Sects) 
(2) ffj ^ , Namu-Myohorengekyo: Glory to Lotus Sutra!

(hana) ni mo: even to (the blossoms)

i

(Nichiren Sect)

raoshi (renyo) «- mosu (yodan, vt.) = iu: to say, tell, chant, recite, repeat 
-keri (shushi, aux. v.): exclamatory, past, perfect

There are some people who always chant or repeat Buddhist invocations to what-
Basho probably watched them with aever they see, or at any opportunity, 

smile.

it 6A5

(Sho-o Ku-shu)With the wind blowing down 
Pine needles, the running water 
Of a stream sounds cool!

Matsu-kaze no 
ochiba ka mizu no 
oto suzushi.

matsu-kaze: a wind blowing through pine trees
ochiba: the falling leaves (pine needles), the fallen leaves (needles) 
mizu no oto: the sound of water
suzushi (adj. ku conj.) = suzushii (Mod. J.): cool

With the wind blowing down the pine needles as it passes through the pine 
trees, the running water of a stream sounds refreshingly cool.
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(Sho-o Ku-shu)The colour of the sleeve 
Looks darker than mourning grey, 
And makes me feel cold!

Sode no iro 
yogore-te samushi 
koi-nezumi.

iro: a cloursode: a sleeve.
yogore (renyo) «- yogoru (shimo-ni, vi.) = yogoreru (Mod. J.): to become dirty, 

to be stained, tarnish, blacken, darken
In this case, "yogore-te" means "it (the sleeve) looks darker", because it is 

It doesn't mean that it (the sleeve) is dirty!wet with tears, 
koi-nezumi: dark grey (gray), 
nezumi: a rat (noun), grey (adjective & noun) = nezumi-iro

koi: dark, deep, thick, heavy, strong

The preface reads: "In memory of the father of Senka (fll|{b **) "
** He was a disciple in Edo who compiled (Kawazu-Awase ifci'n) in 1686.

Senka was in a grey mourning dress, and the edge of a sleeve looked darker as 
if stained, owing to the tears of grief he had shed.

# 647

With the curtain still 
Retaining the scent of orchids, 
What an elegant room!

(Kako no Watari)*

Ka o nokosu 
ranchS ran no 
yadori kana.

ka: (a) scent, 
ka o nokosu -* nokori-ga (H 0 f[F) = utsuri-ga

the ligerring scent (of orchids = his noble personality), absorbed scent 
a faint scent remaining on one's dress (on the curtain, in the room) 

ranchd: a fragrant curtain, a curtain with the smell of an orchid
cho = tobari: a curtain 

yadori: a private room used for his retired life, dwelling 
The preface reads:

"Visiting the private room of the retird priest Etsudo (t£^§L **) **" 
** There is no document about him

nokosu (rental) «- nokosu (yodan, vt.): to leave

ran: an orchid, orchis.

so far.

fefii
This was a greeting poem to the Priest Etsudo, lauding his retired life in the 
quiet room with the fragrant curtain smelling of orchids (= his high virtue).
* A haikai selection, compiled by Tankai (.&$$) , published in 17 22.

:
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Musashino Plain!
Your hat won't touch anything 
As you go through it!

(Zoku Kan-giku)*

Musashino ya 
sawaru mono naki 
kimi ga kasa.

Musashino: the vast plain of Musashi Province where Edo (Tokyo) is located 
sawaru (rental) «- sawaru (yodan, vt.): to touch, hinder, obstruct, bother

kimi ga kasa: your hat (= yourself)naki: not, no ~.
sawaru mono naki: nothing to touch (be bothered) = a safe journey
mono: a thing.

The long preface is known as (Tozan Sobetsu) [U : The Farewell to Tozan): 
"T5zan stayed in Edo on his business for three months. I surprised him by my 
visit early in the morning while he was still sleeping, and he visited me to 
wake me up at night when I had been already sleeping since early evening. We 
knew each other very well, being such good friends as if living together under 
the same roof. Today, as he leaves for his home, I wanted to see him off, and 
went out with a staff totteringly to find the scene of the departing autumn,
and sadly I must see him departing 
* A haikai selection compiled by Kyoro published in 1780.

l 649

(Zoku Kan-giku)The scent of ume blossoms 
Makes me get acquainted with 
The person I've never met!

Urae ga ka ya 
mi-nu yo no hito ni 
gyoi o uru.

ume ga ka: the scent of ume blossoms which was supposed to remind people of
For instance, In (Tsure-zure-gusa, chap. 19) (Essays

1283-1350): "With the
the past in old poems, 
in Idleness, 19f?&) by Yoshida Kenko (cfEH^#?,

I miss the past which comes back to my mind
In the same book (Tsure-zure-

scent of ume blossoms,
rai-nu yo no hito: the person(s) in the past, 
gusa chap. 13), "Reading a book alone under the light making the people in 

is most soothing to my lonely heart."the past my friends 
mi (renyo) «- miru (kami-ichi, vt.): to see
-nu (rentai) «- zu (aux. v.): negative
gyoi o uru: to have an honour to meet (get acquanted with) 
uru (shushi, shimo-ni, vt.) = eru (Mod. J.): to get 
This was a greeting poem to 

This is a parody based 
and "mi-nu yo no hito" - a

Soshu ($1;$-) when Basho met him for the first
on the two meaningful set phrases: 

well organized composition on the right occasion.
"ume ga ka"time.

■

.
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POSTSCRIPTIV

AUTHOR

Together with those in the first book of (Basho's Haiku) published in 1990, I 
have now finished translating into English all the haiku, which used to be 
called "hokku" (the starting part of a linked verse, see Vol. 1), by Matsuo 
Basho 1644-1694).

The strong reasons I wrote these books are as follows:

(I) I love and admire his haiku as a most refined art treasure, and I wanted 
to introduce him and his haiku to the peoples of the world.

(2) From ray long experience as a tour director and lecturer of Japan Travel 
Bureau for visitors from overseas, I have found that there are many people 
who are keenly interested in the various aspects of Japanese culture and 
I often used to explain them through Basho's haiku whenever it was appro
priate.

(f) I agree with him generally on the interpretation of life, which is basi
cally very similar to existentialism, (see Chuang-tzu in Vol. 1).

® I respect him for his positive and serious attitude to life with constant 
hard efforts to create a better haiku. One of his most famous teachings 
is: "You should get tired of yourself of yesterday!"

"Kino no ware ni aku-beshi!" (0^ 0 (T) IZ f£l < ^ L )

© There were unfortunately many mistranslations owing to the misinterpreta
tions of the original haiku, or to the translators' arbitrary interpreta
tions, so I wanted to convey Basho's real artistic message in each haiku 
to the readers.

I hope that you have enjoyed reading my (Basho's Haiku), and would like to 
thank you for taking the time to do so.

January, 1996

Toshiharu Oseko

2-5-12 Ryoke, 
Urawa, Saitama 336 
JAPAN
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LIST OF THE SOURCE BOOKS OF HAIKUVI

The haiku No. indicates only the first appearance in this book, 
or the main note which is underlined.

(In Order of The Japanese Syllabary)

Haiku No.Name of book
(In Romanized Japanese) (In Japanese)

A

mmmKtom
262Atsuta San-Kasen

Atsuta Shiwabako Monogatari
Atsume-ku
Amego
Ara-oda
Arano
Ariso-urai

197
1 59
438
512
255
276

I

rfj

Iga no Ubuyu 
Ise-Odori Ondou-Shu 
Ichi no Iori 
Itsu o Mukashi 
In-futagi

448
4 1

544
244

314, 509

U

sp mm
Ukiyo no Kita 
Utatsushu 
Uda no Hdshi

51 1
386
558

E
Edo Ryogin-Shu 
Ensui-bon Sanzoshi

58
588-1

0

£BfS

&7E mm 
ti < Wti-eji
a < nmm

Oi Nikki 
Oi no Kobumi 
Oka Bunshu 
Oku no Hosoraichi 
Okure-base-shu 
Ono ga Hi

201
251
195
365
409
1 66

Ka
Kai-Oi
about "kaishi" 
Kako no Watari 
Kashima Kiko 
Kashima Mode

l±:

ff

39jj;

1 36
. 647

177

KMfgg 248
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I
223Kasei-shu 

Katada-shu 
Karo Ichiro

•;
476
189

Ki, Kyo 
Kiku no Ka 
Kiku no Chiri 
Kiso no Tani 
Kita no Yama 
Kyorai-bumi

±<mu

595
641
639
499
351

Ku
128Kuko Dankan 

Ku-Kyodai 
Kusa no Michi 
Kuzu no Hatsubara

517
565

467, 500

Ko , Go
Koi-ya Denrai Yokomono 
Kogarashi 
Gojushi-Gun 
Gojuban Ku-Awase

507
Kith L 
31 + 0 SB

229
175

53

Sa , Sha, Sho 
Saika-Shu 
Sakai-Ginu 
Saga Nikki
Sayo no Nakayama-Shu
Sarashina Kiko
Sarumino
Sanzoshi
Shaku-bi-kan
Sho-o Ku-Shu
Sh5-5 Ku-Shu Soko
Sho-o Zenden
Sho-o Zenden Furoku

496mmm
129mm

KIMBfir

405, 462
2

332
304, 354

483
176
307
275
64

374
238Sho-bi-kin

Shi
Shirin Kingyoku-Shu 
Shiro-uma = Hakuba 
Shinsen Miyako-buri

5
636£ H
267 t ffrStfK®

Su
539Sugi-maruta 

Sumi-dawara 
Sumiyoshi Monogatari

543, 551Btm •••;;4i541

i

Se
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61Senryofu

So, Zo
Zodan-Shu
Zoku Ariso-urai
Zoku Kan-giku
Zoku Saru-mino
Zoku Fukagawa-Shu
Zoku Betsu-Zashiki
Zoku Minashi-guri
Zoku Yamanoi
Zoku Ren-ju
Sono Tayori
Sono Fukuro
Soba no Furuhata
Sora Kakitome
Sora-bon Oku no Hosomichi

481
626
648
356

Bmm
tag

I 2 1
5 54
219

7
4 8

549
284

isa ayfrtR

< (DllZM

420
357
375

Chi (Ti), Cha 
Chigiriki
Chisokusai Hi-Nikki

"FUSE i
127

Chisoku Edo-shu Saitan o Utsusu 
Cha no Soshi

102
1 10

Te
Tenna Ni-nen Saitan Hokku-cho

To

AO*
Tozai Yawa 
Tori no Michi

469
52

Na
m\mNagaregawa-Shu

Ni, Nyo 
Nishi no Kurao 
Nyoi-hoshu (-hoju) 
Niwa-kamado-Shu

tn®£»
mmm

477
28

340

No

UEfTNozarashi Kiko 
Nochi no Tabi

1 84
194, 486

Ha, Ba
Haikai Azuma no Nikki 
Haikai Ame no Hikazu 
Haikai Awazu-hara 
Haikai Ishizuri Makimono 
Haikai Iraayo-Otoko

#H3K H IE
mm iwaisc 
mmmmc

I 16
49 3
643
400

55
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ttfffltttH
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Haikai Urushi-jima
Haikai Edo San-gin
Haikai Edo Jukkasen
Haikai Edo Ja no Sushi
Haikai Edo Tori-cho
Haikai Edo Hirokoji
Haikai Okina-Gusa
Haikai Okure-Sugoroku
Haikai Kanjincho
Haikai Komojishi-Shu
Haikai Shinobu-zuri
Haikai Zengo-en
Haikai Soan-Shu
Haikai Soga
Haikai Tamatebako
Haikai Chidorigake
Haikai Bando Taro
Haikai Hitotsubashi
Haikai Fukagawa
Haikai Betsu-Zashiki
Haikai Mukai no Oka
Haikai Yaezakura
Haikai Yabu ni Ko no Mono
Hairin Ichiji Yuran-Shu
Hagi no Tsuyu
Hakusen-Shu
Hakuba = Shirouraa
Basho-an Ko-Bunko
Basho-an Mikazuki Nikki
Basho-o Gyojo-ki
Basho-o Shinseki-Shui
Basho-o Tsuki Ichi-ya Jugo-ku
Basho Ku-sen Shui
Basho-Sampu Ryogin Hyaku-in
Hadaka-raugi
Hatsu-Nasubi
Hanashi-dori-Shu
Hana-Tsumi
Hana no Ichi
Hahasohara-Shu
Hari-Bukuro

398
89

100
101

81
62

131
139
40 A
522
338
310
473

361, 629
103

m 210
106
225

mmmjw 513
566

63, _m
450

38
501
534

385, 557^
636

015
292

506-1 
426, 569

305
390
526

83

nm 634
358lUffi?
633
4067E#
193
387
607

Hi
233Hitotsu-Matsu

Fu
;

mmm
401Fuji no Mi 

Funagura-Shu
r.;208 V:
:•
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He
183Hei-in Kik5

Ha
ABia 638Makitsu-an Iri-Nikki 

Matsushima Chobo-Shu 
Matsu no Nami

1 30
598

Mi

= 0(^1
163Mizu no Tomo 

Mitsu no Kao 
Minashi-guri

263
1 46

Mu

H*»r
143Musashi-buri 

Mu tsu-Chidori 503

Mo
2 1 2Homo-Neburi-Shu

Ya

UjT*
l

640Yadori no Matsu 
Yahagi-zutsumi 
Yaraashita-raizu 
Yamato Junrei 
Yawa-gurui

610
42
36

224

Yu
Yugao no Uta 
Yuran-Shu 
Yuki no Mune 
Yuki-maruge

440

§C7)8t
mt 6 tf

528
348

Ru, Ryo 
Ryokan Nikki 
Ruikoji

itgsia 508
270

Ro
Awase /\W # #f| 'SjRoppyaku-ban Haikai Hokku- 68

smsNasure-ume 
Hatari-dori-Shu

457
637
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vn INDEX OF NAMES AND ITEMS 
IN THE EXPLANATORY NOTES

i.U
(In Alphabetical Order)

Subject in English Subject in Japanese Haiku No.

A
Abe, Kimio 
Abe no Yasunari
Akechi Mitsuhode (Huga-no-kami)
Aki no nanakusa
Akutagawa Ryunosuke
Analects of Confucius (Lun Yu)
Ariwara no Motokata
Ariwara no Narihira
Ashikaga Takauji
Ashikari (yokyoku)

177
369
404

(Seven Autumn Flowers) 507

X)\\m±fr 471
!MiiS 68,154

pm (mm
1,100,298,594

615 I
87

{B

nmm
xa,

121,158,194,571 
(268 in Vol.1),195 

427,569

Bai Ju yi = Po Chii-i 
Basho-an
Basho-o Gyoj5-ki 
Basho's disciples, friends 

& the people related to him 
Anse i 
A t sujin 
Ba i gan 
Ba i i n 
Baij i n 
Baiken 
Baise i 
Banryu 
Bansai 
Bessho 
Bokuin 
Boncho 
Bunr in
Butcho, Priest
Chigetsu
Chine
Chinseki -* Shado 
Chi r i 
Chisoku 
Chochoshi
Choko (Chikuyo, Priest)
Chosui
Choto
Daiten, Priest

28
BA 64
m% 560
mM. 420
WA 121
mm 296

42
633
212
477

AS 148,195,402

/L« 512
182
248
454
228

(M) -
=PM 181

210,239,259,325

(Vr*)
55

328
212

M-517
U"±m 214
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347Deikin 
Deisoku
Dewa-no-Kami Ujikumo 
Doen, Priest 
Doho
Dokukai, Priest 
Donto, (Tokai)
Dosui 
Ennyu 
Ensui
Etsudo, Priest 
Etsujin 
Fubaku 
Fuboku
Fuchiku -* Sido 
Fugyoku
Fukagawa Hachi-hin-shi 
Fuko 
Fukoku.
Furaikuni 
Furyu 
Genko 
Gonsui
Hagitani Boku 
Hairiki 
Ha jo
Hakuse t su 
Hanzan 
Heichu 
Hikoeraon 
Hokaku 
Hokushi
Homraa Shurae (Tan-ya)
Hyakuri 
Hyoko 
Inkei 
Ippo 
Ishu 
Issei
Isshiken (Akashi Genzui) 
Issho (Yasukawa)
Issho (Kosugi)
Isui 
Izen 
Jiyoshi
Jiyu (Ogurusu Yugen), Priest
Jochiku
Joko, Priest
Joko

600
259

an 344
159,224,247,275,356,483,521,588-1

mm 272

§n± OK 85) 312

jbik 442

RA 440
296,588-1,596

ft's: 
mA

my.r -
95JI|Ajt“F' (Eight Poor Poets of Fukagawa)

64 7
176,251,332

183
503

381
347

68,625 
385,557,595

292
376

550,563 
101,3105 tK

2 1 2
4 1 0
258

487,629
41 1
412
494
613
386
584

61
tR® 443

427
643

68
262

“S»f <§B5:S:ltt> 
(»;iD 

—3?

206
298
477
347

401,600
99

450
573
453

SPff 194,353,397,486
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m^rJokushi 
Joshu 
Jos 5 
Jos u i 
Kage tsu 
Kake i 
Kakyu 
Kansei 
Keiko 
Keishi 
Kigin
Kihaku, Priest
Kikaku
Kiko
Ki mpu
Kochu
Kogetsu
Kono Shoha
Kooku
Kos a i
Kosen
Koshun
K5ya
Kuku
Kyoboku -» Todo Shuri 
Kyokus u1 
Kyorai 
Kyoriku

553
472,572

5t¥ 558

in 7k 399

ftE 454
255,332,574

476
384

390,486,527

mit 427
7,48,68,196

EW 315
146,152,214,270,481,503,517,534,542

313
503
229
488
270

MM 551
633
61 1

mm 7

K& 382
387,472,473,499

(ffiTfC) 441,469,516,518 
228,341,354,521,548,564,577,637 

314,339,341,354,495,508, 
509,521,529,557,564

216Ky5 ta i
Mangiku-maru -» Tokoku 
Masahide
Motome (Yoshioka)
Myomu-ni, Nun
Narihide
Ninko, Priest
Ogurusu Yugen Jiyu
Otokuni
Rakugo
Ranko
Ranran
Ranse tsu
Rigyu
Ri ho
Rika
Risetsu
R i y u
Roboku
Rogan (Romaru)

75%% - ttS
IE5f 636

(e? ) 307
241
475

(± A) 68

251,414,453,479,511 
316,346 
348,483

EM

UK
519

146,235,284,495,549Mg
551
585

138,345,629
i*19 296

314,339,487,509,558
187
525
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608Roka
Rokaku
Rosen (Naito)
Rosen (Sawa)
Rotsu
Saida
Sakuei
Sampu
Saryu
Saryu
Se i f u
Seiryu
Seishin
Seishu, Priest
Sekigiku
Sekishitsu
Serapo (Hosho Sadayu)
Sengin, Priest
Senka
Senna
Sensen
Senshu
Sentoku
Sesshi
Setsud5
Shado (Chinseki)
Shara
Shay5
Shido (Fuchiku)
Shi in
Shikin
Shiko

229

Bill (R)
53,625

49 7
343,347,404,416,427,569 

312,440
204

83, 146,151 ,228,507
4 00

i 565
139,225 
206,270

377
40 5
347
493

356,537
526

mt 646
=P3P 510
^;ii 527

269
501
576

ffig = (ffi)
280

431,513,519,544,596,600
512

166,480,598
439,480,600(KYr)

64
ft® 353

187,201,354,469,496,500, 
506-1,548,557,559,600,631

««Shintoku
Shisan
Sh i y u
Shohaku
Shoheki
Shokin
Shosha
Shua
Shufu
Shuha, Priest 
Shusetsu

89
554,566,632

1 10
233,313,457

AS 261
163
281

362,363
207
226
408
270Shushoku 

Sodo (Shinsho or Nobuaki 89, ]_65,337,354,504,506-2,519,545
mSogyu -* Izen

S5in
Sokan

641
mm 41
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mm 213,306Sokan 
Soma i 
Sonome 
Sora 
Soshu 
Suigin 
Sui 16 
Ta i so 
Taisui 
Taisui 
Takuta i
Tan-ya -♦ Homma Shume 
Todo Shuri (Kyoboku)
Togo
Tojun (Enomoto)
Tokoku (Mangiku-maru,
Tokyu 
Tore i 
Tor i n 
Tosai 
Tosen
Tosetsu (Hosokawa Shun-an)
Tosui
Toto
Toy 6
Toyo (Kumenosuke)
Tozan
Uchu
Uka
Uko
Unko (Butsuyo Jokyu)
Unrei (Makitsu-an)
Ushichi
Yaba
Yado
Yasui
Yugen
Yugo
Yu5

Bai Ju yi -» Po Chii-i 
Basho Ku-kai 
Bash5 Ku-sen Nenko 
Bi shi wenji 
Bi yan lu

634

m-k 279,641
347,348,357,382,405,519

649

mm 610
362
286

mm 532,539,639
#32 347

296,458

(mm) 423

W& 487

Mm aim) 536

mm 2CM ,215,251,254,255,256,298,413
338,371

476

wm 503,566,643

mn («») 390
487

mm MJmm 382

*# 208

MB 213.216
198.216mm

385
648
224
565

mu 512

mu <&#«&&) 
(#!§«>

640
638
637

mm (iPH) 543,551
587

i?7K 575
404
347
607&n

eaiMu*
(Hakushi Monju)

312
312
570
568(Hekiganroku)

C
(Sai-kon-tan) 124,550Cai gen tan 

Chosh5shi 
Choyo no Sekku

428
107,337,400,479,512,545,595
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140,146,167,171,206,304,497Ghuang-tzu (Zhuan-zi) 
Confucius (Kong zi) dFL^F- 233

D
»#(*> 

±ffi (fl)

641Danrin (School)
Dosojin 
Doyo (-boshi)
Dream Pillow of Han Dan

373
7 1
87

E

*398^

190,615Emperor Go-Daigo
Go-Horikawa 
Go-Saga 
Ichij 6 
Kotoku 
Nimmy6 
Nintoku 

ret.Erap.Toba 
Emperor Yuryaku 
Enanji •* Huai nan ji 
engo (an associated word) 
En no Gyoja (Ozuno)

415•t

294VI

373M

596VI

92IV

340ii

369
294

5o 19,46,47,128,239,254,357,425,etc.
(S'hfc) 294

F
(164 in Vo 1 .1) ,547Fan Li

Fuboku Waka-Sho 
Fujiwara no Akisuke 

Kinto 
Nobuzane 
Sanekata 
Shunzei 
Sukemasa 
Te ika 
Toshiyuki 
Yoshitsune 
Yukinari

544
286

26, 1 13,531 ,621II II

*58 415M »l

nsH 373II

t•I 1 1 3• I
n 123II

•i M 108,580 
78,127it H

Mm•i M 86
ff«H H 123

G

f££**P3fclf§

Genji Monogatari 
Genju-an 
Genno, Priest 
Gosen Waka-Shu 
Goshui Waka-Shu 
Gou Jian
Gu wen zhen bao hou ji

7,49,52,79,299,467,502,602,628 
(208 in Vo 1. 1) ,432

369
531
370

(164 in Vo 1.1) ,547
48

H%
(Si) 1 I 0Hachi no Ki (yokyoku) 

hacho (the broken meter) flfcfH 135,142,217
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vmhaikai
Haikai Mondo 
Hakusendo = Bash6 (-an) 
han-kasen 
Han Shan Shi de 
Haru no Nana-kusa 
Hatakeyama Shigetada 
hatsu-yume (the first dream)
Heike Monogatari 
Hekiganroku -* Bi yan lu 
Henjo (-Sojo), Priest 
H5jo-Ki
Hojo Tokiyori (Saimyoji Nyudo)
Hoj5 Yasutoki 
Hong Ying-ming 
Hori, Nobuo 
Hosshin-Shu 
Huai nan zi 
Hui Shi
Hyakuman (yokyoku)
Hyakunin Isshu -* Ogura Hyakunin Isshu 
Hyuga-no-kami -* Akechi Mitsuhide B \°}tF

401
ttMMS

(the Seven Spring Herbs) 222,522

521,524,564
195 :
262 ' .515

616
254
113

fflW (AilE)

mfcw
m

(Enanji)

50,245,531
497,553

1 10
341

124,550
324,554

418
112,483

Mm 497

W75 Mm 131

WA-t - /J'tWA-f

i
68Ichiya-matsu (Overnight-pines) 

Ikkyu, Priest 
Imoto Noich 
Ise Monogatari

69
324,554 

1,28,51,65,70,101, 
128,193,298,363,594

mm

624Ise no Taifu 
Ishikawa Jozan 
Ishikawa no Ason Kimiko 
Iwabune (yokyoku)

466
149
131

J
472Jakuren, Priest 

Jia Dao
Jinen-koji (yokyoku) 
jSruri

(251 in Vol.1),184
mm 116

26

K
mm 136kaishi

kakari-musubi (the rule of) 
Kakitsubata (yokyoku)
Kamo no Chomei 
Kan-ami
Kaneuri Kichiji 
Kano Tansetsu 
Kan5 Tan-yu

1,232,513

tt* (»ft) 92
497,553
116,452

n&mm
n&mm

:
383
602
602
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fcSFKfltKano Yasunobu 
Kanzan Jittoku ■* Han Shan Shi De

509

Kanze Nobumitsu 
Kashima Mode 
kasuri

47 1
248

fair 0 11
474Katada Izayoi no Ben 

Kazuraki (yokyoku)
Kayoi Komachi (yokyoku)
Kemmu no Chuko (Imperial Restoration of Kemmu)

294
95

615
mmm 1 1 9kenjogo (modesty word) 

Kenk5 ■* Yoshida Kenko 
Ke Shi
Kiku-Jido (yokyoku)
Ki no Menoto 

" Shigenari 
" Tomonori 
" Tsurayuki

*T± 1 56
107,205,329

22 1
•• Xtt 266

" £I'J 62
1 , 275,560 

139,239,283Kin-yo Waka-Shu 
Kiso Yoshinaka -* Minamoto no Yoshinaka /fctt’il'ft3 - ® m#
Kobun Shimpo -» Gu wen zhen bao 
Kojiju 
Kojiki
Kokin Waka-Shu

1 26
16,249,265,340 

1 , 16,50,62,78, 107,127,22 1 , 
275,330,354,462,544,560

*
Kokon Chomon-Ju 
Kon, Eizo 
Konjaku Monogatari 
Konoe Maehisa 
Kong zi -» Confucius 
Kori Soshin 
Koshogen
Kuraagai Jiro Naozane 
Kuraasaka Chohan 
Kuraraa Tengu (yokyoku) 
Kurosawa, Akira 
Kusunoki Masashige 
Kusunoki Masatsura 
Kyohaku-Shu 
Kyorai-Sho

616
1 77 , 305 
223,471'n (Tales of Ages Ago)

306

JL?
m

*b«*« 

hk m
m jEiK 
m iEff

5
537
303
383

2,104
47 1
615
615
428

413,500,558,603

L
Lian zhu shi ge 
Lin He-jing 
Li Po (Li Bai)
Liu An 
Liu Jing-he 
Lu Ka i
Lun Yu (Analects of Confucius)

160
207

^6 12
as 483
9mm 269
mm 206i

68,154PP
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M
Makura no S5shi (The Pillow Book)
Man-yoshu (A Collection of a Myriad Leaves) 75 MM

115,162,391 
134,149,507

ftumm 
t&ft (m&n

2Matsue Shigeyori 
Matsukaze (yokyoku)
Mi Fu
Minamoto no Tameyoshi 

" Tomonaga
" Toshiyori

" (Gen-Sarnmi) Yorimasa 
Minamoto no Yoritomo 

Yoshinaka

299
1 1 1

m &m 192
193

31
104,590
383,616

456" (Kiso)
Minamoto no Yoshitomo mm 192

383,456
192,213

Yoshitsune 
(Arakida) (^*EB)Moritake 

Mo-tzu (Mo zi) 
Munefusa = Basho 
Mramatsu, Tomotsugu 
Murasaki Shikibu

1 1 2
mm = s* 

*

39
324,554
49,628

N
271,522,557Nanakusa-Gayu 

Haniwa
Nichiren, Priest 
Nihon Shoki 
Nijo no Kisaki 
Nikaido Yukimasa 
Noin, Priest 
Nozarashi Kiko

340
342,51aHIIA

— ^/o

mmmm

16
28

318
267,351,360,370 

184,199

0
318,404 
342,514 

31,275,375

Hits*
*> < wu-tjt

i££CA;t

'j'&'j'Wr
'J'SPStR

*iSg = =f-JB.

Oda Nobunaga 
Oe-shiki
Ogura Hyakunin Isshu 
Oi no Kobumi 
6j6 Yo-Shu 
Okumura, Tsuneya 
Oku no Hosomichi 
Okuribi 
Omi Hakkei
Onakatomi no Yoshinobu Ason
Ono no Komachi
Ono no T5fu
6 no Yasumaro
Ota Mizuho
Ota Nampo
Otani Tokuzo
Oyodo Michikaze

251
418

62
356,365

327
(222 in Vol.1)

375
245,440,453,531

123
249
250
404

406,510
1 30
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p
Sgl, (££A)Po Chii-i (Bai Ju yi) 121,158,194,304,507

R
Sfli#

IIS(*>

462,577Rakushisha 
Rashoraon
RokujS Udaijin Kita-no-kata 
Ryugu (-jo)
Rongo -* Lun Yu

47 1
283

71,75,88
mm

s
404-2,462,577Saga Nikki 

Saicho, Priest 
Saida K5hon 
Saigyo, Priest

mm 31 1
312

45,62,74,239,263,323,380
396,405,407,472,547,604

manSaikontan -* Cai gen tan 
Saimyoji Nyudo Tokiyori -» H5jo Tokiyori iB; §/! tF A j|f !§C **

318Saito Dosan 
Sakuragawa (yokyoku)
Sanemori (yokyoku)
Sang5 
Sanka-Shu 
Sano Genzaemon 
Sanshu no Jingi (3 Imp. regalia) H@ CO ^

w\\ 77

(fgffi)
ULj-f-

(176 in Vo 1. 1 ) , 3 
(88 in Vol.1),145 

239,323,396,405,604iumM
VE&m&mn 1 10

260
247,413,558 1,592Sanzoshi

Sarashina Kiko
Sarumino
Sayo no Nakayama
Sei-Shonagon
Senj u—Sho
Sen no Rikyu
Senzai Waka-Shu
Sesshoseki
Seta no Sekisho
Seven Autumn Flowers
Seven Spring Herbs
Shakkei (borrowed landscape)

332
mm 354,626 

45,62 
115, 162,391 

284,418

/J'^CO^OJ

mm®

mmsm

513
31,113

367
480

507
222,522

ft ft 363
#f!l (Rft)Shari (yokyoku)

Shichi-Fukujin (Seven Gods of Good Fortune)
106

4,632,641
Shigi-tatsu-an
Shi Jing (Book of Songs)
Shika Waka-Shu
Shiki, Masaoka
Shin Chokusen Waka-Shu
Shin Kokin Waka-Shu

1 30
mm 385,597 

286,375,624mitm&M
Ttfl (IEf2]) 
mMMft&M

419
415R

45,74,86,108,117,
126,267,360,590| mm 641Shofu

Shosho no Ama 415,538
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(Bft) 
««, inm

5 80Shui Guso 
Shugendo
Shunkan (yokyoku)
Shuson, Kato 
Sogi
Sora's Travel Diary
Sosei, Priest
Sotoba Komachi (yokyoku)
Sotoba Komachi no San 
Sugawara no michizane 
Sumi-dawara 
s umo (wrestling)
Su Shi -» Su Tung po
Su Tung po (Su Don po) = Su Shi

239,294
107
215

mm 401
w&sbib cmf?03B, ms)

JnBTO*

357
107
453
453

59
543,551

mm 616

(iK) 99,125,545

T
548Tabine-Ron

Tachibana no Narisue 
Taihei-Ki 
Taira no Atsumori 

" Chikamune
" Kagekiy.o (Aku-Shichibyoe)
" Kiyomori
" Tadamori
" Tadanori

ffi 616
68

303

St TJn 73

ffi (M-tgffi) 601M

- mss 
"
" &S

(S®)
Yr%t%}pn (Tale of the Bamboo Cutter)

192
1 39
1 1 3

21Take no Yuki (yokyoku)
Taketori Monogatari 
(The) Tale of Genji - Genji Monogatari 
Tama-matsuri = Bon Festival

7

327IS (3SSS) = S:

fflft <S5®)

369Tamamo-no-mae 
Tamatebako 
Tamura (yokyoku)
Tango no Sekku 
t anzaku
Tao Quian (Tao Yuan-min)
Teimon (School)
Teitoku, Matsunaga 
Ten-yu, Priest 
Tokiwa (-gozen)
Tokugawa Ieyasu 
Tosei = Basho 
T5shogu
Toyotomi Hideyoshi a
Tsure-zure-gusa (Essays in Idleness)

88
132
74
43mm

530
641An

213,641Am (8*) 

#£(»!»)
378
192
361

58,89,102,138,385
361
404

171 ,244,472,575,605,649 
155,328ttmTu Fu (Du Fu) 

tsuyu = bai-u 8

U
ib 26Urashima Nendai-Ki (joruri)
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= &
71,75,88,197 

(216 in Vo 1.1) ,327
Urashima Taro 
Ura-bon-e = Bon Festival

V
26,113,118,269,450,621,Wa-kan Roei-Shu 

Watanabe no Tsuna mm m 470

X
(Kensu Osho) 523Xian Zi, Priest

Y
UiSg(22)^A 1 I 7Yamabe no Akahito 

Yamamoto, Kenkichi 
Yamato Monogatari 
Yamato Takeru (no Mikoto) 
Yama-Uba (yokyoku)
Yan Hui
Yoro (yokyoku)
Yoshida Kenko 
Yan Qian-an 
Yuan ji huo fa 
Yuan Zhen 
Yu Ji
Yuzawa Kennosuke

198,215,224,363,437,473,569
245
265

6
mm = mm 1 18
§£=g (»&) 56

171,216,244,472,555,575,649
487
487

7C« 62 1
1 60
557

Z
Zhen zhong ji
Zoga (Hijiri), Priest
Zo (haiku without a season word)
Zhu Xi

87
284

355,632
483

Ji
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vm INDEX O F* HAIKU

Haiku No. Haiku No. 
in Vol.1. in Vol.2.

First Phrase First Phrase 
in Japanese in Romanized 

Japanese

First phrase 
in English

(In Order of The Japanese Syllabary)

h , A

"Ah, spring, spring, great spring" 
You should have stayed green 
Aozashi must be 
Willow branches droop down 
Brightly red is the sun 
As autumn deepens 
In the autumn winds

1 1 Ift#*
W< rb

WWW
hfrfofrt

&JS.W 
I1 if t 

IP®

a haru haru 
aoku-te mo 
aozashi ya 
aoyagi no 
aka-aka to 
aki o he-te 
akikaze ni 
akikaze no 

fuke-domo 
yari-do no 

akikaze ya 
kiri ni 
yabu mo 

aki ki-ni-keri 
aki ki-nu to 
aki suzushi 
aki chikaki 
aki to-tose 
aki ni sou-te 
aki no iro 
aki no kaze 
aki no yo o 
aki fukaki 
aki mo haya 
akebono ya 
akebono wa 
ake-yuku ya 
Akokuso no 
asagao ni 
asagao ya hiru 
asagao ya kore 
asagao wa 

sakamori 
heta no 

asa-cha nomu 
asatsuyu ni 
asa-na asa-na 
asamutsu ya 
asa-yo-sa o

270
162
564

172
329

270-2

470An autumn wind blows 
Autumn winds are blowing 1 3

483Autumn winds once moved 
Autumn winds blow 
Autumn has come 
Autumn has come 
The autumn air is cool 
As autumn draws near 
Having lived in Edo 
Along the autumn 
The autumn colour 
In the autumn wind 
The night of autumn 
Autumn has deepened 
Autumn is passing by 
In the half-light of dawn 
The dawn is still 
In the dawning skies 
Apart from the heart 
I am just a man 
Morning-glories 
Morning-glories

we
18

78tt *9 
t 

L

&+¥ 
fk £ & 9 X 
&(?)&

& t n &

97
173
309

184

271
472
406

324
328
323

21
207m it

230

he < *<7) 275
152fflKK

283
284

!
The morning-glories 
A morning-glory 
Drinking morning tea 
Wet with morning dew 
Every morning 
Asamutsu Bridge 
Day and night

331mm
62T ^<r>

M ta $8 t£ 

:

224
306

638
391

1 34
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Having washed ray feetashi aro-te 
ajisai ya 

katabira 
yabu o 

asu no tsuki 
asu wa chimaki 
asobi-ki-nu 
achi-kochi ya 
atsuki hi o 
atsumi-yama ya 
ano kurao wa 
ano naka ni 
ama no kao

305

Hydrangeas are now 
The hydrangea blooming 
About tomorrow's moon 
Chimaki will be 
I've come for pleasure 
Easterly winds blow 
The burning hot sun 
Viewing Mt. Atsumi 
That cloud is likely 
I would like to paint 
A fisherman's face, first 
A fisherman's house 
With rain now and again 
A rainy day
Sweet flags are growing 
Sweet flags 
The young ayu fish 
What a rough sea it is

620
294

WB
WB US

g# b i

£> (7) 41 K
m±<nm
]$j#f * 
m<7) b*>

392
74

197
26

163

381
324
333
301

223ama no ya wa 
ame ori-ori 639

98ame no hi ya 
<£> th If 0 ayame oi-keri 95

1 49ayame-gusa 
ayu mo ko no 
ara-umi 
arashiyama 
ara t5to

356
1 68

ttUJ Arashiyama
How glorious, with green

243
hbtz^t 1 39

b t. b & ^ ara nan-tomo na-ya Well, nothing has happened
Hearing the hailstones 
If it hails

89

SH <

mt cz> 
GWb
muz

arare kiku ya 
arare se-ba 
arare majiru 
ariake mo 
arigataki 
arigata ya 
awa hie ni

164
417

Large snowflakes mixed with 
A wan morning moon 
The grateful figure 
How grateful I am to breathe 
With enough millet grown

22
555
306

1 58
328

I

Kfcfc**

ZiZKtfb
#lt£

't'ZZbti

-f-/N *fi 

sttnt

ie wa raina 
ika-uri no 
ikameshiki 
iki-nagara 
iku-shimo ni 
iza kodomo 
iza saraba 
iza tomo ni 
iza yukan 
izayoi no 
izayoi mo 
izayoi ya 
izayoi wa 
isaribi ni 
ishi kare-te 
ishi no ka ya

All the family 
A squid vendor's voice 
How harsh it sounds 
As they were alive 
I learn the heart of 
Now children 
Well, farewell 
Now, let's together 
Now, let's go out 
I wonder which is better 
I am still staying 
On the 16th night 
The moon of the 16th 
In the fishing light 
Stone is dead 
The smell of the Stone

312
623

20
554
221

196
78
37
78

337
335
475
535
386
125
369
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ishiyama no 
ishi ni 
ishi yori 

izuku shigure 
ichi -bito yo 
itsutsu mutsu 
ite-toke-te 
ideya ware 
ito-zakura 
itoyu ni 
ina-suzume 
inazuma o 
inazuma ni

Against the stone 
Whiter than the stone 
Where was he caught 
People in the market 
Five or six people 
As the frozen ground melts 
Now I am well dressed 
Fascinated with 
The shimmering of 
Sparrows in a rice field 
It looks in the dark as if 
Looking at lightning

231

5J: 0 

rff A cfc
SOTaO
MxMVr

179
120

25
343
292

60
32

357

m% 477

mm* 247

mmv
220

inazuma ya 
kao noM(T> 310A flash of lightning 

A flash of lightning 
Wonderful to see 
Does a cricket 
A wild boar is 
My life comes from 
How vital it is 
Between our two lives 
Women washing taros 
Taros are planted 
Taro leaves 
At Cape Irago 
The bell at suset 
The setting sun is 
The moon disappeared 
A coloured maple leaf 
Azaleas by the rocks

314yami no 
ine-koki no 
inoshishi no 
inoshishi mo 
inochi koso 
inochi-nari 
inochi futatsu

484me # (7) 
»*)(*£) 
n t <11 iz)
fre Z

7)

</' b C 
A'&(D

A -6 ^ GO

597
439

45
62

36
1 3imo arau onna 

imo ue-te 
imo no ha ya 
Irago-zaki 
iri-ai no 
iri-kakaru 
iru tsuki no 
iro-zuku ya 
iwa-tsutsuji

282
65

253
360
358
536

83
1 1

9 , U

48US'? 3*

9 (t 5

When you plant a tree 
We never know 
People, in festive mood 
Learn the journey of 
The vicissitudes of life

uuru koto 
uo-tori no 
ukare-keru 
uki hito no 
uki-fushi ya 
uki ware o sabishi-gara-seyo

497
31

529
242

405& L aki no tera 
kanko-dori 

uguisu o 
uguisu no 
uguisu ya 

takenoko 
mochi ni 
yanagi no 

ushi-beya ni

244 405I feel weary 
A bush warbler 
A bush warbler

(5K £)
#0) (3S£ L)

6
200

**>
570A bush warbler, now 

A bush warbler 
Bush warblers 
In a cattle-shed

263
559WV)

249 .
1 i-353- , *
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m-xt
mxv

9
tnsu x 
aitx 
sit#
?P<0 ft* 
ffPVlEV

uzumi-bi mo 
uzumi-bi ya 
utagauna 
uchiyama ya

A banked charcoal fire
A banked charcoal fire
Do not doubt the spring
Blossoms in full bloom
Come closer, and admire
With a round fan
The beautiful melone
The deutzia flowers
Deutzia flowers
An old cherry tree
Looking at even horses
The horse driver wouldn't know
Dozing on horseback
A horse, priest mounted
The sea has darkened
The Lake has cleared up

346
516
352

36
517
2 1 2uchiwa mote 

utsukushiki 
u-no-hana mo 
u-no-hana ya 
uba-zakura

42
241
568

3
22£

i«I3T< (*< 
mmnx

<D o t 0 0)

L b b

mmux
u

uma o sae 
uraa-kata wa 
uma ni ne-te 
uma boku-boku 
urai kure-te 
umi wa hare-te 
ume (mume) ga ka ni 

oi-modosa-

492
12

163
26

31 1

The scent of ume blossoms 
With the scent of ume blossoms 
The scent of ume blossoms

635
290notto hi no 

mukashi no 
ume ga ka ya 

shirara 
mi-nu yo 

ume koi-te 
ume shiroshi 
ume tsubaki 
ume no ki ni 
ume yanagi 
ume wakana 
urayamashi 
uri tsukuru 
uri no kawa 
uri no hana

560

The scent of ume 
The scent of ume blossoms 
Missing the ume blossoms 
Ume blossoms are white 
Ume and camellia 
On an ume tree 
The blooming ume 
Enjoy ume blossoms 
How I envy your life 
Melon-growing friend 
The place where I peeled 
A melon flower

457
649
2 1 4
207
257
280

mw 148

9 bVt L

IROTE

234
499

61
579
270

£ , E

MEET
<n

eiryo nite 
eda-buri no 
eda moroshi 
e-no-mi chiru 
Ebisu-ko 
en-naru yakko

The consideration 
The shape of branches 
The twigs are fragile 
Hackberries scattering down 
Ebisu-ko
A charming young servant

340
409

82

125
552
1 50

a, o

*#JII
Mtx

The grate tit doesn't know 
Travelling chest, sword 
Oi-gawa
With my fan unfolded

oi no na no 
oi mo tachi mo 
Oi-gawa 
ogi nite

538
147

305-2
96
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rn:tt*R
%K<njz
txomv 
bb <te# J:
S19H0
pt-jut-w

£*>*£*>
nu-v
E.#‘Xi
'h&lMV

oji oya 
Otsu-e no 
Ohie ya 
Omi-gaya 
oki-agaru 
ogi no koe 
ogi no ho ya 
okiyo okiyo 
okura-te-tsu 
okorago no 
osana-na ya 
ochi-kuru ya 
otoroi ya 
ono ga hi o 
Ono-zumi ya 
o-meiko ya 
oraoio-tatsu 
omokage ya 
oraoshiro-te 
oraoshiroki 
oraoshiroshi 
oraoshiro ya 
Oranda rao 
ori-ori ni 
ori-ori wa

476Grandfather, parents
What kind of Buddha
Mt. Hiei has a mist
In the mosquito net of Orai
Starting to rise up
The voices of reeds
The plumes of ogi
Wake up, wake up
Being seen off, and
The ume blossoms
With an infant name
It sounds falling down
Feeling weak from age
Each with its own light
Charcoal of Ono
For o-meiko
I have planned to see
The image of an old woman
Exciting while watching
How pleasant it is
How interesting
How exciting it is
The Dutchman has come
From time to time
Sometimes, the flowers

!
455

69
76

69
17

47 1
166

1 16
278
641
367

239
436
123
514
216

*> * L 6 # 
L

$>

W* £
#r * {i

118
111

598
259
351
104
486

255

Ka

80Tracing back the scent 
A youthful hokku 
With the curtain still

ka o saguru 
kao ni ni-nu 
ka o nokosu 
kakitsubata 

kataru mo 
ni-tari 
ware ni 

kaki yori wa 
kakusa-nu zo 
kakurega ya 
kakure-keri 
Kagekiyo rao 
Kakehashi ya 

inochi o 
mazu omoi- 

kagemachi ya 
kagero no 
kagero ya saiko 
kage wa ame no 
kazairo ya 
Kasashima wa

592
647

298To talk about the iris 
A rabbit-ear iris 
A rabbit-ear iris 
Dried seaweed rather than 
Openly served by my host 
What a hermitage 
Disappeared 
Kagekiyo becomes

to & &
9

frtllZ

to?

&<ni to

210
52

114
402

233
601

The Kakehashi Bridge 
The Kakehashi Bridge 
Kagemachi party 
A shimmer of warm air 
Shimmer of heated air 
The image is perhaps 
The colour of wind 
Where is Kasashima

117
334
539

frVfb 9 t7) 135
426 i

16
588
373

5*
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g<7)*co 
*S{* + 
&t£b Jfc
a* z>
RBfclttf
fR^5fcto
i'fcoiCO

£fr& fe»f 
S§g*)

Kasadera Temple
What a misfortune
The stately oak
The night is still too cold
Please do not make little
In the summer breeze
A pleasant sweet breeze
As a wind blow down
I have kept counting
Dear snail! Stretch your horns
Forbidden to talk about
If I were on foot
The bonito vendor
Norman in the moon
The pine decoration
I wonder if Mo-tzu
Send forth your fragrance
The sounds of the evening bell
A hamlet without
Even the kapitan
Leaving Kamakura
In the shrine precincts
I don't mind if ray paper robe
My hair is grown long
Sound of a jar broken by ice
With an umbrella
The pine of Karasaki
Dried salmon and thinness
The light of the setting sun
In the field of early rice
Cranes seen walking
To hear the voices
Wild geese make a noise
I would like to borrow
On a withered branch
Over the withered
Go and see
What a river breeze
In the upper reaches

Kasadera ya 
kasa mo naki 
kashi no ki no 
kazuki-fusu 
kazu-nara-nu 
kaze kaoru 
kaze no ka mo 
kaze fuke-ba 
kazoe-ki-nu 
katatsuburi 
katara-re-nu 
kachi-nara-ba 
katsuo-uri 
katsura-otoko 
kadoraatsu ya 
kanashiraa-n ya 
ka ni nioe 
kane kie-te 
kane tsuka-nu 
Kapitan mo 
Kamakura o 
karai-gaki ya 
karai-ginu no 
karai hae-te 
kame waruru 
karakasa ni 
Karasaki no 
kara-sake mo 
kara-hafu no 
kari-ato ya 
kari-kakeshi 
kari kiki ni 
kari sawagu 
kari-te nen
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345
313

466
377

33
501
304

161

265
244
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kare-eda ni

33
229

506-2
323

63
442
496

131
2

kare-shiba ya 
kawauso no 
kawakaze ya 
kawakami to 
kan-giku ya 

amazake 
ko-nuka no 

ganjitsu ya 
ganjitsu wa 
kannon no 
kan-butsu no 
kam-butsu ya

85

»n 419
ill**
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437
510

A winter chrysanthemum 
Winter chrysanthemum 
New Year's Day 
On New Year's Day 
The roof of Kannon Temple 
On Buddha's birthday 
On Buddha's birthday

546
285

1 57
350

42
295

291
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ki o kiri-te 
kiku keito 
kiku ni de-te 
kiku no ka ni 
kiku no ka ya 

Nara ni 
Nara wa 
niwa ni 

kiku no tsuyu 
kiku no nochi 
kiku no hana 
Kisagata ya 
Kiso no jo 
Kiso no tochi

The moon we see tonight 
Chrysanthemums and cockscombs 
Having left Nara early 
Smelling the scent of

81
342
596
595

The scent of chrysanthemums 
The scent of chrysanthemums 
The chrysanthemum scent 
A dewdrop fallen 
After the chrysanthemum 
Chrysanthemum flowers 
Kisagata in rain 
The strong vitality 
The horse chestnuts of Kiso

321
594

BK 545
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£
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617
621
540

164
456

120
Kiso no yase mo Not recovered from

Even woodpeckers did not 
Put on jimbe-baori 
Beat your ful1ing-block 
Under the trees 
Make a fire, my friend 
You are a butterfly

122
kitsutsuki mo 
ki-te mo miyo 
kinuta uchi-te 
ki no moto ni 
kimi hi o take

141
39

16
201

50
209kimi ya cho

kyoku kogarashi no With comic haiku 
Tired of Ky5to 
Even in Kyoto 
Tonight is the night 
Today is the day 
To Kyoto 
From today on 
All the people of Kyoto 
With my ears purified 
Kiyotake Stream

23
261Kyo ni aki-te 

K6 nite mo 
kyo no koyoi 
kyo bakari 
Kyo made wa 
kyo yori ya 
Kyo wa ku-man 
kiyoku kika-n 
Kiyotaki no

211
51

272
72

178
5

160
308

Kiyotaki ya
nami ni chiri-naki Kiyotaki Stream 

Kiyotaki Stream 
I hear a cricket 
The cotton rose flowers 
A misty cold shower of late autumn 
A paulownia tree 
The oldness of the pine

305
330& Kft 0 

# 9 #' 0 t 
Rif
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nami ni chiri-komu 
kirigirisu 
kirisame no 
kiri-shigure 
kiri no ki ni 
kimbyo no

443
509

8
219

543
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I suppose the lower world 
The water rail calls - people say 300 
Various flowering grasses 
My hermitage 
Even ray hermitage 
My hermitage life 
Dropping from a blade of grass

1 19fit: 
< t

gu anzuru ni 
kuina naku to 
kusa iro-iro 
kusa no to o 
kusa no to mo 
kusa no to ya 
kusa no ha o

330
221
137

479
109
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kusamakura 
inu mo 
makoto no 

kuzu no ha no 
kusuri norau 
kutabire-te 
kuchi-kiri ni 
kuni-guni no 
gu ni kuraku 
Kumasaka ga 
kumo o ne ni 
kumo ori-ori 
kumo-kiri no

From my pillow on a journey 
Sleeping on a journey 
The faces of kudzu leaves 
Drinking medicine 
Tired from the journey 
Opening a new tea jar 
I have already seen 
How stupid I am 
Are the relatives

24

t C t <0 
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Kttttwnt

427
495

77
1 04

513
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141
383

Making the cloud its root 
The clouds appearing now and then 
The clouds and fog 

kumo to hedatsu Friend beyond the clouds
Spider, what is your voice 
How many cloud peaks 
In the saddle of a horse

60
39

9
1

kumo nani to 
kumo no mine 
kuratsubo ni 
kure-kure-te 
kuromori o 
kuwa-no-rai ya

1 1 5
1 60
286

The year is ending 
Kuromori is
Mulberries are the wine

1 47
181
161

It, Ke

mm* keito ya 
kegoromo ni 
kesa no yuki 
keshizumi ni 
geni ya tsuki

The amaranth leaves 
The feathery robe 
This morning's snow 
Is it the sound of 
The moon is really

591
548
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122
99
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koe sumi-te 
koe you-ba 
go o tai-te 
ko no su ni 
k5 no su mo 
kobai ya 
komori mo 
k5ri nigaku 
kogakure-te 

kogarashi ni 
iwa fuki- 
nioi ya 

kogarashi ya 
take ni 
ho-bare 

koke uzurau 
kokono-tabi 
kozue yori

The sound is so clear 
If I had a good voice 
Burning dried pine needles 
A nest of white storks 
A nest of white storks 
Red ume blossoms 
Come out bat, you, too 
Ice tastes bitter 
Those tea picking women

269
97
74

238
237

1 36
631
146
567

The withering blast 
In the withering wind

489
259•:

The withering wind 
A withering blast 
Out of the mossy tomb 
I woke up many times 
From a treetop

1 29I mm 445
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ko-dai sasu 
kocho ni mo 
kochira muke 
koto-bako ya 
kodomo-ra yo 
ko ni aku to 
kono aki wa 
kono atari 
kono umi ni 
kono ume ni 
kono kokoro 
kono tane to 
kono tsuchi no 
kono tera wa 
ko-no-ha chiru 
kono hotaru 
kono hodo o 
kono matsu no 
kono michi ya 
kono yado wa 
kono yama no 
ko-hagi chire 
gobyo toshi he-te 
Kohogen 
kome kai ni 
komo o ki-te 
komori-i-te 
koyoi tare 
koyoi no tsuki 
kore ya yo no 
koromo ki-te 
konnyaku ni 
konnyaku no

Small sea breams are being 
Without becoming 
Turn your face this way 
The case of a koto 
Children
Those who openly say 
This autumn 
All around here 
Into this sea 
Seeing these ume blossoms 
Guess my intention 
Such a tiny seed 
This mallet:
What a temple this is
Tree leaves are falling
What a sight: these fireflies
For these past days
Are these pines grown from
This road
This house is not known 
About the sad history 
Bush clovers, drop 

The old mausoleum 
Kohogen's painting 
On the way to buy rice 
Someone great could be 
Staying in this garden 
Who, this evening 
Polish up and show us 
This is the item 
Wearing a priest's robe 
Young greens win today 
Jus t a few slices

169
397

217
541

281
642
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58
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629
191
308
287
249
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88
190
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132
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cF , Sa

Saigyo no 
iori mo 
waraji 

sakazuki ni 
doro na 
mitsu no 

sakazuki no 
sakazuki ya 
sakari-ja hana 
sakari-naru 
saki-midasu 
sakura-gari 
sakura yori

625Saigyo's hermitage 
Saigyo's straw sandals

Mb
403

25 fc
89In my sake-cup

In my sake-cup I drink
Under the sake-spilt cup
The sake-filled cup
Blossoms in full bloom
Fully blooming ume
Among peach blossoms
Isn’t it amazing
After seeing cherry blossoms

^OC7) 40
56250

10725^
135
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25
607
290

148
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sake-nomi ni 
sake nome-ba 
sazanami ya 
sasa no tsuyu 
sazare-gani 
sashi-komoru 
sazo-na hoshi 
satsuki no ame 
zato ka to 
sato no ko yo 
sato-bito wa 
sato furi-te 
sanae toru

To my drinking friends
Having drunk some sake
The sound of ripples
The dew of sasa
A small river crab
Staying indoors, the only friend
The loving stars
Early summer rain
"Perhaps a blind man?"
Children of the hamlet
Villagers singing
In an old hamlet
The hands taking rice-shoots

288
49

582
527
246
348
1 28
I 14
229
236

105
315
1 46

What loneliness 
What loneliness 
Many, many things 
Gathering the rains

473kugi ni 
Suma ni 1 88

9 1samazama no 
samidare o 
samidare ni 
om-mono-do 

kakure-nu

1 57

The early summer rains 
In the heavy rain 

tsuru no ashi In the summer rain 
In the summer rain

7
1 08

1 40
nio no ukisu 

samidare no 
sora fuki- 
furi-nokoshi 

samidare mo 
samidare ya 

oke no wa 
kaiko wazurau Early summer rain

The rain of early summer 
A heavy summer rain 
The water, swollen 
It is not cold dew 
Although it is cold 
The plates and bowls are 
The poets who heard 
the monkey's sad cries 
A monkey showman 
A monkey showman (not hokku) 
Exactly as I feared 
A three feet high mountain

59

Blow down the skies
The rains of early summer
An early summer rain

298
151

37

In the summer rain 242
571

shikishi 
ryuto aguru 

samidare wa 
samukara-nu 
samu-keredo 
sara-bachi mo

247
75

mi-rnt'

< A

372
566
251
581

saru o
kiku hito 

saru-hiki wa 
saru-hiki no 

sareba-koso 
san-jaku no

1 0
*311* 
(£S3I*>) 
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626
626-2

i
255
451

L , Shii

«£C7)7E<7) The heart of shii blossoms 
At Shiogoshi 
Salted sea-bream's 
It will be a good souvenir

shii no hana 
Shiogoshi ya 
shio-dai no 
shio ni shi-te

279-2
165
274

100
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shiorashiki 
shiore-fusu ya 
shika no tsuno 
shigururu ya 
shigure o ya 
shizukasa ya 
shizu-no-ko ya 
shini mo se-nu 
shinobu sae 
shibashi ma mo 
shiba tsuke- 
shiba no to ni 
shiba no to no 
shibaraku wa 

taki ni 
hana no 

shiho yori 
shima-jima ya 
shimo o ki-te 
shimo o fun-de 
shimo-gare ni 
shimo no ato 
shukaido 
jo ake-te 
Shosho no Ama 
joroku ni 
shoshun mazu 
shira-uo ya 
shiraga nuku 
shira-giku no 
shira-giku yo 
shira-geshi ni 
shira-geshi ya 
shira-tsuyu mo 
shiro-ato ya 
shiro-zurai ya 
shin-wara no

The lovely name "Little Pines" 
Bent down low, withered 
A dear horn is now 
A winter shower 
A wintry shower 
What quietness 
A poor farmer's child 
Not yet dead
Even the ferns are withered 
A short while to wait 
The horse with brushwood 
In my hermitage 
The hermitage moon

I 75
21

296
226

20
156
64
19

199
12

30 1
121
604

For a while, I stay
For a while, staying
From all directions
So many islands
Covered with frost
Treading on frost, I have been
In the frostbitten field
Even after the frost
Shukaido flowers
Unlock the door
How impressive
Five meters high
First in early spring
Icefish of the Priest Kensu
Pulling out white hairs
White chrysanthemums
White chrysanthemum
On a white poppy
The white poppy
Glistening dewdrops
The castle site
White charcoal brings back
The new rice-straw

140
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205

374
m*mx 86 !
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ftfiiK 23
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469
252

415
86

205
523
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327
171
215
176

282
319

88
318

t, s u

96Suigaku will lend 
Narcissus flowers

suigaku mo 
suisen ya 
suzushisa o 

e ni utsushi 
Hida no 
waga yado 

suzushisa ya 
sugu ni 
hono mika-

260

302Coolness
Coolness was designed 
Making coolness

575mm
153a#

What coolness 
What coolness

576Ii:
159
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susuhaki wa 
ono ga tana 
sugi no ko- 

suzume-ko to 
suzuri ka to 
Suraa-dera ya 
Suma no ama no 
Suma no ura no 
sumi-tsuka-nu 
Suruga-ji ya

lioin

Annual house cleaning
My house-cleaning is
Baby-sparrows and
Is this the inkstone
Suma-dera Temple
Did I hear a cuckoo's voice
It must be, perhaps
Travelling heart
On the road through Suruga

288
449
622
407
303
302
628

228
297

Se

Sparrows are perhaps 
When "sekizoro" comes 
I should have asked 
Strongly urged to hold 
A dish of water dropworts

519sekizoro o 
sekizoro no 
seki-mori no 
setsukare-te 
seri-yaki ya

447
371
619

X , So

Priests and morning-glory 
The waves of the blue sea 
Eating rice gruel 
The tails of zori 
The colour of the sleeve

1 5so asagao 
sokai no 
zdsui ni 
z5ri no shiri 
sode no iro
sode yogosu-ran Getting their sleeves muddy 

I wish to see his figure 
His soul, will be 
Its colour is whiter 
Beautiful as it is 
Look at buckwheat flowers, too 
Only flowers of buckwheat
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106
608
105
646
1 49

sono katachi 344
378sono taraa ya 

sono nioi 487
191sono-maraa yo 

soba mo rai-te 
soba wa mada

254
319
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ta ichi-mai 
dairi-bina 
taka no me mo 
taka hitotsu 
takamizu ni 
ta ga muko zo 
take-gari ya 
takenoko ya 
takauna ya 
tako-tsubo ya 
tachibana ya 
tanabata no 
tanabata ya

After seeing a patch
Dairi-bina
It has darkened now
A single hawk flying
Owing to the flood
Whose bridegroom is he
Mushroom gathering
A bamboo shoot, used to be
What a bamboo shoot
An octopus pot
Fragrant citrus flowers
On Tanabata
The Star Festival

143
92

478
76

531
202

195
464

; 49
107

435
14

587
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A seed taro vendor
How delightful to cool myself
A wandering crow
Tired of journeying
111 on a journey

tane-imo ya 
tanoshisa ya 
tabi-garasu 
tabi ni aki-te 
tabi ni yan-de 
tabine-shi-te 

mi-shi ya 
waga ku o 

tabine yoshi 
tabi-bito to 
tabi-bito no 
tama-matsuri 
tamuke-keri 
tame tsuke-te 
ta ya mugi ya 
tare-yara ga 
tawami-te wa 
tanda sume

422
297
204
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1 1 3
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On my journey away
After sleeping on your journey
Sleeping on a journey
Traveller is the name
The traveller's heart
The Bon Festival
I have offered
Smoothing out the wrinkles
Summer has come
I feel like soraebdy else
Shapely bent, they look to be
Just be clear, to make

264
82

262
70

279-1
216

179
261
364
235
573
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The lettuce is still as green 
My father and mother 
Plovers flew away 
Prostrate on the ground 
Making chiraaki 
Chosho's grave, perhaps 
Butterflies and birds 
Only butterflies 
The wings of a butterfly 
A butterfly comes also 
A butterfly, butterfly 
Blossoms will fall

572chisa wa mada 
chichi-haha no 
chidori tachi 
chi ni taore 
chiraaki yuu 
Chosho no 
cho tori no 
cho no tobu 
cho no ha no 
cho mo ki-te 
ch5 yo cho yo 
chiru hana ya

100
448
227

248
198

640
209

202
225

167
602

O , Tsu

174
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Move, burial mound
Where is the moon
In the bright moonlight
The cicadas' voices
When I asked about
The moon is clear, shining
Reduce your light, moon!
The moon is the fourteenth 
The moon of the year-end 
As the east sky whitens 
The moon is so clear 
The moon is showing the way 
In the bright moonlight

tsuka mo ugoke 
tsuki izuku 
tsuki-kage ya 
tsuki-gane mo 
tsuki ka hana 
tsuki kiyoshi 
tsuki sabiyo 
tsuki ju-yokka 
tsuku shiroki 
tsuki-shiro ya 
tsuki sumu ya 
tsuki zo shiru- 
tsuki ni na o

185
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318MU b
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183
404
154
233
441
600
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tsuki no kagami The mirror of the moon 
Not only the moon

1 9
tsuki nomi ka 
tsuki-hana no 

gu ni hari 
kore ya 

tsuki hana mo 
tsuki hayashi 
tsuki machi ya 
tsuki-mi suru 
tsuki-mi seyo 
tsuki mi-te mo 
tsuki ya sono 
tsuki-yuki to 
tsuki wa are do The moon is bright, 

The tasteful garden 
Entwined with ivy

1 86

My stupidity in repeating -
These poets are really
Without the moon or
The moon seems to be moving fast
The moonrise waiting party
Among the members
Enjoy viewing the moon
While viewing the moon
The moon reminds me

275
2 1 3
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355
66

A 58
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181
300
537

Saying "the moon and snow" 
but

51
299

258-2tsukuri-nasu 
tsuta ue-te 
tsuta no ha wa

187
The ivy leaves 

tsutsuji ike-te Putting azaleas in a pail 
(Unfinished)
Have they picked tea leaves 
Although dew is frozen

338
3 A

tsuma ko-te 
tsumi-ken ya 
tsuyu ite-te 
tsuyu toku-toku Dew still drops and drops

A30
1 37
263

1 7
tsuru naku ya 
tsuru no ke no

A crane calls so strongly 
Like the crane feathers

366
526

X , Te
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Teikin no Orai The text of Teikin 
te o ute-ba 
te ni tora-ba 
tebana karau 
tera ni ne-te 
tembin ya

90
Clapping hands 
Should I take it in my hand 
Even the sound of blowing nose 
Having slept at a temple 
On a pair of scales

and the echo 2A5
1 A

277
67

57
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togan ya 
tokibi ya 
toki yori 
toto-garu 
toto-sa ni 
totosa ya 
togi-naosu 
toshi kure-nu 
toshi-doshi ya 

sakura o 
saru ni 

toshi no ichi 
toshi wa hito - Making people older

The shapes of white gourds 
Instead of maize 
It makes me sadder 
Greatful tears for holiness 
For holiness 
How precious they are 
Having been reburnished 
Another year is gone

589
79

525
A85

193
A53
260

27

Year after year 
Every year, the same 
The year-end market

A60
521
2 3 A
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The pines on the bank 
On the doorway 
Anyway, still alive 
A birdcatcher 
A dragonfly 
Dimly lit

dote no matsu 
to no kuchi ni 
tomokaku-mo 
tori-sashi mo 
tombou ya 
dommiri to

423
173

262
21 1
438
569
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nao mi-tashi 
nagaki hi mo 
nakanaka ni

I still want to see 
Even a long day 
It is, in a sense 
I view the mountain moon 
At Nakayama
The kimono of the deceased 
Still hot since summer 
Even in summer 
In the summer grass

294
57

518
66nagamuru ya 

Nakayama ya 
naki-hito no 
natsu kake-te 
natsu ki-te mo 
natsukusa ni 
natsukusa ya 

t suwamono 
ware saki- 

natsu-kodachi

394
1 10

534
321
431

Only summer grass grows
Through the summer grass
The summer grove
From my summer clothes
Summer will come soon
Natto cutting sound
The moon of summer
A summer night
In the summer mountain
The dewdrops falling
The pink's summer heat
Seven bush clovers
What do they eat
There is no simile
Miscanthus plumes
For what, I wonder
What kind of tree is in flower
In the sea of Naniwa
In the yellow patch
It smells very fishy
The flowers of waves
Waves have brought to the beach
Glory to Buddha
Nara, sevenfold
It has come

1 50
432

41
38na t su-goromo 

natsu chikashi 
natto kiru 
natsu no tsuki 
natsu no yo ya 
natsu-yama ni 
nadeshiko ni 
nadeshiko no 
nana-kabu no 
nani kuu-te 
nanigoto no 
naigoto mo 
nan ni kono 
nan no ki no 
Naniwa-zu ya 
na-batake ni 
namagusashi 
nami no hana to 
nami no ma ya 
Namo hotoke 
Nara nana-e 
nari-ni-keri

1/ 30

Irts # 6 

MV&*
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ft
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230
63

307
365
615
508
507

130
322
272

199
87

544
35

533ft t C £ L 

2H <D
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34
189

182
624

67

IZ , Ni

It is well-matched for meL* niawashi ya 
nishi ka higashi Losing the direction

424
370

1.-365-
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256Under the pot for noodles 
I'd like to sweep the garden 
While sweeping the snow

Siw

gsst

nyuraen no 
niwa hai-te 
niwa haki-te

180
515

Nu

I remember the night 
nure-te iku ya A man passing by

556nusubito ni
384

*1, Ne

264When the love of cats 
The wife of a cat 
Isn't she impolite 

Ne-no-hi shi ni I wish I had a friend
On Buddha's Nirvana-Day 
The stalk of Welsh onion 
Even through the leaves

^-<7)0 IK

S&6 <

neko no koi 
neko no tsuraa 
ne-taru ha

70
18

203
291-1nehan-e ya 

nebuka shiroku 
nebu-no-ki no

258
215

<D , No

i&iw

IgfSW

Being good-for-nothing 
Across the field, turn 
Through the curtain for 
A skeleton exposed in a field 
When we finish drinking 
Plagued by fleas and lice 
Soup with seaweed

246no-nashi no 
no o yoko ni 
ndren no 
nozarashi o 
nomi-ake-te 
norai shirarai 
nori-jiru no

142
279

7
237
1 52

B&ti-v 181

tt, Ha

JIlMtt-CJ:

numt
tiitattjkX basho ue-te 

L T basho nowaki

hai-ideyo 
hagi-hara ya 
Hakone kosu

Crawl out to show your face
The field with bush clover
Across Hakone
The ferns growing by
After planting a basho
The banana tree is blasted in
the storm
A basho leaf
A lotus pond
The scent of lotus flowers 
It is still too cold 
Ploughing sounds for hemps

154
248

79
hashigeta no 480

1 38

shite
basho-ba o 
hasu-ike ya 
hasu no ka o 
hadaka ni wa 
hatake utsu 
hatsu-aki ya 

umi mo aota 
tatami- 

hatsu-uma ni

4

rnn-o
me

268
327
585
284
425

Early in autumn 
Early autumn
The year's first horse day 

(Only this first line was corrected: see hatsu-rauma) 
Eight or nine ken up in the air

326
g* 468

277

292A^Ll hakku-ken
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I
hatsu-zakura 
hatsu-shigure 

saru mo 
hatsu no 

hatsu-shimo ya 
hatsutake ya 
hatsu-hana ni 
hatsu-makuwa 
hatsu-rauma ni 
hatsu-yuki ni 
hatsu-yuki ya 

i t su

The first cherry blossoms 285

In the first winter shower 
The first wintry shower 
The first frost of the year 
A hatsutake mushroom 
Seeing the first blossoms 
The year's first melon 
Hatsu-uraa Festival! 277 (corrected as in ERRATA) 
In the first snow

194
tO (7) 643

SJ7EK

tos^

512
532

93
166

413

Kit
The year's first snowfall 

kake-kakari- The season's first snow 
saiwai an ni The year's first snowfall 
suisen no ha The first snowfall

The first snow of the year 
The voice of a dove 
The flower of a flag 
Making blossoms 
The dawn of the mountain 
How great, to see blossoms 
Both flowers and fruit

197
549
232

tMiIj 48

M'Hn

7E
KilMlZ 
?E® 9 
7E5£§T 
7E

7EI zh*:& 
TEtc^i: 
7EK ? ZVt 
TEKgf^ 9 
TEKgto

itvmiz

hijiri-kozo 
hato no koe 
hana-ayame 
hana o yado ni 
hana-zakari 
hana saki-te 
hana to mi to

446
398
307
286
293
225
609

hana ni aka-nu Even with blossoms
Sparrows! Do not eat the h-flies 55 
Much worse for blossoms 
People are drunk with blossoms 
Drunk with blossoms

28
hana ni asobu 
hana ni iya-yo 
hana ni ukiyo 
hana ni ee-ri 
hana ni ne-nu

43
158
132
502Sleeping not in the nest 

hana ni yadori Having stayed overnight 
hana no kao ni Feeling shy with the face 

Under the blossoms 
Clouds of blossoms

113
24

289hana no kage 
hana no kuraoitvg 56

7E
ItElz £ 
7E*if 
TElifSW 
m iztv < 
®JS, p IZ

46hana mina kare- All the flowers withered 
For blossom viewing 
A flowering rose of Sharon 
The flowers can be seen 
Revolting against 
Around the gable

563hana-mi ni to 
hana-mukuge 
hana wa shizu 
ha ni somuku 
hafu-guchi ni 
hamaguri no 

ikeru 
futarai ni 

hayaku sake 
hara-naka ya 
hari-tate ya 
harinuki no 
haru-kaze ni 
haru-sarae no 
haru-sarae ya 

hachi no su

117
6

633
506-1

&C7)
Claras have survived till
Like a clam torn from its shell
Bloom in a hurry
Over the field
Hitting a needle
A papier raSch6 cat
Spring winds will make
A spring rain trickles down

520£lt*

¥<estt
192

400
58

54
127

29
291

iSpring rainfall 293
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haru-same ya 

futaba ni 
mino fuki- 
yomogi o 

haru tachi-te 
haru tatsu to 
haru tatsu ya 
haru nare ya 
haru no yo ya 
haru no yo wa 
haru mo yaya 
haru ya ko-shi 
haremono ni 
han-jitsu wa

In the rain of spring 
The windy spring rain 
Spring rain
Hills and fields still look 
Even children know 
Has spring already come 
It is already spring 
A spring night 
The spring night ended 
It is getting 
Has spring come? Or 
The willow looks as if 

For half a day long

420
634
565

¥0 it

274
38

1 80
28
93

6 1 4
276

1
558
450

O, Hi

Calling "Bii — "
In the east and west

320bii to naku 
higashi nishi 
hige kaze o fu- With his beard being blown by wind

MS 228

fcV'T 
V- C A ® #
-mmn
Ar?*
A- t <r>
—S!±
-l$®

-miz 
-Si 
-tit iz 
Atm*
A« Z 
— 0 — H 
AifLto 
&0M 
0 izfrfri

S«»l<
mm X 0
BfSM/c *) 
WU'-’P t
mmt>
IPSC 12

1 55
higoro nikuki 
hito-one wa

Crows, usually hated 
One ridge is covered with 
Talking voices of people 
Everyone admires 
The villagers here

232
7 1

325-2hito-goe ya 
hito-goto no 
hito-sato wa 
hito-shigure

47
203

A wintry passing shower 
hitotsu nui-de Taking off one garment 
hitotsu-ya ni 
hito-tsuyu mo 
hito-tose ni 
hito ni ie o 
hito-bito o

85
102

Under the same roof 170
Not a drop of dew 
Only once a year 
Making someone buy 
Come, a cold shower

547
557
454
410

hito-hi hito-hi Day after Day 
hito mo rai-nu

465
The spring, people don't notice 
A nun living alone 
Just like a scudding cloud 

hi no michi ya A hollyhock leans

498
hitori-ama 
hi ni kakaru

429
638
434

While a skylark sings 
I feel higher 

hyaku-ri ki-ta- Coming a long way 
hiya-hiya to

hibari naku 
hibari yori

354
94

! 65
What a pleasant cold touch
A sick wild goose
With the folding screen

31 1
byo-gan no 
byobu ni wa 
hyoro-hyoro to Orainaeshi

222
412

I
332

j V-bV-bt 
ttM = ± 
SMlz

Flutteringly up 
Form a bridge, egrets

hira-hira to 
Hira Mikarai 
hirugao ni 

kome tsuki 
hirune sho-

584
452

Impressive to see 
By the bindweed flowers

170
314
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hirugao no 
hire furi-te 
Biwak5 no 
hi wa hana ni 
hinzan no

The bindweed flowers 
Waving her white scarf 
The night of "Biwako"
The day is over with blossoms 
The sobbing of an iron pot

313
174
194

99
145

& , Fu

Rft <r> 
J0.SE0)

* < ao
%±<F>^
m<F>%\±
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m±nm
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r.BmV'

&£*> 
SCflV 
Seta bto

Xr&bfa

*-<7) 0

»b?t t 
m^on

IBM.V
XM/zfz

& win

fugetsu no 
furyu no 
fuki-tobasu 
fuku kaze no

Forget your talent 
The first taste of elegance 
Blowing away stones 
In the blowing wind 

Fuji no kaze ya The wind of Mt. Fuji 
fuji no mi wa 
Fuji no yama 
Fuji no yuki 
busho-sa ya 
futari rai-shi 
futsuka-ei 
futsuka ni mo 
funa-ashi mo 
fumi-zuki ya 
fumi nara-nu 
f uyu-gomori 
fuyu shira-nu 
fuyu-niwa ya 
fuyu no hi ya 
fuyu-botan 
fura-zu tomo 
furi-uri no 
furu-ike ya 
furu oto ya 
furu-kawa ni 
furuki na no 
furusato ya 
furu-su tada 
furu-hata ya 
fumbetsu no

528
144
121

266
64

The wisteria beans 
Mt. Fuji looks like 
Mt. Fuji, covered 
My laziness
The snow we two saw last year
A hangover
On the second day
The headway of a boat
The month of the Star Festival

401
61
87

236
124

126
84

208
167

46Coloured leaves, not a letter
Winter confinement
The house without winter
A winter garden
In the winter sun
A winter tree peony
Even if there is no rain
The peddler's wild ducks
An old pond
The sound of rainfall
A budding willow
The ancient name of
Coming home where I was born
The empty old nest
In an neglected field
Bottom of discretion

123
189
41 1

75
196
603
551

43
8

610
187
81

226
222

126

^ , He

After hearing that they eat 204hebi kuu to

H , Ho i

The Japanese lantern plant 
Horai Decoration 
Look at the darkness 
The light of a firefly

127hozuki wa 
horai ni 
Hoshizaki no 
hotaru-bi no

289
73

375Mikn
-369-
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The firefly-viewinghotaru-mi ya 2 10
botan shibe fu- Deep out of stamens 

It is hokku only 
hototogisu (f&fJb, &8I)

A cuckoo's voice

217
hokku-nari 102

ima wa hai- 177
Urami no Taki A cuckoo is heard 

A cuckoo's voice
361
6 6 3o-takeyabu o 

The cuckoo has perhaps 165
A cuckoo is flying 
A cuckoo

106kie-yuku 
koe yokotau 
naku naku 
naku ne 
naku ya 
maneku ka 
shogatsu wa 

horo-horo-to

278
A cuckoo flies away
With a cuckoo's voice
The cuckoo sings in the sky
Are they beckoning
We miss you now, cuckoo
In quiet succession

260
503

266
1 39
1 59

98

£ , Ha

£o'ft 

£o'*ns^> 

Wtzihm-
XVfi <■ u-

tag*

tabihX

£fc 9 t'f£

nmatf
mfk%*

The boy's forelock
The man shouldering hay
Celebrate spring first
Having bought a square-measure
Knowing first its beauty
First of all, my dear
A greengrocer has come
Oh, nothing like this
A doctor in town
With the wind blowing down
The wind kept blowing
The pine and cedar

maegami mo 
magusa ou 
raazu iwae 
masu ko-te 
mazu shiru ya 
mazu tanomu 
mata-nu noni 
raata ya tagui 
machi-isha ya 
matsu-kaze no 
raatsu-kaze ya 
matsu sugi o 
matsutake ya 

kabure-ta 
shira-nu 

raatsu-nare ya 
matsu hana ya 
mat odo-na 
raado-nari ni 
Mafukuda ga 
raayu-haki o

613
362
258

322
72

208
73

320
53

665
599
580

A matsutake mushroom 
A matsutake mushroom 
A beautiful pine 
Waiting for blossoms 
A stupid dog was 
Along the window 
A field horsetail looks 
A lady's eyebrow brush

630
682
131
103
627
530
223

155-1

b, Mi

HBUi:

Mii-dera Temple
Seeing you off, my friend
Under the crescent
A crescent must be
Have you seen
Over the lake

Mii-dera no 
raiokuri no 
mikazuki ni 
raikazuki ya 
raishi ya sono 
mizuumi ya

251
1 1 5
267

1 53
270-3

MV 583
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mizu samuku 
mizu-tori ya 
mizu no oku 
mizu muke-te 
misoka tsuki - 
michi-no-be no 
michi hososhi 
midokoro no 
mina ide-te

The water is too cold
The water-drawing ceremony
Behind the water
Offering water
The end of the month
A rose of Sharon by the lane
The lane looks narrow
How touching to see
Everyone is out
Prayto the sacred rope
In the month of June
The heat of June is
Piercing to the marrow
Come, my friend, to hear
Leaving the capital
The priest of the shrine
The figure looks still immature
Watching the flowers
Looking out over

231
29

376
94

185
1 1

586
605

287
349mina ogame 

Minazuki ya 
Hinazuki wa 
mi ni shirai-te 
mino-mushi no 
miyako ide-te 
miyamori yo 
miru kage ya 
rairu ni ga mo 
miwatase-ba

505
467 |

1 19
i

68
493
195

52
50

108

V , Mu
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616Listen to the old story 
The ears of barley 
With barley growing 
Emaciated from 
Even the bedstraw 
The moon of Musashino

mukashi kike 
mugi no ho o 
raugi hae-te 
mugi-meshi ni 
mugura sae 
Musashino no

295
256
459
353
1 30

Musashino ya
issun-hodo na In Musashino

Musashino Plain
55

648sawaru mono
1 76What a pity

The spring water, scooped 
( = "ume" ga ka ni)

The scent of ume blossoms 
With the scent of ume blossoms

muzan-ya-na 
musubu yori 
mume ga ka ni 

o i -modosa- 
notto hi no

268

635
290

$) , Me

316Under the bright harvest moonZJUZ
& (W)Rcr> 

Itfrt

meigetsu ni 
meigetsu no 

izuru ya 
hama ka to 
midokoro 

meigetsu ya 
ike o 
hokkoku 
mon ni 

meigetsu wa

Just like a full moon 
Under the bright full moon 
Let's visit the places

341
317

390

The bright full moon
The harvest moon
The bright harvest moon
The moon is still attractive

44
184itm
269mz
253
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SfcHKSA*7) medetaki hito - Perhaps I shall be
B& frfr* 
sizmz 
0 0)£*>

The wife fanning the hot rice 
Surprisingly new

nieshi augu 
raezurashi ya

308
162

220
When it comes into sight 296me ni kakaru 

me ni nokoru 
me no hoshi ya

With the image of 
The stars in my eyes

309
44

& , Mo

mm*
«£-*-£<

toWt^X
to&ZV
to<F>&*

i)(T)X>t^> 
toft LV
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t A £ Afc 
P] KAfttf

mochi o yurae ni Dreaming of rice cake 
The rice cake blossoms 
Large snowflakes are making 
Icefish, gathering 
When I say something 
After writing some words 
What curiosity 
Let me ask you first 
The warrior's talk 
With only one item 
How much I want 
The old aspect of 
Wind of autumn 
Comparing the frail child 
Entering the gate

1 33
1 29mochi-bana ya 

mochi-yuki o 
mo ni sudaku 
mono ie-ba 
mono kai-te 
monozuki ya

27
1 34

1 28
389

83
281mono no na o 

raononofu no 
mono hitotsu 
monohoshi ya 
raomotose no 
mono no ki no 
moroki hito ni 
mon ni ire-ba

550
45

632
257

385
317
408

■?>, Ya

mail;
t

m&tt&b 

® 9 &A,

am co

yagate shinu 
yakuran ni 
yasu-yasu to 
yase-nagara 
yado kari-te 
yadori-se-n 
yanagi-gori 
yaraa-kage ya 
yamagatsu no 
yaraa-zakura 
yama-zasato wa 
yaraaji ki-te 
Yamashiro e

Shortly dying
Out of the flowers
Having risen up easily
Becoming so slim
A cold passing shower
I wish to stay here till
The shouldered wicker trunk
In the mountain shade
A woodcutter's mouth
Among the wild cherry blossoms
In a mountain hamlet
On the mountain road
For Yamashiro
At Yamanaka
The dew on the flowers

214
382
474
250
491
315
577
316
2 1 9

0J# 428
HiMfi

(lljOfc) <7) yamabuki no

235
32

414
j Yamanaka ya 177

1 36
yamabuki ya 

Uji no 
kasa ni

Yellow Japanese roses 
The Kerria flowers

240
&IZ 461

iu t>miz 
Hitt®

yaraa mo niwa ni The mountain is felt 
In the Cat Mountain

In the weird dark night 
In the darkness of night

363
yaraa wa neko 
yami no yo to sugoku 
yami no yo ya

172
IS# 142

241
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mmco yamu kari no A sick wild goose 222
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yugao ni
kampyo mui-te Under the flowers 
mitoruru ya 

ugao no shiroku A bottle gourd flower 
yugao ya

aki wa iro- 
you-te kao 

yubare ya 
yube ni mo 
yu o musubu 
yuki o matsu 
yuki chiru ya 
yuki to yuki 
yuki no ashita
yuki no naka wa Even in the snow 
yuki no fuku 
yuki-ma yori 
yuki ya suna 
yuku aki no 

keshi ni 
nao tanomo- 

yuku aki ya 
te o hiroge- 
mi ni hiki- 

yuku kumo ya 
yuku koma no 
yukusue wa 
yuku haru o 
yuku haru ni 
yuku haru ya 
yu no nagori 

ikutabi rairu 
koyoi wa 

yu no hana ya 
yume yori mo

578
Fascinated with 10

143

The bottle gourd flowers 
Bottle gourd flowers 
Cleared up evening 
Not in the evening 
Purification 
The drinkers' faces 
Snowflakes falling down 
So bright tonight with snow 
In the snowy morning

312
280

380
433
368
488

227
201
124
169

A globefish in the snow 
On a spot of ground 
Snow and sand

151
612
252

542The departing autumn 
In the departing autumn 511

593The departing autumn 
The departing autumn 
The scudding cloud with 
The horse carrying me 
Eventually
The departing spring 
With the departing spring 
Spring is departing

339
84

218
155-2

206
101
1 38

Missing the hot spring 
The hot spring bath here 
Flowers of yuzu 
The real hawk I see

388
387
462
254

<£ , Yo

i££#:£ Travelling all ray life 574299yo o tabi ni
* (This was translated twice by mistake!)

I wish I were drunk

x <

245you-te ne-n 
yoki ie ya 
yogi hitotsu 
yogi wa omoshi 
yoku mire-ba

What a good house this is 
A padded kimono 
My counterpanes are heavy 
Looking closely, I see

325
490
156

41
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Yoshitomo's heart 
Yoshinaka perhaps saw 
At Yoshino
All night through, perhaps 
It is my way of 
Even to the blossoms 
Send forth the scent of 
To live in this world 
Friends giving me rice 
This is the season 
The world is in summer 
People in this world 
In all directions 
At night in secret 
When does it reach the shore

Yoshitomo no 
Yoshinaka no 
Yoshino nite 
yosugara ya 
yotsu-go-ki no 
yo ni sakaru 
yo ni nioe 
yo ni furu mo 
yone kururu 
yo no naka wa 
yo no natsu ya 
yo no hito no 
yomo ni utsu 
yoru hisoka ni 
yorube o itsu

192
182

92
606
562
6 A A
206

5
250

273
310

145
27 1
1 18
1 16

b , Ra

The scent of orchidran no ka ya 1 86

0 , Ri

US*)
mn<?)

Ryugu mo 
Ryuraon no 
ryo no te ni

At the Dragon Palace
The blossoms over Ryumon Falls
In both hands, I have

7 1
95

265!

i> , Ru

rusu ni ki-te 
rusu no ma ni

Visiting a friend 
During the absence

53
494

h , Ro

rokugwatsu ya 
ro no koe 
nami o utte 
ro-biraki ya

The sixth month 
The sound of oars 
beating waves 
Fireplace opening

304

3
273

t>, Wa

ttO/J'S S 

MtliiaV 

35 -5 ti. <t

waga kinu ni 
waga tame ka 
wakaba shi-te 
waga yado wa 

ka no chii- 
shikaku na 

wakare-ba ya 
wazurae-ba 
wasuru-na yo

Dear peach blossoms of Fushimi 
Is it for me 
With a young leaf

31
178

103

In my hermitage 
My hermitage shows 
At the time of parting 
Feeling ill in bed 
Please do not forget

213
618
636
224

54
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101Worry-forget herb 

If you don't forget 
The smell of early rice 
The cotton beating bow 
Live a lonely life 

L fiL ( - warau-beshi naku- Laugh at me, or weep over 
ware ni niru-na Do not resemble me

wasure-gusa 
wasure-zu-ba 
wase no ka ya 
wata-yumi ya 
wabi-te surae

183
171

188
144
168 Ift

$*) W<7)
212

59ware mo kami no I also look up

.
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